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Preface 
--------------------------------

This book contains the single best and most detailed "eye witness" account of the early development of 
automatic systems that I am aware of. Arthur Bessey Smith was surely one of the most knowledgeable early 
telephone engineers. Most of his other writings saw the light of day in book form. This one apparently did 
not. 

Much early information on the development of automatic service has been forgotten, and has left the public 
consciousness. Some of the forgotten information appears here. Without this book, many important details 
on the history of automatic systems, probably would no longer be available to the public. 

The "book" came to the Institute as a scrapbook of clippings, apparently gathered from some long
discontinued publication. The most likely suspect is Automatic Electric's excellent journal Automatic 
Telephony. Unfortunately, we have been unable to get access to issues of this magazine prior to 1919. No 
name of the careful collector appears in the book nor was there a date. We do not know whether the "book" 
is complete. The collector may have missed some of the materials. 

While using information from this book, one day it came to me that I had never seen any credits or 
acknowledgments in other writings that this material had been published in book form. A check through 
several dozen books and journal articles confirmed this suspicion. I have been unable to locate any reference 
to it, in either journal or book form. 

When did Smith complete the articles? He discusses the Los Angeles system as having one manual and seven 
automatic offices. This dates that part of the manuscript not later than the fall of 1906. There is a short 
reference to the system at Columbus, Ohio in the spring of 1907, but several large dial systems ordered or 
installed after 1907 are not mentioned in the text. 

Smith makes no mention of the new two-wire Strowger systems, which were first installed in 1908 at Pontiac, 
Illinois. There is no mention of the first automatic intermittent ringing, installed shortly afterward for the 
new dial system at Lansing, Michigan. And there is no mention of the landmark system at San Francisco, cut 
over in September, 1909. This was the first large city to use two-wire automatic equipment, and the first large 
city to have automatic ringing, and to provide subscriber-audible ringing signals. These were major 
improvements in automatic systems. Had the manuscript been written in 1908, it would surely have 
included all these new capabilities. 

Most of the data on Lorimer systems reflect that system as it stood in 1901. Lorimer developments after 1901 
are not mentioned. But the latest date in the book, used in one place only, refers to a Lorimer system in 1909. 
There is no conclusion, thus it is possible that later "chapters" are missing completely. 

The original publications have a few chapter or section headings scattered through the book. Where Smith 
used these, I usually retained his heading exactly. Where there were no headings, I made them up. 

A few incorrect dates- in the published versions- were later corrected in remarks printed in later 
clippings. These are retained in this book. In each case, the correct dates are widely known. I have hand
written the correct dates over each erroneous printed one. 

There are two different figures numbered 26, and figures 78, 122 and 127 are missing. 

Printing quality must have been satisfactory when originally published. Unfortunately, the paper in the 
scrapbook has aged and the ink has deteriorated. 



You see the original type. This means that there are several different type fonts and sizes, and that columns 
are of slightly different width and length, reflecting the several original sources. One part of one page is 
from a different publication than that on another part of the same page. 

The book was not intended to be a chronology of all the earliest automatic systems. Smith usually discusses 
only the first system of each new type of equipment, or each significant new change. In a few cases he 
mentions additional cities that used the same type of equipment. But, in most cases, he discusses only the 
first. 

The story told in this book by Smith is not complete. There is no reference to Clark, Ness, Globe, Munson 
and others who were producing automatic systems at the time. Bell's Queens system went into and then was 
withdrawn from public service during the time period covered by the book. The original publications may 
have contained chapters on these systems also. 

Smith includes only two systems outside the USA. One was the pilot system that went into service at Berlin, 
Germany on 21 May 1900, the second automatic system in Europe. And Smith mentions a Lorimer system 
being installed at Brantford, Ontario. 

Smith may have covered these systems either in a fuller version of this manuscript, or in other publications. 
A portion of the manuscript may never have been published, and/ or other portions may have been 
published in journals which were not available to the scrapbook maker. 

Stanley Swihart 
Telephone History Institute 
Dublin, California 
1995 



1. Background 
f; "Now faith is the S!!bstmtce of things hvpcd 
'<' for the evidence of thi11gs not see11."-H e-
~' bre'ws 11:1. ! 

~THE great things of the world have been the prod-
~· ucts of faith. The men who have written their 
t. names high have conquered by faith in their mis-
;slon. From Abraham to Edison there is an inspiring 
ffecord of achievements due' to courage. If Cyrus W. 
tFi.eld had not been a man of sublime faith the Atlantic 
~able might not have become a working reality. If Dr. 
!:Alexander Graham Bell had not believed it possible to 
!'transmit speech electrically he would not have been able 
:to carry his experiments to their s11ccessful conclusion. 
:And the growth of the automatic telephone is more due 
to faith in possibilities than to anything else. 
:·· . The importance of ready means of connection for 
/telephone instruments has been recognized from the first. 
;'Private party lines soon reached the limit of their service. 
;ro. converge all the lines at one central point for inter
konnection was the only way to extend the use of the 
!telephone to meet the rapidly increasing demand. As 
f.telegraph lines had been switched by hand for years and 
iWas somewhat relat~d to the newcomer in that it also cm
lJi1oyed relatively weak. currents, electricians adapted the 
:Plug board to telephone use. From this beginning we 
;have developed to the modern manual switchboard. 
~. In the month of September, 1879, about three years 
after the invention of Bell's telephone, an application for 
patent was filed, which covered the first attempt at the 
-automatic switching of telephone lines. The devices de
scribed were crude and inefficient, yet they were a be
ginning. They failed to make it a success. Yet sillfe 
that time inventor after inventor has attacked the prOb
lem. It is a thing which could not be let alone. In spite 
of the hindrances of unskillful mechanics, their ignor
ance of eleCtrical laws, and the manipulations of pro
moters, the automatic system has grown in efficacy and 
favor. Though men have been wrecked by the wayside, 
step by step the obstacles have been overcome till but 
few remain. It is my purpose to trace, as best I can, 
both technically and generally, the growth of the system, 
>and to throw on the history such side lights as will be 
helpful from the livkS of the meri who did the work. 

- . M. Daniel Cbiinolly, of Philadelphia; Thorrias A. 
C"d'nnolly, 6£ Wash'ington, D. C., and Thomas J. Mc
Tighe, of Pittsburg, Pa., are the earliest known workers 
·in this line. Their first patent was applied for Septem
ber 10, 18i9, and issued December 9 of the same year 
under the number 222,458. The condition of manual 
switchboards at that time may be guessed at by the 
following extract from the patent: 

"The operation of making these connections is now 
altogether a manual work, and requires not only constant 
attenti6rt 'but much dexterity in order that there shall be 
as little delay as possible; but in exchanges comprising 
mariy members the work of the central office is very great, 

. requiring many employes to meet the wants of the com
niunity. Even then there are incessant delays, much con

. fusion, and consequently many mistakes and annoyances 
' which it is highly important should be obviated.'' 
. · . While the drawings in the patent specifications are 
·fairly clear, they are not in the best ·form for publication 

· to ·show the essentials of their circuits. Accordingly I 
have redrawn the scheme in Figure 1. The substation 

outfit consists of a talking circuit, containing the receiver, 
a signal circuit containing a polarized bell, and a selecting 
circuit containing a dial interrupter, a pole-changing 
switch, and several cells of battery. Two arrangements 
are shown in the patent, as at station No. 1 and station 
No. 3. In the latter the dial is entirely in the selecting 
circuit, while in the former it forms a part of the com
mon circuit and must therefore be normally closed. This 
point is not definitely stated, though "interruptions" are 
mentioned as being made by the dial. This indicates that 
the dial was normally closed, but in selecting a number 
the circuit was broken instead of made a certain number 
of times. The bell was polarized so that positive current 
must enter at the binding post marked ( +) in order to 
ring it. The reverse current would produce no effect. 

The central office switch consisted of a number of 
wipers, Wv W 3 , etc., mounted on the same shaft. On 
the end of each wiper was a hook. Arranged in the form 
of a quadrant around the shaft were a number of con
tact bars, B,, B 2, B~ .• etc., each hearing as many hooks as 
there were wipers. Each wiper could he moved around 

Figure 1. 

on the axis and in so doing would engage a hook on each 
of the bars in succession .. MM is a motor magnet which 
could move a wiper by a ratchet and pawl device. There 
was one motor magnet for each wiper. The line from a 
station was normally grounded at central through the 
contact of the switching relay, SR, which was polarized 
as indicated .. Its armature was so arranged that it would 
stay in cithe~.position, not returning to its former position 
unless made. to do so by currer.t of the proper polarity, 
The private magnet, PM, was <.ttached to a contact bar, 
and was arranged topull the whole bar out of the path 
of the wipers. It was polarized, and there was one for 
each bar. .It would stay in whichever position placed, 
the same ~s the switching relay. 

In making a call there were three things which 
.the user had to operate-the switch, Sw, the diaJ, and the 
pole-changer, PC. The switch ·stood normally on the 
center point, leading to the bell, and the pole-changer was. 
up, connecting the positive pole of battery to the line . 
First, throw the switch to the left-hand point, connecting 
the battery to the line. Second, operate the dial. This 
interrupted the current and advanced the wiper. In so 
doing the current took the following path: From ground 
up through battery, through the dial to lirfe, over the line 
to central, throug-h the motor magnet, M M, through the 
switching relay, SR. to the wiper, through. the contacts 
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of SR to ground. As the current rlowcJ in the wrong 
direction through the switching relay, the latter would 
not be operated. In moving along to reach· the desired 
bar, the wiper hooked into a hook on each intervening 
bar in succession, but passed on without disturbing them. 
Having arrived at the contact bar of the line with which 
our subscriber desired connection, he would, thirdly, 
throw the pole-changer down, thus reversing th<: battery. 
This reversal of battery produced three results-it oper
ated the switching relay, SR, cutting off the ground at 
central; it operated the private magnet, PM, which pulled 
the contact bar, B", for instance, out of the way of any 
other wipers which might come around, at the same time 
carrying the hook on the wiper, IV 1 , along. The third 
effect was to ring the bell at the called station. Fourth, 
the calling subscriber shifted his switch, Sw, to the center 
point and waited for an answering signal from the other 
party. The called subscriber was supposed to answer by 
throwing current on the line in such a direction as to 
ring the calling subscriber's bell without reversing th<
current through the private magnet and the switching re
lay. Then they would both switch over to their receivers 
and talk. At the end of conversation the called subscrib
er switches back to the bell, while the calling subscriber 
switches to battery, reverses battery to push the bar, B3, 

back in line, and bring. the ground back on th~ wiper by 
means of the switching relay. The wiper was then free 
to go to any other line or return home. 

Privacy, or non-interference, was secured in two 
ways. The calling subscriber's line passed through a 
contact, C

1
, between the private magnet and the motor 

magnet. The first move of the wiper as it starts outo to 
find another line breaks this contact, effectually prevent
ing any other wiper from getting in on that line. The 
called line is protected by the withdrawing of the contact 
bar as above described. 

There are several "bugs" in the system, which read
ily appear. 

No. 1. It was expected to arrange the contact bars 
on a portion of a circle, which they calle<..l a quadrant. 
This would limit the number of subscribers very closely. 
Even if they had arranged a complete circle, the total 
number ,of lines possible to be served would be far too 
small to be practicaL 

No. 2. The work laid on the motor magnet is too 
heavy to be handled successfully by current over a long 
line to a sub-station. The battery to be maintained at 
the latter point would be enormous. 

No. 3. Moving the contact bars back and forth is 
too' heavy work for magnets, especially for polarized 
magnets, such as the private magnets. 

No. 4. It was expected to be able to reverse the line 
current quickly enough to prevent the motor magnet 
from responding. This could not be done. The inventors 
made tw<;> suggestions of ways to make it sure. One 
was to provide a mechanical interlocking device so that 
when the switching rel~y, SR, pulled up it would block 
the motor magnet and prevent it from moving. But the 
same current which energizes the switching relay also 
energizes the motor magnet. As the latter is ~upposed 
to be quick enough in action to follow the impulses of 
current from the ·dial, the former woulrl hav:e to be ex..
ceedingly quick to pull up and block the motor magnet in 
time to do any good. The other suggestion was to make 
the contact on the hooks broad enough to allow the wiper 
to make one step without breaking contact. It must be 
noted in this connection that it required several impulses 
to move a wiper from one bar to the next. . 

No. 5. It will be impossible to get the answering 
ring as expected. In order that the positive selecting 

current shall not ring the bell its plus 
to earth as shown. This must be the case at 
tions. The selecting current will pass ~rom 
to central, the ringing and switching 
from station No. 3 through central to 
This diredion is necessary to ring the bell at 
out d~turbing PM and SR. Now when the· 
scriber answers, he must throw his current . 
in the same direction; that is, from statipn 
tion No. 1. This is the wrong direction for 
bell of No. 1. He could ring it by "'"'·"u.''l'> 
the opposite direction, but that would '"'''',..,1 ... 
and sever the connection by grounding thl! ........... "" ..... 

No. 6. lt would be necessary to talk 
coils, the motor magnet of each line and 
relay and the private magnet of the calling 
too much for good service. "' 

No. 7. There was no provision for releaser 
for automatically returning the wiper to its ·· · 
tion. If the switch had been made in the 
complete circle it would be possible to return 
going on around the circle. The inveptors 
complete circle for the purpose of increasing 
of lines, and even thought it possible to 
contact bars in a plane, with the hooks or 
on a narrow belt running crosswise. 

One suggestion of value W;I.S to run a 
for operating the switching relay and the pri 
doing away with the reversal of current. 
seems not to have been embodied in the patent. 
cia] application of their switch which the '"''"'"tnr 
pected to use was in the case of an office with a 
distant factory. The switch could be placed at 
of the line in the factory and allow the office to 
and converse with any department in the plant. 

But to my mind the greatest obstacle in 
was the high percentage o.£ connections which· 
sisted on handling. The maximum traffic is 
subscribers are connected by twos, This gives a 
cord circuits to lines of fifty per cent. It was 
mum which they tried to retain. Theoretically, 
good thing for all the 5-Ubscribers to be able to 
once, but if telephsme companies were to try to Pt<~~ 
such facilities, telephone rentals on manual boards 
be up in the clouds and the automatic would be 
possibility. 

That the inventors themselves discovered the 
backs of thei::- system to sQme extent is shown by 
velopment. brought out about two years later. 
29, 1881, the same men applied for a patent on 
proved system, which was later issued as No. 
In this they show that the difficulty of working the 
nets by line current had been found, and they get .... ,....m~!!ll 
it by using relays to control the magnets, the latter 
supplied from battery at the central office. 
shows the essentials of the improved system. 
some discrepancy in the way the station was ,t't ltCJnac:<L~lG\ 
be wired. In one drawing the strap of the 
is shown as running to the plus terminal of the 
indicated by the broken line at station No. 1. In an<>tbd 
drawing it is run to the other terminal of the bell acc:orclfl 
ing to the dotted line. Undoubtedly the former, 
broken line, is the correct connection, for otherwise 
bell could not be rung by an incoming call. 

In this system the dial is clearly stated to be 
mally open. The pole changer, PC1 , is mounted on 
dial in such a way that it will be automatically +h•·r .. ,,_·-\1 

to the reverse position when the impulses have c::u\ll:\1..·1'1' 

The operations of the subscriber are thus simplified. 
The switch at the central office has been changed 



·P ·ally. Each contact bar, B" B2 , etc. is carried by a 
· · ivoted :urn, C, at top and bottom, so that it can . be 

' ng away from the path of the wipe1 s. J n swingmg 
'way it can operate a switch which breaks the contact be

:· een B and F and connects the bar directly to the line. 
e wiper arm carries a d~vice cal~ed a "line trirp.~r," 

. hose pian is shown at LT1• The !me from the 1stcl:ciOn 
iomes into the switch at F, passes through the contact 
.. ·the spring Band to the polarized operating relay, OR1 • 

· rom here it goes to the wiper arm, P :• out to the line 
· 'pper, LT11 through its back contact to P 1 and thus to 

e ground. 
1'~-.. At the station Sw1 is normally kept on its ground 
wOirit so that calls may be rec~ived on the bell: \~hen a 
·u is to be made the subscnber puts the switch 111 the 

• · 'ddle, which leaves it out of contact. The rotation of 
· · e dial sends impulses to central, positive current going 
· ·er the line from the station. The operating relay 

·. i ses aod opens the local circuit of the motor magnet, 
, M 1 , causing it to move the arm by a ratchet movement. 
. e fin;t few impulses of current pass through the oper
. ting relay, OR11 and go to ground through P 1 . When the 

. '~f' 

, P 2, has advanced far enough, it engages the next 
tact bar, B 2 , pressing it out with a toggle-like lll0ve

ent of its line tripper. This brings the bar into elec-

~"··.· 

tii:· 
~·~--~· };· ............. . 
t..,; ... : 

fq~ 
Ff~rare 2. 

Cfrl~ contact with the spring leading to station No. 2, 
;.breaking off the connection to the operating relay of that 
~·line. At the same time the motion of the line tripper, 
;Li11 breaks contact with its back spring, thereby cut-. 
~ting off the ground connection. The impulses for fm
''-ther advancement must now pass from the line tripper 
~'through the contact bar, B 2 , to !i!le leading t~ station No. 
'2, and to earth through the bell of that statiOn. As the 
··impulses continue to come, the arm carrying the line trip
~per:·goes on, pushing past the bar so that it falls back to 
its normal position. This restores the connection of sta

·tion No. 2 with its own operating relay and gives the 
.1inetripper, LT1 , its direct ground through P 1 • Thus in 

· advancing around the circle the impulse~ alternately find 
git:und directly through P 1 and through the lines past 
'Whiclt the arm moves. When the impulses cease, the line 

'tripper will be resting again~t the bar of the line sought, 
~"J:ltessing it out so as not to he caught by any other line 
.·t~lpper which may be putting up a connection. This re
~!meves the ground, P 11 and cuts off the operating relay, 
\ORi, ;of the called line, giving a direct line to the called 
) . .!ltati ·rt.:· . ,, . _o •' .·· 
~;:-:",~;wh_en the dial stops, it automatically thrm~s th~ 
~"PP~anger, PCu over and reverses the polanty of 
":tbe ba.ttery., The subscriber now places the switch, Sw., 
.-G11 the right hand contact, which sen<is current over the 

J 
line to the called station. ringing the hell. :\s the battery 
has been reversed, it will not affect the operating relay. 
;\n answering ritJg was intended to be sent the same <'ts 
in the first system. Disconnecti<•n was effected by step .. 
ping on around the circle to the home point. 

\Ve have seen how priYacy io, sec'tired by having 
the line tripper push the contact bar away from the cen
ter so that other trippers can not touch it. But another 
station might call on the home bar of the calling station 
if means are not taken to prevent it. A cam is arranged 
which rests in a notch as long as the arm is in the home 
position. \Vhen the arm starts out to find another line 
the cam rides up on a disc just enough to hold the bar 
beyond the reach of passing line trippers, but not enough 
to break the contact between B and F. 

'When the line tripper is in its home position it would 
be expectect to be in contact with its own contact bar. 
This \Vould press the bar out and hreak the contact B-F, 
which would c11t the operating reby from the line. To 
prevent this, a notch is cut in the bar opposite its own 
line tripper, so 1 hat it can not be moved bv the latter. 

By going over the seven objections· to the system 
which were: mentioned abm·c when treating the first. pat
ent. let us sec how manv of them have been remedied. 

No. 1. \Ve arc still limited by the number of bars 
~rhich can he placed in a circle of reasonable diameter . 

No. 2. The motor magnet has been taken from the 
line and placed on a local circuit where it can have any 
reasonable strength of current without much expense for 
battery. The control of ]neal circuits by relays is good 
and sound. 

No. 3. The private magnet has been abolished. In 
it,: place is a light, pivoted device which ought to give 
less trouble. . 

No. 4. The revcr5al of battery current has now no 
eficct on the motor magnet as in the first system, as the 
magnet is now in a local circuit and the operating relay 
is polarized. 

No . .S. The answering ring is no better than before, 
unless, as the inventors suggest, the ringing current be 
employed, which i!' much weaker than that required to 
operate the operating relay. In this case, the called sub
scriber could _send ~.n answering ring to nc•tify the call
ing strl.tion that he was there. The fancierf necl.'ssity 
f(Jr the answering signal has entirely disappeared in 
these days. It must he tlw.t telephone sulJscribers were 
cxcccdingly slow about answering at that time~ 

No. 6. The numhcr of coils through which conver
sation must be carried has been reduced from four to 
one. This is a very good move. 

No. 7. The release is fairly good, though if a step 
should be lost or gained occasionally, after a time the 
subscriber might find himself far from home. 

A few more troubles have appeared in getting rid of 
old ones. If wired as shown, the selecting current will 
ring the bell of its own station, for the polarity of the 
battery coincides with the wiring of the belL It would 
be better to connect the contact point to the line side of 
the bell, according to the dotted line. In working around 
the circle the resistance of the working liile is very great
] y ch:mgccl. At one instant it is merely that of the call
ing line, the next it is the sum of that line and the line 
past which it is mov-ing. In these days of perfected re
lays this would occasion verv little trouble. b11t relav mak
ing was not a finished art then. They had to be adjusted 
quite carefully for the length of line over which they were 
to work, and were very sensitive to changes. 

October 29, 1881, M. D. Connolly, 0ne of the orig
inal three, applied for a patent on improvements designed 
to overcome the difficulties a hove mentioned. The pat-
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ent· was issued under· the number 263,862. The changes 
are not sufficient to warrant a drawing and are as fol- · 

ment was in tn;ti;ill,; tilc ,itlltlu;; ·.Ji die 1J·Ji,·-ciJ;.:llj:;<.:f ;.;:

tomatic. 
' lows: To equalize the current flow while working around 

the circle he introduced a resistance in the ground wire 
at the c;ntral office, equal to that of the longest line. 
Further he inserted resistances in all lim·s except the 
longest to make them of equal resistance. lf line No. 7 
was the longest line, with a resistance of 20 ohms. aud 
line No. 10 had 14 ohms resistance, he would add six 
ohms to the.jatter line to make it equal to the iormer. 
This method of getting rid of difficulty uy ''taking the 
bull by the horns" has something of the lw.roic iu it .. In
stead of improving his relays, he equahzcs the !me~. 
While it ouo-ht to make all lines-talk equally loud, 1t 
would hard!; find favor today. It reminds one of the 
Thorppson-Houston ar<;:, .dy_n~mo which had a sphcri~al 
armature of high reactance. ·.···To. get r:id of the: cx.ccS~JVC 
sparking at the commutawr, a small fan w:.ts. bmlt mto 
the machine to blow out the arc by a blast of atr. 

Another improvement which Mr. Connolly made 
was the insertion of a polarized annunciator or drup in 
the ground circuit of each line at central. The polarity 
was so arranged tl\at selecting current would not thr?w 
the drop, but if the called line was busy and ~onncct~on 
therewith could not be obtained, when the ca lhng statiOn 
reversed the current to ring, it would throw the Jrop 
and let an attendant at central know that something was 
wrong. The ne~d of a busy signal had b.een felt, and this 
was the best·that could be done at that tune. It had also 
been discovered that the switch did not always act as de
sired, and this pGlarized drop gave the opportunity for 
reporting or indicating cases of trouble. 
• A little later (Nov. 8, 1881,) :Mr. Connolly clia11ged 
the polarized drops to common drops in local circuits, 
controlled by polarized rehys in the ground circuits. 

The first semi-manual was invented l>y ?\f. D. Coun.:)lly 
and he applied for patent Nov. 29, 188i. He merely re
moved the operating relay and put a drop in its place. A 
push button was placed on a desk in front oi an attend
ant by means of which the arm carrying the line tripper 
could be moved by closing the circuit through the motor 
magnet. The subscriber pushed a button on his tele
phone which sent battery current over the !inc and threw 
the drop. The central attendant cut into the circuit, got 
the desired number, cut out again, pushed the button to 
operate the motor magnet the required numher oi times, 
and let the calling station signal the called. This ldt the 
drop of the calling line in circuit for clearing out pur
poses, after which -the operator had to work the button 
to bring the line tripper to its home position. . 

This return to manual operation was undoubtedly 
caused by the recognized imperfections in the apparatus 
as developed up to that time. 

In the short interval over which we have traced the 
history a number of needs had made themselves manifest 
to the inventors. They may be enumerated as follows: 

1. Relay operation of motor magnets, the Jattcr to be 
worked by battery at central. The operation of motor 
magnets by current which must come over the line from 
the substation is out of the question and entirely im
practical. 

2. They had begun the introduction of mechanical 
devices to do the work of .at least part of the cltctro
magnetic apparatus. This is shown in the abolishment of 
the switching relay and the private magnet. 

3. Simpler movements for the subscriLer. The 
first system had too much for him to do, resulting in too 
large a number of mistakes. About the only improve-

4. A l1ctter m;d..:e uf rdavs. _:\::, till~ It c·Utl~ll u.:tcJ, 
they \\'Cre, lllJduJy ali'ccted hy ckmg.::,; in Jim: rcsiStJ.l~\·c. 
In these days ( 1007) it is pc•ssibk U• <nakc ;, relay wludt 
will pull up reliablv tilrc)ugli I ,OUU' uhm.~ and not stick (,r 
"freeze" when cJ,;,ed thruuglt a ,].:;,d ~b •.. rt circuit. 

:'i. _\. busy tc~t. t<• ,;Ito\\· U .. · ..:;dlirt~ ,ulJ.,cribcr tli;.t 
the line called is hu~y. Tl1is w;b ]'l·ovidcd L.\· insenin;; 
the polarized signal in the ;;rvulld circuit t•.> rt(Jtiiy <t!l ;,t
tendant. lt was not an automati,: uu:.y lc'SL 

6. An oJf nonllal indicativll. S \\·itciil·c. liL: :dl 
other tnachincs will occ;1sionallv ~d cmt o[ <;rtkr ;tnd 
refuse to compLtc their worl;:. . s(:lllcthin;; i:-- Ilecckd tu 
show an attendant that somc detect exi:"t', \·. ithout w:,it· 
inu· for the subscriber to se:nd a post:1l r:trd or c;,l! in per· 
. 0 . . . ' . . 
son· with a gui1. · · '· · · 

7. SkilleJ ~<ttc·ucian<'c. \\'hiic iL ;11,,:· iJ;,ve IJccn 
thought possilJlc to 111:1ke ·:.~n aut•)ll1alic switdtl•uJrd whicll 
crJulcf be set to nwllirig· and allo·:;ed to tak.:: ,·;,rc oi itsdi, 
it was demor~:>tr< . .<kd that atknd:cL<:e wa.-; Yc:rl' <k~iraLk. 
It will be nokd th;.it even in tl1is day oi v;,;.tl) lf11JJrovcJ 
~witches some une 111\lot be on h:u.d t0 tal-;r c:,rc oi tlt..: 
little things that .::;') wrong cven in the IJe:'t oi exchangt·; 

The above i1eeds were felt b1· the c;;.riy inventr1r~. 
and some attempts made to i1llthu;<. Til;.:.t tl;c:) \\<.:ft uot 
succe::,sful is nut their fault. 1t i:;; iwlced wGrHk:riul that 
in the short sp;;.ce of time they brought t!Je dcvelvp!•l<.:nt 

, as far along a~ rl,ey did. But t:hcre :th' :-t i~·w ;,olditi•:•ual 
points which they apparently dirl r10t obscrv~', ,,·hich h;m: 
b<:cn taught by the experiew:e oi iile year,; ir•t2rveniJ•t: 
between their time aud ours. · 

1. The gTeat desirability 'rJi g-..:ttin;.; a \\:ty irolll ]'u· 

larized reLys :111d currents. 
? 'T'-ht_: :~~..1-~:ultag·~ (Ji \\ t.•l Li:i:.:;- l.lic \.'.i.t<Jlc >-}-~lclll 

irunl ull<' (•r lilulc: ccntr:dly locakd k!liL'ric~. in pbn ui 
l.>:ittc-ry at each station. 

3. The an,..I\'L:ring· ring iro;n tile cailcJ stativn \\'a' 
useless. It had its oribin in the ancicm l1l~llll1C:r oi work
ing pri1·a.te litH:,;, as !Jct1veen a h.:nb<: au.! ;, :>tore, in 
which the person calling always \\·;,ikd ivr the pcr:'•:•n 
called to ring L:1ck Ldore takin;; th~ receiver irurn the 
huok. People's motions were slO\H'r rl.<ul ril:.~n lt<OJW. Th<: 
teleplwne was exceedingly new. They li;,d nm btc<•lll<: 
ll!::ed to its \\ ays. J i the tdepll0ne ldl r:.tu~~ :!J,·y fini~l1<.:d 
their ta"k Lefvrc answcrill;; it. .:\n11· the :depiHJI!c io 
answen:d !.>dare: anything else. 

4. The need ior a L>ettcr rck:.~se. lt i~ a puor c.:x
pedient to make the suLscriber ::.t..:p his switch around 
the rest of the: circle: to get home, ior it takes time and 
brings in the possibility of added ·errors. The release 
should be positiw in its action, bring the 1\'ipa:> or line 
trippers home to a lixcd st<5p. wiping· •JUt the etftcts of 
any error;; that may hav,• occ·urred. 

5. ·The usc •.•t CJa<.: \\'ire \\'ith gTuund r.:turn wa~ 
then the accepted piau. Their switchLo:p·d was mudded 
consistently aloHg- this line. Metallic circuits are now 
known tt) ·b.:: thc on!\· way to gi \'L' sa ti,; ia<.·tc.ry transmis
sion of .speech. Tit(~ wuuld have g-iven them three cir
cuits o1·er whidt to sdect, simpliiyin;; the !>'l·itching cir
cuits. But there is a tendency in these days to return to 
the single circuit plan of sdv.:ting, whik. rct~lining the 
:nctallic circuit for talkin~ fH!;·pus6. 

:\ ttcnti .. n ~hot tid h.:: c:dlcd to 1lh: fact tl1at the c;dl
in;.: :-.nl•s•:rilwr l1dd tl1t· k<'." t<~ !It~· rd,·;t-..,~. Tit,· c;dlcd sub
~crilwr C•>ttld du n .. thing tu ;.:·t:t :t•s;ty fron. :.t connection 
till tht: calling- ... ulJ~<:rilK-r reka,:ul hitr<. 



I N the attempt to get rid of the difficulties incident to 
the use of the then imperfect magnets, T. A. Connolly 
brought out a switch which contained only rectilinear 

conductors· arranged in two planes. The patent was ap
plied for April 10, 1883, and was granted with the num
ber 295,356. Figure 3 shows the plan of arrangeme1-1t. 
It is novel in that it employed .power drive to make the 
connections, also that the cu~rent impulses were made 
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Figure 3. 

and broken at central and the movement of the dial was 
controlled by the switch at central. B, B, etc., are hori
zontal bars which carry each a sliding contact block, D. 
There is one pair of horizontal bars for each line, and the 
sliding block on them is the device by means of which 
the line hunts up another line for connection. Behind the 
bars, B, B, etc., are other bars, B2, B3, in pairs, each pair 
being connected with one outgoing line. This gives each 
subscriber's line a pair of horizontal bars with which to 
connect to other lines, and a pair of vertical bars for re
ceiving calls. The vertical bars carry contact blocks also; 
which are kept always in motion, sliding up and down on 
the bars by a power driven sweep as indicated at the left 
in Figure 3. Each contact block on the horizontal bars 
has a cord or flat tape attached to it running to the right, 
over a pulley to a weight. This tends to move the block 
to the right, as shown in the simplified sketch, Figure 4. 
Attached to the shaft which carries the pulley is a notched 
wheel, W, a stud og the back of the armature of 
magnet M;, fitting into one of the notches, preventing the 
rotation of the wheel and keeping the block in its home 
position at the extreme left. A contact wheel, C, is also 
mounted on the shaft, it having as many contact bars as 
there are notches in the wheel, W. The brush,. Bt, car
ries the subscriber's line to the wheel, C, and the other 
brush, B, is arranged to bP in contact whenever a notch 
is opposite the stud on the armature of .M1 ; Sw1 is an 
auxiliar.Jl sw'itch connected with the block. 

The subscriber's line goes from the magnet, M, to 
the dial at the substation. Mounted on a shaft is an arm, 
A, which carries on its under side a spring, S, insulated 
from the arm. The line comes to this spring, which tends 
to make contact with K. The pin, P, carried by another 
arm o.n the same shaft, but insulated from it, is connected 

. to the telephone set, T, which has apparatus· for talking 
·and ringing .. The contact, K, is attached electrically to 
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the arm, A, which goes to the marget, Af2 , and thence 
through a switch to battery and ground. In the normal 
condition, arm A is at zero, with P resting against S, giv
ing us a complete circuit from T to central. To call No.3 
on the board, the arm, A, is rotated till it is opposite that 
number on the dial. This closes the contact between S 
and P. The switch, Sw1, is now closed, allowing current 
from Ba to flow through magnet 1112 , contact K, springS, 
line, magnet M 1 , brush Bt, wheel C, brush B, swit<;h Sw1 , 
to ground. This energizes M 11 withdrawing the stud from 
the notch in the wheel, W. This allows the weight to 
pull the contact block along its rods. The stud is pre
vented from engaging the notches as they pass, owing to 
the contact of brush B, which occurs just when the notch 
comes opposite the stud. These impulses of current also 
operate the dial magnet, 111,, causing it to let the arm 
carrying pin P advance one step for each pulsation of cur
rent. \Vhen P reaches S, it presses the latter away from 
its contact, K, breaking the circuit, and allowing magnet, 
Jf1 , to catch and hold the wheel, \V. 

The contact block is now opposite the vertical bar 
of the line desired, and in a short interval of time the 
block which is moving up and down on that vertical bar 
will engage the block on the horizontal bar, operating 
switch, Sw1 , cutting off the ground so that both lines are 
connected through. The ringing current was intended to 
be so weak or of such a nature as not to affect the mag
net, .111 • 

\\'hen through talking, the calling subscriber had to 
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operate his dial in such a manner as to move his horizon
tal con.tact block on till it reach~d the end of its run. 
There a mechanical device was automatically thrown into 
play, which allowed the block to be caught by the sweep. 
F, (Figure 3), on its next trip, and be carried by it to 
the extreme left, where it \\;as held normally. 

The prominent features of this system may be sum
marized as follows: 

l. The line terminals are straighr bars, parallel, car
rying sliding blocks for making contact. 
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2. The terminal bars were divided into two groups 

those for orignatng calls, all in one plane, and those fm 
receiving calls which were in another plane, parallel to 
the first, but ~ith the bars at right angles to the other ' 
bars. · 

3. Power drive was used to move the blocks in 
making a connection. - . 

4. The movement of the block by t~e power dnve 
made the interruptions in the c~rrent wh1:h moved t?e 
dial at the substation, and the d1al determmed the p_omt 
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Figure 5. 

at which these current impulses should cease and stop the 
movement of the block. . _._ ch 

5. In releasing, the subscriber had to step h1s sw1t 
on to the end of its movement, but the rel~ase from that 
point was automat_i~ a~d com~l:te, carrymg the block 
back to its zero pos1t10n m a pos1tlv~ manne.r. . · d 

6. There were many mechamcal dev1c.es employe 
to do electrical switching in preference to usmg relays. 

November 2, 1889, there was application made for a 
patent on an automatic switching system for telegraph 
lines. The patent was later allowed under the number 
481,247. This invention, though not intended for tele
phone use, embodies some principles which have since 
been improved and applied to automatic telephone switch
ing. These principles are so important and widely used 
that it is well worth our time to take a brief look at the 
system. 

The inventor was trying to cheapen the cost of giving 
private wire service to brokers and others who desired 
telegraph connection from their offices in one city to those 
in another city. He observed that if there were as many 
wires run between two cities as there were circuits leased, 

· most of them would be -in use but a comparatively short 
portion of the day. His idea was to provide only enough 
trunk lines to serve the maximum number that would be 
in use at any one time. Any telegraph subscriber should 
have access to any of the trunks, and the switching done 
automatically. To prevent two subscribers from getting 
in on the same trunk, he invented a device of very in
genious nature for hunting for the first trunk which was 
not J>usy. • _ . , · 

' - The general plan is best shown in Figure 5. The 
subscriber lines terminated in switches, which we may 
call "first selectors" since they make the first selection, 
the picking out of a non-busy trunk. There was one first 
selector for each line. The trunk lines were multiplied to 
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the bank of contacts on each first selector, so that each 
line could connect with each trunk. Each trunk line ter
minated in a switch best known as a "connector," stnce 
it makes the final connection with the line desired. There 
was a connector at each end of each trunk, so that the 
line could be used in either direction. All the subscriber 
lines were multiplied to the banks of all the connectors. 
A detailed diagram taken from the patent specifications 
is shown in Figure 6. Two first selectors are shown at I 
and Ia and one connector at the right. The last is to 
receive calls from the other city, which is wired in a very 
similar manner. Main line refers to the trunk. Both the 
first selector and the connector are seen to consist of a 
circular bank of contacts which form a complete cylinaer. 
There is a set of four contacts for each trunk line and a 
set of two contacts for the "home point" of the subscriber 
line to which the switch belongs. Through the center of 
all the selectors runs a shaft which is kept in rotation by a 
small motor or other source of power. Rigidly attached 
to the shaft is a disk, 5, in each selector. The magnet, 7;· 
together with the wiper arms, II, 12, andiJ, and the com
mutator are mounted on a sleeve which fits the shaft 
loosely. The wipers are fixed on an arm or lever which 
carries a stud, 10, and an iron armature which is under 
the influence of the clutch magnet, 7- There is a circle 
of holes in the disk attached to the shaft and the stud on 
the arm is able to fit into any of them. It is prevented 
normally from doing so by the attraction of the magnet, 
which holds the wipers in· their home position. If the 
magnet be released, a spring will pull the arm over, car
rying the wipers away from their contact points and al
lowing the stud to slip into one of the holes in the disk. 
This clutch-like acton causes the whole arrangement, mag
net, arm, wipers, etc., to revolve with the shaft till an idle 
trunk has been found. The clutch magnet will then be 
energized, pulling the stud out of the hole and stopping 
the wipers. The same actioh brings the latter into con
tact with the springs of the trunk line selected. 

.... _ 

Figure 6. 

Having explained the mechanism, the circuits will 
be more easily understood by reference to Figure 7. This 
is merely a schematic arrangement of the circuits with 
which we wish to deal. Many details have been omitted 
for the sake of greater clearness in the actions which in
terest us. The bank of contacts has been shown as if on 
a plane : I 4 is the home point for the subscriber who uses 
this selector, and is connected to the "normal line" or line 
over which calls may be received; 17 is the contact to 
which is connected the trunk line shown, other lines being 



connected to the like springs to the right; 22 is the busy 
contact and is normally connected to ground through 20. 

The spring, 22, is multiplied to all like sprngs in all the 
selectors which have access to this set of trunks. The 
ground connection is looped from 20 through all the sim
ilar contacts in all the other selectors in the group. The 
two wipers, I I and I3, are under the control of the clutch 
magnet, 7, so that when the latter is energized the wipers 
are pressed upward, bringing II into contact with I4. 
When the clutch magnet is de-energized the lever moves 
over, carrying the wipers down, so that the lower point 
of I3 is in a position to wipe over 22 and all similar 
springs; 26 is an "off normal" switch, which is a repre
sentation of a portion of the duty of the commutator 
shown in the preceding figure. Its two contacts are touch
ing only as long as the wipers are in their normal" posi
tion, being broken as soon as the clutch has moved them 
away. 

Attached to the wiper, I I, is the line, L 2 , which leads 
to the subscribers' instruments. It passes through a dial 
magnet, I02, and through resistance to ground. This dial 
magnet is arranged to move a wiper, 425, by a step-by
step movement. There is a circle of holes under the 
wiper and a plug, 430, which may be inserted into any of 
the holes. This plug carries ground, and is high enough 
to touch the wiper. 

At central the clutch magnet is kept normally ener
gized by a small battery, 30, which is closed through the 
off normal switch, 26. A relatively strong battery, 3I, is 
in a second line LJ.J leading to the substation to a switch, 
42, normally open. · 

To make a call the plug, 430, is placed in the hole 
corresponding to the number of the line desired at the 
distant city. Then the switch, 42, is closed. This allows 
the battery, 3 I, to furnish current which weakens the 
clutch magnet, 7, to such an extent as to cause it to let 
go. This carries the two wipers down and lets the stud 
slip into one of the holes in the disk Since the disk is 
constantly revolving, it now carries the wipers with it. 
The first motion opens the off normal switch, 26, thus 
throwing the battery, 30, out of circuit. It will be seen 
that tli.e continued rotation. of the wipers is dependent on 
keeping the clutch magnet dead. Since the wiper, I3, is 
the terminal of the battery and magnet, if it can get con
nect!on with ground, the circuit will be completed and 
the magnet energized. In this simple way the wiper, I3, 
constitutes a "feeler,"-which touches spring, 22, and all 
similar springs on its way around the circle, hunting for 
a ground. Let us suppose that the first trunk is not busy, 
so that its busy spring, 22, will have ground. As soon as 
wiper, I3, touches 22, the clutch magnet will be energized 
and release the clutch, stopping the wipers. The same 
action pushes the wipers up, bringing I I into contact with 
I7 and I3 into contact with 20. In touching 20 it is pushed 
away from its normal contact, 2 I, thereby taking ground 
off 22 and the other springs in other selectors correspond
ing thereto. The circuit for I3 is now completed to 
ground through 20, holding the clutch magnet, 7, ener
gized. If, now, some other subscriber sends his selector 
around hunting for an idle trunk, the busy wiper will find 
no ground on 22, and its clutch will therefore not be 
pulled out. So the other wiper will be carried by this par
ticular trunk to test and find the next one. 

' We are now secure in the possession of our trunk to 
Boston. In the connector in which our trunk terminates 
there are the same general features of cylindrical . bank 
of contacts, power driven shaft, wipers, clutch magnet, 
etc. The clutch magnet, CM, has two windings. One of 
them, 62, is normally connected to ground on one side and 
through the off ·normal switch, 9I, to battery and ground 
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on the other. In this way it is kept energized. The three 
wipers, 66, 69, and 68, are thus held up, so that 66 presses 
against spring 7 I. It is not in electrical contact with it. 
The trunk line comes through winding 6I of the clutch~ 
magnet and goes to ground through spring 7 I and its 
contact, 70. When the wiper at New York came into 
contact with the trunk line at its terminal, I7, battery II2 

caused current to flow as follows: From ground at Bos
ton through winding 6I of the magnet, over the line to 
New York, through I I 2, through wiper I I, over the sub
s~riber's line, through d!al magnet I02, and through re
sistance to ground. This flow of current in winding 6I 
of the clutch magnet at Boston neutralizes the effect of 
the current in 62 with the result that the magnet releases 
and slips the clutch into action. This same motion moves 
the w,ipers 66, 68, and 69 down. Spring 7I now touches 
7 2 instead of ground. The main line circuit is now ex
tended fron: th~ lin~ through winding 6I, to springs 7I 
and 72, endmg m wtper 69. As soon as the wipers begin 
to move under the rotary action of the shaft, the off nor
mal switch, 9I, breaks contact, putting battery 97 out of 
use. 
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Figure 7. 

Wiper 69 being down, is in a position to wipe over 
spring 8o and all similar ones. They are connected to 
ground. As the wipers proceed, this will give rise to a 
series of ground connections, each of which will energize 
the dial magnet, I02, and step the wiper around one notch 
for each line passed. The resistance, R, was designed to 
limit the flow of current to such an extent that it would 
not affect the clutch magnet, CM, at Boston. But when 
the wiper on the dial reaches the plug, 430, the resistance · 
will be cut out and winding 6I of the clutch magnet, CM, 
energized. This stops the wipers at the desired line in 
Boston, 68 touching 79 to lock the magnet in position, 
while 66 touches 76 and completes the circuit to the called 
station. As the selector and the connector are held in 
position by auxiliary circuits, the main line may now be 
opened or closed and regular telegraphic communication 
carried on. 

It is not my purpose to make a critical study of this 
invention, for we are not interested in it as a telegraphic 
device. But as regards the automatic switching, the fol
lowing points are to be noted as of great interest: . 

1. A Trunking System.-The attempts at automatic 
switching of telephone lines which we have just studied, 
tried to get the maximum ratio of connections, i. e., fifty 
per cent. In other words, they thought it necessary to 
provide for the inter-connection of all the subscribers at 
once. This d~vice of J. G. Smith would have given the 



early inventors the rig~lt idea of automatic switching, that 
of only enough trunkmg apparatus to take care of the 
business. It would have required some changes to have 
adapted the system to telephone use. 

2. The Circular Bank-In this the system was 
along the most advanced lines of work of today. Numer
ous .attempts .have been ~ade to get up a system of auto
matic switchmg employmg rectilinear movements in a 
plane, but they have failed. _ 

3 .. ·Power Drive.-It ~eems that the early difficulties 
of gettmg accurate mechamcal construction in the wipers 
and .banks of c?n~acts were very great and gave rise to 
considerable fnct10n. To overcome this and move the 
wipers with ~ertainty was too much for the magnets of 
that day. _Smce then the friction of movino- parts has 
been reduced in a remarkable degree by corr~ct mechan
ical construction, and the power of magnets increased 
also. But there are still some who contend that power 
drive is the best for automatic switching. - · 

. ~· Central Energy for Selecting.-As far as I know, 
this ts the first attempt at applying strictly central bat
tery to do all the switching. It was not common batterv, 
for each line required its own battery. . ' 

5. Automatic Selection of Non-Busy Trunk-This 
was accomplished by allowing the feeling wiper to hunt 
for a certain electrical condition in the contacts which it 
touched. This broad principle· is applicable in a o-reat 
yariety of ways, and is very valuable. o 

6. Control of Dial from CentraL-As we have seen, 
this idea is not entirely new, as the same general idea was 
used by Connolly & McTighe in the last board described. 

Though the system possesses grave defects, it is a 
pity that some one did not take hold of it and remodel it 
into a good automatic telephone switchboard. In some 
points it was ahead of its time. 

4. Early history of the Strowgers 
Almon B. Strowger and \Villiam Dennison Strowger 

were brothers, born and reared in good old New York 
state. Both attended the common schools and the univer
sity and obtained vccellent educations. A. B. Strowger 
was especially inclined to scholarly pursuits. But the ex
citement of the Civil war broke in on his stuaies, as it did 
with many others, and he served through the war as a 
bugler. After the \var was over, he completed his edu
cation and entered the teaching profession. He had a 
special liking for mathematics. 

\V. D. StrO\vger became a nurseryman at Os\\"ego, N. 
Y. He was much inclined to inventions, in fact, invent
ing seemed to be in the family. He had invented various 
subsoilers, ditchers, a band saw, and other things. His 
son. Walter S .. was born at Oswego, March 3, 1863. 
After attending the public schools and the high school, he 
was sent to college at Fulton, Ill., where he took a sci
entific course. 

On one of his vacations when he was ho~1e with 
his father, the two had a long talk as to what thev would 
do when the son graduated. All along the father and 
son had been associated in inventive work, but this time 
a retrospective feeling led the father to recite his past 
work, his experiences, his successes and failures, and at 
l~ngth to enlarge upon the possibilities of the future. 
They talked over many. things upon which they could 
work together. The father even suggested air ships, and 
finally the possibility of an automatic telephone switch
ing device. · He had no plans. but with the usual faith· of 
inventors: though it-- could be done. This was about lSSO. 

· · On account of ill health, \Valter S. Strowger was 
obliged to go west for employment in the open air. In 
1883 he went ·o11 a ranch in Kansas. where he worked 
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for ~hree years. He settled ona farm near Eldorado~d 
ran It for two years, after which he moved to Eldorad -~ 

After teaching for some years, Almon B. Stro -~r 
~oved to Topeka, Kan., where he engaged in .under kj 
mg .. ~ater he removed to Kansas Ci.ty, Mo. He. W'} ~l 
a retinng nature, nervous and sensitive. . In usmg the 
telephone he often suffered from the mistakes· of the 
operators. It is not to be supposed that girls wer~ ariY, 
more careful then than now. These mistakes, delays, cufi 
answers, negligence and interruptions annoyed him bee: 
yond measure. In his vexation, he vowed that he .wouid 
do away with them. This led to his inventing the sy~ 
tern which bears his name. . · : .. { ' ·.._!Ji 
. How many of the advances of life have come througn 
the apparent thwarting of our desiresl A man was once' 
annoyed by the crying of his child. On asking the reasori 
for the crying, his wife replied that it was a pjn sticking 
the baby. The man made some remark about her abilitY. 
to insert" the pin in such a manner that it would not cause' 
pain, and received the reply that it was impossible,' fot;' 
the pins would work loose in spite of the best pinning~ 
His spirit was roused by the situation ?-nd he declared 

·that he could make a pin which would not stick anyone, 
And he did, for he gave to the world the first safety 
pin. · · · - · · · -. ~ ~~~1 

Another man, reduced to such poverty that his wife: 
had to take in sewing, sat one day in their poor attic' 
watching her nimble fingers as they deftly passed the· 
needle in and out through the goods. The thought Of the 
purely mechanical nature o.f the operation· struck him 
forcibly, and he wondered if a machine could be made to 
do the work. But he did not stop with the mere wonder; 
for he went to work with such energy that he succeeded 
in finishing a machine which not only would sew, but did 
it faster and better than could be done by hand. -..,;~ 

If the baby had not cried at the right time, the 
safety pin might not have been invented as it was. If 
Elias Howe had been in comfortable circumstances. he 
might not have been led to study sewing and bring out 
the sewing machine. If the telephone operators had been 
quick and sure. and polite, or if Mr. Strowger had been 
.one of those good natured men whom nothing angers, he 
probably would never have turned his attention to the· 
automatic telephone. · · -~ 

A. B. Strowger's determination to do awav with 
manual operators started him to active work and his ideas 
took tangible form in an application for patent on his 
system. which he filed Match 12, 1889. Shortly after 
this, his nephew, Walter, came to visit him at Kansas 
City, l\Io. He told \Valter of his trouble with the op
erators and that he was then working on the design of 
an automatic switch to do awav with them. To illus
trate his. idea he walked into' the bedroom, picked up a 
collar box, and with it he showed how he proposed to 
arrange the terminals in rows· on the inner surface of a 
cylinder. He explained that some sort of an arm would 
be arranged to swing on a shaft and be able to come into 
contact with any of the terminal wires. After talking 
over the matter for some time, he asked \Valter to work 
with him in dev.eloping the invention.· The nephew was 
about twenty-six years old at this time, full of energy 
and willing to work. He readily consented, and from that 
tit}1e on he lived at his uncle's house. 

1 .. -The first thing to be done was to begin the construc
tion of a model according -to the best ideas which they 
had at that time. They expected .that difficulties would 
develop, and that the only way to find them was by actual -
construction. Realizing that the switch would doubtless 
oll for exact comtruction. they went to Wichita and hired 
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a jeweler and helper at $5.00 each per day to make the 
first model.- · 
· · Of the trials of these early days it is difficult for us 
to get an adequate conception. It would be suposed that 
above all other men jewelers would be able to put up exact 
and true construction, to make all the parts so t~at they 
would operate like clockwork, with ease and certamty. ~t 
is very likely that they could have d_one so, ?ut they d1d 
not. They had no· faith in the proJec~, the1r hea:t was 
not in their work. One of the early wnters has sa1d that 
··Without faith it is imposible to please God," and we may 
add that without faith it is impossible to do any gr~at and 
lasting work. But with faith in the outcome, withh1s heart 
in the work, a man can do almost the impossible:. . 

Although Almon B .. St:owger was t~e mvenhve 
o-enius \vho devised the circuits and mechamcal pa~ts, a 
great part of the responsibility for g_etting those Ideas 
reproduced in wood and metal fell on h1s nephew, Wal~er. 
).1:any a night the latter worked till midnight planmng 
the work for the next day, so that the wo_rkmen could 
proceed along the lines laid down by the mventor. It 
seemed almost impossible to get the workn~en to. get the 
idea or to construct the machine with suffiCJent accuracy. 
A B Sttowger's retiring nature shrank from the strug
gl~ a~d often gave vent to the words, "Vve can:t get them 
to do it!" But what the older m~n lacked m cour_age 
the nephew made up, and threw his who~e energy ~nto 
the task. "V~Talter's mother also stood b~ hnn and always 
encouraged him to go ahead. and mak~ It a success. 
· There were those among the fnends of both. men 

who enjoyed throwing cold water on the whole busmess. 
One of them told \Valter Strowger that he had better 

go and hire out to a farmer, as he would make a better 
success and more money. ~. F. Frazier, a man of consid-. 
erable means, living in Eldorado. proved himself a great 
friend during these times. He loaned them money and 
encouraged them in their \\:Ork. .. During the first. tWO' 
years of the development \Valter S. Strowger sold every
thing that he had in the way of property, sometimes get
ting only a quarter of the value of it. Upon this money 
and that generously advanced by ?-.Ir. Frazier the first 
two years' work was clone. 

Joseph Harris was at that time a traveling clothing 
salesman. Having a brother-in-law in Eldorado, he 11sed 

t occasionally to stop there. It was known locally that 
\V. S. Strowger was_ working on an automatic telephone 
system and 1fr. Harris heard of it. . . 

Thinking this would make a good investment, Mr. 
Harris approached \V. S. Strowger and offered to make 
a contract for the idea. :\Ir. Strowger did not act on 
the offer, but told )Ir. Harris to wait till the model was 
completed .. · 

In working out the circuits for operating the switch 
which he had invented, A.. B. Strowger attacked the 
problem from an entirely new point of view. which it is 
well for us to. understand clearly. P;eceding attempts 
at the construction of automatic systems had clung to 
the single wire idea, trying to operate all. sorts of mech
anisms and electrical apparatus over one wire ·. with 
ground return. "Mr. Strowger proposed in his first ma
chine to use as many wires as he needed and thus get it 
to operating. Then he would try to reduce the ~umber 
of wires as rapidly as possible, not attempting to sacrifice 
simplicity and certainty for a small number of wires. 

• • e 

5. First Strowger automatic switch 

l
·I,'-!-.t:.. essentials of A. B. Strowger's first automatic 

,switch are shown in Figure 8. The terminals of 
all the lines in the exchange were brought to rows 

on the inside of the cylinder, A. There were planned 
to be ten rows of 100 terminals each, giving a total 
capacity of 1,000 lines.' aa represents the terminals and 
B the lines. In the axis of the cylinder a shaft D was 
arranged, capable of both vertical and rotary motion. 
This shaft carried an arm, C', which was the wiper to 
make contact with the line terminals. .In the first ma
chine made the cylinder was wood and the terminals 
were brass escutcheon pins. The vertical motion was 
secured by the step by step action of a magnet, KV, 
which had a pawl on the end of its lever. Another pawl 
was provided to hold the shaft during the return stroke 
of the magnet. 

There were two rotary magnets. One of them, 
KRr, was capable of rotating the wiper past ten ter
minals at a step. The other, KR2, could rotate the 
wiper only one terminal per step. In this way the 
vertical motion selected the hundred, the rotary motion 

,of ten notches at a jump selected the_ ten, and the la;;t 
rotary motion of single notches selected the unit. 
Mounted on or near each magnet lever was another 
magnet adapted to release the mechanism by pulling the 
pawl out of the tooth in which it was resting. 

Figure 9 gives a general view of the machine and its 
circuits. . At the lett is the subscriber's instrument, with 
the battery for operating the magnets of the switch. 

~c c' 

I' 
d 

Figure a. 

Four push buttons were on the telephone box, each but
ton controlling a wire, while the fifth wire was for talk
ing. . Each of the four wires had but one function, in 
striking contrast with previous systems which we have 
examined. Thus the vertical wire ran from the button 
on the telephone marked G' to the vertical magnet on 
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the S\Vitch. The two rotary wires, Rr and R2, run from 
buttons H' and /' to their respective magnets, KRr and 
1\. 1<2. The release line, R 0 , runs from button P' to' the 
switch and loops in series all the release magnets. All 

.. ,. 

Figure 9. 

these lines after passing through their magnets in the 
switch terminate at ground. The fifth or talking wire 
goes from the talking set in the telephone to the wiper 
in the switch, also to the proper line terminal in all the 
cYlinders of other switches in the office. 
• The operation ·was as follows : Suppose that the 

number desired was 345. The subscriber would push 
the G' button three times, thereby lifting the shaft three 
notches and bringing the wiper opposite the third row 
of terminals. He would then press the H' button four 
times, which "·ould rotate the shaft and wiper four 
times ten notches. Pressing the I' button five times 
would rotate the wiper five more spaces, thus arriving 
at 345, The ringing of the called subscriber was done 
with a magneto or battery. ·when through talking, the . 
button P' was pressed, which energized all the release 
magnets at once, allowing gravity and a spring to re
turn the shaft and wiper to their normal or zero position. 

A number of points of interest are prominent in 
this machine,· and I shall briefly mention them. 

1. The arrangement of the contacts in rows on a 
curved surface. This has become almost standard. It 
may be regarded as very" fundamental. · 

2. The wiper rubbing over the contacts in sue-. 
cessiOn. 

3. Vertical and rotary motion. For many years 
this has been regarcred as the ideal action, but some are 
coming to regard a simple rotary motion as better. In 
the attempt .to get away from the mechanical complica
tions of the vertical and rotary motions, some very com
plicated electrical circuits have been evolved. But it is 
to be hoped that these circuits may be simplified. 

4. Rotary motion in jumps of ten for the tens, 
followed by single jumps for the units. This action has 
no very good ground for being, and has been abandoned 
by all who have tried it. . 

5. Complete release to zero or initial position. 
This is the first switch in which the release was at all 
satisfactory. \Vhen the release button was pressed, the 
user had the satisfaction of knowing that all his mistakes 
had been wiped out. 

· 6. Five ·wires and ground. · This was excessive, 
but in the plans of the inventor he was to reduce the • 
number. As stated before, he intended to take as many 
wires as he needed to work the switch and then,. reduce 
them by careful experiment. 

7. Local battery. This was a very bad feature. 
It is not clear why all these magnets could not have been 
operated by battery in the ground wire at central as well 
as in the· ground wire at the substation. 

8. Calling subscriber controlled the _release. This 
is still the case in some modern automatics, but is re
ceiving attention. 

Figure 10. 

9. No privacy. Any one could &"et i_n on a ~on
nection by intention, or accident. _Also It will be notlced 
that in selecting a number, the wiper actually connec~ed 
the telephone to all the lin~s ly~ng in the path ove~ which 
the wiper moved, though It might be but for an mstant. 

Some time in the year 1890 the first model was com
pleted. It was set up and exhibited in the office of the 
Kansas & Missouri Telephone Company (B~ll). Its 
operation, though in a crude state, was satisfactory 
enough to show its possibilities. Th~ local manager. of 
the Bell Company was very much mterested an~ yn
pressed. He mentioned to the Strowgers the possibih~y 
of selling the invention to the Bell Coml?any, a~d said 
that he was willin<r to get them an audiepce With the 

• company if they ~shed. But ~e . advised them to de
velop it before trymg to sell, as I? ItS present shaJ:?e they 
would have to take the company s terms. He said fur
ther that telephone switchboards ought to have been 
automatic from the start. Manual was only a make
shift and there was in his opinion no questio~ about _the 
future of the automatic. It was only a question of time 
and money to perfect it. . 

During this time the matter of the patent h~d bee!l 
dragging along in the hands of a l~wyer. Seemmgly_ It 
was too slow in being allowed. Fmally the lawyer m
formed the Strowgers that it had been allowed. Later 
they found that it was not true, and that the matter w<l:s 
in a very much mixed up state. 'When the patent authon
ties asked questions, the attorney attempted to answer 
them himself without referrin<r it to the inventors. Not 
bein(T an elec'trical expert, he ;ot things badly mixed up. 
\Vh:'n this state of affairs was discovered, the Strow
gers took matters into their own hands, and. dealt _with 
the patent office directly. They suc~eede~ m strat~ht
ening out the errors and had the s~tisfactio~ of h_avmg 
it allowed within six months after they took It up them-

,selves .. : '""' ·· ,. , 

6. Exhibiting the system 
. >-·_ Joseph Harris and M. A. Meyer now urged A. B. 

Strowger to come to Chicago and set up his machine. 
Mr. Harris was connected with the World's Fair. which 
was at that time scheduled to ·be held in 1-962. He told 

\ /fti"L-



Mr. Strowger that on account of its positiou Chie3:go 
was a much better place to work. There were peopl~ 
from all parts of the country and the world and there 
was an _excellent chance to get them interested in Jh,.e 
invention. Both Harris and Meyer wanted to contract 
with the Strowgers, but offered to pay all expenses.~ 
the Chicago venture even if they failed to make the 
agreement. 

In the fall of 1890, A. B. and W. S. Strowger agreed 
to come to Chicago and exhibit their invention. This 
they did in the early winter. The next day after arrival 
in Chicago the four ·men signed up a contract. Accord: 
ing to the terms, each of the Strowgers was to receiv<i 
a certain sum and a salary and an interest in a stock 
company which was to be formed later. The plan of 
operation was to raise money to carry on the further, 
experiments developing the invention, and then to put 
the system on the market. From the date of the con.: 
tract Harris and Meyer began an active canvass for the 
money for pushing the work. · , ~~'i~ 

In the meanwhile the inventors were busy setting 
up the model which had been completed and operated at 
Kansas City. Mr. Harris had an office in the Rookery 
building and here the exhibit was wired up. A lineman 
from the Chicago Telephone Company was secur~d to 
help wire. This lineman had a friend by the name of 
Frank Lundquist, who was visiting in the city at that 
time. Mr. Lundquist was also a lineman and came along 
to help with the work. He became greatly intereste9. 
in the idea of an automatic switch. · \ u.~ 

There were many visitors to see the new wonder~ 
and among them was the ever present newspaper re-· 
porter. There were a few paid write-ups of the usual 
order which attracted the attention of the people of the 
city. But there were occasionally humorous attacks by 
the papers, trying to discredit the inventio...n by holding 
it up to ridicule. One of them said, "What is the use 
of these plebeians coming here to do what Bell, Berliner, 
and Edison failed to do?" Indeed, the staid electrical 
lights of Chicago -looked on it as presumptuous in these 
inhabitants of wild and woolly Kansas to attempt what 
they were attempting. But the whiskery new-comers 
had been working on the problem too long not to know 
their ground, and were more fitted to speak on the 
subject than their critics.- · · 

There were many visitors from abroad, Germany, 

Figure 11. 

France, and other Eu~opean countries. The general 
public looked on it as a very hard problem. But these 
electrical men from abroad said that the idea was all 
right and expressed their faith in its ultimate success. 

The patent which had been applied for when in 
Kansas City was formally issued March 10, ~. under _ 
the number 447,918.' 11"11 

7. The flat disk switch 11 
Owing to impertect!Ons in the first machine it was 

thought advisable to chan.ge the form somewha~. It 
seemed that it was very difficult to make the cylmder, 
shaft, and wiper accurate enough to b~ sure of always 
hitting the proper terminal. The margm of error all~w
able was too small, or the actual variation of the ?Iovmg 
parts too great, for the wiper would ~ot act With cer
tainty; Thinking that it would be easier to s_ecure ac
curacy on a plane surface, 0e ban~ of ter~mnals was 
changed to a fiat disc. The lme termmals were arrang~d 
in circles around the center, with the same num?er m 
each circle. It was first planned to have but one Circular 
row of 100 terminals. The wiper ~as mo';lnted on a 
shaft which was run through the disc at nght_ angles 
to its plane. Having but on~ motion,_ the machme was 
very much simpler, though Its ~apacity was only 100 
lines. · . . h 

Having worked out the design . of the _new switc , 
of which there is unfortunately no IllustratiOn at ~1and, 
the Western Electric Company was asked to estimate 
and bid on its construction. This comp~ny had been 
friendly to the extent of selling_ the expenmenters an~
thing they wanted. When the company sent over their 
expert to figure on the job, W. S. Strowger wa? left to 
explain what was wanted. Mr. Strowger explamed the 
limitations and how closely the parts must work. After 
listening t~ all of Mr. Strowger's conditions, the expert 
remarked: -....... 

"What do you want such fine, chronometer work 
for? You might as well keep the girls as to have such 
fine machines." 

Mr. Strowger replied: 
"Do you want to bid on the job?" 
"Yes," was. the answer; . 
The Western Electric Company at this time stood as 

a company ·against the automatic idea, and stood back 
from participation. But individually the \~estern El<:c
tric people were very kind and accommodatmg. 
. The job of constructing the new _machines was finally 
let to the Union Model Works, which was run by Mr. 
Brown on Clark street, about half a block north of the 
present postoffice building. There were twenty ma
chines made at a cost of $60 each. W. S. Strowger 
had gone into the matter <Jf costs and m'C;_de th~ predic
tion that if made in their own factory under his super
vision the cost could be reduced ~o $5.00 per switch. It 
took three years to reduce it to that point. . 

In accordance with the contract, the· automatic co:n
pany was incorporated October 30, 1891, under the name 
"Strowger Automatic Telephone Exchange." T~e m
corporators were as follows: M. A. Meyer, president; 
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A. B. Strowger, vice-president; Joseph Harris, secre
tary; W. S. Strowger. . _ . . . _ 
. · :.fhe capacity of the tlat d1sc sw1tch was now: m. 
creased by giving it ten circular rows of 100 ten;nm.b 
each The principles involved are clearly shown m the 
pate~t which A was afterward applied _for (Februa:y .19, 
1892). A general idea may be obtamed fr?m F1gures 
10 and 11. the former being a vertical sect10n and the 
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latter the plan. In Figure 10, 3 is the table or rubber 
disc upon which the line terminals, 5, are mounted. The 
vertical shaft carries a radial arm, I 2, on which slides 
the wiper. proper, 15. By a very ingenious mechanical 
arrangement the magnet, 62, can move this wiper out 
along the arm from row to row, thus enabling it to select 

Figure 13. 

any hundred. The rotary motion is given by two mag
nets, as in the first machine. lviagnet 41 rotates the 
wiper by jumps of ten, while magnet 35 makes single 
steps. In this way the hundreds are selected by magnet 
62, tens by magnet 41, and units by magnet 35· The re
lease is accomplished by two magnets, 46 and 55, which 
release the rotary and radial motions respectively. The 
principles of the release are identical with those of the 
first machine, namely, the pulling out of the pawls which . 
hold the advance motion, allowing the . springs to pull 
the moving part~ back to their zero position. 

To avoid the friction which had been found to be· 
quite a source of trouble heretofore, a peculiar mechan
ical action was employed in making the wiper shaft 
jump up and down for each movement, radial or rotary, 
which the wiper made. This was secured by putting an
other magnet at the bottom of the shaft with its armature 
arranged to lift it. The winding of this magnet was cut 
in series with all the working magnets, so that with the 
working of any of them the "jumping" magnet would 
work. 

Figure 12 shows the plan of circuits from one tele
phone. At the left, Tel is the telephone, which may be 
of any variety. 95 is a strap key which is used to make 
the magnets work. A dial switch was devised to work 
in connection with a magnetically operated switch at 
central for controlling the impulses which were sent in 
o'ver the UJ?per line wire. · 

This dial switch has five contacts, marked R, H, 
T, U, and Tel. All the points are tied together to bat-

-tery, 90. The lever of the switch, 92, was attached to 
the lower line wire and at central went to ground 
through the magnet, 85. This magnet was capable of 
acting with a ratchet on another switch whose wiper, 86,. 
was adapted to move into contact with any one of ten 
terminals. . The upper one of these terminals was \vired 
to the two release magnets, 46 and 55 and to ground 
through the "jumping magnet," 31. 

The second point on the switch, 86, ran to the 
magnet, 62, which made the radial movement of the 
wiper. The third point connected to the magnet, 41, 
which rotated the wiper by jumps of ten, while the fourth 
point went to the magnet, 35, which made the single 
steps. The fifth point ran to the wiper itself, 15, and 
was for talking purposes ; it constituted the cord cir
cuit or rather the connecting plug. 

In this way the switch, 86, acted as a distributer 
for the impulses, directing them to the proper magnet 
at the right time. Suppose it were desired to call 234. 
The switch at the substation, 92, would be turned to the 
point marked H. This sent' one impulse over the low 
line wire, advancing the switch, 86, one notch, bringing 

Figure 14. 

the upper line wire into connection with the hundreds 
magnet, 62. Then the key, 95, would be pressed twice, 
energizing both 62 and 31, m<J,king two jumps upward 
and outward with the wiper, 15. Then the switch, 92, 
would be turned to the point marked T, which shifted 
the connection of the upper line wire from the radial 
magnet to the tens magnet, that is, 4I. Key 95 would 
now be pressed three times to move the wiper in a 
rotary direction three times ten notches. In this way 
the units were also selected, finally switching the upper 
line wire onto the wiper itself for ringing up the called 
station and ·talking. There were ten terminals on the 
switch 86, with opposite ones tied together. In this 
way the switch had to move through only a half circle 

. in making one call and releasing. 
One of the mechanical devices to which I would 

like to call attention is shown in Figure 13. In the 
upper half of the figure is shown the exact manner in 
which the tens and units magnets were arranged, to
gether with the release magnet for the rotary. At the 
lower left hand is shown a special ratchet construction 
which was designed to prevent the inertia of the moving 
parts from carrying them farther than intended. As 
the movements of an electromagnet are very quick, there 
was danger of giving the shaft a sudden kick, and the 
momentum carrying it past the point. This was obvi
ated by providing a set screw, 86, which held the pawl· 
firmly against the wheel, 32, as long as the magnet was 
energized. This gave a locking action to the ratchet 
which was very effective. The sketch in the lower right , 
hand corner shows the ratchet pulled up in locking posi
tion. Another neat point of ratchet construction was 
the set screw, 85, which prevented the pawl from touch
ing the wheel when the pawl was in its normal position. · 
The spring, 33, tended to keep the pawl against the 
wheel, but when the magnet lever moved back, the back 
end of the pawl hit the set screw and moved the point 
out of contact with the wheel. The advantage of this 
is most apparent in connection with the release making 
it unnecessary to have any release magnet to pull this 
pawl away. 

\Ve mav now review the salient features of the 
system as f~llows : 

1. The fiat disc construction. 
2. The lifting action to avoid friction at the con

tacts. This seems to have been the great bugaboo of. 
all the early inventors. 
;..:: •.. 3. ~The reduction to two line wires .• One of these, 

'ilie. upper in Figure 12, was the impulse .or step-by-step 
wire. and may be roug-hly likened to the vertical wire 
of recent systems. The other. the lower line wire in 
the same figure, was the controlling or directing wire, 



determining what magnets the other wire shoul·d·.il···. 
upon. It may be likened to the rotary wire in m,~ 
practice. But it· must not be forgotten that theJ.!.p · 
wire was also the talking wire, with ground return .. · 

4. The special switc~ at ~entral ~or dist_ributp~ 
the impulses of the upper lme wire.. This may m ~y; 
respects be called the "side switch," as it acts like -~ 
side switch of modern connectors. The magnet whtch. 
operated it might be called the "private magnet," thou~h' 
it has no protective action in this case. There is -:9ri 
fault which we must find with the "side switch" in that 
its correct action, indeed the correct operation of ·the 
entire machine depended. on the "side switch" keepiri_i 
in perfect step with the dial switch, 92, at the_. ~ul(.:: 
station. If by any means they got even one not.cP.. 
out of step, it would result in dire confusion to the sub.: 
scriber. And the latter had no means of correctin-g ·1r; 

5. There was no privacy provided. Any persOi;J. 
could get connection with any other line, no mattei 
if it were already connected with another. 

6. The locking device on the ratchets. This is. if 
very good point, and is still used on some of the, besf 
machines. 

7. The aim seemed still to be to get the maximum· 
number of stations connected at any time, by providini 
each witn a switch. The percentage idea had not _ye{ 
been applied. 

This patent was issued November 29, 1892, with 
the number 486,909. , 

The effort to reduce the number of line wires lea 
the Strowgers to attempt to use polarized magnets '-i~ 
connection with the· flat disc machine which has just 
been described. On the same day, February 19, 1892> 
they applied for a patent on their single wire system~ 
which was later granted and issued as No. 492,850, 
Without repeating the details of the former machine; 
Figure 14 shows the way in which the. selecting 'Yas 
accomplished over one wire. All the magnets were 
made polarized, so that each required current to enter 
at the terminal marked "+" to work it. Current in the 
opposite direction would have no effect on it. These 
magnets are as follows : 

!=magnet of side switch, 
3S=rotary release magnet, 
36=radial release magnet, 
39=hundreds magnet, 
37 =tens magnet, 
38=units . magnet, 
40="jumping magnet." 

L 

Figure 1~. 

·-
The magnet, /, of the side switch was the only one 

which worked on current coming in over the line, all ~ 
the others requiring current to flow up from the ground .. ~ 

At the substation the dial was arranged in the form " 
of t\vo concentric rows of contacts. Those marked with 
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a roun~ symbol are short enough not to be_ touc~ed by 
the twp wipers, 5, unless they are pressed mtent10nally 
ao-ainst the contacts. The other contacts, shown by 
l~ng rrarks, are high enough so that in turning the 
\\'iperst j, around they will always touch. O~e of the 
\\'ipers: is attached to ground and the other to lme. The 
batted is !lttached to the two rows of contac~s, all t~e 
short pins having negative battery on th~ outside, while 
the long pins have positive on the outstde .. 

Normally the lever, j, of the dial was mtended to 
be kept between the two pins marked R and the long 
pins at the top. To call 234, merely move the <l:rm, j, 
over to H and press it two times into contact with -the 
short pins. Then move _it to the T pins ar:d tap three 
times, then to the U pomt, and tap four times, finally 
to the Tel point and press once. To release, turn to 
the pins marked R and press once. 

The operation of pressing the lever, P• ~own on 
the short contact pins had the effect of sendmg Impu~ses 
of negative current over the line, \vhich operated which
ever magnet was at that time in connection with the 
line through the side switch. But it had no effect on 
the magnet of the side switch. When the lever was 
moved from one short pin to the next, the wipers were 
automatically made to touch the long pins, the~eby ser:d
ing an impulse of positive cu~rent ~ver the lm~, wh1ch 
operated the magnet of the side switch _and shifted· the 
circuit to the next magnet. 

It is unnecessary to comment on the undesirability 
of brino-ino- back the use of polarized magnets. As far b b 

as known this board was never used. . 
Early in the year 1892 the ~r~sh Ele_ctric s;ompany 

of Baltimore sent Mr. A. E. Keith to mvestigate the 
merits of the Strowger automatic telephone system. 
After a thorough study of it, Mr. Keith was so favor
ably impressed with its possibilities that he entered the 
employ of the Strowger Au~omatic Telephone _Exchange 
soon after. Being a practical man, expert 111 factory 
work, his coming was a valuable addition to the forces 
engaged in so great a task. 

The fact that the automatic system as thus far de
veloped was not private was a gr~t ~indrance to the 
prospective investor and to the. pu~hc 111 general. The 
financial promoters met the obJeCtiOn by the statement 
that the system had been made secret, and then called 
on the inventors to make it good. This Mr. W. S. 
Strowger did in a W(!.Y which satisfied the need of the 
moment. Figure 15 shows the principle. L are the 
wires which connect the line terminals of all the switches 

. together. He made the wiper of line No. 1 to rest 
normally on a "home" contact, as did No. 2 and all the 
others. Under ordinary conditions, when No. 1 moved 
his wiper around to talk with No. 2 they were safe 
from interruption · by calls which might come in by 
any one else trying to call No. 1. The third party would 
find the home point of No. 1 open. But if he called 

· No. 2, who is the called party in the connection, the 
third person could get· in on the line .. To make it 
entirely private, Mr. Strowger provided bdween each 
two subscriber's switches a private line, terminating on 
the same number on each switch, as for instance, No. 35. 
Then if the two men wished to converse without inter
ruption, the"y would agree to shift their switches simu~
taneously to No. 35. As this line appeared on the1r 
two switches only, no one else could connect with them. 
That this was wasteful of space in the terminal bank is 
apparent, but it met the nee~ for the time being. 

About this time a company was organized in Canada 
~or the purpose of pushing the automatic telephone in 
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that territory. But there is no record of their having 
done anything. 

The twenty machine? which had been made by the 
Union Model Works were now put into service as ex-_ 
hibits. in various cities. At all the places where it was 
shown, and all over the country, it roused great in-~ 
terest. As usual, people took sides, some declaring it 
a foolish and impossible scheme, others seeing its possi
bilities and wanting to buy it up. One of the prac
tical results of these exhibits was the discovery that 
when the common public used the apparatus, they got 
electric shocks at times. Inquiry showed that these 
shocks came through ·the exposed binding posts on the 
receivers, which were of the ordinary Bell type \vhich 
was then the standard. This led to the adoption of a 
type of receiver which had the binding posts concealed 
in the inside of the shell. 

In the fall of 1892 W. S. Strowger went west to 
California to exhibit the system and raise money for 
its development. He exhibited in both San Francisco 
and Los Angeles. At the latter place, he was approached 
by a man who offered to buy out the whole invention. 
He proposed to get up a syndicate and trade Los Angeles 
real estate at full value for the automatic stock at 
quarter value. 11r. Strowger refused to deal with the 
man. He was afraid that if the automatic got into the 
wrong hands, the whole thing might fail. Since that 
time the real estate which was offered for trade has 
advanced till it is now worth several millions of dollars. 

The spring of 1893 Mr. Strowger returned to 
Chicago. 

8. The first public system 

THE object of the exhibits which the automatic people 
had been making in various cities was for the pur
pose of enlisting capital, and as well to secure some. 

place where the system could be tried out by the public. 
Finally ,a contract was secured for a plant to be installed 
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at LaPorte, Ind. This has the honor of being the first auto
matic exchange in public service. In May, 1892, Mr. 
A. E. Keith began its installation. The switch used was 
the flat rubber disk type which has been described. It 
had but one movement for the wiper and one circular row 
of contacts. This limited its capacity to 100 lines. The 
wiper was carried on an arm which lifted while rotating 
to avoid the friction on the contacts, which would other
wise have impeded its movement. This was accomplished 
by the "jumping magnet" which was described in the 
December issue. The tens were selected by jumps of ten 
notches each and the units by single notch movem~nts. 
The board was opened to public use November 3, ~t81L 
. This was the first time that the Strowger system had 
-been actually used for commercial purposes by the gen
eral public. That it was successful in a certain way and 
was favorably received by the public is shown by the 
letters written by the users. 
·. ·. · But it began to be noticed that occasionally a switch 
failed to· release entirely. This was found to be due to 
the slowness with which the switch returned to its initial 
position. The ordinary subscriber would press the release 
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button as long as he thought necessary, and if his call had 

been for a low number there would be time for complete 

release. But if a high number had been called the wiper 

arm was drawn almost around the circle. It would there

fore require a longer time in which to swing back to the 

zero point. Of this fact the subscriber had no knowledge, 

or if he did it was impossible to get all people to observe 

it and hold the release button longer for a high number 

than for a low one. Uniformity of operations is one of 

the fund~entals of a good telephone system, especially 

an automatic. 
To remedy this deficiency Mr. Keith, in the spring 

of 1893, invented an automatic release attached to the 

hook lever on which the receiver was normally hanging. 

Placing it in this position made it unnecessary for the 

subscriber to pay any attention to the release. 

Figure 16 shows the details of this device. A small 

box having two compartments was attached to the lever 

of the hook In the lower portion of the partition were 

two small holes. Just over the holes and in the compart

ment nearest the pivot . of the lever were nvo terminals 

fixed. One of these was attached to battery and the other 

to the release line. In either compartment was a suitable 

quantity of mercury. 
In the normal position, the receiver on the hook, the 

left-hand space was lowest and would contain all the mer

cury. When tlie receiver was lifted from the hook to 

begin the conversation the mercury would gradually run 

out through the two holes into the right compartment. 

In so doing it would not touch the release wires. When 

the receiver was hung on the hook at the end of the con

versation the lever was again tilted downward, causing 

all the mercury in the right compartment to flow down

ward and cover the release wires, while gradually escap

ing to the other compartment. This held the release 

I"-

Figure 17. 

closed for an ample time. It was known as the "pill box 

release." The patent was applied for on this device Sep

tember 16, 1893, and was issued December 29, 1896, 

Number 573,884. 
The automatic system was exhibited at the World's 

Fair all during the summer of 1893 and attracted a great 

deal of attention. Engineers an~ scientists, especially 

those from abroad, seemed to be greatly impressed with 

the desirability of automatic switching and with the merits 

of this particular system. 
During the year 1893 Mr. T. C. Martin caine into 

the employ of the Strowger Automatic Telephone Ex

change as an engineer. 
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W. S. Strowger, who had returned irom California, 

was sent to install a small system in Fort Sheridan, Ill., 

for the United States government. The switch was the 

same flat type as had been installed at LaPorte, Ind., mak-

Figure 18. 

ing the rotations by lifts and jumps. Some trouble was 

experienced owing to dust which lodged on the contacts. 

As the wiper jumped up and down and did not actually 

wipe across the terminals, occasionally the dust would pre

vent proper contact and the wiper could not clear itself. 

The system was finished in October, 1893. · 

About this time was the beginning of the famous 

panic of 1893. People must have groceries and clothing. 

but expensive luxuries like automatic telephones could be 

dispensed with. This was especially true of the investor, 

whose aid was so necessary in developing the automatic 

system. Money became "tight,'' with the result that it 

became exceedingly hard to keep things going, and all 

new ventures like the automatic telephone were in danger 

of going to the wall. However, by proper measures the 

automatic business was piloted through the storm. 

- Frank Lundquist and the Erickson brothers (John 

and Charles J.) had been boys together in Kansas. The 

latter lived on a farm near Lindsborg. The Ericksom 

were born experimenters. Nothing suited them better 

than to get hold of some paper like the Scientific Ameri

~an and read all through the many inventions that were 
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continually being brought forth, then to try to make the 
things which seemed the most interesting to them. They 
made all kinds of electrical instruments-coils, bells, mag
nets. medical coils, etc. They had been working o~ a 
printing telegraph and had even started the_ constructi_on _ 
of an electric pianola or piano player. Readmg of the m
vention of Bell, they at once made several telephone r~
ceivers which talked. Lacking battery for their expe~I
ments, they hunted up the proper materials and made_ It. 
Being at a great distance fron: go_od supply centers hke 
Chicaa-o and New York made It difficult for them to get 
many ~:>of the supplies which they needed. They bought 
bare copper wire and insulated it on a home-made ma-
chine. · . . 

In the meantime Frank Lundquist had gone out mto 
the world and had received his introduction to the auto
matic telephone at Chicago. In the fall of 1892 ~e re
turned to Lindsborg, Kansas, and induced the Enckso_n 
brothers to take up the invention of a better automatic 
than the Strowger. This was a greater work than ar:y 
which they had yet attempted. Before that, to use their 
own words they had only worked on "foolish things,'' 
but now th;y had a problem worthy of their genius. 

But their earlier activities were not altogether "fool
ish things," for all their experiments with b~lls, batter_ies, 
telephone receivers, etc., had taught them m a pr~ctlcal 
way the nature of electricity and how to. har:dle It. It 
was a training which was very necessary m VIew of the 
scarcity of good writings on the subject. . . . 

So when a boy spends all his spare time tmkenng 
with all kinds of mechanical or electrical things, don't 
harshly drive him away from his beloved pursuits. Ob
serve what results he gets, provide suitable time for such 
employment, and give him a chance to develop. 

Realizing that th~ work of the d:velopment of an au
tomatic system would require considerable money,. Mr. 
Lundquist induced John and. Gus Ar:derson, of Lmds
borg, to furnish the funds. Little by httle they advanced 
money till between them several thousand dollars had 
been furnished. 

The three men working together evolved two switch
ing systems which resembled each o~her in the main, the 
second being an enlargement and Improvement of the 
first. · · 

The first system is shown in Figures _17, 18, 19 ~nd 
20. Figure 17 shows the plan of the switch. The hm: 
terminals 15 are arranged in ten rows of ten each on a 
flat, rect~n~lar surface. The wiper, 17,. is on the end. 
of an arm, 16, which is carried by a carnage, 18. The 

Figure 19. 

latter is mounted on a rod, 19, which can move to the· 
right, longitudinally. The arm, 16, can move _upwa_rd, 
transversely, by sliding in the carriage, 18. This action. 
is shown by Figure 18, which presents two end eleva
tions, the upper one being from the left a_nd the lower 
from· the right side. A magnet, not shown m the figures, 
is adapted to move the rod, 19, longitudinally, to select 
the tens. Magnet 38 moves the wiper arm, 16, trans
versely to select the units. A single cord, 23, and weight, 
22, tends to draw the wiper and rod back to the zero 
point. 

The release magnet, 43, unlatches both ratchets, a~
Iowing weight 22 to pull wiper 17 back to the zero posi
tion. The circuit feeding current to the release magnet 
is controlled by two contact points, 55 and 56. If the 
wiper, 17, be moved out transvers~ly one space beyoX:d the 
upper row of terminals, the pomts. 55 and 56 w1l1 be 
closed, bringing the release m~gnet mto pl~y .. The con
tact points will not be opened till the zero pomt IS reached. 

Figure 19 shows the general wiring of one swi~ch 
and sub-station. The various parts have the same de~Ig
nations as in the preceding figures. There are two w1_res 
to the sub-station, the operating wire, 1~7, and the ~lkmg 
wire, 168. Wire 167 runs from a polanzed operatmg re
lay, 74, to the latch, 150, of_ the magnet, 145. From there 
it goes through a weighted s~utter, ~53, to . a 
pole-changing switch, PC. 132 _m a switch w~uch 

is provided with an arm and ~nsulated end. piece, 
162, adapted to come into mecha~Ical ~ontact with the 
shutter 153 whenthe switch, 132, ts on Its lower contact. 
129. The s~itch, 132, will stay in either position. 

The operation is as follows: With the switch, 132, 
on its upper contact, 130, the subscriber pushes the pole
changer, PC, as many times to the right as there. are tens 
in the desired number. This sends that many Impulses 
of positive current over the line, 167, to the operating re
lay, 74, causing it to swing to t_he right and.ope_rate the 
tens magnet. This moves the Wiper, 17,)ong~tu?mally to. 
the right to the proper tens row. The subscnber then 
pushes the pole-changer, PC, as many _times to the I:ft 
as there are units in the number. This sends negative 
impulses over the line, making the arm_ature of t~e oper
ating relay, 74, swing to the left, operatmg the umts rr:ag
net. The latter moves the wiper, 17, up to the desired 
unit· that is to the terminal of the called line. From the 
telephone, T, any kind of signalling current i~ sent to call 
the distant station, the ringing current passmg through 
magnet 145 but not necessarily operating it. 

1. 
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Figure 20. 

To disconnect, the end piece, 162, is pushed against 
the shutter, 153, thereby shifting the switch, 132, from 
130 to 129. The pole-changing switch, PC, is now pressed 
to the left a number of times, sending negative current 
through line 167 to the operating relay in s~ch a way as 
to move the wiper up beyond the called !me termmal. 
When the wiper goes beyond the highe~t termina! in the 
row, contact 55 will be forced mechamcally agamst 56, 
energizing the release magnet, 43. The release magnet 



then pulls up and restores the switch to the zero position: 
When the release magnet pulls up, besides unlatching ~"' 
step-by-step mechanism, it pulls its armature spring, 179, 
away from contact 175 and brings it ~to contact with 
177. This places a dead ground on !me 168, so that 
magnet 145 at the sub-station is ener~iz~d, pulli':g 150 
down and letting shutter 153 fall as an md1cat10n tnat me 
release of the switch at central had taken place. 

It will be noted that during the time that the sub
scriber is· giving the impulses to carry· the wiper beyond 
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Figure 21. 

the row of contacts, the working circuit through the line 
167 has a shunt on it through the magnet, 145, line 168, 
wiper 17, and the called line and all lines in succession 
over which the wiper passes. 

The system of numbering the line terminals in the 
bank was from 0 to 9 in the first row, 10 to 19 in the 
second row, and so on up to 99 in the tenth row. The 
wiper of each switch rested on 0 as its home point, to 
which its wire was connected and through which all in-. 
coming calls were received. If the wiper A is moved up 
to call another line, B, a third party, C, on attempting to 
"Call A will find A's line open. The wiring is shown in 
Figure 20. It shows a vertical section of the terminal 
banks of three switches, Nos. 1, 5 and 9. Zero is the 
home point for the wiper of each. The wiper, 17, car
ried by the arm, 16, is permanently connected to ~e 
subscriber's line. Taking No. 1 for an example, there ts 
a wire multiplying together the No. 1 contacts. of all the 
banks except on Switch No. 1, on which the wtre runs to 
the zero contact. This normally connects it to the No. 
1 line so that any of the other subscribers by moving 
their wipers can connect with it. But if subscriber No. 
1 has moved his wiper over and up to call some one, any 
third person calling No, 1 will find the line open. But if 
the third person calls .the called subscriber, he can get 
in on the connection .. 

The main points of this system, the first of the 
Ericksons, may be summarized as follows: 

1. Terminals arranged in a fiat, rectangular bank. 
This seems to be an imitation of the face of a switch
board as used in manual practice, substituting terminals 
for jacks. 

2. One hundred lines capacity. Most inventors 
have started out with this as their limit. 

3. Fifty per cent switching. That is, all subscrib
ers could be t,alking at once. 
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4. Rectangularly moveable wiper, longitudinal mo

tion for tens, transverse for units. 
5. Wiper held on terminals by weight. This is 

rather unusual in the line of early automatics. 
6. Local battery at sub-station. This was very 

common, and to be expected, as the idea of· centralizing 
all battery at the exchange office had not materialized 
to any extent in those days. · ·· 

7. Working magnets on switch controlled by a re
lay. This was a good point. 

8. Operating relay polarized. A bad thing and to 
be avoided. 
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Figure 22. 

9. Two levers on sub-station instrument, one for 
tens and one for units. This reminds us of Strowger's 
buttons. 

10. Complete release. A good point. 
11. Release signal at sub-station. This avoided the 

trouble which we have just recorded on the LaPorte 
system of the Strowger automatic. The subscriber was 
to keep on working the units lever till the shutter fell,. 
which gave him the signal to quit. 

12. Partial privacy. 
A patent was applied for covering this· system 

March 28, 1893, and issued December 27, 1898, as No. 
616,714. 

Realizing the limitations of their 100~line· board, the 
inventors now turned their attention to larger capacity, 
and complete privacy. They secured the increased ca
pacity by placing side by side ten banks of .100 contac~ 
each. See figure 21. Each bank was prestded over by 
a wiper, and all the wipers were mechanically fastened 
to the same shaft but insulated from it. This shaft was 
capable of a longitudinai and a transverse motion, so 

· as to bring the wipers to any point in their banks. An 
auxiliary switch determined which of the wipers should 
be used and so fixed the hundred. 

'IJlis in brief was the way in which they proposed 
to secure the increased capacity, but there. are other in
teresting features which make it worth while to go into 
the details. Complete privacy was a thing which they 
felt to be imperative and which they prqvided as de
scribed below : 

In the upper part of Figure 22 is shown the ar
rangement of the ten banks in two rows. They were 
numbered as indicated. Under these ten banks were ten 
other banks exactly like them and placed in exact line 
below them. The lower part of figure 22 shows an end 

-view from the left. For each line in the switchboard 
tllere were two contacts, one for general use, the other 
for private conversations. In the nearer row of banks, 
0-99, 200-299, 400-499, etc., the· general contacts wero 
above and the private wire contacts below. That is, 
line No. 50 had its general wire contact in the proper 
place in the upper bank of the 0 hundred. Directly be-
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low it was its private wire contact. In the other row of 
banks, 100-199, 300-399, etc., the general wire contacts 
were below and the private wire contacts above. There 
wa~ a shaft, 25, which ran lengthwise between the two 
sets of banks, upper and lower. This shaft carried the· 
wipers, which were springs adapted to touch the con
tacts. Thus 32 was a spring which could touch contacts 
on the back row of banks. If the shaft 25 were rotated 
to the left, or counter clockwise, 32 would come into 
contact with some terminal in the lower bank, which. 
was the general. At the same time the other spring, ~9, 
was brought into contact with the upper bank, wh1ch 
was also the general. If the shaft were rotated in the 
opposite way, both springs would be made to touch the 
private banks. 

In Figure 23 is shown the ten wipers or springs 
mounted on the shaft 25. Each wiper is connected to one 
of the contacts of the auxiliary switch just below. The 
lever, 83, of this switch rests normally on the left con
tact, which should lead to the wiper which presides over 
the 0-hundred. The subscriber's line is connected to the 
lever, 83, so that its position will determine which of 
the ten banks the line will be connected with. The shaft, 
25, can be moved by a step-by-step magnet l~mgitudinally 
to select tens, and transversely to select umts, the same 
as was done in the first Erickson system. · 

Figure 24 shows the general plan of wiring the rna
chine. At the center of the diagram is the auxiliary 
switch whidi is termed the "selective switch." This is 
the one whose lever, 83, determines the hundred. To ~he 
left of it is another switch which looks very much hke 
it. It may be termed the "side switch," and is moyed .by 
the "operating magnet." The lever, 139, of thts ~tde 
switch is connected to the base plate, 20a, of the machme, 
which at the bottom of the figure goes through line wire 
215 to the sub-station. This wire is the talking wire of 
the subscriber and by means of the side switch is nor
mally connected to a wire leading to other ma.chines . for 
incoming calls. The second contact of the stde swttch 
leads to the selective switch magnet, the third to the 
longitudinal movement magnet, the fourth to the trans
verse movement magnet, the fifth to the general wire 
magnet, the sixth to the private wire magnet, and the 

Figure ll8. 

last to the release. In the lower right-hand comer of 
the diagram is the sub-station controlling magnet which 
comes between grounded battery and the line wire, 214. 
We must now look at the sub-station, Figure 25, to see 
what is capable of happening there to affect the central 
office machine. 

At the upper right hand of the figure is a sort of 
dial. It has six terminals, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, and 
227. These are arranged in a circle and strapped to
gether and grounded. Three other contacts, 228, 229, 
and 230, are strapped together and connected to the tel-

ephone, 250, which goes to the ground. There was a 
crank and worm movement arranged to move two springs 
around the dial. Spring 234 could touch only the outer 
circle of contacts, and was connected to the ·line wire, 
214, which connects at central with the sub-station con
trolling magnet, 161. Spring 235 on the dial can touch 
only the three inner contacts which are connected to the 
telephone and 223 and 224 of the outer circle, which 
project inward. It took six turns of the crank to move 
the springs once around the circle, going counter clock
wise. The spring 235 is connected to line wire 215, 
which is the talking wire. . 

In tracing the operation of selecting a number the 
two figures, 24 and 25, must be constantly compared, 
though two of the relays of the central office machine 
are redrawn in Figure 25. In the normal position of the 
dial springs the telephone is connected to line 215 and 
can receive calls. 

Line 214 is grounded through spring 234, so that 
relay 161 is constan~ly pulled up. To make a call, the 
crank is given one complete turn. This moves spring 
234 off contact 222, opening line 214. Relay 161 falls 
back, closing two other circuits. One of these is that 
of the operating magnet, pulling it up and advancing 
the lever, 139, of the side· switch to the second contact. 
The other is a circuit from battery 208, through the push 
button magnet, 157, through contact 167 and lever 162 
to line 215. This ends in the push button at the sub-' 
station, which the subscriber now pushes as many times as 
there are hundreds in his call. This operates magnet 
157 the same number ·a£ times, which in tum steps the 
selective switch magnet, 92, to the proper group or bank. 

The crank is now given another tum, In so doing 
it moves spring 234 over contact 223 and stops between 
223 and 224. In wiping over 223 it grounded line 214 
for an instant. This pulled relay 161 up, breaking the 
circuit through the operating magnet, 142. - Then when 
spring 234 slipped off contact 223 it made relay 161 
fall back again, energizing the operating magnet so that 
the lever, 139, is advanced to the third contact. This 
gives the push button control over the longitudinal move
ment magnet, selecting the tens. Another turn of the 
crank and more pushings of the button picked ()_llt the 

Figure 14. 

units. The spring 234 is now between contacts 224 and 
. 225. Another turn of the crank carries the spring 234 . 
past 225 and leaves it resting on 226. In passing contact 
225 it stepped the side switch to the fifth contact, where 
it leaves it. This energizes the general wire magnet, 
117, tilting the shaft, 25 (Figure 23), so as to bring the 
wipers into contact with the general banks. As the se
lective switch, 83, has been moved to the position con-



necting with a certain wiper, the talking wire, 215, from 

the telephone will be connected to the desired line. The 

subscriber then rings the called station by a magneto and 

they converse. It will be noticed that during the conver7 

sation spring 235 on the dial is resting on contact 228; 
connecting the telephone to the line. Also spring 234 is 

resting on contact 226, holding relay 161 energized. -
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If the subscribers wish to converse in private, the 

calling subscriber tells the called to get in on his private 

line, at the same time giving him his (calling subscrib

er's) number. The calling subscriber then gives the 

crank of his dial another complete turn, which moves 

wiper 234 from contact 226 to 227. This energizes and 

releases relay 161 once, stepping the side switch, 139, to 

the sixth point. During the movement of spring 234 

from contact 226 to 227 the spring 235 made momentary 

contact with 223. This grounded line 215 for an in

stant, thereby pulling up the private wire magnet, 127, 

tilting the wipers in the opposite direction so as to touch 

the private wire banks. The particular wiper to which 

the calling subscriber's line is attached through the switch 

83 will now rest on the private wire leading to the called 

subscriber. 
While this ·has been going on, the called subscriber 

has been going through the operations of calling the 

number of the calling subscriber. On getting the con

nection, he moves his dial on to the 227 contact, which 

gets him also on the same private wire, where they may 

converse without possibility of being interrupted. 
The release was accomplished by turning the crank 

of the dial one more turn, bringing spring 234 onto con

tact 222, where it rested normally. In slipping off con

tact 227, line 214 was opened, which allowed relay 161 

to fall back and energize the operating magnet, 142, 

moving the side switch to the last point. While this is 

happening, spring 235 wipes slowly over contact 224, 

grounding line 215. This pulls up the push button mag

net, 157,, which in turn energizes both of the release 
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magnets, I-t and 102. The first current flm~ through 

the release magnets comes through lever 139, of the 

side switch. As the operation of the release magnet 

will restore 139 to its original position, it would cut 

off its own current. To avoid this there is arranged a 

contact, 191, which is touched by the lever, 103, of the 

release magnet. This closes the circuit independently 

of the side switch, and as long as the spring 235 on the 

sub-station dial remains on contact 224 the release mag

nets will be held up to perform their work It was ex

pected to make the width of the contact 224 such that 

·there would be ample time for a complete release to 

occur. 
The system of private wires is of interest in show

ing to what complications the inventors went to secure 

this end. Figure 26 shows the system. Portions of three 

exchange systems are shown, being those of telephone 

Nos. 12, 15 and 20. The lower half of each is the gen

eral bank All the contacts numbered 12 are wired to

gether and connected to the first contact of switch 83 of 

machine No. 12. The same is done with all the other 

lines. The private wire between No. 12 and No. 15 will 

be found in the upper half of the banks. It runs from 

contact 15 in No. 12 to contact 12 in No. 15. All the 

rest are arranged in the same way, as will be seen from 

inspection. 

Figure 26. 

The summary of the points of this system will show 

much that is yet embodied in the Strowger system of 

today. 
1. One thousand line, secured by assembling ten 

banks of contacts of 100 each on each machine. This 

was rather wasteful of material and could never have 

made a compact system as a whole. 
2. Separate wiper for each bank. Considering the 

former effort of Strowger to have a single wiper travel 

over the whole 1,000 contacts, this was a very neat device. 

3. Relay-operated magnets. As remarked before, 

this was in line with substantial progress and may be 

counted as one of the fundamentals of modern telephone 

engineering. 
4. Ratchets stood free from teeth. 
5. Ratchet stop to prevent errors due to inertia. 

These two last points are mentioned because of their 

similarity to the Strowger devices which we have de

scribed. 
6. Zero not used as home point. 
7. \Vipers stood free from contacts. Thcv were 

not strictly "wipers," for they did not wipe. Tl;ey got 

rid of the difficulty of friction very neatly. 
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8. Battery at central. This is a very great point. 

it may be said to be a beginni~g of c<:nnmon . battery 
working. It, however, did not affect talkmg, wluch was 
either magneto or local battery. 

9. Battery normally flowing over one side of line 
to sub-station. Not a very good point, as wasteful of 
current. 

10. Side switch. The operation of the device in 
this system which I have termed the "side switch" is so 
much like that of the side switch in the present Strowger 
machine, especially the connector, that it deserves to be 
noticed in particular. 

11. Vertical and rotary relay action. Though there 
was no vertical or rotary action, yet the relations between 
the push button magnet, 157, Figure 24, and the sub-sta
tion controlling magnet, 161, are strikingly like the re
lations between the vertical and rotary relays of the mod
em machine. The push button magnet, 157, corresponds 
exactly to the vertical relay in that it is th~ step-by-step 
relay. By it the subscriber. advances the W!I?ers a notch. 
at a time to the desired pomt. The sub-stat10n con~rol~
ing magnet, 161, is very like the rotary relay, for 1t di
rects the activities of the push button magnet. The op
erating magnet, 142, is like the private magnet of the 
modern switch for it is under the control of the "rotary 
relay" and mo~es the side switch to certain points, di
recting what magnets shall be stepped up by the push 
button magnet. Thus we have typified here t~e ve~ical 
and rotary relays, the private magnet, and the s1de sw1tch. 

12. Complete privacy by special wires. This me.t~
od of getting the result was rather crude and compli
cated, but better than nothing. 

13. Fifty per cent switching. 

10. The piano wire switch 
Frank Lundquist and. John and Charles Erickson decided 

that it would be advisable to move their shop to Chicago and 
continue their operations there. Accordingly, in the middle of 
1\.Iarch, 1893, the move was made. All the automatic machines 
and parts of machines were packed up and taken along, together 
with the unfinished pianola. The latter the Erickson brothers 
hoped to be able to finish in leisure homs. But the leisure 
hours never ·came, and the electric piano-player was forgotten 
in the greater work. 

A storeroom on the South Side was rented and fitted up as an 
experimental shop. Here they again took up the de,·elopment 
cf their apparatus. )larch zS, 1893, they applied for a patent 
en their first system, which they had invented pre\·iously in 
Kansas. 

All the operations up to this time had been carried on by 
means of the money which was furnished by John and Gus 
Anderson, of Lindsborg, Kan. This money was now exhausted 
and no more was to be had. For a time it looked as if the 
im·entors would starve or be forced to drop the work for 
something which would pay. Finally terms 'were arranged with 
~Iasten & Son, of the South Side, under which they were to 
put up the m<;mey for developing the im·ention. The Erickson 
brothers were -to make four switches and make them operate. 
The terms of the contract are described as being of the "freeze 
out" variety, __ being _almost entirely in favor of the lenders. 
Though disliking the terms, the inventors signed up, as there 
was nothing else to do. . - .. . 

After a time the four switches were completed and set up in 
---Operation in the.·Omaha Building; but for some, reason Masten 

& Son refuSed to furnish the inoney which had been promised. 
Again the Ericksons had to seek financial aid, and the Western

Elecfric Company was offered the invention.. They sent a man 
· to look at it, but no further action was taken by them. Things 

began. to loo~ very discouraging; but in "the midst of all this 
financial embarrassment the- Erickson brothers never lost faith 
in the automatic system.·?~Not that they believed that they 
had already perfected it, but_.they had confidence that it could 

-be made to work. _:During this_t!me Frank .Lundquist had not 
; b~~n.,; idle;·and his: ~ctiyjty ·now· _resulted_jrt ~etting ,the Sfrow~er 

; people to l~k _ at, the e'xh!l?K.w:h!<;h),~C:-' ~~l~~?n.s. ,ha~ • worl,df!~" 
~ • ·-- the_Omah~]3uilding;t.After¢.J,2~~f~'.t;g·t~~~r, w,ork,;:.an~ pl~ns~; 
l;lioi.;--~_ .. -·-•'- _ · _ .::....:_~-_;;c_ ~ .. ....: • ..,.,..,._·· ····u-ke-·n--.:;m•"·t·"·•.:t'--e<"e·m_p_to __ y· __ .; of :'Jh_e~Strowg'et'::.au three men -were.. ~· v ,,.f' "" • . . • .. __ , . . . ., 

Mutoiliati~-::rii~kh~~~~;~~~i1g~}it(~ijlua~.-h894. ·During this_ 

";~::r--(~·~)- \\--;;I-ter S. S;~owger severed his connection with 

the Strowger company. He went into fanning and the real 
estate business in Kansas. After enfering the employ of the 
Strowger company the Erickson brothers started to get out a 
new system, which should be a marked improvement on their 
previous efforts. The disad,·antage of the old form of terminal 
bank, namely, the complexity of wiring to multiple all the lines 
to all the selector switches, had been apparent. In casting about 
for some way to simplify this they struck the idea of stretching 
a series of wires o,·er a frame somewhat like the arrangement 
of wires in a piano or a zither. These wires would all be 
within reach of a set of wipers arranged at right angles to the 
wires, the latter being made long enough to accommodate as 

· many wiper shafts as desired. This _gave rise to the famous 
"piano wire" board which was first installed at LaPorte, Ind., 
in the fall of 1894. The best descripfion of this board which 
is available is found in the patent which was later issued cover
ing its fundamental principles. This patent was applied for 

-'Nov. 7, 1894, and was issued with the number 540,168. 

Fig. 26. 

The plan of the switchboard is shown in Fig. 26. At the left 
are parallel line; representing the wires forming the terminal 
bank. They are prolonged as far as necessary for the number 
of machines. A, B. C. D and E are the groups into which the 
wires are didded, there being IO wires in each group. The 
main shaft, 2, carries the wipers, each electrically and mechan
ically connected to the shaft.· But instead of being in line, the 
wipers are staggered in regular spiral order around the shaft. 
One step in the rota.tion of the shaft brings the left-hand wiper 
into touch with the first wire of the group A. A second step 
in the rotation of the shaft brings the next wiper into contact 
with the first wire of the B group; at the same time the left
hand wiper is mo\·ed beyond and out of contact with its wire. 
In this way, by successive steps, the shaft' may be electrically 
connected with the first wire in each group. The shaft z has 

., also a longitudinal motion, by means of which all the wipers 
-may be brought into line with the second, third, etc., wire of 

their respective groups, after which by rotation any particular 
wire may be. connected to the shaft.. Fig. 27 shows more 
clearly,the arrangement of wipers on the shaft. 

The longitudinal motion is produced by means of the usual 
ratchet motion, worked by an electromagnet. In the figure!', 31 

is the longitudinal magnet, which operates lever 32 and pawl 33· 

. This pawl acts on the wheel 26,· w.hich. is also geared Jnto a 
·.'circUlar rack on shaft 2. _ The rotary motion" comes from 
~i.sna~et .. Jz,acting through t~ver-'J3and.paw(r4 ori a bevetiear, 
: arra~-geinent; .17 and IS. In 'the normal p(isition, Fig.;: 27. the 
;\:detents'j8 and 24. which-prevent-the' backward motion of the 

- 'Iongit'l}dinal and rotary, are disengaged;· -To operate the switch 
:::.it is therefore.necessary to give a preliminary motion with the 
;.rc)iary magnet .. This un-locks,~the -wire 41 from its caught 
;.• .•. :;-.:.~ .. ::-;-----· - -·- ... ~::--.;.·" 



'':~bi~;}I;{~j;~~-;;~y;t-1~~~~·}3;::i~~ti~g~ ~h~:~d;t;~;~c ~ th~ r;tary. On this wheel is a pin-·20 in electrica(eontactiWith 
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~J;'i:?'..t:mtritr· mto posit1ori. on -th~(wheels. Then as many .. the frame. In the normal position of the switch 'this pin restS 

.. are'7senf.' through the longitudinal 'against the normal spring 2I, so that incoming callS.nlaJ'~be 

~ng·wipers 'so ~t the latter~,'. received. through_ it_ to line R. :. The ,rOtary magnet is ~perma
•c. .• _,_,,_,,·of ··each· group.<· They. are' then'/ nently· connected 'through line--P to·· the substation :instrument 

. rOtary ~agnet till the proper group has been·: and keyboard. On the later there are~ four buttons; lettered to 

~~~~-;':'_l,~,":;·~ mQ<Ie of :selection led to the rather novel nuin- .. indicafe hundreds, tens, units and release. Pressing the 'hun

will be clear frorri inspection of Fig~ 28. This figure dreds button once gives one impulse to the rotary magnet, which 

. three ·groups ·of wires and three switches. We would we have seen is necessary to· bring the detents into action on 

... , ,,: ·. ·;, •:-\· ·'--·.· the ratchet wheels. Also, in making this motion .of wheel IS, 

Fig. 27. 

from our knowledge of the decimal system of numbers, 
the units grouped in groups of tens, so that one group 

C::ontain numbers from ot t'o 09, the next II to I9, the 
to. 29, etc. But here the arrangement is the reverse. 
"one's" are in the first g'roup, all the "two's" in the 
and so on. Thus the first group has from or, II, -, 

the next group has 02, I2, - to 92, eic. The necessity 
the preliminary rotary movement to bring the detents into 
· causes the placing of figure "I" in hundreds place, though 

are not as many as roo lines on the switchboard. 
'_'- The release, as far as the swiich was concerned, was obtained 
by a mechanical interaction of the longitudinal and rotary 
magnets. Reference to Fig. 27 will give some idea of this 
~ction. When magnet I2, rotary, is energized it lifts wire 37, 
$hlch tilts pawl 13 back so as to be in line with the notch in 

~~lower end of 39. If, while t~is magnet is h~ld energized, 
·¢Trent be sent through magnet 31, pawl 33 wtll be forced 
y~rd into the notch, lifting both detents from their ratchet 
;iheels. The rotary magnet, I2, is now released, and the 
;restoring springs can pull the shaft around and back t'o its 
pi)nnal position. Last of all, the longitudinal magnet, 3I, is 
ieleased, but the detents cannot fall down again, as the wire, 41, 

~~caught' behind the projection on iever 13 of the rotary 
~agl!et. In· tne·lower part of Fig. 26 is shown in detail the 
:portion of- the shaft having to do with the longitudinal motion. 
Jt will be seen that there are ,a ·number of teeth cut into the 
shaft, extending clear around it'; further, that there is a longi-
• ~dinal groove cut through these teeth. There is a safety stop, 
~hich norrnaily rests in this groove. · This safety -stop is fixed 
~ pos_ition on the base of the switch.~:_There is width enough 
~~-~the groove fo allow the shaft tO 'rotate one notch without 
;getting the safety stop into one of the circular teeth. When the 
:¥ogitudinal motion is being made the shaft slides along with 
:the safety stop in the groove. When the next rotary move is 
niade the safety stop enters the space between two of the teeth 
and prevents the shaft from moving longitudinally. When the 
release is being made this safety stop prevents any longitudinal 
motion until the shaft has rotated back as far as it will go and 
no wipers are in contact with any wires. It was and is :o. very 
effective and simple means for preventing damage to the wipers 
by accidental longitudinal motion occurring when the wipers 
are in contact. 

The eltttrical features are· shown in Fig. 28. The three 
switches are shown in three different positions, the bottom one 
being in the normal position. The longitudinal magnet is 

• represented at 31 and the rotary at I2. Both are tied to common 
battery in the central office. The talking wire, R, from the 
substation is connected to the frame of the switch and thus to 
the shaft 2 and its wipers. The horne wire,· or "normal," J, is 
connected to a spring 21 close to the bevel wheel 15 that moves 

Fig. 28, the pin 20 is disconnected from the normal wire J and 
connected to the longitudinal magnet 31.. Pressing the tens 
button now grounds the R line, and through the rudimentary 
!>ide switch just described ener~zes the longitudinal magnet. 
Pressing the units button grounds the P line, which operates 
the rotary magnet to rotate the shaft and wipers to oontact 
with the desired wire. This same rotation also causes pin 20 
to break away from spring so, cutting the longitUdinal magnet 
out of circuit. 

It was evidently intended to work this system with only two 
line wires, but it requires only casual inspection of the opera-

Fig. 28. 

tions and circuits jusf described to show that, as arranged, re
lease will be impossible. This is because of two facts: a. The 
release depends on the mutual action of the longitudinal and 
rotary magnets, and at the same time. b. The last act of sel
lecting disconnects the longitudinal magnet' so that it cannot 
co-operate with the other in making the disconnect . 

The features of the system rriay be summarized as follows: ' 
I. Connector bank one continuous arrangement of .parall 

wires. Wires grouped in groups of 10 wires each. 
2. Shaft with plurality of wipers, staggered. 
3· Longifudinal and rotary motions. 
4- Both magnets acting on the shaft through gear whee: 

Let this be compared with present practice, in which the acti< 
is direct. 

5. Spring return for both motions. Gravity could not 
used for one of them, as the shaft was horizontal. 

6. Longitudinal groove, with safety stop. This was the t
ginning of the same device which is still found on the switch 
of to-day. · 

7- Initial motion of rotary to bring detents into action. 
the modern machine this is done more simply by the first n 
tion of the vertical magnet. 

8. Release by mutual action of rotary and longitudinal m 
nets. This point is worthy of note, since in modern syst'e 
the release is accomplished by very similar action, not 
magnets, but of line wires and line relays. 

g. Common battery selecting. A good point. 
10. Side switch of two contacts. It was a Yery limited 
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imper~ect switch, which later wa" expanded 
and vttal usefulness. to a very great 

II Lim' 1' · T tt,.90 tnes, from ror to r99, omitting 110 120 etc 
12 wo-Im · · ' ' · syst~m into o e wt:es .. This . was the plan, but in putting th.: 

peratton It reqUired more. 
( IJ. ~·u~onbkeyboard at substation. This continued the prac
dtce wl tc o tained up to that time. The main attention of the 

eve opers was absorbed in k' . 
all that could b ~a. mg a SWitch which would do 
t . .d . e asked, and It IS not surprising that the sub-

s atw~ e~t~es ~hould not be developed as fast as the switches 
. I4- ar:ta pnvacy. If some one called on the calling line .of 
a ~o~~:ctwhn he could not interfere, but if he tried to get the 
ca e me e would be connected with it. 

IS. Bufsy test. 'When ringing with the magneto hand gen 
erator o the substation t 'f 1 1. · 

1 . • se ' 1 t Je me were the calling line of 
anot Jer connection, It would ring open. 

I?· Release electrically impossible, as at that time 
tudmal magnet was not in circuit. the Iongi-

The switchboard above described was built in the fall of I8g 
to repla:e the old flat disk board at LaPorte Ind h' h h d4 

been domg service since Nov 3 I892 S • b ., w Ic a 
of primary cell was used . ' . amson attery, a form 
Th r ' at central to operate the switches 

e mes were mostly, if not entirely, open wire lines and 
great tro~bl.e was experienced from grounds. The troubl~ was 
not felt tn Its effect on the magnets, for it took so much cur-
rent to operate them that a small thing Iik t 
v.:o~l~ not affect it; but it was very bad on ~h: b~;t: ground 
mng :t down rapidly, so that the item of battery renew~'s r.;;~~ 
veryh'b:r~e. Later the expense of this became so heavy as t'o be 
pro 1 ttlve. 

T?,e. con.~acts obtained between the wipers and the wires of 
the ptano arrangement were very good, and no trouble was 

felt from that source. B · emg a common return system, there 
was a very great ueal of cross talk. There were three .· 
anu a . ' Vi Ire< 

. . . commo~ retur:1. w~Ich made quite a wire plant for th~ 
0-') s "'hC'n a smgle wtre wtth ground return was thought b 

I Y most 
magneto te ephone men to be good enough Th · . · e practtca! 
operatiOn of the buttons at the subsfation also caused 
troubl · d some e, as It seeme hard for some people to learn to use th 
properly. em 

. In spite of these troubles there were evidences that the bl' 
llked the automatic switchboard. Letters were writt:Uu ~c 
users of the sy.stem, after the improved board had been put i~ 
at LaPorte, wh1ch expressed satisfaction with its working. 

11. Revised piano wire switch 
The new switchboaru at LaPorte beiore lung began to reach 

the limit of its capacity, which was about roo lines. The engi
neers of the Strowger company realized that this board' was 
only a step, for they had at once started to design a IOoo-line 
board of the "piano wire" type. They thought that by extend
ing the shaft which carried the wipers they could cover IO 

groups of 100 wires each. They proposed to make the shaft in 
sections, one for each hundred, insulated from each other. All 

Fig. 29. 

of the sections would make contact at the same time with a wire 
in their own groups, while an au.."<iliary switch determined 
which of the sections of the shaft should be connected to the 
line. In this way it' was theoretically possible to select any one 
of 1000 subscribers. Though the board which was designed 
along these lines was never constructed, a patent was taken 
out on it, and it possesses a place in the development which is 
important. 

Fig. 29 shows two side elevations of the working parts of. the 
swit"ch, with the piano wire bank indicated by a portion of one 
hundred. The sectional shaft, 4, is horizontal, ·as in the former 
switch. The longitudinal magnet, 17, acts directly on the 
shaft 2, as also does the rotary magnet 9. The form of the 
ratchets looks very mu<;h like those now in use. Fig. 30 shows 
the plan of a portion of the board, with three individual 
switches, the center one being complete, the outer ones partly 
dismantled to show details. The longitudinal detent 19 is 
normally in the longitudinal groove of ratchet cylinder IS. On 
the first rotary motion it enters the space between two of the 

,. 

Fig. 30. 

ratchet teetb. When the shaft is moved longitudinally detent 
19 clicks from tooth to tooth. 

The auxiliary switch which selects the hundreds is just at the 
right of the bank wires. Of the wires 27, there ~s one for 
every hundred bank wires. At 26, Fig. 29, is a series of wipers 
on a loose sleeve, which is mounted on shaft 2, bu~ insulated 
from it. The wipers are staggered around the sleeve in the 
same manner as are the wipers in each group of the main bank. 
Each of the metal strips 27 is wired to one section of shaft 40. 



By successive turns of one notch each the metal sleeve 23. with! 
its wipers 26, can be connected to any one of the sections o( 

the main shait 40. The rotary magnet 9 is so arranged as to be' 
able to operate either the auxiliary switch or to rotate the; 

shaft 2. In its normal position it will act on the auxiliary~ 

switch, but after the shaft 2 has been moved even one notch .. 

longitudinally the mechanical connection with the auxiliary.: 

switch is cut out, and that with the shaft 2 cut in. The exac( 
details of this mechanical switch-over are too complicated to:· 
warrant giving space to a complete description here. Ther~ 

are other details also which can be studied out by careful read:J 
ing of the patent and attention to the drawings by any one wh~ 
wishes to take the time, bu~ in this discussion it is the pu~ 

merely to state what happens and how it happens only far.~. 

enough for the reader to get a good idea of the essential points.-~ 
The "normal" or incoming call line is attached to the post 87,~· 

Fig. 30, while the talking wire from the substation is penna-~ 
nently attached to the shaft 2, through its bearings and the·, 

frame. The pin 88, attached electrically and mechanically to· 
shaft 2, normally bears against post 87 so as to have the talking C 

wire connected for receiving calls. But when the switch is in' 
use the normal line is cur: off from this "off-normal switch." ., 

The longitudinal magnet is normally disconnected from the c 

line. Near the shaft 2 is the spring 14, which is connected to 

the longitudinal magnet. The pin 13, on the shaft, will touch 

(f 
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Fig. 31. 

the spring 14 when the shaft is turned one notch only, and will 

break contact if the shaft be turned further. An initial motion 

of the rotary magnet is required with this switch, as with the 

first piano wire board, but instead of its bringing the detents 

into play it rot'ates the auxiliary switch and shaft 2 one notch 

each. Subsequent motions of the rotary magnet rotate the 
auxiliary switch only. It has part of the functions of a side 

switch. For the details of the main side switch one must refer 

to the theoretical drawing of Fig. 32. Forty-nine is a spring 

which is held firmly by post so, which is attached to the frame: 

and consequently to the talking line 70. The back contact 48 is 

connected to the sleeve 23, and so to all the wipers 26. The 

front contact is wired to the spring 14 and longitudinal magnet 

17. The spring 49 can be acted on by both magnets inde
pendently. The rotary magnet 9 .is permanently wired to the 

return line ·6';. • ' 
In Fig. 31 is shown the hook switch at the substation. In 

general. its action is as follows:· 

23 

Rotary line 

67 

line 

------HooK-------------------

H 

'T' 
u 

Fig. 32. 

was to operate. H is the hundreds 
T tens, and U units. Although the wiring of these 
is shown by this figure, reference to Fig. 32 will make 

relations more clear:. It will be seen that the H and the U 
are capable of g.rounding the return line 67, while thr 

button similarly grounds the talking line 70. The telephone 
connected normally across· the two lines as if a metallic cir

were employed. But ·whenever any of the buttons is 

. it opens the telephone circuit. 
The complete operation may be explained by reference to Fig. 

Let us suppose that it is desired to call No. 234. Button H 
. pressed twice. The first grounding of line 67, which may be 

:called the rotary line, rotates shaft 2, bringing pin 13 into con· 

~tact with spring 14, and also rotates the auxiliary switch one 

'i>oint. The second grounding of the rotary line 67 rotates the 

;~uxiliary switch another notch, connecting its wiper to the 
fsecond section of shaft 4. which presides over the second hun
[dred. The shaft 2 was not moved this time. The T button is 

~then pressed three times, grounding the line 70 that many 

itimes. One might call 70 the longitudinal line. Through the 

fContact of spring 14 with pin 13 this energizes the longitudinal 

;,magnet three times, moving the whole shaft up three notches. 
,.When the U button is pressed four times it causes the rotary 

·magnet to rotate the shaft four notches, bringing the proper 

:'wiper into contact with the wire of the called line in the desirerl 
·:hundred. . 

~The calling station can now ring the other line with the 
jPlagneto generator, and by means of the series bell tell whether 

c~ called line is open or dosed. If open, the chances are that 

~~t.is busy. It will be noticed that the only path for. the return 
~current is through the rotary magnet to the negative battery 

.~rminal which is common to all lines. Thus the subscribers' 
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lines woulJ Le metallic to central, but all tied together at the 

office. 
To release, the receiver is simply hung on the hook. As the 

lever goes down it first grounds the rotary line, pulling up the 
rotary magnet. This pushes spring 49 against its front contact 
51, which connects the longitudinal magnet to the line 70. Then 
the switch at the substation grounds the longitudinal line /0 

also, pulling up the longitudinal magnet. Now there is a me
chanical rclatinn between these two magnets such that if !hey 
are pulled up in the order just named the detents which hold 
the rotary motions of shait 2 and the auxiliary switch are re
leased. The auxiliary switch snaps back at once; the shaft 
follows as soon as the hook has allowed the rotary magnet to 
fall back. Shaft 2 rotates back, with safety st'op 19, in a space 
until it strikes the longitudinal groove, when the shaft slides 
longitudinally to its normal position. Lastly, the longitudinal 
magnet is released allowing the side switch 49 to come against 

its b.ack contact 48 and the detents to fall again into posi!ion. 
There are many points of interest in this board as projected, 

and of them will be selected those which seem of greatest in
terest at this point in the history. They are as follows: 

r. rooo-line capacity, or from ror to 999. Piano wire bank 
grouped and subgrouped decimally. It is doubtful if this system 
could have been made to work commercially. If the roo-line 
board the second LaPorte board, took so much current to work 
it, thi~ 1000-!ine board, with its longer shaft and more contacts, 
would probably have required more current' than the battery 

would supply. 
2. Direct action of both magnets on the shaft. The cutting 

out of the gear wheels was a good thing. 
3- Initial rotation to connect up longitudinal magnet. This has 

been noted in the first' piano wire board. 
4- Sectional shaft, each section the same as the shaft of the 

first piano wire board and devoted to a hundred group. 
5· Auxiliary switch to connect line to any desired one of the 

shaft sections, hence to a hundred. This idea we have seen 
before in the second Erickson board which the brothers de

signed in Kansas. 
6. Mechanical switching of rotary magnet from auxiliary 

switch to wiper shaft. This was a very ingenious device for 
doing away with one of the line wires and making tl1c one 

magnet do double duty. 
7. Magnets directly in the line. This was a bad idea and one 

which was productive of much trouble, as we have seen at 

LaPorte. 
8. Joint action of magnets mechanically in securing release. 

Fiq. 33· 

This has developed in our day into an electrical co-operation 

which is far better. 
9· Special release switch to connect longitudinal magnet when 

releasing. This magnet was normally out of circuit, and on the 
former board we have seen that this ·fact prevenfed release. 
This simple addition of a switch has made release possible. 

10. Talking and ringing through the rotary m~agnct to common 
return in office. It is ve1·y likely that the ringing current would 

have caused some trouble if the board had been put into ac~ual 
practice, since the pulling up oi the rotary ma~net by the nng
ing current would tend to disconne~t t.he !me 70 from the 
auxiliary switch through which the nngmg was takmg p~ace. 
How much chattering this might cause could only be determmed 

by trial. . . . . J' 
r 1. Buttons at substation open talkmg ctrcmt whtl.e s7n mg 

impulses. Compare this with the action of the dtal m the 
present automatic tclephune, either local or common battery. 

Though the piano-wire form of switchboard simplified the 
multiple wiring of the banks, it still did not give sufficient 
capacity. The reason is that each wire of the bank occupied 
the entire row, limiting the growth of the number of lines to 
the addition of more wires below. If this is compared with the 
original swi:ch oi :\. B. Strowger it will be seen that it con-

Fiy. Jt. 

tained many contacts in each row, so that a large number of 
lines could be reached by rotating the wiper in any one level. 
In the effort to increase the capacity, the engineers of the 
Strowger Automatic Telephone Exchange now returned in 
part to this original principle. 

Patent No. 638,249 was applied for Dec. 16, 1895, and covers 
the improved board, which they produced at that time. It was 
the first to have the present form of bank, which is illustrated 
in Fig. 34· The banks were built up of rows of contacts. 
Each row consisted of 10 brass punchings, each punching hav
ing two holes which fitted over raised places in the separators 
which were used to keep the layers apart. These separators 
were made of electrose, a composition which was being intro
duced into the electrical field to take the place of hard rubber. 

The whole bank, consisting of 10 rows, was then clamped in a 
frame. The outer end of each punching was provided with a 
hook to receive the multiple wiring, the details of which are 
clearly shown. To reduce the labor of wiring it was pro
posed merely to sever the insulation at equal distances on a 
continuous wire, slip the covering back a little, and make a 
half turn of the bare wire on the hook. After soldering, the 
insulation would slip back and tend to cover the joint. 

· The wiper used was very much like that of the piano wire 

board, being only slightly modified to fit the new brass punch
ings. The ide,a of several banks on each machine was retained, 
there being a plurality of wipers on the shaft and an auxiliary 

switch to give the subscriber his choice of banks. . The whole 
machine was raised to the vertical· position, so that it became 
proper to speak of a "vertical" and a "rotary" motion, just as 

is done ~w. Thus, i( ~he shaft made three movements verti
cally a.nd four in a rotary manner,. all the wipers would rest 
on number 34 of their own hundred. If there were three 
banks, this would enable the subscriber, by attaching his line 

to the proper wiper, to connect with No. 134. No. 234 or 

No. 334-

The ratchet cylinders for the vertical and rotary were 

changed in several respects, though only by adding extra duties. 

Referring to Fig. 35, IS is the rotary ratchet cylinder, mounted 
loosely on the shaft, with pin Is" projecting downward. The 
auxiliary switch, I8, is mounted rigidly on the shaft, 9, while 

a spring, IS, runs from an attachment on the shaft at I7 to 
the pin rs". The ratchet cylinder 15- also carries a radial arm, 



20, which has a hole in the end of it. The body of the switch, 

18, is made of insulating material and holds a curved row. of 

metal pins, 21, each of which is wired to, one-of the ~ip~r.{ 

below (22, _u', zz"). · ' · - · --- · 

This arrangement allows the following action; \Vhen th 

rotary magnet acts the first time it does not affect the shai~ 

merely turning the ratchet cylinder with the attached an~: 

20. At the end of any numher of.impulses the hole in the end 

of the arm is directly over one of the pins in the auxiliarv 

switch. If now the vertical movement begins, that pin will ~ 

lifted into the hole in the arm, estahlishing an electrical con

nection between the shaft, 9, and one of the wipers, the latter 

being normally insulated. The auxiliary switch also couples 

the rotary ratchet cylimler to the shaft so that rotary impulses 

will now cause the shaft and wipers to rotate to the desired 

point. 
There was a complicated mechanical interaction between the 

vertical and rotary magnets to secure the release. In its 

essentials it was like that used on the piano wire board and, 

while interesting as a mechanical de·Jice, there is not space 

here to try to make it clear. The vertical and rotary detents 

which prevent backward motion during sciection, were com~ 

bined on one piece, very much like the present practice. They 

were normally held out of the way by the rotary magnet, but 

upon the first movement of the latter the detents were dropped 

into place. In releasing, the rotary magnet was first energized, 

placing a pin in the way of a tailpiece on the vertical pawl 

Holding the rotary energized, the vertical magnet was pulled 

up, the tailpiece riding upward and lifting the detents from 

their cylinders. Then the rotary magnet was released, bring

ing its pin over a lever from the detents, holding them out of . 

the way. Finally the vertical magnet was released: 

To give a better idea of the general features, reference is 

made to Fig. 36, which is a theoretical diagram of one machine 

and its substation. At the latter is any magneto telephone,

Tel., with the same keys as were used on the piano wire board. 

The hook switch is arranged to close and open the lines on 

the downward motion so as to operate the release. The 

vertical line is connected to the frame at two places, through 

spring 45, armature 42', and also through the off normal 

switch, 32. The normal line also taps off the vertical line ;nd 

runs to the banks to receive incoming calls. 

At 36 is a rude sort of side switch used fo't" cutting the 

vertical magne! into and out of circuit. 35 is a strip of metal, 

which is in line with spring 36 as long as the shaft, 9, haS 

• ::' 
~~-~ 

Fig. 35. 

not rotated. Spring 36 is normally kept from touching 35 by, 

the lever 40, which is worked by the detents. At 18 is the~ 

auxiliary' switch, whose construction and operation have been,: 
§ 

described. 
".L, 
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. h t magnet, frOfll~ 

. The" rotary line runs duect1y t~ t e ro ary t' e bat· 

h th magnet 42 to nega tv . 

which it is connected throug . e . . . unded. lts 

.. t. . D is the main battery wtth tts postttve gro rnmon 

ery • • hich forms the co · 

, negative end is connected to a. wtre w . e all the 

··retum "in the office. ·over. thts ~ommon return corn 

talking currents on all the lines, for they are all 

here. Besides operating the rotary motion of 

switch and the wipers, the rotary magnet has 

duties, chiefly concerning privacy. It is 

two armatures, though it has but one. Both 

41 and 42 act on the same armature, 42'. The latter 

rests against the stop, 43, on the spring, 45, and 

dedt~tc:at contact with it. \Vhcn 42 is energized it pulls 

against the insulating stop, 44· But the rotary 

moves 45 by means of its insulated ringer, 49- Thus, 

rotary magnet draws its current through magnet 42, 

impulse the armature 42' is drawn down and the 

45 is forced to the left and against the contact 55-

pulling up, the rotary magnet closes the contact 52-53 

affecting spring 45, and while falling back, contact 

is the last to break 
selecting a number the hundreds button is first pressed 

number of times. This grounds the rotary line, 

the rotary magnet and magnet 42- The first move-

-the rotary magnet releases the vertical and rotary 

that they will prevent any backward motion. As 

fall into place, they let spring 36 come into touch. 

&r.ith'tl:te metal strip 35. The actions of the rotary magnet and 

42 on each other have no effect at this point, and the 

magnet simply moves the auxiliary switch, 18, to the 

reJ)reserttirlg the desired hundred. 

the- tens button is pressed, the verti~al magnet is 

· over the following path : From ground at the sub

over the vertical line to the off normal switch, 32, 

shaft 9, metal strip 35 to spring 36, thence to the 

pn::n-.1~1 magnet and negative terminal of battery D. The first 

<ttt)W<ira movement of the shaft caused the pin on the auxiliary 

· to lock the rotary ratchet ·cylinder to the shaft, as 

described. 
pressing the units button, the rotary line is grounded, 

~~~erating the rotary magnet, which now causes the shaft and 

to rotate. The first rotary motion of the shaft breaks 

connection at the off normal switch, 32, and also at the 

rspring 36. In stepping around to the desired number, the wiper 

;with which the auxiliary switch has connected the line wipes 

~er all intermediate lines. When the rotary magnet pulls 

fup, it connects magnet 4I to the wiper by means of contact 
~-

. 
'52-53. Current can now flow. ~rom ba~tery ~, thro.ugh ma~et 

'41, contacts 52-53, frame, auxthary swttch, wtper, !me termmal 

~-bank, vertical line of line past which the wiper is passing, 

Uelephone instrument, rotary line, back to common wire in the 

~~~e, which is also the terminal of the battery E. If the line 

[~ 
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f 
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ivast _which the wiper is moving is not in use, this current must 
i~ow _through the bell at the station. This is wound to 1000 

':<?hms: .resistance, so that the magnet 41 will not. be able to 
hold the armature 42'. But if the line is· in use,' the lower 
-.resistance of the talking setallows th~. magnet 41 to hold 
· .'filiature 42' down till after the rotary-magnet has allowed 
· _r_Uig 45 to -return to the right.. · In thi~--V.:~Y, the armature 
"~js caught under the insulating pl~ 44 and held there. .This 
P~the vertical line so that th~ persons talking cannot be_ 

overheard. In pa;sing on to the next position, this open con<.Ji
tion is removed if that line happens to be idle. If the called 
line is found to be disengaged, it is rung by the magneto 
generator oi the calling station. 

A simplified sketch of the line over which ringing and talk
ing is done is shown in Fig. 37- It needs no comment. The 
four magnets through which voice currents pass will do the rest. 
Summing up the system, omitting points retain,·d from the 
piano wire board, we have: 

I. Present form of bank, practically as now used. 
2. Details of wiring multiple. This was very well done and 

PRIYATE Ct/TOVT 
YE.Ii'T/C"AL WIPER 

.LINE AV.K..SWITCH. fjA/fl( CONTACT 

Fig. 37· 

went a long way to shorten the labor and e.."<pense of this part 
of the switch. 

3· Vertical motion against gravity. The beginning of modern 
construction. 

4- Auxiliary s~itch used as coupler to switch the rotary 
magnet mechanically from hundreds to units. Note that in 
these last two systems this mechanical switching appears, and 
that the tendency in these ·days is to do the switching .of 
functions electrically. 

s. Private cut out. This seems to be the first electrical 
private device which secures privacy by opening the line of 
the person trying to cut in. Note that this is present practice. 

The system just described was developed during the winter 
and spring of 1895. In June of that year it was installed at 
LaPorte, Ind., to replace the piano wire board which had been 
giVmg service. In August, 1895, a 200 line board of the same 
kind was installed at Michigan City, Ind., also replacing a 
piano wire board, which had been installed there in the pre
ceding spring. 

In November, 1895, Mr. E. A. Mellinger joined the Strowger 
Comp~ny as one of its experimenters. Mr. Mellinger had been. 
attendin3 school at Ames, Ia. 

12. Plaster of paris banks 

The new form of switch having elcctrose banks which was 
installed at La Porte and at ~Iichigan City proved to be an 
improvement over the piano-wire form, but certain bad qualities 
in the insulating strips soon began to appear. It·began to warp 
and swell, Yarying the distances between the contacts and throw
ing the rows out oi line. This caused too much friction, which 
is the main thing which ha<l been bothering inventors all along. 

In the summer oi 18<)~ Charles ]. Erickson, of the Strowger 
company, designed a bank made of plaster of Paris. A steel 
mold was made, having its inside of the form desired for the 
insulating part oi the bank. The mold was built up in such a 
way that the brass contacts c()jlld be ,laid Into it in rows, certain 
recesses .holding them in pe1ec.t_ ~lignme;1t. Plaster qf Paris 
was now poured into the mold and allowed to set. Wfien_ ~uffi
ciently hard, the mold was r;.m.()Ved and the casting d;i~.in a . 
moderate oven. Here the moisture was completely 'dri.ven:Oir;; 
To prevent its re-entrance, t~'e bank was boiled in paraffiiie.1ill · 
thoroughly filled .. The contacts were. then cleaned by cat:eftil 
b~1ffing with walrus hide. ' · • . :· • 

This produced a· bank which was superior to the eleetr~se 
bank and was used as late as T902 or 1903- The first . board 
having these plaster banks \yas installed at Rocl1ester, ?l:fi~n., 
i(l November, IS:);;. It was of2oo lines capacity and replaced 
a< piano-wir<! board which had .previously been in service. The. 
sw1tche.s· were i~ other respects like those at Michigan City, 
,.;hich have been described. ' · · 

'\Vith the growth·.of exchanges came increasing cost of ap
paratus and of giviiig service, and about this time party lines 
were beginning 19. .4c a very' live· question as an aid in _cutting 
down expenses. The automatic"system as yet had been able 
to supply only individual line se.rvice. To meet the argument 
on this linc ?If r. Strowger and .Mr. Keith devised a lock-out 
party line system in· the fall of 1895 or winter of 1895-0. The 



13. Party line systems 

paient was app:ied for on Feb. 19, r8g6, and issued under the 

number 589./98. 
:\s this p:nty line system was designed to work with the type 

of boar<! known as the first piano-wire board oi La Porte, it 

wtll be well to recall the manipulation of its line wires in mak

ing a call. The detents were held out of contact with the 

ratchets and required a preliminary impulse on the rotary line 

1<1 let them down. Then the vertical wire was contacted to 

c?arth, movit;g- the shaft and wipers longitudinally. Finally the 

rotary was again used to turn the shaft to bring the proper 

wiper into tot;ch. In releasing, the rotary line was first 

6'TOtmded to move a certain pin on the switch into the path of 

the longitudinal magnet. Holding the rotary closed, the longi

tudinal_:nagnet was energized by the other wire, lifting the de-
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tents off the rat!=hets so that the shaft could return to its normal 

pos~tion .. T~e~. the rotary was released, followed by the longi

tudmal, leavmg the detents c:ear of the ratchets . 

. Referri~g to Fig. 38, we have a· three-station line shown in 

diagram. .A t~~ephone receiver. represents the entire magneto 

telephone, whic;h. was used ·for ringing and talking. Each inter

me~iate sta~i~n;·_as B oi:' C, has two magnets with interlocking 

spnngs .. Spnng 11· tends to go to the right and rest against 

contacts IS and 14. · .Magnet 10 can pull to the left and, by 

means of its· lever 9, push spring I I until the latter catches 

beh~nd the. dog. of 'bell-crank 16. While energized, 1ever '9 

breaks _cont.act with .. ·spring- 18. Magnet 17 when energized, 

releases spnng I I. · -

·"'' T~]itlrtical side. of the line 34 runs from central and loops 

· :.in seiie~-through magnet 17 of each intennediate station.· But, 

in tfie normal position, magnet 17 is short-circuited by the con

tact between lever 9 and spring 18. The rotary side of the 

line 35 goes through the hook contact, 7 and 8, of each station. 

and also through magnet 10. Thus from each station there 

is a clear vertical line of minimum resistance to central, but 

ll 
1_)[ J J 
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i'rotary line mu~t go thr~ugh all. the magnets w and hook 

" tacts 7-8 of the mterme<.hatc statwns. 

-Suppose that station B desires to call some numbex-, such as 

·" He would first remove his receiver from the hook, thereby 

'ttfng off the rotary line from all the stations between him 

.~d: the end of the line. He would press the H button twice. 

:-~-"1.; 

iiJ; -41.-Side Vi~.c of Dial Sender, S!towing Arrangement of Parts. 

;::~ddition to operating the switch at central, this magnetizes 

... ef IO at each station between station B and the office. 

hen magnet ro pulls up it cuts off the H and U buttons on the 

~board by breaking contact rs. It also short-circuits the hook 

iit:icf7-8 by the spring contact II-I2-I3, which is locked by 

"e,bell crank r6. Button T would then be pressed three times, 

"l;ich _wo.uld affect only the switch at central, since the spring 

::-,·,ntact 18 on lever 9 acts as a short

''rcuit. on the magnet 17. The rest of the 

_pb-ation is ·as if on an individual line. 

· · ging was done by the subscriber with 

:c:magneto generator, and if the called 

party was also on a similar party line, 

COde ringing was used to get the proper 

~tat ion. 
:;·-To release, the same manipulation was 

fequired as for an individual line and was A 
P,erformed by the hook. Grounding the 

·" tary line pulled up all the magnets IC 

. · een the calling station and the office. 

~)s took the short-circuit off magnet 17 

:;:~hat when the vertical was grounded 

~:~~bell crank would be pulled up and re

e spring II. Thus all the stations 

'ere restored to 'their normal condition. 

With reference to this system we may 

ntion: 
·:I. The series feature, which requires 

.th line wires to be looped into each 

'iation. 

-~.,The terminal station, which was dif

~ent fro~ the rest on the line. It had 

''(;: $pecial apparatus. 

~~iJ: The use of series magnets through 

.l,lich the talking current had to pass . 

• ·,.,.··. was a bad fe;ture, as there were 

.. :_pugh such magnets in the switches at 

~.ntral and more would only cut down 

transmission to a greater degree. 

~t Standard operation, in that a party 

·lfue station called and selected in exactly 

e. same way as a straight line station . 

• ,· .. was a good point and should be the 

~dard for all systems. As far as possi

il;~aU the stations on a system should be 

')pulated in the same manner. 

<~?is lock-<>ut system was tried out on _ 

~;Patty line at La Grange, Ill., in connection with the automatic' 

·.stem then operating at that place. 

·.Jlur:ing the spring of 18¢ there was considerable activity 

,;:-:xchange installation, the Strowger company using -the 

).lichigan City type oi switch, with the plaster oi Paris uank. 

.\ iew may be nwmionc<l as iollow~: 

March, rS<jj, AlhtH[tlt.:r<[ttc. ;..::_ ).[ex., 400 lines. 

March, 18<}6, Trinidad, Colo. :\I r. E. A. Mellinger tonk 

charge of this plant. 
).lay, 18¢, Amsterdam, X. Y., 200 lines. 

This spring ).lr. !-rank A. Lundquist left the employ of the 

Strowgcr Automatic Telephone Exchange. 

14. The first dial 
Up to this time the olu keyboard had been used. for impulst' 

tran:smi~sion at the subscriber's station. The entire attention 

of the group of engineers had been dircctc<l toward clevelopin::; 

a good switch. \Ve have seen how the necessity for an auto

matic release was the first improvement in the substation tn 

fon:c itself to the front and demand attention, resulting in 

the mercury "pill box" release and the latter type of spring,; 

associated with the hook. The array of buttons remained a5 

a valid objection to the automatic, since it made the opera; hn 

oi calling rather complex. During the spring of 18¢ the e:1;i

neers were engaged in inventing a device to take its place ;ud 

prodt:ced the first dial sender which approximated the present 

form. It must be remembered that the dial idea had been used 

by Connolly and McTighe certainly as early as 1883, as well as 

hy the Strowgers in IS<;I. The paten! for the dial which is 

described below was applied for Aug. 20, I8g6, and bears the 

patent No. 597,002. 

The work which this dial was reqnircd to do was as follows: 

Ground the rotary line as many times as desired for the 

hundreds; ground the vertical line similarly for the tens; and 

ground the rotary line again for the: units. Hanging the re-

Fig. 40 -Rear Vie·w of the Dial s,ndu. 

ceiver on the hook must reset the dial to its normal postt10n. 

Fig. 39 shows the appearance of the dial as it appeared in use. 

Instead of holes, there were projecting vanes C'. Th~ back is 

shown in Fig. 40. The dial C is mounted rigidly on a hollow 



shaft B, Fig. 41, which shaft extends from B' to B'. Wheel D 
is mounted securely to the inner end of shaft B and carries a 
number of equally spaced metallic pins C, Fig. 42· Between 
the supporting frame and the shaft B is a coiled spring F, which 

Fig. 39.-First Dial Se11der of Type Now Used on A"tomatic Telephones: 

is under a slight tension and tends to rotate the shaft in the 
direction opposite to that indicated by the arrow, Figs. 39 and 
40. The pins G on the wheel D, Fig. 40, serve two purposes, 

I 

I 
I I 

11r~-15t.$····;r,.J 
Fig. 42.-Detail of Step-by-Sup Circuit Breaker. 

namel;, to engage the pallets H a~d H', whereby the speed of 
the dial is limited, and also to move the spring r, which makes 
the step-by-step contact at I and r: Wheel D, with its acces
sories, are termed the "step-by-step circuit breaker." 

29 
.-\t D', Fig. 42, a pawl, L, is mounted on- wheel D. It is 

adapted to engage the teeth of a ratchet wheel, K, Fig. 40 
whenever wheel D is moved, but is so arranged that after mov~ 
ing ratchet wheel K a little more than one notch the pawl L 
will be withdrawn so that it cannot turn it further. In the 
normal position of the dial C and the wheel D a small upwardly 
projecting wire strikes a stop and holds the pawl away from 
the teeth of ratchet wheel, K. Mounted on the latter are seven 
pins, which serve as cog teeth, and four of them as contact 
points for the springs P and P'. Pins N, N', N' and N' are of 
metal and can touch the above-mentioned springs, P being 
wired to the rotary line and P' to the vertical line. The other 
pins, 0, 0', 0, are too short to· touch the springs P and p• 
This device is called the "circuit changer." · 

Though not essential to the operation of the dial, an indi
cating device was added in the form of a sector, R, Fig. 43. 
where it is shown in its normal position. This sector is mounted 
on a solid shaft, R', Figs. 40, 41 and 43. This shaft runs through 
the hollow shaft B and carries on its inner end a segment of· 
cogs, R', Fig. 40. These cogs mesh into the pins on the ratchet' 
wheel K. .Ci 

In making a call the receiver is taken from the hook and:O 
.:~ 

Fig. 43.-View Slu>rt.ing Indicating Device of Dial Sender. 

ihe separate digits of the number pulled as in the modern autO-, 
matic. On the down stroke the pins G on wheel D slip past 
the pallets H and H' without moving the governor. They also; 
slip around the end of spring 12, moving it in the downwaro, 
direction so that contact 13 is not made. j 

Near the beginning of the down stroke the pawl L acted _on; 
the ratchet wheel K, pulling it around one notch. This cauSe<!, 
spring P to come into contact with pin N', and also moved the 
sector R, Fig. 43, to expose the word "Hund," instead of "Tel~,' 

When released the dial slowly clicked back to the nonn~. 
position, the coiled spring F, being held in check by the gov;~ 
ernor acting through the pallets P P'. During this motion t~: 
pins G on wheel D, Fig. 40, caused spring I to make contadl 
with r as many times as the digit pulled. r goes to groun~': 
spring I is attached to the frame of the sender, as is also whee!; 
~ with its metal pin~. This causes the grounding of the rot~ 
~n~ -~ 

On pulling the next digit, wheel K is rotated another not~.' 
bringing pin 0 under spring P, insulating it, as it is too sbot'$J. 
to touch, while spring P' touches pin N'. On the return of.~ 
dial, the vertical line is now grounded. Finally pin N is brOU~ 
under spring P and the grounding of the rotary line is secur . ,; 
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At each of these steps the sector R, Fig. 43, has been moved 
along so as to indicate the digit which was then being pulled. 
In case the subscriber pulls another time, the signal shows 

; "Out," indicating that he is out of connection and must hang 
:up and try again. . 
i_,. When hanging up to release, the lever of the hookswttch bears 

down on the lever Q, Fig. 40, which pulls the detent M out of 
contact with the ratchet wheel K, and lets it fly back to normal. 

The first exchange to be equipped with this dial was an in
terior system in the city hall of l\1ilwaukee, \Vis., which was 
installed during June, r8g6. 

15. Early trunking systems 

We have now arrived at a very interesting stage in the de
velopment of automatic switching, for in the summer of 18g6 
the engineers of the Strowger Company started work based on 
an entirely new principle, one which they had never before tried. 
This idea was to use primary and secondary switches, instead 
of trying to make one switch of sufficient capacity to reach 
every line in the exchange. Although this was a new idea to 
them, it had been suggested by .others before. J. W. McDon
ough, of Chicago, III., applied for a patent on such a system 
May 21, 1891. (See patent No. 538,975.) Before him, James G. 
Smith, of New York City, patented a trunking scheme for tele
graph lines which could have been easily adapted to telephone 
work. It was described in a previousdk:t~f·, -

On Feb. 18, r893, Mr. Smith apphed for the 
patent No. 550,728, which was an adaptation of his old tele
graph system to automatic telephony. He also got out another 
system (Patent No. 550,729) about the same time, by means of 
which he proposed to operate toll lines between cities. Jan. 10, 
I8g6, Moise Freudenberg, of Paris, France, applied for a patent 
(No. 556,007) in this country on a system of primary and sec
ondary selectors, being an extension of another system which he 
rnd Apostoloff had previously worked up. (Patent No. 546,-
725.) As these systems previous to the summer of IS¢ were all 

rather crude and in some respects impractical, only a brief men
tion will be made of each. · 

The nature of the system of J. W. 11cDonough is indicated 
in Fig. 44- The central switch A consisted of a number of rings 
arranged one above the other. Between the members of each 
pair of rings was a carriage holding a magnet and certain levers 
and catches. There was a vertical shaft in the center of the 
switch and to the shaft were rigidly attached as many arms as 
there 'were carriages. The shaft was power-dri\·en, and the 
arms pushed the carriages continually around the circle. Each 
of the groups of o, I, 2, etc., consisted of IO wires, and all .the 
wires in each group run from the central to another parttcu
lar switch, as for instance, group o to B. From the switch B 
extend 10 groups of wires of IO wires each, and each group 
runs to the last switch, C. From there run the subscriber 
lines, 10 in number. 

In general construction the switches A, B and C are alike. 
Around the outer edge of the rings are vertically arranged ro 
or 100 "gates." These gates could be touched by the carriages 
in their rotations. The gates were each attached to one of the 
radiating wires. \Vhile the carriages were being revolved by 
the arms, there was a succession of signals sent out on each 
line. Thus. in making a call, subscriber o-o-6 was expected to 
take his receiver from the hook, listen to the signals, o-o-I, 

o-o-.z, o-o-3, etc .. and press a button when he hears his own 
number. o-o-6. This stops a carriage in switch C and connects 
him to a line to R. 

As the carriages in B go around he will hea-t' signals as fol
lows: o-r, o-2, O-J, etc. \Vhen his own division number, o-o, 
is given. he presses his button again, stopping a carriage and 
giving a connection to switch A. The subscriber now hears 

Fig. 44.-The McDor<Ougil At<tomatic Telephone System. 

:the.numbers .of.the gates .past which .the .carriages: are ;passing, 
-and-on hearing the first.digit (5} of the-:desired number (for 
instance, ·5-S-2)· he :presses his. button-.again,.·.giving ·him a ctnmk 
oto switch B . .o£ .the Jifth gronp. , In .a :similar. way- he ·.-picks his 
way to the end .of the call. . ·- . . . ........ "· .. 

. The· fundamental . conception . was- good, . namely, i:he · divisi~~ 
o1 the-apparatus .and subscribers'. lines into-groups and ·divisions 
and trunking from one to the other. Switch A was to be the 
distributor for all the calls in the exchange, and any subscriber 
could use any trunk to any other group or division. Another 
point of interest is that as tile carriages of A passed the ro 
gates leading to any ·group, the signal of that group was re
peated once for each gate. If he pressed his button for any of 
them, he would get that trunk. Thus the subscriber did his 
own selection of the non-busy trunk, a thing which is now done 
automatically. 

Though the idea was good, the means for accomplishing 
this trunking were practically unworkable. Granted that the ap
paratus could have been made to work, it would take an expert 
to pick his way to the center of the system and out again to the 
called line. But it shows how early the necessity for a trunking 
system was realized. 

Although J G. Smith changed some of the details of his 
automatic telegraph system to suit the telephone, the main fea
tures remained the same. These main features are power drive 
through a long shaft, completely circular bank of contacts, a 
dutch-operated wiper, and an electrically-controlled dial. The 
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Fig. 45.-Tro'"king Arrr.Hgement j,. the Smitll S)•stcm. 

inclusion of some peculiarly telegraphic ideas is noticeable, such 
as circuits normally closed with battery current flowing, also 
the looping of battery in series-with the main line. . . 

::,_,_Mr~. _Smit]l proposed .. to jn_crease' the capacity of automatic . 
; exchanges- in. two . ways: . first,-: by lock-<iut . party lines; second, 
bytrunking between groups by auxiliary switches. As we are 
interested in trunking,'t!le~·tormer will not be described here. -

:His proposal as to· the· latter may be stated in the following 



words: "suppose that each set of contacts ~in the circular 

bank) instead of leaJing to a subscriber's central office instru

ment and through it to the subscriber's circuit, should lead to 

another frame with a capacity of 100 sets of contacts, and each 

of the latter sets of contacts lead to a subscriber's central office 

instrument and through it to a subscriber's circuit, it will at 

-once be seen that the capacity of the system is increased just 

I:x> times. Thus, with small frames which will accommodate 

100 sets of contacts only, not less than 10,000 subscribers might 

be accommodated at one central office." 

Fig. 45 shows the scheme of arrangement of the proposed 

trunking. Only three subscribers' lines and main switches are 

shown in each group, where there are supposed to be roo. Also 

the three groups are taken to represent 100 groups. If there 

are 100 groups of 100 lines each it will call for 100 auxiliary 

switches and 100 main swit~hes in each group, making a total 

of 20,000 switches in a Io,ooo-line board. Moreover, there is 

only one trunk from each group to each other group, so that 

only one person at a time can talk from one to some certain 

other group. \Ve would call this I per cent trunking. He could 

have obtained 10 per cent trunking in a 1000-line board by 

utilizing his automatic selection of a non-busy line as given in 

his previous telegraph system (Patent No. .;81,247, applied 

Nov. 2, 1889), which principle he applied about this time to 

. ,toll line selection ·between cities. 

· Instead of.entirely giving up the contacts of the main switches 

to Jines.·,TWming ·;to .auxiliary .• switches, Mr. Smith proposed 

Fig. 46.-Trunking Arrangement for Small Exchanges. 

the plan shown in Fig. 46, for small exchanges. According to 

this plan the main switches will contain the contacts for the 

lines in their own group, and, in addition, one set of contacts 

leading to an auxiliary switch which trunks to the other 

hundred. Thus we have 50 per cent trunking within the group. 

but only I per cent between groups. 

The system of Moise Freudenberg, which was applied for 

patent Jan. 10, 1896, depended on his previous system, to 

which reference has already been made. There was to be a 

plate, Fig. 47, A containing as many terminals as subscribers' 

lines, and to which they were connected. Over this plate a 

wiper U' was adapted to move by separate impulses of magnets 

in different directions. The inventors claimed to be able to 

use movements in any two directions, as well as radial and 

rotary. This fiat-plate form, with the two movements at right 

angles, reminds one very much of the system of the Erickson 

Brothers, which they brought out in 1893, before going with 

the Strowger Company. (See patent No. 616,714, • 

As originally planned, each subscriber 

in the Freudenberg system was to have one of these plate 

switches. Observing the waste of apparatus, he arranged the 

scheme of Fig. 47 to enable ~ny subscriber to use any switch 

and cutting down the number of switches to that which would 

handle the traffic. 
. 
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B, B, etc.,. are metallic wagons or carriages running on rails. 

C C with which they· made contact. Each wagon had its own;. 

insulated track, which was connected to a particular ·subscriber's_ 

line, Just under the tracks and at right angles to· them were' 

a number of metal beams D D, each connected to a plate switch., 

When any subscriber desired a connection he, by electrical 

means, started his wagon out to hunt a beam. A projection on 

the under side oi the wagon hit the first idle beam, made elec

trical connection with it and swung it down out of reach of any 

other wagon. The plate switch to which this beam was con

nected was now at the service of the subscriber, the lines of all 

subscribers being multiplcd to all the switches. If any other 
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Fig. 47.-Thc FrcudeHilurg System. 

subscriber. desired a connection, his wagon would pass over the 

depressed beam of the switch which was in use and avoid in

terrupting the other party. 

This reminds one somewhat of the present line switch, which 

gives all the subscribers in a group access to any one of a small 

number of first selectors, though the method of doing it looks 

crude now. The tendency seems to have been to get away from 

·mechanical devices and do things electrically. And the writer 

believes that this is a move in the right direction, though it may 

be carried too far, resulting in an undue electrical complication 

for the sake of mechanical simplicity. 
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16. ftst ~Ole tnJici1J systEm 

In the summer of 18¢, A. E. Keith, John and Charles J. 

Erickson began work on a new line, that of devising a IOOo-line 

board without .making a woo-line switch. This they accom

p1ished by a general plan very much like that of J. G. Smith, 

though the form of switch with which they had to deal was 

different. Fig. 48 shows the scheme of wiring, in which the 

switches shown at the left are the same style of connector as 

had been used at Michigan City, Ind., and elsewhere, with the 

plaster of paris bank. At the right, numbered 12, 13, 14 and 15, 

are groups of "selectors." These are special switches, with 10 

vertical steps, but only one rotary.· There is one for each sub

scriber and but one trunk from one group to any other one. 

Thus any subscriber's line will end at the central office in two 

places: first, in one of the selectors at the right, by means of 

which he can call any group and line in that group, and, sec

ond, in the bank of one of the connectors at the left, through 

which calls may come to him from other lines. The selector 

switches are grouped 10 in a group and roo groups. The con

nectors are grouped in 10 groups of 100 switches each. 

Fig. 49 shows the selector switch, front and side views. The 

bank, as shown, is made up of wires like the zither or piano 

wire-board, but it was drawn this way only for convenience. 

The plaster of paris bank was to be used. B' is the vertical 

magnet, F' the rotary magnet. PM is the private magnet. All 

three magnets are permanently connected to battery. 39L' and 

35L' are the line wipers, while L' is the private wiper. The two 

line wipers are connected to the two springs 29 and 30 which 

form the side switch. Normally, the wipers are not connected 

to the lines. 
Although Fig. 49 shows the general design of the selector, . 

reference to the simplified diagram of Fig. so makes it easier 

to explain its working. There are also some mechanical move-· 

ments which must be explained, not being clear in tlfe P~tent 

Office drawing, Fig. 49. The vertical magnet B' in addition to 

lifting the wiper shaft, operates a contact 100 which connects 

the rotary magnet to the frame. There is also a downwardly 

projecting hook on the lever which holds the detents away from 

the ratchet cylinders. The detents are released on the first up

ward motion of the magnet. The rotary magnet, besides rotat

ing the shaft,. operates a switch 101 which normally holds the 

private wiper L' on ground, but may switch it over to the 

private magnet PM. 
The side-switch, 29 and JO, is under tension tending to close 

the contacts 31 and J2, which lead to the lines. The springs 

29 and 30 are connected mechanically to the shaft and rotary 

magnet by means which can only be clearly represented by ex- -

aggerating the dimensions of some portions. 104 is an insu

lating number which connects to lever 105. The four levers 

105, 100, 107 ·and 108 are here represented as in one piece, 

pivoted at the center. In reality a much simpler lever does the 

work. Acted on by the transmitted tension of the springs 29 

and 30, Io6 would move to the right but for the lug 109 on the 

shaft. When the rotary magnet pulls up, a finger G' holds 107 

from moving and allowing 105 to close the side switch. If th~ 
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Fig. 48 .. -Scltcme of Wiring Used for a Iooo Lint Switchboard. 

private magnet be pulled up, its lever IIO prevents 108 from 

moving and likewise keeps the side switch from operating. 

The upper portion of the shaft is equipped with a bent wire 

III adapted to contact the spring II2 on the first upward motion 

and to break,that contact with the first rotary motion. Its func

tion is to connect the rotary magnet F' to the line at the proper 

time. 
The operation was as follows: The hundreds digits come in 

on the vertical line, operating the vertical magnet which steps 

the shaft up, releasing the detents on the first motion. The 

upward motion of the shaft brought t~e bent wire III into con

tact with the spring II2. The tens digits are next pulled, corn

ing in over the rotary line and operating the rotary magnet. 

On the first impulse the rotary magnet pulls the shaft around 

one notch, moving lug 109 from lever Io6. But the lever G' 

Fig. so.-SimPlified DU.gram of Selector Switch. 



of the rotary magnet prevents the side:switch from operating until the shaft has rotated far enough to break the contact Ill~IJ2. Then the rotary magnet falls back and allows the side-switch to connect the wipers to the lines. All this happens between impulses, so that only the first rotary impulse is lost, all the rest passing on to the vertical magnet of the connector, stepping it. up. The units impulses come in over the vertical wire, but owing to the transposition of wires at X they arrive at the rotary magnet of the connector. It will be noted that the first tens -digit is utilized in switching through the -selector; that is, in rotating in the single step. Thus, one 10 would be lost in every hundred, and if a subscriber called 354. he would really move the wipers of the connector in the third hundred up and around to 44-
The private contacts in the bank P are multipled through the particular group of selectors to which a trunk is also multipled. When a trunk is occupied, the private contact corresponding to it is grounded by the private wiper of the switch which is using the trunk. If another selector tries to get in on the same trunk, the follpwing will happen : When the ro-tary impulse comes in over the line, it pulls up the rotary magnet and rotates the wipers into contact with the bank. But the instant the private wiper L' strikes the grounded contact, ror-103. being closed, the private magnet PM pulls up, catching its hook under the end of lever 108. \Vhen the rotary magnet re]eases, 105 can mo_ve back a little, but not enough to 'operate ·the side-switch, leaving the trunk undisturbed. - The rest of pte impulses would do no harm. 

To release from this condition the subscriber simply hung up as usual. This grounded the vertical, then the rotary, then cleared the vertical, followed by the rotary. \Vhen the vertical was grounded it dosed the contact IOO connecting the rotary magnet to the line. Grounding the rotary pulled up the rotary magnet, which released the detents, pressing a lever from them under a hook on the lever of the vertical. When the vertical relay was released this hook passed down over the lever from the detents, locking them away from the ratchet teeth. The release of the rotary let the shaft rotate and drop back to normal. The normal line over which incoming calls to any ·subscriber are received goes through the off normal switch K" on the top of the shaft. If the called line is busy by having made a call, this switch will be open and the calling subscriber will notice that his bell rings open, as calling was done by series magneto bells and hand generators. 

17. The Automatic Telephone 
Exchange Company 

In the fall of 18¢ Almon B. Strowger, the ot;iginator of the system, left the employ of the Strowger Aut<?matic Telephone Exchange and went to Florida to recover his health, which had been failing for some time. 
On Jan. 28, 1897, the Automatic Telephone Exchange Com-pany, Ltd., of Washington, D. C., was formed for the purpose of carrying oo the automatic telephone business. Previous to this incorporation it had gone by the name of "Drawbaugh Telephone & Electric Appliance Company, Ltd., of Baltimore. Md., and London, England." Col. T. W. Tyrer, of Wash-. ington, D. C., was the general superintendent and leading spirit, and had associated with him John Bauernschmidt as vice-president, and Joshua Horner, both of Baltimore. It was the purpose of this company to sell the apparatus manufactured by the Strowger company, and with this end in view it entered into agreements with the latter on the date above 
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mentioned. The Automatic Telephone Exchange Company was to act as United States agent for the Strowger Automatic Telephone Exchange. It was to pay a royalty of $3 per year "for each s:witch and outfit so long as such switch an9 auxiliary device may be in use," and was to install 3000 switches the first year and, 2000 additional each year for 10 years. Deferred royalties were to draw 6 per cent. 

18. The Augusta System 
In February,- 1897, the Strowger company commenced installing the last described switchboard at Augusta, Ga. As far as known, -this was the first trunking board to be put into actual public use, although it did not possess the feature of automatic trunk selection since there was only one trunk to any group. 
The idea of using primary and secondary switches needs to be carefully separated from that of automatically selecting a non-busy trunk. The two are not necessarily the same. though wherever automatic trunk selection is used there must be two 

or more sets of switches. But, as will very readily be seen, the primary and secondary switch idea is of little practical use if we are restricted to but one trunk to each group. The Augusta plant was completed in March, 1897, and possessed numerous points of interest in addition to the arrangement of switches. There were no wiper cords -on the selectors or primary switches. The rotation· of wipers to bank is shown 
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by Fig. 5I. The bank contacts were arranged in three groups, 
each group consisting of two vertical rows of ro· contacts each. 
All the contacts in the left-hand row, L,, were tied together 
and connected to the vertical wH-e of the switch to which the 
bank belongs. The right-hand contact, T,, of each pafr was 
attached to the vertical line leading to a connector in a cer
tain group of switches. The middle vertical rows, ~ and T., 
were similarly devoted to the rotary line and trunks, and the 
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Fig. s•.-Arrangement to Separate Accidental Grounds on Line from 
Grounds Occuring in the Sender. 

right-hand rows, L, \nd Ts, to the private. The wipers V{ere 
U-shaped and when normal, rested where shown· in the front 
view. If the shaft were lifted one notch and rotated one notch 
all the wipers would occupy the lowest rdw of contacts. In 
this position the vertical wiper V would connect together 
the two bottom contacts in rows, L, and T,, thereby project
ing the vertical line of the subscriber into connection with the 
vertical trunk to the first group of switches. The rotary 
wiper, R, also connects the rotary line to the rotary trunk by 
connecting the two bottom contacts in the L, and T, rows, 
while the private wiper, P, does the same for the .private line. 
The wipers were made of two springs, as shown in the detail 
portion of Fig. sr, which shows end and side views with the 
wiper off and on contact. While moving vertically to reach the 
desired level the ends of the wipers were between the vertical 
rows, but not touching. them, as seen in the plan. 

The dial which was used was very much like that which 
had been invented and developed during the spring and sum
mer of r8¢, covered by patent No. 597,002. However, there 
was no indicator to show the order of the digit pulled, as it 
was considered a needless complication. The speed governor 
was a centrifugal affair instead of the weighted pallet escape
ment which was described. It worked more quietly and gave 
better regulation. 

The dial proper carrying the finger holds was attached to 
its shaft by a cone fit, being held on by ~ machine screw in 
the center of the end of. the shaft. The dial was insulated 
from the shaft by a layer of fiber to remove any possibility of 
subscribers getting shocks. The friction of this cone was not 
sufficient to prevent the dial from slipping, resulting in the 
user getting wrong numbers. To remedy this defect the cone 
end of the shaft was covered with shellac and paper and the 
dial forced on again over it. This stopped the slipping, though 
it made the removal of dials more difficult. 

The ground connection was not wired permanently to the 
mechanism of the sender, but was carried to an insulated spring, 
as shown in Fig. 52. W is the ~tar wheel, which carries a lever 
with insulation on the end. When the sending device is in 
its normal position, the receiver being on the hook, this in
sulated end bears against the ground spring and keeps it clear 
of the circuits. But the first motion of the dial pulls the star 
wheel to the left and allows the ground spring, A, to touch 
the spring, C. This arrangement was made to enable the 
separation of accidental grounds on lines from grounds oc
curring in the sender. If a line acted as if grounded, but only 
while calling, it was almost sure to be in the subscriber's in
strument· For ground thfs system did not depend on the earth, 
but used a common return. 

Since the magnets, each of r6 ohms resistance, were directly 
in the line, the line current had to be relatively heavy. In 
the case of the longer lines it took as high as g6 volts ·to force 
the required current (I amp) through the resistance. As this 
was too high a voltage for the shorter lines, taps were taken 
from the battery at various points, giving three voltages be-

side the maximum. Even this was not close enough regula
tion and resort was had to the insertion of additional resistance 
in each of the shorter lines to even them up with the longest 
lines in ~heir particular voltage group. 

In Fig. 53 are shown the conditions which existed for one 
connection through the board. Each subscriber's line appeared 
to be metallic, and such they were from the substation to the 
office. But, in the switchboard, one side of each line was tied 
through a magnet· to. negative battery. The other side was 
carried to the wiper with no attached 'connections, and given a 
clear connection through to the called line. This arrange
ment produced cross-talk, but as the telephone-using public 
had not been educated by the quietness of a clear metallic cir
cuit, there was no noticeable dissatisfaction. The arrange
ment of common return wires is also indicated by broken 
lines. It occasionally happened that two of these common 
return voltage feeders got crossed, which resulted in running 
down that portion of the battery which was between them. 
"American" storage battery was used, this being, as far as 
is known, the first public automatic exchange using secondary 
battery. 

As might be expected, the heavy current used to operate. 
the switches gave trouble by arcing at the make-and-break point 
in the substation sender. . Occasionally the heat was great 
enough to take the temper out of a spring. , There were no 
platinum contacts in the telephones, but the switches were 
equipped with them. For this reason there occurred dirty 
contact troubles in the talking and ringing circuits which 
could not be charged to the automatic system. Where platinum 
was used in the switches it was roldered on-not riveted as is 
the present practice. . · 

Some of the lines running to Summerville were 30 or 4 

miles long, and on ·these special magnets of 70 to So ohms 
resistance were used. These more sensitive magnets had to be 
used, for it was not thought advisable to run the volt;lge any 
higher than the 96 volts. In November, r8g7, a line was run 
to the canal locks, 7~ miles out. For this a ground return 
was used.· As it was impossible to make the magnets work 
over this line, relays were installed to operate the magnets on 
a local circuit. This is one of the first, if not the first, case 
of using line relays on an automatic board in practical public 
use. 

The mechanical construction of the switches was somewhat 
crude. Soldered joints were used to connect certain parts 
where a solid piece should have been made. 

The rudimentary side switch, which controlled the private 
wiper, was simply a combination of one movable vertical 
spring between two fixed springs, all held by one. screw and 
insulated from one another by bushings and mica plates. (See 
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right-hand diagram, Fig. 52.) The mica insulation used. to 
separate the springs often broke down. This was probably 
due to the usc of acid in soldering connections to the springs. 
In. other parts untreated fiber was used, which gave trouble 
by absorbing moisture. This is now avoided by boiling out 
in paraffine and beeswax and not using fiber for any large 
parts. 

f:.s the frames of the switches formed one side o( the cir-



.:uit they were all insulated from one another and from the 

supporting frame. 
It was asserted by some who worked on the board that in 

certain cases magnet coils beca~e defective through electro

lysis, since the wires showed a corroded appearance. But this 

doubtless should be charged to the use of acid in soldering, for 

it is well known that such results are very likely to follow 

its use. Some trouble was caused by the friction of the shafts, 
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which was sometimes so great as to prevent them from 

dropping dear down on the release. 

The total capacity of this board was 900 lines, but only 400 

were installed. The equipment was later increased to 6oo. 

This exchange is most noteworthy in that it was the first 

public installation of the first successful attempt made by the 

Strowger engineers to get away from the single switch idea. 

Manual swi.tchboards had been developed on the idea of the 

multiple, which makes it possible for the operator ,,1Jo answers 

a call to reach over the terminals of the entire exchange and 

'select the called line. If we substitute for the human operator 

a switch with the proper number of wipers and for the sec

tion of multiple jacks place the bank of contacts, we shall 

have the type of automatic switch which had been used up to 

that time. 
The forerunner of the manual multiple switchboard was the 

transfer board, in which the operator who answered 'a call 

trunked it to the position on the switchboard in which the 

called line appeared. It was relatively cheap in first cost, but 

slow in operation; since the concerted action of two operators 

was necessary to complete the circuit. If we substitute for 

the answering operator a selector switch, which can select the 

desired group, and for the second operator place the con

nector switch, which can select the line in that group, we shall 

have the idea underlying the Augusta board. Like the trans-:.. 

ter board, it 'is cheaper in first cost. Unlike the transfer 

board, it is just as rapid as the older single-switch systems. 

The reason lies in the uniform rapidity of the mechanical 

and electrical actions, which are not subject to the varying 

delays which beset human beings. The ·automatic selector 

will get a trunk in a certain period or it will not get it at all. 

There is no 1 guessing about it after a reasonable time has 

elapsed. 
In March, 1897, Mr. B. G. Dunham began his work for the 

automatic people at Augusta, Ga. Mr. Dunham was an Iowa· 

man, and had gra-duated from the Iowa State College at Ames, 

having taken the electrical engineering course. 

The Augusta board showed that the principle of trunking 

is the correct one for automatics. The next problem attacked 

was how to get more than one trunk to each hundred. Evi

dently it would be easy to provide the selector switch with 

several contacts in each row, each contact representing a trunk 

line, all Jines of a given -level running to the same hundred. 

There each would terminate in a connector switch. If, on step

ping a selector switch up to the revel of the desired hundred and 

rotating it one notch, the first trunk proved to be busy, the 

switch wipers could be rotated another notch, or another, and 

. so on until a non-busy trunk was secured. Although this 

sounds easy, it proved to be a difficult problem. One of the 

principles of automatic design which had by. this time be

come clearly established is that the subscriber must not be 

expected to do things' which will call for any degree of know!-

35 
edge of the system: The system must be so~ arranged that .any 

person of ~oun~ mmd can operate it correctly on. the first trial 

after. readmg Simple directions. This principle ·restricted· the 

selectiOn of a non-busy trunk to such means as. could be had 

from the regular operation of the dial and, of course, it was 

seen .that t~e subscriber could not be called upon to assist 
consciOusly In operating that. . 

I~ June; I89i, the engineers of the Strowger compan~ made 

t~e1r first experiments with a means for non-busy trunk selec

tion. They proposed to insert in every number a "o" just 

~fter the. hundreds digit. Thus, the number 243 would appear 

m the. d1rectory as "2048." The hundre<;ls digit was to lift 

the Wipers of the selector to the proper level corresponding 

~o the proper hundred. The "cl' digit was to give ro rotary 

Impulses to the· selector shaft. On reaching the first non-busy 

t~unk the current was cut off, so that the remaining impulses 

d1d no harm. The last two digits were to operate the connec
tor the same as in the Augusta board. 

19. Company Organization 

The preliminaty contracts of Jantjar·y, 1897, between the 

Strowger Automatic Telephone Exchange and the Automatic 

Telephone Exchange Company were followed Ly another con

tr:1ct signed Aug. 10, 1897. The former company now de

\'oted itself more actively than ever to development, and dur

ing the fall of 1897 and spring. Ot' 1898 made up a number of 

exhibit boards which could be used to demonstrate the system 

and get business. One of these was equipped with a number 

of trunks between groups, the selection of the· non-busy trunk 

being made by the "0" scheme which has been described. An

other way of securing this selccti.on had been considered, and 

rcj ected as not practical. It was to have the interrupted bat-

. tery current furnished hy a machine at central, instead of do

ing it h)~ the extra n1otion of the dial. But because of the ne-· 

~ssity which this would impose of running the interrupter ma

chine all the time, it was considered impractical. One of the 

exhibited bo~uds had the magnets bridged. 

J anu~ry 27, 1898, a no thy contract was si'gned between the 

Strowger company and ·the Automatic Tel'ephone Exchange 

Company, relating to manufactnring by the former and the 

operation cif exchanges· by tlic lattrr. 

.:\farch 12, 1898, Mr .. A.. E. Keith star:tet.l on a trip to Europe 

.in connection with foreign' royalties. He to~k with him some 

exhibit boards and showed their operation in London. 

In.Junc, l89S, :1 400 line board was installed at .\mstc:rdam, 

N. Y., replacing the 200 line board which had been installed 

in May, 1890. 

As .a beginning of. its operating projects, the Automatic 

Telephone Exchange Company, of \Vashington, D .• C., su11kt 

part of its United St:1tes territory. October t', lS~h. a cc•n

tract was given to the New England Automatic T clcphol)< 

Company for operating the Strowgcr system in :\e\1· England. 

December lu, a similar contract was ~i,·en to the P:1cific .\uto 

matic Exchange Con~pany. 

2 0. The 1, 000 line system 
Nonmbrr and December, 1898, were occupied hy the Strow-

_ger company in redesigning the 1000 line system. The siJ ... 

switch, that most important adjunct to the modern selector 

and co11ncctor, was im·ented at this time. Jt "as the out

growth of th" need for collecting the sc\'C~ra! ;LUxiliary opera

tions into one compact group, controlktl with certainty hy a 

single magnet. Its beginnings we h~Yr alrcar\,· seen. . 

Another important l'hangc• was the switching oi both line 

wires instead of one as formerly. The motnr ma;:nets (vn

tical :md rotary) were still in litw. hut "·ere brid~ed. >O 

that the t:1lking circnit \\':l~ perfect!\' k!lanccc\. J-:cl:n' \\·t::r .. 
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used in disconnecting. The bank was divided into three parts, 

100 contacts for the private, 100 for the vertical lines, an~ 100 

for the rotary lines. As many of these features will appear in 

the Xew Bedford beard, they will not be· further described 

here. · 

In settlement of some difficulties which had arisen between 

the two companies, another contract was signed January 1, 1899' 

/ 

Fig. 54.-Front View of Sender with Hook Down as If Receiver 
Were On lt. 

In this contract the question of royalties was adjusted. But 

the two companies seemed not to be able to do business with 

mutual satisfaction, for the \Vashington company brought ac

tion in court against the Strowger company. The suit of the 

·\V..ashington company was settled out of court by agreements 

!'igued June !l, 1599, by w~ich the Automatic Telephone Ex

chan_ge Company was to run the entire business, including man

ufacturing. The Strowgcr company agreed to turn over all 

business and correspondence to tJte \\i ashington company and 

gave it an option on the foreign patents, but retained the right 

to use automatic switches in Cook county, Ill. The Automatic 

Telephone Exchan::;etCompany dismissed its suit, and assumed 

liability for the Strowger lawsuit, 

In accordance with the above, on June 21, 1899, the \Vash-

ington company took charge of the factory at Chicago. · 

The Strowger company having-secured a contract for a board 

to be used in Berlin, Germany, spent the summer of 1899 

building a 400 _line board to fill the order. In August a#[ Sep

tember· the board was shipped. It had automatic trunking by 

the "0'' scheme. In October Mr. E. A. :Mellinger and R. R. 

Landon started the installation of the board, which was cut 

into service in May, 1w&; This board served till 1903, when 

it was replaced by a larger board of a later type. -

In October, 1899, 11r. B. G. Dunham, who had been at 

Augusta; Ga., with the automatic plant of the Augusta Tele

phone & Electric Company, beg:m work for the Automatic 

Telephone Exchange; Company. 
The engineeis. of the Strowger company continued to work 

on the problem of the automatic selection of non-busy trunks, 

which was then the great necessity. In November, 18!l9, they 

produced a successful selector with ...a machine rotary, so that 

it .was not necessary to insert the "0" in the number. A small 

exchange was built, and. operated in the office of the company 
in November, 1Sil!l. · :. ·. ' . 

December 1i,18\l!l, the:Automatic Telephone Exchange Com

pany moved the facto.ry to Baltimor-e, Md., having found 

that it was not possible· to work at a distance -with any satis

faction. But in the end the Washington company gave up the 

struggle, and sold e\·crything ba~k to the Strowger company. 

This took place' June G and 9, 1900. The factory was moved 

hack to Chicago on June :10 .. 

In the time that the Automatic Telephone Exchange Com

pany had been doing business it had installed interior ex

changes at v\lashington, D. C. in the White House, the .Co:-tst 

and Geodetic Survey, the Times Building, and the Bliss Build

ing, and also at Yuma, Ariz. In December, 1900, the -c~m·pany 

failed and went into the hands of a receiver. · 

In the year 1900 the Strowger company began making it" 

own improved transmitters. 
Mr. B. G. Dunham, who had been transferred from the 

Washington company at the. ti111e of the final settlement, left 

the latter company in the last part of August, 1900, to take 

a positio-n in th~ automatic plant at Augusta, Ga. . 

21. The New Bedford System 
The year 1900 is marked by the production of the: sw.itch

board for Kew Bedford,. Mass., which embodied for· the first 

time in a poblic exchange the principle of automatic trunking .. 

It liad a 10,000-line ultimate capacity, and employed first ;e

lectors, second selectors, an(f connectors. There were, how

ever, only' four thousands installed, each having 900 liQeS. 

The substation ·sender is shown in Figs. 54, 55, and 56. 

Figure 54 is a front- view,. with the lever down as if the re

ceiver were on the hook The dial proper has been remoyed, 

but tHe cone on which it fits may be seen at the center ~f the 

spiral spring. The springs of the hooks witch are 2, 3, 4, .5 p.nd 

6. The piece 1, making contact with 4, is insulated from the 

exposed portion of the hook, but connected electrically to the 

frame. The piece 6a, connected to 6, extends toward the. ·dial 

shaft, so that in its normal position a pin on the dial tooth 

wheel rests against it. 
Figure 55 shows the rear of the sender, with the hook up; 

12, 13 and 14 are the release springs; 15 is the detent for the 

star-wheel, S. W., and 16 is the. pin on the hook-lever ..,;,.hich 

qperates the release of both· star-wheel and springs. Just at 

the left of the release springs a portion of the governor is 

visible. 
. The reverser, 29 and 30, is made of two disks mo~nted 

on the dial shaft, but insulated from it and from each other. 

Each has half its rim cut away so that, in the position of-rest, 

spring 28 rests on 29, and ·27 on 30. But when the dial is 

turned by the act-of pulling ·a digit, the two spring contacts 

are rev~rsed, 28 resting on the edge of 30, and 27. o~ 29. 

Spring 31 makes contact' with disk 29 at all times. There 1s 

Fig. 55.-Rear VIew of Ser.der with Recelv~r Off of Hook. 

a spring; 32, ·which makes constant contact. with disk 30, but as 

photographed it is hidden by spring 3l. ~ 

Figure 56 shows the mechanism in the act of pulling the 

first digit. The arm c<:rryir.g the pawl, P, is rigidly attached 

to the di:-~1· shaft. The pawl acts on the star-wheel, S. liV., 

moving it one notch f6r each pulL The rcver,ser is shown in 

action. 



The ground is wired to spring 17. When the hook is down 
and before the first digit is pulled (Fig. 56), the 'detent 15 
rests on a· tooth of the star-wheel, S. W., as shown. ' The in
sulated head of' 15 presses the ground spring, 17, away from 
tpe contact, l8, the latter being the common ground ~onnec
tion for all the instrument wiring. · But on pulling the first 
digit (Fig. 56) the detent falls, allowing the ground spring to 
touch contact 18. 

The complete wiring of the substation is shown in Fig. 57, 
all parts being numbered to correspond to the three preceding 
illustrations. . The talking set consists of a •local battery pri
mary circuit, with transmitter, battery, and primary of induc
tion coil wired to springs 2 and 3 of the hook, an<J · the . 
secondary circuit, composed of the receiver anq the secondary· 
of the induction coil, wired from the rotary line to S,Pring 7 
of the ringing key. This is normally in contact with spring 8, 

. which goes to spring 5 of the hook The bell is connected 
from the rotary line to spring 4 of the hook, ·which normally 
connects through contact 1 to the frame, returning through 
pin 24, spring 26, spring 2s; disk 29, spring 31, to vertical lirie. 
The rotary line is thus. the common terminal for the bell and 
receiver Circuits, while the vertical line is switched from bell 
to receiver by tl)e hook. 

In making a · call, the receiver is taken from the hook, 
switching the bell out and the receiver into circuit. The re
ceiver has its circuit· completed to the· vertical line over the 
following path: 7, 8, 5, 6, 6a, dial,· frame, star-wheel, 24, 2G, 
28,' 29; 31, .to vertical line. When the dial is rotated on the 
first digit, contact 6a is broken, disconnecting the vertical and 
rotary lines from each other. The spring, 19, of the dial tooth 
\i•heel does not make contact on this-motion. As the reverser, 
2·9, is on the dial shaft, it also ~noves to the left the same 

·angular amount. At the same time.pawl P (Fig. 55· a7Jd 56) 
57) drop into a notch, grounding 18, also removing pin 24 from 

·58) drop into a notch, grounding 18, also removing pin 24 from 
spring 26 and causing pin 21 to touch spring 25. Now, as the 

· · dial clicks its way back, opposite to the arrow, spring 19 makes 
a series of contacts grounding .the v;:rtica1 line over the path 

·from dial to frame, S. W., 21, 25, 27, 29, 31, to vertical line. 
~Just b~fore the last "impulse, the reverser, 29, changes connec
tion so as to bring the impul>e to the rotary line. 

Fig. 56.-Mechanism of Sender as First· Digit ls.Pulled. 
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The second and third di~its are pulled in the same way, the 
imP.ulses coming oyer pins 22 and 23, respectively, of the star
v.·hcel, since each pull of the dial rotates the star-wheel on 
notch. Wilen pulling the fourth digit, the star-wheel is pulled 
so that pin 23 is cleared from· spring 25 and pin 20 is made 
to. rest unde~ 'spring 26. This makes the series of impulses 
go in .over the rot~ry line,. ending up with a single impulse 

·on the vertical. . The reason for this will be made evident in 
connection with ·a disctlssion of the switches at central. 

To ring, the ringing key is pressed. This connects the bell 
across the line and grounds its center through . 2000 ohms, 
cutting out the receiver while so doing. 

To release, the receiver is simply hung on the hook, causing 

Flgl"57.-complete Wiring Diagram of .Subscriber's Set. 

pin 16 to move downward. This momentarily closes together 
all three springs, 12, '13, and 14, short-circuiting and grounding 
both vertical and rotary lines. Pin 16 also presses detent 15' 
away ftom tJJ: star-wheel, s. w., allowing it to snap back 
to its original position 'by the force of a spring, 17, off con
tact 18, theveby freeing the. apparatus from ground. 

To sum it up in a few words, the functions of the sending 
device are as follows: 

1. Switch the talking and ringing circuits as in any local 
battery telephone. , 

2. On operating the dial, disconnect the receiver circuit 
and ground the lines according to the following code: 
First digit, V. Line - - - - - - - - R. Line -
Seco-nd digit, V. Line - - - - - - R. Line -
Third digit, V. Line - - - - ~ - - R. Line -
Fourth digit, R. Line - - - - - V. Line -

3. Ring by connecting the bell across the line instead of 
the receiver, an(! ground the center of ·its windings through 
2000 ohms. 
· Release by dead grounding both vertical and rotary lines 
momentarih·, and resetting the star-wheel. 
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The New Bedford first selector is shown in diagram in Fig. 
58. Two relays, a vertical and a rotary, are placed in series 
with the subscriber's line. They are of low resistance, 30 
ohms, and shunted by a 150 ohm non-inductive resistance to 
permit the passage of talking current with as little impedance 
as possible. Each normally draws its current from battery 
through one of the two 500 ohm ringing relays. 

The vertical relay controls the flow of current through the 
vertical magnet, the latter having for its duty the lifting of 
the wiper shaft carryinP," the private, vertical, and rotary 
wipers. The rotary relay controls the rotary magnet, the fun~
tion of which is to· rotate the wiper shaft. The two line relays 
each carry an auxiliary contact leading to the release magnet. 
If the line relays (vertical and rotary) are operated simul
taneously, the release magnet will oe energized, p_ulling' the 
vertical and rotary detents from the ratchet cylinder. 

The side switch has four members, numbered 1, 2, 3, and· 4.' 
In the machine all four are mounted compactly in one· place, 
although in the diagram, for the purpose of simplifying the 
drawing of the circuits they are separated. Each is shown i~ 
its initial position. 

"S" is the end of the side switch lever and rests in the 
angle of spring A, attached to the armature of the private 
magnet, P. A spring tends to move the side switch lever, S. 
to the right, as indicated by the arrow, and if aTiowed to move 
would switch all the members to their second position. The 
private magnet is connected to the private wiper, and also 
to spring 4 of the side switch, so that it is normally grounded. 

"F4 is a finger extending from the armature of the rotary( 
ma~t, and is so adjusted that when the latter is energized 
the finger presses upon and operates the armature of the pri
vate magnet. 

The interrupter is kept running by a small motor. The 
·off-normal switch is operated by a finger on the wiper shaft, 
so that when the shaft is down in its normal position the 
contact is pressed open. Only one upward impulse is required 
to close this contact. The vertical and rotary normals are 
the lines from the connector banks over which calls come to 
this line. The private nonnal occupies a contact in the private 

bank of the conpector switch and it corresponds in position to 
· the vertical and rotary normals. 

In making a call;' the first digit is sent in by grounding the 
vertical line a number of times, followed by one ·impulse on 
the rotary fine. The mechanism for accomplishing this has 
been described previously. The vertical impulses energize the 
vertical relay, which in turn pulls up the vertical magnet, lift
ing the wipers to the desired level. The off-normal switch 
places battery on the private normal, to keep others from call
ing this line. . The rot'lry impulse results in . operating the 
rotary magnet once, this rotating the wipers as far as the first 
trunk line of the level at which they stand. At the saine time 
the finger, F, of the rotary magnet operates the private magnet 
armature, stepping the side switch over to its second position. 
This tauses a number of changes. At 1 and 3 it cuts 9ff the 
500 ohm ringing relays and the normal lines, and connects 
the vertical and rotary lines directly to the wipers. At 2 it 
cuts oil the rotary magnet. At 4 it switches the private 
magrtet from ·ground to negative battery through a 500 ohm 

' 

Fig. 58.-Diagram of the New Bedford First Selector. 

lamp. ·This last places the "busy condition" on the private 
contact correspondtng to the trunk which has been taken, so 
that no ·othc~ first selector can stop there. Negative battery 
is the "busy condition.' 

If the first few trunk lines· had been busy, the procedure 
would have been as follows: The rotary impulse ·would rotate 
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he "ipcrs until they made the first contact, th!! rotary magnet 

tinger, F, also pressing the private magnet armature. This 

:dJ01ys S, the side-switch lever, to slip over the shoulder of 

,pring _-1 and strike the solid piece, ·M, which keeps it froin 

11101·ing farther. This slight motion is not sufficient to affect 

the ,idc-s1Yitch members. Contact C is also closed. Since the 

tirq trunk is busy, its printe contact will be "alive" with neg

;iliY<' b;1ttery, and the pnvate magnet ._.ill be locked up. 

\\"hen the rotary relay falls back after the single impulse, 

; 15 hack contact, B, closes the rotary magnet circl!it. , The in-. 

tcrrupter now gives pulsating current to the rotary magnet, 

causing it to step the wipers around. At every impulse the 

rotary armature finger holds the private magnet armature, 

while the private wiper slips from contact to contact. Between 

impulses the current in the private magnet holds it up so that 

the ,ide-switch can not operate, But when a non-busy trunk 

is finally found, there will be nothing on its private contact. 

Hence the private magnet will have nothing to hold it up

the ;1rmature will fall back, breaking contact C, and allowing 

the ,ide-switch to snap into its second position. 
·The call has now been trunked to a second selector, :;hown 

in Fig. 59. This is identical with the first selector, except 

that the 500 ohm ringing relays are replaced by 500 ohm re

tardation coils, and there are no normal lines nor off-normal 

switch. 
The connector, Fig. 60, necessarily differs somewhat ·from 
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Fig. 59.-The Second Selector, New Bedford Automatic Exchange. 

the selectors in th:Jt it has no ·trunk selection to make, the 

Yertical and rotary steps corresponding to the last two digits 

in the call number. There is no finger on the rotary magn~t. 

There is a small rod, R, attached to the vertical magnet arma

ture. which extends through a hole in the solid arm, M, of the 

pril·ate magnet armature and the light spring, D, terminating 

in an adjustable head, H. The private magnet armature is 

'holl'n in its normal position, close to the magnet. There is 

a feather cam on the wiper shaft which prevents the armature 

from moving away from the private magnet until the shaft 

has rotated at least one notch. A second cam is arranged to 

press the pawl of the vertical magnet away from the ratchet 

cylinder when the shaft has been rotated one notch or more. 

The operation is as follows: The impulses for the tens 

digit come in over the vertical line, and lift th~ wiper shaft. 

The above mentioned cam prevents the private magnet from 

being disturbed. The single rotary impulse moves the shaft 

around one .notch without causing the wipers to engage any 

contacts. The units impulses come in over the rotary line and 

rotate the wipers to the desired contact in that level. The last 

in1pulse.comes ir. over th~ vertical line, ·energizing the vertical 

relay and magnet once. The second cam mentioned above 

prevents this from acting on the shaft, but through the rod, 

R. it pulls on the spring, D, and lifts the solid piece, M, letting 

the side-switch snap over into its second position. The . side-
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switch thus connects the vertical and rotary lines to the called 

line, and performs the same other switching as in the selectors. 

The calling station now has its lines extended to the first 

selector of the called station, arriving at that point over the 

normal lines. This leaves nothing across the line except the 

two · 500 'ohm ringing relays in the· first selector of the called 

station. To ripg, the ringing key at the calling station is 

Fig. 60.'-Diagram of the Connector Circuit. 

pressed. As before described, this connects the bell across the 

line (in place {)f the receiver). and grounds the middle of the 

bell coils throug~ 2000 'ohms. The whole scheme is shown in 

Fig. 61. As will l>e clearly seen, this causes current to flow 

from the battery, through the ringing relays, through all the 

line relays, through both coils of the bell, and to ground 

through the ~000 ohms. This would 'pull up all the line relays, 

V, V., etc. (Vertical relays}, and R1, R., etc. (rotary relays), 

but for the limiting effect of the 2000 ohms resistance. Since 

. the line relays are wound to 30 ohms each, and provided with 

a 150 ohm non-inductive shunt, they are not as sensitive as the 

ringing relays, which are 500 ohms. Consequently, the latter 

alone pull up, connecting ringing current to the line. 

A peculiarity in ringing will be noticed in that this caused 

the bells of both stations to ring. In a way this seemed to 

be a good .feature, as it permitted the calling subscriber to 

know that something was happening while he pressed the ring

ing button. This ringing circuit was the invention of Mr. T. 

G. Martin, then of the Strowger company. In common with 

most 'schemes where. dependence is placed on the marginal ac

tion of relays, it required very careful adjusting to keep the 

switches working smoothly. 
The action of the connector, if the called line is busy, will 

be seen by reference again to Fig. 60. Imagine the vertical 

and rotary motions to have been completed, the wipers resting 

Qn the called line and its private, and we are ready for_ the 

final single impulse which comes in over the vertical line. 

• _... *'o'"' _... ot.e ... 
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Fig. 61.-clrcult Illustrating the Talking and Ringing Conditions. 

The called line being busy its private contact, on which 9ttr 

private ,\riper is resting, will have negative battery on it. 

Through side-switch 4 our private magnet is grounded, so that 

the circuit is
1 

completeu and battery current will flow through 

the latter, locking its armature where shown. When the final 
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vertical impulse comes in, it will energize the vertical magnet 

and pulling on spring D. But owing to the locking current 

the private magnet will not move, and the side switch levers, 

1 and 3, will remain normal, where shown in the figure. In 

this way the called line can not be disturbed. While listening 

for the called stations to ,answer, the calling subscriber will 

hear th~ busy tone, which comes in through the two 500 ohm 

retardation coils. 
The talking circuit of a completed connection is outlined in 

Fig. 61, which has been used to illustrate the system of ring

ing. It wilt be seen that there are eight line relays in series, 

four in each side of the circuit. Each is shunted by 150 ohms 

of non-inductive resist~nce, which makes it not quite as bad 

for transmission purposes as it might be. Yet it seems that 

it would be bad enough. There are two 500 ohm relays 

bridged· across the line with battery tied to the center and to 

ground. This makes 1000 ohms of highly inductive resistance, 

which is entirely permissible and good engineering. There are 

fourteen contacts between the two subscribers, counting only 

those in the switches. Six of them are wiper contacts, which 

may be very good, since they are wiping contracts and may 

have sufficient pressure to cut through ordinary dust. The 

remaining eight contacts are in the various side switches, and 

if made of platinum, as they were, have the possibility of doing 

good work, though not as good as the modern side-switch, with 

its wiping contracts. 

In disconnecting, the vertical and rotary lines were momen

tarily grounded by. the springs on the hooks witch at'the calling 

station. This action has been described in detail. Since this 

is a ground through zero resistance all the ·relays shown in 

Fig. ~1, will be pulled up. As has been shown in connection 

with the description of the first selector, this will energize 

the release magnet of each switch, restoring all machines to 

their normal positions. A mechanical device alsil resets thr 

side switch by the rotary motion of the shaft. 

This system possessed many features in common with the 

modern automatic. It marked the beginning of modern suc

cess, though as yet very imperfect. Two points may be men

tioned, points which have been more or less discarded. Each 

·magnet in the switch was shunted by a certain non-inductin 

resistance. This was to reduce or kill the exc~ssive spark at 

the contacts of the relay which fed current to that magnet. 

One hundred volts was the battery pressure used for the 

operation of the system. 

Referring again to Fig. 58, attention may be directed to the 

busy test wired to the last contacts of the first selector bank. 

In case all the trunks were busy, the wipers would be carried 

to this last point, where the busy signal would give the sub

scriber warning. Moreover, the chattering of this switch 

would call the attention of the ~ttendant to the fact that some

thing. was wrong. 

22. The Fall River System 

The New Bedford bo~rd was installed by Mr. T. G. Martin, 

work beginning in October and being completed in December, 

1900. 
In May, 1901, the plaster of Paris bank was discontinued. 

Though it had served better than the electrose bank, it was 

still far from perfect. The next move was a bank built ·up of 

brass terminals separated by }e.yers of paper. The use of paper 
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Fig. 62.-Wirlng Diagram of Substation Ringing Key, Automatic 

Exchange In Fall River, Mass. 

soon gave way to hard fiber, specially treated to prevent the 

absorption of moisture. 

In the spring of 1901 the present A~tomatic Electric Com

pany was organized to carry on the business of making and 

selling automatic telephone apparatus. The Strowger Auto

matic Telephone Exchange retired from activity, merely hold

ing the patents under which the Automatic Electric Company 

operated. The personnel of the latter was as follows: 

President, C. D. Simpson; vice-president and general man

ager, J. Harris; secretary and treasurer, A. G. Wheeler, Jr.; 

general superintendent, A. E. Keith; engineers, A. E. Keith, T. 

G. Martin, John Erickson, Charles ]. Erickson, E. C. Dicken

son. 
The new organization was not encumbered with the business 

which had harassed the older concern, 9nd started with a fair 

chance for success. 
In June, 1901, an automatic switchboard was installed at 

Fall River, Mass. It .was of the 10,000-line type and followed 

quite closely the lines of the New Bedford board. But there 

were certain distinct improvements which wiiJ be mentioned in 
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t Fig. -63..-Fint Selector Switch, Fall River Exchange. 

detail, as they made Fall River the dating point of the rea:lly 

modern system. 

The substation sender had the same mechanism for sending 



signals, and operated on the same. code with regard to the ver
tical and rotary lines, namely,. the first three digits consisted 
of a series of impulses on the vertical followed by one on the 
rotary line. The last _digit was reversed, the series of im
pulses going in over the rotary and ending with ~me on the 
vertical line. 

The system of ringing was improved so that it required the 
grounding of only the vertical line to operate the ringing relay, 
and no resistance was needed. The wiring of the ringing key 
is shown in Fig. 62, the other substation details Jl.eing omitted, 
since they are exactly like the New Bedford syst~ previously 
described. 

The .first selector is shown in Fig. 63, and differs in several 
points from the New Bedford switch. In the Fall River first 
selector here shown the general connection· plan of battery sup
ply, vertical- magnet, rotary magnet, private magnet, and the 
release is unchanged. But instead of shunting each relay or 
magnet with a non-inductive resistance, a thin copper tube wa~ 
slipped over the iron co~e, and the working coil wound on 
that. This copper shield had the effect of a short-circuited 
secondary in a transformer, and took up much of the- magnetic 
energy which would have produced very bad sparking at the 
contacts which controlled it. 

The line relays were wound to 30 ohms with No. 29 wire, 

Fig. 64.-The Connector Circuit. 

while the vertical and rotary magnets were woun8 to 138 ohms 
with N~. 33 wire. The private magnet was wound to 350 ohms 
with No. 36 wire and the release magnet had No. 30 wire to 
a resistance of 45 ohms. 

The ·rotary magnet normally had no circuit, so that if the · 
rotary line accidentally swung into the ground it would only 
make the rotary relay click, but not moye the wiper. 
The off-normal switch, which closes when the wiper shaft has 
made one step upward, completed the rotary magnet circuit. 

The "busy condition" in the private bank was made ground. 
instead of negative battery as before. This made it necessary 
to connect the private magnet through side-switch 4 to nega
tive battery while feeiing for a non-busy trunk. This also 
throws the interrupter into negative battery instead of ground. 

No busy test was provided on the last contacts of the bank, 
as it was found that it was very seldom that all trunks wen: 
busy. 

The vertical and rotary normals came in to the inside con
tacts of side switches 1 and 3 -as before, but there were no 
ringing relays here, their pll'!ce being taken by a ~elay on the 
connector. If the called subscriber desired, he could get away 
from the calling line by merely operating his dial to call some
one else. In so doing he would leave the calling line on the 
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two 500 ohm retardation coils, through which that line could 
release. 

In the second selector the rotary magnet circuit was com
pleted through the off normal switch and a back contact on the 
vertical relay, as in the connector, Fig. 64. This is to keep the 
magnet from being energized while releasing. 

The connector; Fig. 64, was greatly improved by the intro
duction of the ringing relay as shown. During the vertical 

Fig. 65.-Wlrlng Plan of Fall River Automatic Exchange. 

and rotary motions, the lines drew current through two 500-
ohm resistances and the contacts of side-switches 1 and 3. 
When the side-switch was snapped into the second position 
(by the same means as in the New Bedford board) the 500 
ohm resistances were cut out, and their places taken by the two 
windings of the ringing relay. \Vhen the ringing key at the 
.:ailing st~tion was pressed, it opened the line and grounded 
the vertical wire. This drew current from battery through all 
the vertical relays and the V coil of the ringing relay. The 
pulling up of the vertical relays did nothing. The energizing 
of the ringing relay broke the vertical line and connected the 
ringing dynamo to the called line. Thus only the bell at the 
called station rang. AU the troubles of marginal adjustments 
of the line . relays were avoided. 

In releasing, both vertical and rotary lines were _connected 
directly to ground at the substation, pulling up all vertical and 
rotary relays simultaneously. Though this action drew current 
through the ringing relay, the latter was not energized, as the 
coils were connected differentially. 

The method of operation of the busy tone test on the called 
line is easily seen from the diagram (Fig. 64) and was sub
stantially unchanged, except that the ringing generator fur
nished the tone through the induction coil. One peculiarity 
deserves to be noted. If the called- line were busy, the private 
magnet, finding ground on the private contact, was energized by 
the resulting current. Though the wipers were resting on the 
called line, the side-switch prevented any contact thereto. But 
if the calling subscriber waited until the called line became 
disengaged, he could press the ringing key and get connection 
without further oper~10n of the dial. Since the ringing key 
grounded the vertical line, it would pull up the vertical relay 
and the vertical. magnet. The vertical magnet pawl could not 
act on the wioer shaft because of a cam, but its armature could 
pull on rod R. and. through spring D, lift the rigid lever, M, 
of the private magnet armature. Allowing the end of the side
switch lever, S, to slip to the right as arrowed, thus moving 
all the side switch members, 1, 2, 3, and 4. Continuing to 
press the ringing key would now affect the ringing relay. 

The plan of wiring the exchange between switches is shown 
in Fig. 65. The- first selectors were grouped in five groups of 
150 switches each, making a total of 750 lines served. There 
were four thousands pwvided, 1000, 2000, 3000 and ·4000, repre
sented by four groups of second selectors, each group contain
ing 30 switches. Each group was subdivided into five groups of 
six second selectors each. Each group of six served one of 
the groups of first selectors, A', A'. A'. Thus, each first selec
tor in A' had only the first, 't'Cond, third and fourth lc\·els of 
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its bank wired-the rest were dead. Each of the working levels 
had six trunks, and each group of six trunks ran to a group 
of six second selectors in the proper thousand (B', B', B', ~r 
s•). Each of the trunks terminated in B groups in a par
ticular second selector. The bank of each second selector had 
nine of its levels wired up, each level having four trunks. Each 
group of four trunks ran to the proper group of connectors 
in the thousand to which it belonged: Each thousand had 3G 
connectors, nine groups of four connectors each. Each trunk 
of a group of four terminated ·in a particular connector of a 
group of four. The banks of these four connectors \Vere mul
tipled to the same subscribers' lines, so that a calling subscriber 
could reach the desired station in this group equally well over 
any one of the four trunks. 

The operation was as follows: Suppose some subscriber 
in A' desired to call No. 2348. On operating the dial the first 
time, his first selector switch in A' would be lifted to the sec
ond level and automatically rotate until it found a non-busy 
trunk to B'. It would thus gain connection to one of the 
second selectors in sub-group-E',. The operation of the 
dial for the second digit would lift the wipers of the second 
selector· to the third level, and automatically rotate them until 
contact was made with a non-busy trunk to the group c-,. 
The third dial operation would lift the connector to the fourth 
level, and the last pull would rotate the wipers to the eighth 
contact in that level. 

An interesting feature in connection with the Fall River 
board was the connection between· automatic and manual sys
tems, though it was not put in at the same time. Fig. 66 shows 
the essentials of the line and cord circuits. J, is the line jack, 
with a line drop, for the magneto subscriber. The line is wired 
in the ordinary manner for the three-point jack used. Local 
calls between magneto subscribers were put up on the regular 
magneto cord circuits, which a·re so well understood that they 
need not be described here. 

The special cord for connecting automatic subscribers to 
those whose lines terminated in the manual board had two 
plugs, P, and P,. The former was connected directly to one 
side of a repeating coil, the center of which was connected 
through the clearing out drop to battery, the other end of the 

• battery being grounded. The other side of the repeating coil 
was wired through the listening and ringing keys, K, to P,, 
which was designed to be inserted in the magneto .jack, I.. A 
special cord was provide!I for operating the automatic switche~. 
The dial, shown by its two springs and ground, was connected· 
through the listening and ringing key, K,, to oluS<. P •. 

The operator's telephone set was peculiar in the use of one 
of the key contacts tc close the primary circuit. It made it 

Fig. 66.-Lfne and Cord Circuits for Connecting the Manual with 
the Automatic System In Fall River. 

necessary to connect one side of all the cord circuits together 
at the point J.f, which, it is tc be suspected, tended to produce 
cross-talk. 

Incoming trunk lines from the automatic exchange were 
terminated in jacks and drops, as at J,. The jack was of the 
four-point. type, so that the insertion of the plug would cut the 
drop completely off the line. The drop had at the center of 

its winding a tap which was connected to battery. The trunk 
lines· for one-way business to the automatic exchange were 
terminated in jacks like I.. . 

When a call. came from the automatic switchboard, the ring
ing current from the connector would throw the drop asso
ciated with I.. The man4al board operator, seeing the drop 
iall, answered with plug .P:. On getti~ the number, by 
m{'ans of key K,, she would plug into the called line, J,, and 
ring. \Vhen the conversation was completed the automatic sub
scriber wou!J hang up, thereby grounding both sides of the 
line. This pulled ~.:urrent through both quarters of the repeat-. 
ing coil and through the clearing-out drop, thus giving the 
manual operator the disconnect signal at the same time that 
the automatic switches were released. 

A call from a subscriber desiring a connection 'to the auto
matic system would be received over an ordinary magneto cord. 
On finding that the automatic board was wanted, the operator 
"·ottld disconnect her telephone set from the cord, leaving it in the 
jack, .T,. Inserting the special plug, P., in the outgoing trunk, 
J, she would operate the dial for the desired number. Ringing 
was done with the key K., the ringing current not being strong 
enough to operate the relays in the switches. The special plug 
was then pulled out, and· the connection completed with the 
magneto cord. On the completion of the conversation the 
magneto subscriber would hang up and ring off, throwing the 
clearing-out drop. The manual operator would pull down the 
the connection and release by pressing ·a special key which 
gronnded bot~ sides of the line as required. 



23. The Chicago System 
After the Fall River board, the next important installation 

was at Chicago, Ill. The Illinois Tunnel Company had secured 
a franchise for the construction of subways for telephone wires 
<md decided on automatic equipment for the exchange. It was 
planned to serve only the down-town business district known 
as the•'Loop," bounded by Lake and Van Buren Streets, and 
Wabash and Fifth Avenues. 

The installation of the switchboard was begun Dec. 20, 1902. 
Switches for 10,000 lines were put in, making the largest single 
office automatic exchange which had been installed at that 
date, February, 19~ A certain special requirement was en
countered in Chicago which made the work of the automatic 
engineers more diffic11lt tl:an it had heen at New Bedford or 
Fall River. The Chicago Telephone Co. was offering to the 
public and operating successfully a measured service on a good 
common battery manual switchboard. Clearly no flat rate sys
tem would do here. The automatic people must meter their 
~ails also. But'with their usual energy they had attacked the 
problem, and were ready with a system which ·fulfilled their 
need!>. We shall take up the regular operation and fe41tures 
first. discussing the sp .. cial points as they come up. 

The substation sender, with hook and release springs is shown 
in its normal position in Fig. 67. A portion of the hook lever 
proper is shown at the right. It i_s insulated from the frame
work · Five hook switch springs are shown at 11, 12, 13, 14 

Fig. 67-Gh!cago Substation Sender, with Hook Down. 

and 15. Spring 11 is Jiermanently connected to the frame 
and carries the vertical line. The lug, 10, on that portion of 
the hook lever which is connected to the frame, operates the 
long spring 13, which, through the rubber insulation, also moves 
th~ springs 12 and 15, above and below.· Attached to the dial 
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shaft is the curved arm 16, resting normally on the spring 11, 
acting as a stop for the latter. The straight lever 20 is made 
in one piece with 16, and carries a pin, 21, whose .screw head 
only can be seen, the pin being on the back of the lever. The 
force of the dial spring causes the lever 20 to rest against the 

Fig. 68-Condltlon of Chicago Substation Sender with Hook Up. 

stop 27. The irregular shaped lever, 22, is pressed downward 
by a spring. The lower end of 22 locks the pin 21 on lever 20, 
so that the dial can not be turned urytil the receiver is taken 
from the hook The provision of this dial lock was another 
step in the process of making the automatic sender "fool proof." 
The ground spring, 7, is held from contact with the instrument 
ground, 8, by the .insulation, 9, resting on 25, the end of lever 
22. 

When the receiver is taken from the hook the lever rises, as 
in Fig. 68. The lug, 24, on the hook.lever pushes on a pron~. 
23, lifting the irregular shaped lever, 22, so as to unlock the 
dial. It will be noticed that the springs, 11 and 12, have closed, 
as have also 14 and 15. Now, when the dial is rotated in pull
ing the first digit, Fill:. 69, several changes take place. Th<! 
curved lever, 16, has lifted from spring 11, allowing the latter 
to break its connection with 12, thereby severing the connection 
from the vertical to the rotary Ene through the talking set. 

Pin, 21, on lever, 20, has lifted lever, 22, so that its end, 25, no 
longer holds the ground spring, 7, away. This allows 7 to fall 
into contact with 8, grounding the local instrument ground 
wire which supplies th~ impulse springs, ringing button, and re
l~a~e springs. The two impulse springs are not in a position 
to be shown clearly. The release springs are at the right, 1 
being the vertical, 2 the rotary, and 3 the local instrument 
ground. 
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tion on spring 1, bringing all three springs together momentar
ily. On the up-stroke the lug 26 presses spring 1 away from the 
rest and they make no contact. On hanging up, lug 24 presses 
the ground spring, 7, to the right and lets !eyer, 22, slip in to 

Fig. 69-Chica.go Substation Sen.der, . Showing Contacts as They 
Appear When First Digit Is Pulled. · 

hold it there. Thus the apparatus is restored to the condition 
of Fig. 67. 

Fig. 70 shows the substation wiring."The rotary line is the 
common return for the ringing and talking circuits in the in
strument, both bell and receiver being permanently wired to it. 
With the receiver on the hook only the bell is across the line. 
With the hook up, the receiver and the secondary of the induc
tion coil are put across the line in place of the bell. The local 
battery circuit for the transmitter is also closed by springs 14 
and 15. During the rotation of the dial, lever 16 is lifted off 
spring 11, separating the vertical and rotary lines, while springs 
4 and 6 are grounded according to the cod~. This code is sim
ple and is the same for ·au digits, consisting of- a series of im
pulses on the vertical line, followed by one impulse on 'the ro
tary line. Thus the necessity for the old reverser and star 
wheel was done away with. To ring, spring 18 of the ringing 
button is pressed, grounding the vertical line alone. 

The first selector is shown in Fig. 71. At the left are the 
vertical and rotary lines coming from the substation. Each 
passes through a line relay, 30 ohms, a side-switch lever, and 
a 1500-ohm retardation coil to negative battery, the positive 
terminal of which is grounded. The voltage was not far from 
55 volts. The. vertical relay controls the vertical magnet, or 
if the private magnet be ·energized, the release magnet. The 
rotary relay controls the meter magnet directly. The meter mag
net acts on·a mechanical message register, or counter, which is 
attached· to-·the framework of the selector. The meter magnet 
carries a -conbct wliich is able to -ground the private magnet, 
and thus· operate it.. Hence the rotary ! relay really controls 
both magnets simultaneously. The rotary magnet has a finger 
which touches the armature of the private magnet, so that the 
fo.rmer wilt actuate the latter. The interruptions for the ro-

u1.ry magnet come trom a set of springs operated by a motor 
which is kept running continuously. 

The various members of the side-switch are numbered 1, 2, 
3, 4, and 5, and are shown in their initial positions. In the 
machine they are built together mechanically, all moving to
gether, and are controlled by the end of a lever, S, in the 
springs of the private magnet. A spring tends to move the 
side-switch lever, S, in the direction of the arrow, which would 
move all the members to the second and third positions. If 
the private magnet be energized, S slips past a tooth on the 
lower spring, but is caught by the tooth on the upper arm 
before it has moved far enough to affect the switch contacts. 
But when the private magnet is released, S slips. to the left to 
the second tooth on the lower spring, thereby bringing each 
member to its second position. 

This action of the auxiliary swiJching device, by means of 
which the act of releasing instead of pulling up the private 
magnet is made to operate the side-switch should be kept in 
mind, as it appears in aU subsequent switches of the Strowger 
line, and need not be described again. 

Fig. 72 presents the second selector with some new features 
There are two vertical and two rotary line relays, distinguished 
by their resistances, 30 and 500 ohms respectively. The 30 ohm 
relays are mounted together mechanically, each having a single 
spring. It requires the operation of both at the same time to 
bring them together, either relay alone not moving its spring 
far enough to touch the other. This is utilized to operate the 
release magnet. 

To the 500-ohm tin<.! relays is given the work of directing 
the selecting mechanis'm. The 500-ohm vertical relay controls 
the vertical magnet. The 500-ohm rotary relay controls the 
private magnet. The circuit controlled by each relay passes 
through the back contact of the other relay, so that if both are 
pulled up at the same ttme, nothing will be affected. 

The connector is shown in Fig. 73. Again the 30-ohm verti
cal and rotary relays de not perform their usual functions, the 
work being delegated to other relays, 500 ohms ea~h. in series 
with them. They are called the vertical retard and rotary re
tard respectively. The vertical line has permat~ent connection 
to battery, but the rotary line, after passing through the rotary 
relay and rotary retard, goes through a contact on the busy relay 
to get battery. The vertical retard breaks the vertical line and 
grounds the vertical and rotary magnets. The rotary retard 
breaks the rotary line and grounds the side-switch magnet. 
The latter is exactly like the private magnet of previous 
switches, except that it is not in the feeder circuit to the pri
vate wiper, that function being here taken by the busy relay. 

Side-switch lever No. 4 acts ·as a distributer of battery to the 

Fig. 7G-Wiring of Automatic Substation Sets Installed at Chicago. 

vertical an~otary magnets, and the ringing magnet. In addi
tion to operating the side-switch, the side-switch magnet cuts 
battery off side-switch 4 when desired. The busy relay and 
busy release relay occupy a similar mechanical relation to that 
of the vertical and rotary relays in t{te second selector. If the 
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busy release relay is pulled up, spring A is moved over a little switch lever 4. On· receiving the series of vertical impulses 
more than half way toward spring B. The busy relay must be for the tens digit, the vertical retard grounds the vertical ·mag-
energized at the same time to bring them together. net a certain number of times, stepping the wiper shaft up. The 

As explained before, the code of signals sent in by the sub- following ground on the rotary energizes the rotary retard, 
station sender consists of a series of impulses on the vertical causing the side-switch magnet to move the side-switch over to 

line, followed by one on the rotary line. This is repeated for • · .-----------------------::=:----, 
each digit. The first series is taken care of by the first se- .---" • ::;;;' ""i1"' r" _____ ___;.,..;:.cc 

lector, Fig. 71. The vertical relay grounds the vertical magnet, _.- ~~ 
stepping the wiper shan up to. the desired level. The single o----4------~::.:-·~~.,~-:, .Js:::;-
impulse on the rotary line pulls up the rotary relay, which oper
ates both meter magnet and private magnet. The latter brings 
the side-switch levers into their second or middle position. 
Levers 1 and 2 do not effect any change. Lever 3 connects the 
privat~ wiper through the private magnet to battery, to act 
as· feeler for non-busy trunk. Lever 4 cuts off the vertical 
magnet, while No. 5 connects the interrupter (ground) to the 
rotary magnet. 

The first motion of the rotary magnet, while rotating the 
wipers into contact with the first trunk, pushes the armature 
of the private magnet against its polepiece. If the first trunk 
is busy, there will be a ground on 1ts private contact, and· the 
private magnet will be held up by the resulting current. But on 
striking the first non-busy trunk the private wiper finds no 
ground, the private magnet releases, snapping the side switch 
into its third position and cutting off current from the rotary 
magnet. Levers 1 and 2 connect the rotary and vertical lines 
through to the trunk lines leading to the second selector, while 
No. 3 disconnects the private magnet from the private wiper. 

Fig. 71-Wiring of First Selector In Chicago Installation. 

'· 
putting the latter to ground as" a protection from other first se
lectors who might try to get in on the same trunk. The first 
upward motion of the wiper shaft closes the off normal switch,. 
putting ground on the private normal so that incoming calls 
to this calling subscriber will get a busy signal. 

The second series of impulses affects the second selector. 
Fig. 72. As before stated, the 30-ohm vertical and rotary re
lays have .nothing to do with selection, being used only for 
release, and will be neglected while working through our calL 
On recehring the series of impulses over the vertical line, the 
500-ohm vertical relay grounds the vertical magnet, stepping 
the wiper shaft up to the proper level. The single impulse on 
the rotary pulls up the 500-ohm rotary relay, causing the private 
magnet to step the side-switch over to the second position. At 
levers 1 and 2 no change is made. At 3 the private wi.,:.er is 
connected to the private m~gnet to serve as a feeler, as in the 
first selector. Lever 4 disconnects the vertical magnet, while 5 
connects the interrupter to the rotary magnet. The test and 
selection of a non-busy trunk is identical with that of the first 
selector. 

Th.e connector, Fig. 73, takes the last two digits, tens and 
units. The vertical relay operates the busy release relay, but 
if its mate, the busy relay, is not energized, nothing will hap
pen, as spring A can not. touch B. While stepping up and 
around, the vertical relay can not affect the ringing magnet, 
though connected to it, -since its circuit is open at the side-

Fig. 72-Chlcago Second Selector Wiring, Showing Two Relays 
For Each Side of Line. 

the second position. At lever 1 this .action connects the busy 
tone to the rotary line, but as the subscriber is not listening it 
has no practical effect. Lever 2 causes no thange. Lever 3 
connects the private wiper through the busy relay to battery, so 
that if the Called line proves to be busy it will be safeguarded. 
Lever 4 shifts battery from the vertical to the rotary magnet. 

The series of impulses for the units will operate the vertical 
retard, grounding- the rotary magnet and rotating to the called 
line. The last impulse on ·the rotary line pulls up the rotary 
retard, causing the side-switch magnet to step the side-switch 
over to its last position. At levers 2 and 1 this action con
nects the vertical and rotary lines to the corresponding wipers 
which are resting on the called line. At ~ the private wiper is 
switched from \he busy relay and connected to ground, to make 
the line busy against others. At 4 the battery is switched. from 
the rotary to the ringing magnet. The pushing -of the ringing 
·button at the substation grounds the vertical line, pulling up.. 
both vertical relay and vertical retard. The latter -does nothing. 
The vertical relay now grounds the ringing magnet, which pro
jects alternating current out on the. called line, ~:utting off th~ 
line behind it as is done in the manual ringing key. 

If the called line is busy, the effect is as follows: Suppos~ 
we are at that point in selecting where the wipers, under the 
influence of the tinits vertical impulses, are rotating to find the 
called line. The side-switch is in the second or middle posi
tion, so that the battery is connected through the busy· relay 
to the private wiper. The called line, being busy, will have 

Fig. 73-Chlcago Connector, Equipped with Vertical and Rotary 
Retard Relays. 

ground on its private contact. When we arrive there our busy 
relay will be pulled up, cutting battery off the rotary line. The 
series of vertical impulses are followed by one on the rotary, 
but as the battery is cut off the latter this last impulse will not 
occur, as there is no complete circuit. Thus the side-switch 
is left in its middle position. 
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. T~e calling subscri~er, ignorant· of this fact, pushes the 
~1ngmg button, groundmg the vertical line. The vertical relay 
IS p~lled up •. operating the busy release relay. As the busy re
la: ts energtze~ by the ground on the private wiper, spring A 
w11l t~uch. spnng B, putting battery back on the rotary line; 
but th1s w1U not move anything. The vertical retard pulling up 
operates the rotary magnet, moving \he wipers away from the 
busy line onto the next higher number. Then, while listening 
for the called subscriber to answer, the calling subscriber hears 
the busy tone through the middle contact of side-switch 1. 

If the line to which the wipers have been rotl!ted is also 
busy, the busy relay will still be energized, making the rotary 
line dead. This would prevent the release, were it not for the 
busy release relay. When the unsuccessful calling subscriber 
grounds both lines to release, the vertical relay pulls the busy 
release relay up, restoring battery to the rotary line. Since the 
latter is grounded at this instant at the substation, the rotary 
relay will pull up, operating the release magnet, which allows 
the wiper shaft to return to its initial position. The side-switch 
is also automatically reset by the release magnet. 

The normal release is from a non-busy line' with the side 
switch in the third position. Here it is only necessary for the 
vertical and rotary relays to pull up, the former to supply 
ground, the latter to connect that ground to the release mag
net. At the same time the vertical retard pulls up and would 
ring the called line were it not that the rotary retard pulls up 
the side-switch magnet, cutting off battery from lever 4. In 
the first and second selectors the 30 ohm vertical and rotary 
r-elays alone are left in the line, and through them the release 
must take place. The mechanically mutual action of the. 30 
ohm vertical and rotary relays of the second selector has 
already been described. In the first selector, Fig. 71, the 
rotary relay operates the . private magnet. The latter 
switches battery from the vertical magnet to the release 
magnet. As the 30 ohm vertical relay is also energized, the 
release magnet finds ground through its co"'tact. 

·To pro"ll ide for counting messages, in the Chicago system, 
a meter was attached to each first selector. It is shown m 
detail in Figs. 74, 75 and 76. Fig. 74 is a front view, showing 
the mechanism in its normal position. Fig. 75, shows the left 
side, normal, whi1e Fig. 76 shows the left side while a call is 
being put through. The counter or messnge register proper 
consists of the ordinary collection of wheels and cylinders, so 
arranged that ten revolutions of one are required to cause one 
revolution of the next higher. The mechanism of this forms 
no part of the message register pafent, taken out·by the in
ventor, John Erickson, and has nothing to do with the princi

ples described below. 

On the end of the register proper · is ·mounted a toothed 
wheel, 5. On the side of the wheel are ·ten pins, 6, each pin 
representing a completed call. The meter magnet. 7, has an 
armature, 9, to which is attached a lever, 10, carrying a pawl, 
11. The pawl 1s normally out of contact with the edge of 
wheel 5, but is adapted to move it one notch when the magnet 
is energized once. A detent, 12, is adapted to engage the teeth 
of wheel 5, and is held in spring-like contact by spring 15. But 
when the first selector is in the released or initial position, the 
torsion head, 13, of the wiper shaft, 14; bears down on the lever 
and raises 12 from the wheel 5. A detent, 16, is mounted on 
a shaft, 17, with a spring, 18, arranged to cause the detent 16 
to press against the pins, 6, of the wheel 5. 

In Fig. 75 the detent is normal, pressing against the pin at 
its left. This tends to turn the wheel ba~kward, in the direction 
opposite to the arrow, but is prevented from doing so by the 
pin just above the detent pressing down on the end of 16. · In 
Fig. 76 the wheel is turned forward almost far enough for de· 
tent 16 to fall under the pin. It lacks one notch of so doing. 
In this position there is a pressure exerted by the detent against 
the pin tending to force it to the left and rotate the wheel 
backward. · If magnet 7 be released and detent 12 be lifted, de
tent 16 will push to the left and turn the wheel backward to the 

position shown in Fig. 75. 
By referring to Fig. 71 lii!IJI.il!lt ~JIIItlLf., jt will be seen 

Fig. 74--Front VIew of Meter, Normal Position, as Installed In 
Chlca;~o Automatic System. 

that the meter magnet is firmly linked ·with the rotary line, 
where all impulses over that line will energize it. In the com
pleted call in the 10,000 system, there are five such impulses, 
one for each digit and one for the release. Hence 
there ·are five teeth , on wheel 5, Fig. 75, for every pin, 6 

There is a lacuna here in the 
ortgtna1 source. 



This makes 50 teeth in the whole ·wheeL By refer.: 
ring to the connector, Fig. 73, it will be temem~ 
bered that when a busy line is selected the busy ·relay cuts 
off battery from the rotary line. This makes one rotary im
pulse fail, leaving only four. Upon this difference the m~ssage 
register is based. In the completed call, that is, if the' called 

Fig. 7&-sfde VIew of Chicago Meter, In Normal Positron. 

line is not busy, the five rotary impulses move the wheel 5, Fig. 
75, five notches, so that detent 16 falls under the passing pin, 6, 
locking the counter with the one added call. But if the called 
line is busy, the meter magnet, 7, gets only four impulses in 
all. During the last of the four, the release impulse, it assumes 
the position of Fig. 76. Now,- when this last impulse ceases, 
the falling wiper shaft, 14, presses its torsion head, 13, against 
the lever of detent 12, disengaging it from the teeth of wheel 5. 
The pressure of detent 16 to the left now rotates the wheel 
backward to the number previously recorded . ., 

In manual practice it has been customary not to charge for 
calls if the.called station does not answer. In other words, the 
telephone company undertakes to give the subscriber connection 
with somebody at the desired number. The automatic could 
not go as far as that at that time, but as shown above no charge 
was made for calls which found the called line busy . 

Fig. 77 shows the relations existingbetween first selectors 
and connectors by means of which privacy is secured. At the 
left are shown in skeleton some parts of a first selector. This 
first selector is one of a group, and the banks of all of them 
are multipled together. The wires for the private bank end in 
the group, merely connecting the banks. The vertical and 
rotary trunks lead to other groups, where they terminate in 
second selectors. When any trunk is occupied, the correspond
ing private wire is grounded by the side-switch lever 3 being 
in the third position, and the private wiper resting on that pri
vate wire contact. Thus any other subscriber in the group will 
find a ground on the private contact multipled to it and be 
prevented from interfering. At the same time the off-normal 
switch grounds the private normal, which comes from the group 

· of connectors at the right. This group bas the duty of taking 
care of all incoming calls to the subscribers whose first selectors · 
are at the left. From the particular first selector which is shown 
the vertical and rotary normals run to the connectors and ~re 
multipled to corresponding points on all the banks in that 
group. The private normal is also multipled to corresponding 
contacts in each connector bank. If the line at the left is busy 
\ly having made a call, this private normal gets its ground from 
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the off-normal switch. If it is busy by having been called 
through a connector, at the right, its ground will come from the 
private wiper of that connector through ~hich the call came, 
since the side switch lever 3 will be slipped over to the grounded 
point. 

Fig. 77 also shows how the called subscriber may temporarily 

Fig. 76-Side View of Chicago Metu While a Call Is Being 

leave the calling subscriber and come back again. Suppose 
someone has called the subscriber whose first selector is there 
shown. The connector at the right has made the necessary 
movement, so that connection is secured through side-switch 
levers 1 and 2 of the first selector. While the calling sub
scriber at the right waits, the called subscriber at the left can 
move his dial, operating the first selector as if not connected, 
and make any call desired. Levers 1 l!nd 2 merely cut off the 
calling subscriber, leaving him there with battery through the 
retard coils so that he can release if he gets tired of waiting. 
When the first selector releases, the levers 1 and 2 will re-con
nect to the waiting subscriber if he is still there. This feature 
was considered quite valuable. It also enabled one to get away 
from a person who became annoying in any manne~ over the 
telephone. 

The Illinois Tunnel Comp:my desired to have special arrange
ments made for a plurality of lines to some of its offices for 
company's business~ It was desired that calls to these numbers 
should be free and also select the first non-busy line. To meet 
the demand for thi~ class of service a _special connector was 
devised. It is known as ·the automatic selecting connector, 
Fig. 78. A third selector built like a second select·or could 
have been used for thts purpose were it not for the busy test 

Cr':~ 
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Fig. n-Relatlons Between Chicago First Selectora and Connec
tors Which Insure Privacy. 
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and ringing. Comparing this special connector with the regular 

connector, Fig. 73, the following changes will be noted: The 

rotary magnet has been taken from the middle point of side 

switch 4. tied permanently to b~ttery, nnd provided with its 

own side switch lever, 5. The middle point of this is grounded. 

The rotary magnet has its own interrupter $pring, breaking its 

own circuit much like a common door bell Also the finger, F, 

which reached over to the side-switch magnet armature, is re

placed, as in a selector. The wire which ran from the middle 

point of side-switch lever 3 to the busy relay is cut off from 

the latter and tapped to the side-switch magnet. 

To call any of the company's telephones thus equipped re

quired only three digits, so that there were only· four rotary 

impulses in the completed call and no record on the meter. 

This leaves only one digit to affect the connector. , The series 

of vertical impulses lift the wiper shaft to the desired level. 

The final impulse on the rotary pulls up the rotary 500 ohm 

retard, energizing and releasing the side-switch magnet. As 

the side switch snaps into its second position, lever 5 starts the 

rotary magnet to vibrating .. The first pull of the latter presses 

the finger, F, against the armature of the side-switch magnet, 

getting the side switch ready to snap into the third position 

when a non-grounded private point is reached. This stops the 

rotary magnet as itt a selectot 

2 4 · Summary of events thru 1902 

It will be profitable at this point. to examine some of the de

tails which have been developed Ly the experience of the vears 

up to 1902. We have seen that the earliest inventors tri~d to 

use switches moved by electromagnets, and that these motor 

n:agnets, .as they may fitly be called, were placed directly in the 

hne. Th1s method proved a flat failure. Even the perfecting of 

the magnet could not make it a success. 

To escape the difficulty two courses seemed open. The first 

was to drive the switch by an independent motor and control 

its movements by magnets, the latter having very light duty. 

The second was to reduce the switch friction, operate it by 

motor magnets on local circuits, and control these circuits by 

relays in the line. The Strowger development, which is just 

now occupying our attention, follows this second line of attack. 

Other systems which we shall take up later operate on the 

motor-driven plan. 
To distinguish the two principal classes of electromagnets 

from each other the words "relay" and ''magnet" are used. A 

rela:>: is an electromagnet w.hich has for its only duty the con

trolling of other circuits, as the vertical relay, which controls 

the vertical magnet, or the ringing relay, which switches on the 

ringing current. A magnet is one which moves apparatus direct

ly, as the vertical magnet, which by its magnetic pull lifts the 

wiper shaft, or the private magnet, which allows the side-switch 

to slip from notch to notch, though ·the motive power comes from 

a spring. The magnets are usually much lower in resistance 

than the relays, and require considerable current. Those mag

nets having only 23 ohms resistance, and receiving full battery 

voltage would take two amperes if the current were allowed 

to flow steadily. But it is not likely that such current ever 

flows, since these low resistance magnets are operated by in

terrupted current, which probably has not time to arrive at full 

value between impulses. 
The magnet must be quick-acting and powerful; the former 

to enable it to follow the impulses as fast as they come, the 

latter so that it can move the apparatus promptly and cer

tainly. To meet this need a form with a good magnetic cir

cuit was used. one in which the air-gap is as small as possible 

t 

Fig. 79. Form of Old Style Relay. 

and yet allow considerable motion. The knife edge armature, 

such as is used in the Western Electric line relay at the present 

time {1908) was not a success, as there was too little iron at 

the knife edge. The successful magnet is U-shaped and has 



two coils, one on each limb. This gi\·es a solid magnetic cil'cuir in iron, except at the two armature air-gaps. The play in the oivots is made as small as possible, for a little lost nw1 inn is f;tal to high speed action. In addition. the restoring spring is applied in such a way that in its normal position it will press the armature against the side of the pivot bearing, against which it will be pressed by the energizing of the coils. 

Fig. SO. Form of More Recently Developed Relay. 

The breaking of the heavy current required by this magnet produced a destructive arc at the contacts of the controlling relay. This was at first reduced by a 150 ohm non-inductive shunt placed around the winding. This has given way to a copper shield or tube on the core. Of course the use of platinum contacts was found to be imperative. 
An entirely new form of relay was also necessary. The first commercial relays were probably those used in telegraph work. They must be sensitive, quick acting, and capable o: read;: adjustment from day to day. There is no reasonable limit to their cost, as they are used in comparatively small numbers and form a small part of the total cost of a telegraph line. When the common battery telephone system began to come into use. it also demanded relays, but of a different type, though for a time the telegraph relay was pressed into service in many places. They need not be quick-acting. They should be adjustable, but rather of the permanently adjustable type, for line conditions must not affect them as much as· they do the telegraph. But above all things the common battery telephone relays must be as cheap as is consistent with good apparatus, since their number runs up into thousands in a single office. For this purpose the modern telephone relay of various types h:~s 

been developed. 
But tke automatic system calls for still another kind of relay, which is in some ways a cross between the telegraph and the telephone as to requ;rements. It must be quick-acting and accurate,-if possible more so than the telegraph relay. Its requirements as to adjustment are the same as for the ordinary telephone rela;•. Bt:t there is a greater necessity for limiting its cost, since nore are used per line than in the 

manual. 
The early inventors had not grasped the idea of speed. Their switches were operated by push buttons at the substation. The user would probably push the buttons not faster than four impulses per second, a rate which was easy for even a poorly designed relay to follow. It soon became apparent that if the automatic were to win, it must act with greater speed. The re~ays were improved, the automatic sender (dial) introduced. and the speed o: impulses increased to from 10 
to 20 per second. 

The general form of one of the older relays is shown in Fig. 79. The core, A. carries the wire, B. A soft iron piece C forms the second pole of the magnet. The armature, D, 
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i& pivoted on the end of C. The solid piece, E, is fixed to the armature and carries the platinum rivet. When energized the armature pulls up toward the pole of the core A until stopped by E striking F, thf' stationary contact. There was 

.A 
I 

Fig. 81. Detail of Wiper. 

no elasticity in the contact, and no sliding action between the platinum rivets. 
The present relay, whose form was established about 1901 or 1902, is shown in Fig. 80. At the left is a front view, in the middle its right side without springs, and at the right a single spring. A is the core, on which is placed the winding B. The return limb of the magnetic circuit is C, which carries the pivots for the armature D. Attached to the armature is a long arm, E, carrying an insulating plunger, F. The latter moves the springs, which are mounted on the ·return limb, C. Attention should be called to the shape o~ the spring, at the right, Fig. 80. Though limited vertically so that a short, stiff spring would seem to be the only possibility, yet by its unverted U shape it has the effect and elasticity of a much longer spring. 

It will be seen that the air-gap between the armature and pole is small while relatively large motion of the plunger, F, is obtained. The ratio of plunger to armature motion is about 
2 1/3 to 1. Also there is a very good path for magnetic lines of force. 

Working at high speed brought out the fact that the presence of a few short-circuited turns in the winding very materially reduces the rapidity with which it will follow signals. These short-circuited turns prevent the armature from falling back promptly and -thus tend to run the impulses together. So it was necessary to use the greatest care in winding, testing, and 
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i Fig. 82. Detalla of Ratchet Cylinder. • 
· · handling relays and magnets for automatic work. These re-quirements are much more severe than for manual work. t The circuits of the automatic exchange were originally fused : the same as in other telephone plants. But the high Yoltage 
;,0 f the automatic soon made it necessary to subdi,·ide the pro-
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tection into smaller units. The heat coil replaced the fuse 
at the switches, the automatic people designing and making 
a type of their own. At first both battery leads, ground bat
tery and main battery, were protected, but by the time Chi
cago was installed the heat coils in the ground lead were 
omitted in accordance with manual practice. Each switch 
was provided with two heat coils, called "external main" and 
"local main" respectively. The former supplied battery to 
the vertical and rotary lines through the line relays, and was 
so named because its current went out of the office. The 
local main heat coil supplied all the rest of the appara~us in 
the switch, which was on locally completed circuits. 

The individual interrupter for operating the rotary magnet 
carne into use about this time. Ir consisted essentially in 
providing the rotary magnet with a spring contact which 
would break when the armature was attracted. This contact 
was wired in series with the winding. When connected to 
battery the resulting vibratory motion was not unlike that of 
an ordinary battery door bell. The conditions were more 
severe, as the contact had to remain closed until· the_ magnet 
had completed its forward thrust and rotated the wipers onto 
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.Fig. 83. Ratchet Cylinder, and Relations of Oetents. 

their next contact. It must then remain open until the arma
ture had been pulled by its spring back far enough for its 
pawl to catch the next tooth of the ratchet cylinder. There 
was not the inertia of a long lever and hammer, as in the 
door bell, to lengthen the stroke. The moving parts were 
light compared to the forces moving them, and the forward 
stroke was against a variable resistance. The result was finally 
obtained partly by the de;ign of the springs and partly by their 
careful adjustment. 

For the proper working of the switch it is essential that all 
the movements shall be performed in a certain order. This 
order is fixed IJ\' the side-switch-which is the key_ to the 
average machine: To prevent the side-switch from ?eing _ac
cidentally moved from its initial position before the nght time 
is the function of an attachment of the release magnet. The 
vertical and rotary detents are in one piece, and pivoted. At
tached to a lever ~n these detents is a rod running to the side
switch. When the release magnet is energized, it pulls up and 
allows a spring loop on its armature to drop over a lug on 
the lever of the vertical and rotary detent piece. When the 
release magnet falls back, it rotates the detent piece, lifting 
the detents from the ratchet cylinder, so that the wiper shaft 

can· rettirn to its non11al posJtwn. At the same time that the 
d~terlt piece rouites, it pushes the rod running ·to the side
swit'ch, thereby resetting the later. During idleness the re
lease magnet retains its. hold on the detent piece, preventing 
the dctents or side-switc'h from moving. · 

· The armature. lever of the vertical magnet lies just under 
the spring loop of the release· magnet. On its first upward 
motion this lever lifts the spring loop off the lug on the de
tent piece: The detents ·come at· once into action, but the side
switch is · controlled by the private -magnet as has been de
scribed .. 

To keep the side-switch from going into its third position 
too soon, there is a large cam or blade. on the shaft just below 
the ratchet cylinder. A lug on the side-switCh lever projects 
toward this long cam. After the wiper shaft has been lifted, 
the private· magnet will slip the side switch into its second 
position. Here the lug on· the ~ide~switch lever will rest 
against the long cam on the shaft, and the side switch cannot 
move farther until the shaft has rotated at least one notch. 

\Vhile the shaft is in its normal position, no rotary motion 
is possible. This is secured by having attached to the top 
of the wiper shaft a finger which drops down behind a sta
tionary peg. This peg is just high enough to hold the finger 
from moving, yet the latter will clear it when liftea one 
notch. 

The difficulty of securing sufficiently flexible wipers in the 
small space available was solv~d as shown in Fig. 81. The 
effective length of the ordinary spring woulQ be from A to 
B, but by this device it is lengthened to the distance A-C. 

By having all parts made to interchangeable sizes the 
switch was designed to be easily removed from the bank. 
The latter was wired into place and expected to stay 
there, for little or no trouble was experienced with it or its 
wmng. But the switch proper could be removed and a new 
one substituted while the old one was. repaired, all without 
disturbing the bank. To do this, and be sure that under 
the conditions of average use the wipers would line up and 
mo,·e freely over all of the 300 contacts is no small feat. 

At the left of the wiper shaft, opposite the vertical portion 
of the ratchet cylinder, is a statiollary detent, fastened rigidly 
to the framework. Its end projects into a channel cut in 
the teeth acted on· by the vertical magnet. It is the duty of 
this detent to carry the weight of the shaft while rotating, 
and prevent any downward motion from injuring the wipers. 
During the upward motion the weight of the shaft has been 
held by the vertical detent, which is in one piece with the 
rotary detent. When the. rotary magnet makes its first move, 
the weight of the shaft must be transferred from the vertical 
detent to the fixed detent ·above mentioned. To do this with 
the least possible friction is the object of the following device. 

Fig. 82, at the left, shows a portion of the vertical ratchet 
cylinder, the· upper end of the rotary portion showing below. 
On each of the teeth \Viii be seen a small downward projec
tion, ·A. During the upward movement these projections are 
in line with the vertical detent, and at every step one of them 
rests on it. At the right in Fig. 82 will be seen the relation 
betwe-:n the detents. These little projections, A, hold the 
shaft a little higher than necessary, so that the bottom of a 
tooth is a little above the top of the stationary detent (See 
Fig. 83). Therefore, when the rotary motion begins the shaft 
will be let. down easily _onto the stationary detent instead of 
being forced on. 



25. The Dayton System 
Though· the installations which have been describea were 

successful from a switching point of view, they still possessed 
the drawback of being series systems. That is, there was a 
30 ohm relay in each side of the line in each switch used in 
the complete.d connection. In the 10,000 system employing 
first selectors, second selectors, and connectors, this meant 
six such coils. The copper shield on tbe core doubtless re
-duced the inductance considerably, yet the effect on transmis
sion of speech was very appreciable. A system with no series 
relays was the next step. It was worked out during the win
ter of 1902-3, and installed at Dayton, Ohio, being the first 
bridging automatic system. 

Briefly the change consisted in winding the line relays of 
each switch to 500 ohms and arranging them so that the pair 
is permanently bridged across the talking circuit. In this re

. lation they are not in the path of the talking current, but form 
highly inductive leaks which allow only a very small current 
to be lost. · 

The substation was the same in wiring as that used at Chi
~ago. The first selector is shown in Fig. 84. The vertical 
and rotary relays are connected to battery through the back 
contacts of the bridge cut-off relay. The vertical relay has 
for· its duty the grounding of a certain wire, which the private 
magnet may switch from the vertical magnet to the release 
magnet. The rotary relay controls the private magnet. The 
machine interrupter was used. At rest, the vertical and rotary 
lines are connected through side-switch levers 2 and 1 to the 
normal lines, over which calls are received :from other sub
scribers. These normal lines are cut off by the side-switch, 
which also cuts the talking circuit straight through to the 
wipers. The private normal is tapped onto the private wiper, 
which is v.-ired as usual to the lever No. 3 of the side-switch. 
The first contact is wi~ed to the bridge cut-off relay, but dur
ing operation the private wiper is switched to the private mag
net, to act as a feeler,. and finally to ground. 

The second selector is shown in Fig. 85. It differs from 
the first selector in the following particulars: The vertical 
and rotary relays are permanently connected to battery, there 
being no need of a cut-off relay. There are no normal lines. 

The connector is shown in Fig. 86, and has a number of 
-interesting points. The vertical and rotary lines each have a 
2 m. f. condenser inserted. While preserving the continuity 
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Fig'. 84. First Selector Circuit with Bridged Line Relays. 

-of the line for talking purposes, for signaling this divides the 
line into two parts, the left hand end for the calling, and the 
Tight for the called subscriber. The vertical and rotary re
lays are controlled by the former. The back release relay 
.and the back signal relay are similarly controlled by the 
called subscriber. 
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The vertical 'relay··has the duty of grounding and thus oper
ating any one of four l]lagnets. If the private magnet be nor
mal, the vertical relay contact reaches the lever of side-switch 
4, and can be switched from the vertical magnet tQ the rotary 
magnet and the ringer relay in succession. If the private 
magnet, under the control of the rotary relay, be pulled up, 

Fig. 85. Second Selector of Bridging System, I nctalled at Dayton, 

the vertical relay will ground the release magnet through an~ 
other contact on the rotary relay. 

The vertical line and relay are seen to be the impulse trans
mitting members, for over them come all the signals that de
termine the number which shall be selected. The rotary side 
of the line is the directing member, for the single impulse 
on it changes the activities of the vertical from time to time, 
causing them to be applied where they will advance the call. 
In the 10,000 system there are five sets of impulses on the 
vertical in selecting and ringing a station, the thousands, hun
dreds, te~s, units, and the ringing. The series of impulses 
corresponding to the thousands is applied to the first selector, 
lifting its wipers up to the desired level, after which the trunk 
to the thousand group is selected automatically. The hun
dreds impulses are expended on similar activities in the sec
ond selector. The tens impulses lift the wipers of the connec
tor to the proper level, while the units cause the ·same wipers 
to rotate to the called line. The final vertical impulse rings the 
called station. 

It is the function of the rotary line and relays to shift the 
connections in such a way as to make possible this Yaried 
work of the vertical. This accounts for the fact that every 
digit in the call number requires a series o: vertical impulses, 
followed by one on the rotary, and is one of the cardinal 
points in the Strowger system. It should be thoroughly mas
tered by the beginner. 

The rotary relay of the connector has an added contact, 
which connects the release magnet to the center point of side
switch No. 3. · This allows the release magnet to be connected 
to the private wiper to detect the condition of the called line, 
and if that is busy it will release the connector. 

The ringer relay contacts are cut into the line back of the 
side-switch levers 1 and 2. The back release relay is con
nected from batten· to the vertieal line on the called side of 
the condenser, and. !;)Ccupies a similar position to the vertical 
relay. It controls a tap to the release magnet. The back 
signal relay similarly carries battery to the rotary line. It 
grounds a connection from a contact of the back release re
lay, s9 that if both be energized at once the connector will be 
released. It also grounds the rotary line to the calling end 
through 500 ohms. Owing to a transposition of the wires 
between the side-switch and the wipers, the back signal relay 
is connected to the vertical line to the called station, and the 
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back release relay to the rotary line. If the called subscriber 
wishes to get away from an ·obnoxious person, he can do so 
by moving his dial once and hanging up. The turnii1g of the 
dial is necessary to let the substation ground spring down on 
the local ground wire, so that when the hook descends it will 
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Fig. 86. The Dayton Type Connector. 

have a real ground to contact the lines. But the primary 
purpose of the back signal relay is given below. 

If an automatic subscriber desires a toll connection, he calls 
the toll operator by the dial, the "0" hole being reserved for 
this purpose. This trunks his tall directly to the toll board. 
After taking his call, the operator tells the subscriber to hang 
up and that he will be called when the connection is ready. 
When the distant party is secured and the toll line connected, 
the toll operator calls the subscriber with a dial. Thus the 
toll connection reaches the subscriber through the connector 
switch. Under direction of the operator · he turns his dial 
once and begins the conversation. If for any cause he wishes 
to signal the toll operator he can do so by pushing the ringing 
button. This pulls up the back signal relay, Fig. 86, placing 
·a 500 ohm ground on the rotary line. 

In Fig. 87 is given the scheme of the toll connection through 
all the switches. At the left is the toll line, connected through 
a repeating coil in the cord circuit to the first selector, second 
selector, and connector and thence to the subscriber at the 
right. \\'hen he presses the ringing button the back signal 
relay pulls up, placing a 500 ohm ground on the rotary line. 
This tends to pull up all the rotary relays in a parallel. Owing 
to the 500 ohms resistance they may or may not act, but if they 
should, no harm will result. The other path is. through wind
ing A of the relay in the cord circuit to the vertical line and 
through all the verti~al relays in parallel to battery. Relay 
AB pulls up, but the vertical relays in parrallel to battery.· 
due to AB and the 500 ohms preventing. \Vhen the relay con
tact closes winding B locks it there, at the same time the 
clearing out signal is energized. \\1hen the operator listens 
in, the extra contact on her listening key unlocks the relay 
;;md restores the signal. 

Fig. 87 also shows diagramatically the conditions existing 
during a conversation. There are three 1,000 ohm bridges 
across the circuit. H we imagine the toll board at the left 
to be replaced by a substation set, we shall see that in releas
ing, when the vertical and rotary lines are timultaneously 
grounded, all six relays will be pulled up at .once. The re
lease action in each switch is essentially the same, the vertical 
relay furnishing ground while the rotary relay, through the 
private magnet, switches that groun'd onto the release magnet. 

If the called line on any· connection is busy, the action is as 
follows: l~ormally the vertical line, Fig. ·86, is connected 
through side-switch 2 to the off-normal switch, which in this 
case is wired to the busy tone. Being open, by the downward 
weight of the shaft, no busy tone gets onto the line. The 
tens impulses come in on the vertical, and through the vertical 
relay operate the vertical magnet, stepping the wipers up. 
The following ground on the rotary line steps the side-switch 

over to the second, or middle position. At 1 and 2 this does 
nothing, except to disconnect the busy tone, which has been 
connected by the off-normal switch. At 3 it connects the. 
private wiper to a wire which goes through an open contact 
on the rotary relay to the release magnet~· At 4 it switches 
the contact wire of the vertical relay from vertical magnet to 
rotary magnet. 

The units impulses on the vertical wire now operate the 
rotary magnet, rotating the wipers to the called line. 
If it is busy, its private contact will be grounded. 
Now the succeeding impulse on the rotary will pull up 
the private magnet in an endeavor to shift the side
switch to the third position. But at the 'same time the second 
contact on the rotary relay is closed, connecting the release 
magnet to the private v.<iper. The release magnet instantly 
pulls up and releases the switch, the wipers returning to their 
normal position. The side-switch levers are also returned to 
the position shown in the figure. 

The subscriber, not knowing what has happened, presses 
his ringing button, which grounds the vertical line. Since side
switch 4 is again in its initial position, this operates the verti
cal magnet, stepping the wiper shaft up one or more notches. 
This closes the off-normal switch, which connects the busy 
tone to the vertical line so that it will be heard by the calling 
subscriber while waiting for the called station to answer. On 
hanging up, the release is the same as for a normal connec
tion. 

Dayton also had use for the connector which can select. one. 
of a number of trunk 'Jines, and the wiring which was devised 
is shown in Fig. 88. In its local rotating features it differs 
quite a little from the Chicago switch. The relation of the 
vertical relay to vertical magnet, rotary magnet, and ringer 
relay is the same as in the regular Da:rton connector. But 
the rotary magnet is provided with an individual interrupter, A. 
not permanently wired into its own circuit, but carried through 
the back contact, B, of the interrupter relay, and the front 
contact, C, of the private magnet, ready to be connected to 
lever 4 of the side-switch. The rotary relay controls the priv
ate magnet, but not directly, since it does it through the inter
rupter relay. The second contact on the rotary relay <:onnects 
the release magnet to the contact of the vertical relay. The 
connections and functions of the back release relay and the 
back signal relay are the same as in an ordinary connector. 

The call number of any office which has a plurality of lines 
always ends in the digit "one." Thus for instance "2481." 
In reality there are a number of trunks available, as 2481, 
2482, 2483, etc. The thousands and hundreds digits are handled 
as usual by the first and second selectors. The tens impulses 
operate the vertical relay of the special connector, Fig. 88, 
and by means of the vertical magnet lift the wipers to tqe 
desired level. The rotary impulse pulls up the rotary relay, 
interrupter relay, and the private magnet, but the only result is 
the stepping of the side-switch oyer to the middle position. 

Fig. 87. Schematic of Toll Connection In Dayto!t System. 

At 1 and 2 nothing of interest happens. At 3 the private 
wiper is connected to spring D of the private magnet. The 
units impulse, "one", pulls up the vertical relay, which now 
grounds the rotary ·magnet and rotates the wipers onto the 
first line. The succeeding ground on the rotary line pulls up 



the interrupter relay and the private magnet. This causes 
spring D of the private magnet to touch contact E, connect
ing the prh:ate magnet winding to the private wiper. If the 
first line is not busy, the private wiper will be on an open 
contact. But if busy it will be grounded, so that current will 
flow through the private magnet, holding _it up. 

When the rotary relay falls back, it lets the interrupter re
lay do the same. Contact B of the latter now connects the 
rotary-interrupter, A, through contact C on the private magnet 
to the rotary magnet. The rotary magnet now pulls up, mov
ing the wipers onto the next line, the finger, F, holding the 
private magnet armature while the private wiper slips from 
one contact to the next. Having broken its own circuit, the 
rotary magnet falls back to catch a new tooth on the ratchet 
cylinder, and rotates again till a non-busy line is found. The 
non-busy private contact being open wiH allow the private 
magnet to fall back, snapping the side-switch into the third 
position. At lever 4 this cuts off the rotary magnet, stopping 
rotation. The rest need not be described, being the same as 
in the ordinary connector. 

If all the lines arc busy, the wipers will be rotated to the 
first set of contacts beyond. These special local rotating con
nectors are in a group corresponding to their hundred and 
all their banks are multipled together. If on a certain level 
there are five lines to a certain subscriber, the sixth contacts 
are connected to the busy tone. The corresponding private 
contacts on each connector are disconnected, so that any 
number of wipers may stop at the same time on the sixth point 
and get the busy tone. 

The arrangement of connectors with regard to first selectors 
is given in Fig. 89. At the le~t is the outline of a first selector 
showing only enough of the wiring and apparatus which wilj 
be described. It is one of 100 first selectors, each of which 
~elongs to a subscriber and is used by him only for originat
mg calls. The banks are all multipled together. The private 
wires end i:1 the group, but the vertical and rotary lead away 
to the second selectors, and are called trunks. 

At the right is the skeleton of a connector one of ten whose 
duty is to take all incoming calls to the hundred sub~ribers 
whose first selectors are at the left. From each first selector 
run three normal lines, private, vertical, and rotary, which 
are multi~led to the banks of the ten connectors at the right. 
The vert1cal and rotary normals run from contacts on side
switch levers 2 and 1, so that when the subscriber makes a 
call they will be cut off and absolutely prevent interference. 
The private normal runs from the private wiper and shares its 
condition. Thus when the · subscriber originates a call and 
has found a trunk to a second selector, side-switch 3 of the 
first selector slips onto its last contact, grounding the private 

Fig. 88. Connector of the Local Rotating Type, Installed at 
Dayton. 

wiper. The private normal shares this ground, so that in all 
the connector banks the private contacts corresponding to 
t?is line will be grounded, thereby forming additional protec
tJon from incoming calls. 

When a call is receh·ed by a subscriber it comes through 
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o~e of _the connectors at the right. In making the connection 
stde-swJtch lever 3 rests on its middle contact to test the I' ' 

d h I
. me 

an t en s 1ps onto the third point to get ground. Since it 
has found the line not busy, the side-switch lever 3 of the 
first selector will be in the_ normal position as shown in Fig. 89. 
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Fig. 89. Relation Between Connectors and First Selectors, Dayton. 

Hence the bridge cut-off relay will pull up, cutting battery 
off the vertical and rotary relays of the first selector. This 
clears the called line for ringing. 

26. The Grand Rapids System 
Shortly after the Dayton, Ohio, plant was put into opera

tion the exchange at Grand Rapids, Mich., was installed. 
.While not differing enough from the Dayton board to merit 
a technical description, it is a more ·famous one, having been 
made a landmark in automatic telephony all over the world. 
Perhaps the most widely known words in this connection 
have been "Fall River, Mass." and "Grand Rapids, Mich.," 
the former to show how long the automatic has been a suc
cess, the latter as an example of modern progresS:. Grand 
Rapids especially has been a bone of contention bet~een the 
two camps, manual and automatic, and some very contra
dictory statements about it have been made by different per
sons. The Citizens' Company, which operates it, has always 
been energetic and businesslike and has endeavored to co
operate with the Automatic Electric Company in making the 
automatic a success. Visitors are shown its workings the 
year round, and the exchange from the start has been con
'sidered a model and counted the pride of the town. 

27. lre los~ Wti-Offi;e System 

During the installation it was noticed that in some cases 
there was difficulty in releasing, especially on long lines hav
ing ground rods in earth for ground return. This was found 
to be due to the relatively heavy current required to operate 
all six 500-ohm line relays at the same time, the current from 
all going through the one ground rod and its contact with 
earth. Mr. A. E. Keith suggested to the other engineers 
the desirability of cutting off all the relays except the last 
pair, but there was no time then to work out the details. 
Later this suggestion resulted in the production of the re
lease trunk selector, which was embodied in part in. the South 
office at Los Angeles, Cal., which has si'nce become as ~a-· 
mous as Grand Rapids. 

The Los Angeles installation merits• our special attention 
for two reasons, the beginning of the trunk release and the 
operation of automatic and manual interchangeably in the 
same exchange. Each of these features is very interesting 
and their provision called for a high character of engineering 
ability. 

When the Home Telephone Company, of Los Angeles, 
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started, a Kellogg common battery multiple switchboard of 
18,000 lines capacity was purchased. As only 7,049 lines were 
necessary to meet the need at that time, it was thought that 
the board was ample for all time to come. But within two 
years after beginning service on the board 10,000 lines were 
in use and the number still growing. The great expense of 

Fig. 90. Theoretical Diagram of Trunk Release. 

adding to a 10,000 line multiple is a serious matter, and the 
rentals were not large enough for the expense to be ignored. 
It was decided, therefore, to restrict the main office chiefly 
to telephones in the business district, and to serve the rest of 
the city from branch offices, As a beginning of this plan 
the South office, two and one-half miles south of Main office, 
was erected to relieve the latter of about 2,000 lines. It was 
planned for a manual board. But the inspection of the ex
changes at Dayton, Ohio, and. Grand Rapids, Mich., caused 
the manual to be abandoned, and automatic equipment was 
Qrdered. 

Here the engineers showed their foresight in designing the 
South office equ.ipment to fit into an automatic system which 
should later cover the entire city, at that time (1904) having 
a population not far from 150,000. Hence, aLthough the South 
office contained only 2,000 lines, the automatic .equipment 
for it was designed on the plan of a 100,000 line. exchange. 
All the numbers from 1 to t9,000 were reserved for the Main 
office, and from 21,000 to 29,999 were set aside as the ulti
mate capacity of the South office. Subscribers in the latter 
were to select each other entirely automatically, all the num
bers beginning with "2," which was to be the designation of 
that office. To call a manual subscriber the automatic sub
scriber was to pull "1" on his dial, which would trunk him. 
to "B" operator in the Main office to whom he would give 
his number orally. She would complete the connection with 
a plug-ended trunk. For calls from manual to automatic two 
plans were proposed. A tmnking section was to be installed 

Fig. 91. Relation of Back Releace Relay to Private Magnet. 

in the South office, so that during the busy part of the day 
calls could be trunked from Main to South by ordinary 
trunks, The "B" operators in ~he latter offu:e were to have 
infront of them a multiple of all the South office subscribers' 
lines, and could complete the call by plugging directly into 
them. But at night the South office "B" operators were to 

... : -""'S:~ be dispensed with and the numbers called automatically:£;: 
special trunking operators at the Main board. · .. ;~ 

The work on the South office was begun in May and co~~ 
pleted during July, 1904. We will consider first the equip;h'et,_'
for comple-ting local calls within the South office. As our")~ 
terest naturally centers on the trunk release, Fig. 90 is gi~.~-1 
~~hich shows. this feature of .a com~leted c<>nnection., __ ·?t:it 
unes come tn from the calhng station at the left and .:lr:v, 
through first, second and third selectors and connector t·p~tlie~ 
called station at the right. It will be obSlerved that the '~ 
nee tor is of the ordinary bridging form, so that there. i~'t~~ 
third wire between it and the third selector. It is releas ' 
hy the simultaneous action of the vertical and rotary i" 
The third selector is released in the same way, so that-
talking there are thre~ bridges. across the circuit. ·. /-~~-·~. · ··. 

The release magnet m the thtrd selector has· a contact wn1 , 
feeds battery through a 100-ohm resistance to the rel~, 
trunk leading back to the bank of the second select<>r. ~EJ;l;Jii 
the latter it passes through the 8-ohm back release rela~ 
ground. This relay operates the release magnet of the sec'ti~ 
selector. In the same way this release magnet has a contaa 
which may feed battery through 100 ohms to the 8-oJUii 
back release relay i~ th~ firs! selector and to ~ound. /~ 

The act of releasmg IS as follows: The calhng subscn~ 
in hanging up, temporarily grounds both vertical and ro~. 
lines. In the first and second selectors this causes no act1~ 

-~~ 

Fig. 92. 
.,•,.·.· 

First Selector with Trunk Release, Los Angeles. "~1: 
·'-'-"'/ -~.__,-"-: 

since at this time the lines are clear of all relays. In the thi;11.: 
selector and connector the \'ertical and rotary relays pull up; 
simultaneously, and in each thi; energizes the release magnet,_~ 
In the third selector the release magnet not only releases the. 
switc'h, but also feeds battery over. the release trunk to the· 
second selector, pulling up the back release relay. The latter 
grounds the release magnet of the second selector, releasing 
that switch. This ~elease magnet also feeds battery .over the 
! elease trunk to the first selector, operating its back release 
relay, which controls the release magnet. In this way, by five: 
circuits, linked by relays and magnets, the release is accom:· 
plished without using relays across the circuit in each switch; 

It is evident that this principle could have been carried 
farther, so that the third selector would have been released_ 
by a third wire from the connector. That it was not done·~; 
explained by the fact that when the system was first design~; 
the trunk release had not been completed. \Vhen done, the 
first, second, and third selectors were .changed to the thiid 
wire plan, but' to make over the connector would have neces~i~ 
tated too great changes. _ 
. The presence of the back release relay in the private wiper 

calls for certain consideration. During the time that the 
private wiper is used as a feeler for a non-busy line, currert( 
flowing from battery will pass through the private magn~t£ 
back release relay, and private wiper to ground. This muSt, 
pull up the private magnet, but not the back release rclay: 
Hence the latter was ·wound to a relatively low resistanc.e,': 
8 ohms, and made not very sensitive, while the private ma~et' 
was made about 600 ohms. 



After the trunk has been selected the back release relay 
stands between the private wiper and ground. Other first se
lectors, in hunting non-busy trunks on the same level, will pass 
their private wipers over the multiples of this contact as shown 
in Fig. 91. A is a first sele<tor, and occupies the third trunk. 
The second selector in which this trunk ends is C. The re
lease trunk only is shown and the first two private bank con
tacts are supposed to be busy, i. e., grounded. B is the private 
portion of another first selector which is hunting a non-busy 
trunk to the same group. At this instant it is passing over the 
multiple of the private contact which A occupies. As far as 
the feeler of B is concerned the private wire, P, must be 
grounded, so that its private magnet will remain energized 
until its rotary magnet steps the wipers over to the next con
tact. But between P and the ground which makes it busy is 
the 8-ohm relay, and it is to prevent the testing current from 
pulling it up and causing premature release that it is made of 
low resistance and relatively insensitive. On the other hand, 
when the release magnet of the second selector, C, is. pulled 
up for the disconnect, the back release relay must pull up 
reliably. The larger current necessary is furnished by the 100-
ohm resistance. 

- Fig. 92 gives the detail wiring of the first selector. The ver
tical and rotary relays are wired to the side-switch so as to be 
cut off when the switch has selected its trunk. The rotary 
relay. as usual, controls the private magnet. The vertiCal re-

Fig. 93. Second Selector with Trunk Release, Los Angeles. 

lay operates the vertical magnet, or if the private magnet is 
simultaneously energized by the rotary relay it will pull up the 
relea~e magnet. This latter is the method of release if neces
sary to disconnect from a partly completed call, where the side
switch failed to go into the third position. The mutual rela
tions of side-switch, private magnet, and rotary magnet need 
not be detailed here, having been fully described in connection 
with the Chicago system. 

The bridge cut-off relay '"inding and private normal are 
not worked in connection with the private wiper, as in the 
Dayton board, on account of the back release relay. Instead, 
the private normal is carried to the main spring of the off 
normal switch, and through the back contact is normally con
nected to the bridge cut off relay. Thus incoming calls will be 
able to ground the private normal at the connector bank (as 
at Dayton, 
energize the bridge cut-off relay, and clear the called line for 
ringing .. But if this first selector makes a call, the first upward 
motion of the shaft will move the off normal switch, disconnect 
the bridge cut-off relay, and ground the private normal, which 
p~otects the line from calls coming in through the connector. 
The vertical and rotary normals are tied permanently to the 
vertical and rotary lines, so that the gro1Jnd on the private 
normal is the only protection against the interruption. But it 
has proven in practice to be ample protection. 

Fig. 93 shows the second selector, which _is very much like 
the first selector, except that there are no normal lines, and 
the release magnet has a contact which may connect battery 
through 100 ohms to. the release trunk leading back to the first 
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selector bank. The off normal switch works an off normal 
htmp to show the attendant when the switch is occupied. 

The third selector, Fig. 94, has the vertical and rotary relays 
permanently bridged, since there is no release trunk from here 
to the connector. There is no back release relay. The other 
features are the same as the second selector. 

-~~~~--~----------~~ ~---------~--~~~-~--· TTTT~ 

Fig. 94. Third Selector, South Office, Loa Angeles. 

The connector, Fig. 95, is the same bridging type as used 
at Dayton. The rotary relay controls the private magne·t. The 
Yertical relay normally operates the vertical .magnet, rotary 
magnet, or ringer relay, according to the position of the side
switch. In releasing from the calling end, the vertical relay 
furnishes ground and .the private magnet and rotary relay con
nect it to the. release magnet. The called subscriber has a back 
signal relay which in connection with the back release relay 
may be used for releasing. 

Fig. 9~. Connector, South 01'nce, Loa Angelea. 
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As previously stated, during the busy portion of the day all 

calJs from Main (manual) to South (automatic) are trunked 
directly from the "A" operators at the former to "B" operators 
at the latter office, and that these "B" operators have access 
to the subscribers' lines. Fig. 96 gives the scheme of a com
plete connection from manual to automatic. At the left is the 
calling end of a KeJiogg subscriber's operator's cord, with the 
usual calling supervisory relay, C. S. R., and calling control 
relay, C. C. R., the former feeding positive battery to the tip, 
the latter negative battery to the sleeve. 

Each "A" operator has access to the multiple of a number of 
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Fig. 96. Circuit Set-up for Day Trunklng, Manual to Automatic, 
· Los Angeles. 

outgoing trunks, T, leading to the South office. The sleeve of 
each trunk is permanently tied to earth through the retardation · 
coil, R. The tip line is normally connected through retarda
tion coil, R.. The tip line is normally connected through re
tardation coil R. and the back contact of relay Ra to 50 volt 
battery. Two 2 m. f. condensers separate the trunk into two 

parts. The tip of the called end receives negative battery 
through the winding of relay R., while the ring gets ground, 
or positive, battery through the winding of relay R.. The talk
ing circuit runs through the regular listening and ringing key 
to a three conductor plugs, whose sleeve is connected "dead" 
to ground. The operator's set is like the ordinary common 
battery set, except for the connection of a high resistance re
tardation coil, Busj• Ret, between negative battery and the 
point between the receiver and secondary of the induction coil. 
This is for the busy test. The subscriber's multiple consists of 
banks of 3-conductor jacks, whose tip and ring are tapped to 
the vertical and rotary normal lines and' the sleeve to the pri
vate normal.of the automatic subscriber. 

Let us trace a call through for the purpose of making the 
action clear. The subscriber at Main office calJs central as in 
~my manual common battery exchange and gives the number to 
the operator. Finding that it is for the South office the "A" 
operator presses an order button and gives the number di
rc;ctly to a "B" operator in the South office. The latter assigns 
the trunk. The "A" operator then makes the busy test on it, · 
touching the tip of the calling plug to the sleeve of the jack. 
If free, there is no current ·flowing through R., hence the .sleeve 
will be at ground potential, which is the same as that of the 
busy relay of the "A" operator. 

Finding the· line free she plugs in. At or.-::e negative current 
from the 24-volt battery flows through the calling control re
lay, C C R, io sleeve, along sleeve trunk to South office and 
through R: to ground. At the Main office this pulls up the 
calling control relay, C C R, disconnecting the busy test relay 
and closing up the tip side of the cord circuit. At the South 
.office R. pulls up .and breaks its contact. The current floWing 
thr01Jgh R. changes the pott"ntial·of all the sleeves of this trunk 
at Main office, so that any other "A" operato'r will get the 
busy test on attempting to use it. At the South office the back 

contact of R. feeds negative battery at 50 volts through R,, tip 
line to Main, calling supervisory relay, C S R, .to ground. This 
keeps the calling supervisory lamp, C S L, from lighting. 

The "B" operator at the South office tests the called line by 
' touching the tip of the trunk plug to the sleeve of the multiple 

jack. Here the non-busy condition is full negative battery, 50 
,-olts from ground, the positive battery terminal being grounded. 

Since the operator's receiver is wired through a retardation 
coil to negative battey no current can flow. But if the called 
line is occupied, the private normal will be grounded, hence 
current will flow through 'the operator's receiver giving the 
busy click. 

Finding the line free she inserts the trunk plug in the sub
scriber's jack. The sleeve of the plug puts "dead" ground on 
the private normal of the called line's first selector, whith oper
ates its bridge cut off relay, BCOR, cutting off battery and 
clearing the line for ringing. This ground on the prh·ate nor
mal also protects against other automatic switches. 

The automatic substation set was wired as at Dayton, Ohio, 
with the exception of a condenser, which was cut in series with 
the receiver as shown in the drawing at the right. On the 
insertion of the trunk plug current flows from ground bat
tery through R., ring of trunk plug, one side of line to sub
scriber's set, through the bell, back on the other li,ne ·wire to tip • 
of plug, through Ra to negative battery. This energizes both 
R, and R,. R. makes its contact, but as R, is energized it 
does nothing. Ra pulling up switches battery from R. to the 
automatic supervisory lamp, Auto. S. L. This de-energizes the 
calling supervisory relay, C. S. R., at Main office, lighting the 
calling superyisory lamp, C. S. L., so that the "A" operator 
knows that the connection is established. The lighting of the 
automatic supervisory lamp at South office serves as a ringing 
lamp to the "B" operator, who rings the called subscriber with 
a manual key. 

\Vhen the automatic subscriber answers, the bell is cut out 
and the receiver with its secondary and condenser cut in. The 
latter at once stops the flow of current, allowing both Ra and 
R, to fall back. The latter causes no change. R. switches 
negative battery from the automatic supervisory lamp (putting 
it out) to R,, thus energizing the calling supen•isory relay at 
the Main office and putting out the calling supervisory lamp, 
C S L. Thus both operators are notified that the called sub
scriber has answered. 

\\'hen through, the automatic subscriber hangs up. This 
lights both the automatic supervisory lamp, Auto S L, at South 
office and the caJiing supervisory lamp at Main. The Main 
operator pulls down the connection which lets R, fa11 back, 
giving battery to the manual supervisory lamp, J,fan. S L, since 
I<. is again energized by the current through the subscriber's 
bell. Seeing both lamps lighted, the "B" operator pulls down 
the trunk. 

The arrangement for night trunking from Main to South is 
shown in Fig. 97, which gives the apparatus in the former 

office. Special trunking positions are provided at one section 
of the board and each position is equipped with part of the 
total number 'of trunks to the South office. Multipled in front 
of all the "A" operators in the Main office are local trunks, T, 
leading to the special trunking position, tbe total number of 
trunks being dh·ided among the different positions. The order 
wire attached to the head telephone of each trunk operator is 
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OUT ,.RU~l< Of"EAA'TORS POSITION ~ 

Fig. 97. Connections for Night Trunklng, Manual to Automatic., Los Angeles. 

multipled to the order buttons of part of tne "A" operators. 
At the left in Fig. 97 is the ealling end .of a Kellogg cord cir
cuit with the usual equipment. The tip of the local trunk, T, 
runs through the retardation coil, R,, back contact of relay R., 
pilot relay to negative battery. The sleeve goes through relay 
R: to ground. On the automatic side of the condensers the 
tip line has no normal connections. The ring side is connected 
through R. to ground. The latter may be called the super
visory relay of the trunk, since it not only operates the super
visory lamps at the trunking section, but also repeats the auto
matic supervision to the "A" operator. 

The outgoing trunk is equipped with two relays, R. and R
6

• 

The former is a cut-off relay and is quick-acting. Normally 
its main spring, 3, with back contact, 2, keeps the circuit "dead 
short." ,R, is slow acting and has for its function the 
grounding of the lines through its contact 7. 

On receiving a night call for the South office the "A" opera
tor, by means of an order wire, repeats the number to one of 
the out trunk operators. The latter assigns the local trunk, T, 
to be used, into which the "A'' operator inserts the calling plug 
of the cord circuit which she is using. In the sleeve side, the 
calling control relay, C C R, at the "A" position, and R: at the 
trunking position pull up. In the tip side, ground battery 
through the calling supervisory relay, C S R. at the "A" board 
flows over the trunk, through R,, pilot relay to negative bat
ttry. In consequence of this the calling supervisory lamp, 
C S L, does not light. 

The' trunk operator at the same time selects a trunk to the 
South office and plugs in. The sleeve of plug carries ground, 
which causes R. to pull up, thereby removing the short circuit 
from the line. At the same time main spring 5 closes with 
contact 4, causing R

5 
to pull up, the latter locking in position 

through its own contact 8 and the retardation coil R,. 
The trunk line ends in the South office in a second selector, 

it not being necessary to go through a first selector, since the 
function of the latter is to pick out the office. The second and 
third selectors and connectors used for incoming calls were in
stalled as a separate trunking section in the switch room of the 
South office. They were of the trunk release type .. 

·After plugging into the trunk to the South office, for a mo
ment current will flow from \he second selector over the rotary 
line to the· a-ing of the local trunk plug and to ground through 
R.. This pulls up and lLghts the automatic supervisory lamp, 
Auto. S. L The "B" operator throws key K,, which cuts off 
the circuit behind and connects the operator's dial·and tele-· 
phone set to the outgoing trunk. This gives,~ clear ,line over. 

which to signal and operate successively the second selector 
third selector, and connector at the South office. The conta~ 
A opens while .the dial is being turned, the same as in a regular 
automatic substation. · · 

In Fig. 97 the selectors have been omitted and a bare skele
ton of the connector and called station shown. When the called 

Fig. 98. Talking Conditions of Night Trunklng Circuit, Manual 
to Automatic, Los Angeles. 

sta:ion has been selected, the operator presses the key · K,, 
wh1ch grounds the vertical line and rings, after which K, is re
leased, closing up the tip-vettical line. Subsequent ringing may 
be done by the listening key, K,, and the ringing key Ka. While 
·waiting for· the called subscriber to answer, the connector feeds 
battery current through the 500 ohm retardation coil, Ra, and 
the supervisory relay, Ra, to the bell at the called station. R. 
pulls up, connecting the rotary relay, RR, and negative battery 
to the rotary line. This feeds current to R, at the Main office 
energizing it and lighting the ahtomatic supervisory lamp, Auto. 
S. L. When the automatic subscriber answers, the condenser 
in the' telephone circuit. stops the flow of current, letting R. 
and. R, fall back. This puts out the automatic supervisory lamp, 
notifying the "B" operator that the called subscriber has an
swered. It also feeds negative battery through R, to· the call
ing supervisory relay, CSR, in the manual cord, energizing the 
lo.tter. This extinguishes the calling supervisory lamp. CSL, 
and gives notice to the "A" operator. The pilot relay will not 
energize through the 600 ohms to which it is connected.· 

\Vhen the conversation is completed, both subscribers hang 
up. The calling (manual) subscriber light's the answering super
visory lamp as usual. The called subscriber (automatic) by 
hanging up closes the circuit through his bell, thereby energiz
ing R. in the connector. This closes battery through the rotary 
relay to the rotary-line which pulls up R. at the Main office. 
On pulling up, Ra lights the automatic supervisory lamp which 
lets the trunking operator know what has happened. When the 
armature of Ra breaks away from its back contact, it cuts battery 
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Fig. 99. Supervisory Connector with Trunk Release, South Office, 
Los Angeles. 

off the tip wire, allowing the calling supen•isory relay on the 
"A" operator's cord circuit to fall back, lighting the supervisory 
lamp. Thus both operators have simultaneous notice that the 
automatic subscriber has hung up. 

·When the "A" operator pulls down the connection she causes 
R, to fall back, lighting the manual supervisory lamp, Mau. S. 

L. Seeing both lamps ·lighted, the trunking operator removes 
the local trunk plug from the outgoing trunk jack. The simple 
removal of the 1Jlug from the jack causes the release of the 
automatic switches in the South office as follows: The sleeve 
of the. trunk plug, carrying ground, has been the· means of hold
ing up R. The latter now falls back quickly and short circuitS · 
the vertical and rotary lines .at 2 and 3. Since contact 7 on R 
is still made, this grounds both lines. The armature No. 5 ha~ 
meantime swung away :fro"n1 contact 4 (ground) and now touches 
6, which is negative battery. This places a "dead short" on 
relay R~, so that it starts to fall back rather slowly. When ·it 
has fallen back, contact 7 opens, removing the ground from the 
lines. This completes the release of the automatic switches in 
the South office. 

It is interesting to notite the new circuit which thistrunk
i~g gives us for talking. This is shown in Fig. 98. The upper 
d1agram shows the conditions which would have existed if the . 
bridged system had been used. The lower shows the Los An
geles condition, due to the trunk release. Counting the relays 
on the manual cord circuit there would be eight bridges across 
the line, in addition to the cut-off relay, C.O.R., of the manual 
subscriber, which goes to ground. By the trunk release this 
is made only five bridges, plus the cut-off relay and R, in the 
local trunk. 

The second selector in which the trunk line terminated in. the 
South office was like those used by the South office subscribers 
(See Fig. 93, Te1ephone. Vol. 17, No. 11, Page 303), except 
that the 100 ohm resistance at the ~elease magnet was omitted 
together with the release trunk to which it fed current. Th~ 

Fig. 100. Outline of Trunklng Circuit, Automatic to Manual, 
South Office, Los Angeles. 

third selector was like the ordinary second selector, arranged 
for complete trunk release. 

The supervisory connector used on this scheme of trunking 
was wired as shown in Fig. 99. It is of the full trunk release 
type and feeds release current back to the third selector through 
the special front release springs, A B, 'and the release magnet 
itself is utilized to limit the flow of current instead of a spe
cial resistance. The supervisory feature consists of the 500 
ohm supervisory relay feeding negative battery to the rotary 
called line and a 500 ohm retardation coil from the vertical 
line to the private wiper. In the talking position this fed posi
tive or ground battery to the called subscriber. 

The supervisory relay has one contact, which controls the 
connection of the rotary relay to the rotary line. This oper
ates the supervision at the manual board which was above 
described. The wire C.C.C. wa~ put in ~o balance the two 
sides of the talking circuit with respect to ground. It con
nects the ringer relay to the rotary line, which without it 
would have only one inductive leak to earth.' It must be re
membered that in dealing with the talking qualities of tele
phone circuits the· impedance from the two sides to earth must 
be as nearly equal as possible. And as far as inductive bal
ance is concerned the retardation coils may as well be con- _ 
nected to negative battery as to ground since the character
istics of alternating current is not affected by passing through 
battery. It acts as a very low non-inductive resistance. 
This accounts for the presence of the ringer relay connected to 
the rotary line in Fig. 98, lo;.ver sketch. -

?v1ention has been made in the previous chapter of the method 
of handling calls from automatic to manual._ The automatic 
subscriber merely pulls "one" on the dial, which raises the wip
ers of his first selector up to the first level and selects a non
busy trunk to a "B" operator at the main switchboard. Since 
the first selector ·is trunk release, the vertical and rotary re
lays are cut off -when the side-switch slips into its third posi
tion. This leaves the subscriber without means of releasing. 
To obviate this difficulty each trunk line to Main was pro
vided with two special series release relays, installed on the 
relay rack in the South office. They are wired as shown in 
Fig. 100. Each relay is wound to 30 ohms r~sistance and has a 
copper sleeve over its iron core, so that it offers as little impe
dance as possible to talking current. Running from battery 

to the contact of the rotary relay, R. R., is a 100 ohm resist
ance. The release line is continued through the contact of 
the vertical relay, R. R., to the private banks of the first select
ors. On release, both ·relays pull up simultaneously and oper
ate the release magnet through the back release relay over the 
release trunk. · 

Since the first installation described in these two chapters 
additional exchanges have been put in, all automatic, following 
the scheme of ultimately covering the entire city with auto
matics as fast as traffic calls for increased facilities. The 
problems brought out by the multiplicity of offices and long 
trunks have called for additional inventions, which really come 
-later· in the logical development of. the history. 
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28. The Battle Creek System 
The trunk release which was tried out at Los Angeles 

was so successful that it was improved. As is usual, the 
improYement consisted in a simplification of the release 
circuit cut.ting down the number of circuits which were 
linked together from the first selector to the conne~tor. 
The first installation of this improvement was at Battle 
Creek, Mich., in 1904. It was a 10,000 system and had.first 

Fig. 101. Battle Cr-eek Second Selector, -with Improved Trunk 
R-elease. 

selectors, second selectors," and connectors. The first se
elector was identical with that at Los Angeles, except that 
the back release relay (in the private wiper) was made 
0.5 ohm instead of 8 ohms. This reduction was made to 
give a greater margin of safety, since the back release re
lay must not pull up when in series with the private mag
net testing for a non-busy trunk. 

The second selector is shown in Fig. 101. The rotary 
relay as usual controls the private magnet. The vertical 
relay contact, D, controls the Yertical magnet through 
contact C on the private magnet. The feeler for a non
busy trunk is composed of the private wiper, back release 
relay, and the private magnet, connected to negative bat
tery; but the half-ohm back release relay will not act 
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that if either relay be"energized alone the contact willlio\'l 
quite be made. But if both vertical and rotary "ielayJ 
be pulled up at once, A and B will meet, closing th'e :gaP,: 
in the release line. This is the means used for releasing 
from uncompleted connection. If for any reason the" sec~: 
ond selector fails to complete its cycle of operations;::()~' 
after pulling the first digit the subscriber decides not \6' 
complete the call, he may get away by merely hanging 
up his receiver. This grounds the vertical and rotary line$: 
closing A-B. Negative .battery will then flow throilgb': 
momentarily. The vertical and rotary relays will pull up~ 
the release magnet, contacts A-B, release trunk, privat~· 
wiper of first selector, its back release relay, and -levit 
3 of the side-switch, to ground. The release magnet :c1 
the second selector and the .back release relay of the first. 
selector are thus energized, the former releasing the sec:: 
ond selector, the latter operating the release magnet of 
the first selector, which performs a similar duty in that 
switch. 

The back release relay in the second selector has its con·~! 
tac.t wired in parallel with the contact A-B in the releaser: 
trunk. This allows it to act on the release magnet arid 
release trunk at one operation and is a marked advance~ 
in simplicity over the plan followed at Los Angeles. -

The connector wiring is shown in Fig. 102. The rotary 
relay controls the private magnet. The vertical relay oper-_ 
ates the vertical magnet, rot~ry magnet, and ringing relay,· 
depending on the position of side-switch 4. Its contact 
wire, M, is looped through a contact, C, on the private 
magnet to avoid moving any of the three above-named 
magnets while releasing. The busy test on the called line 
is made by rnean5 of the release magnet. \Vhen the called 

, has been selected, the last rotary impulse pulls up the 
rotary relay and the private magnet. Side-switch 3 is 
resting on the middle contact fO that when the private mag-
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Fig. 102. Connector with Improved Trunk Releaae, Battle CrMk. 

through the private magnet on account of the resistance 
of the latter. 

The release trunk from the first selector bank (private) 
goes through the special release springs, A B, on the ver
tical and rotary relays, to the release magnet and nega
tive battery. The adjustment of these springs is such 

net is pulled up negative battery is connected through the 
release magnet to the private wiper. If the latter is resting 
on ground, due to a busy condition, the release magnet will 
pull up, instantly relasing the connector. 

Not knowing that this has happened, the subscriber will 
press the ringing button, grounding the vertical line. As 
the side-switch and wipers are now again in their normal 
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condition due to the release, this act of attempting to ring 

will step the wiper shaft up one or more notches. This 

closes the off-normal switch, which connects the busy tone 

to the rotary line through side-switch 1. While waiting 

for the called station to answer, he will hear this tone, 

and will thus be informed that the line is engaged. 
The release after conversation is made through the con-

of Los Angeles. (Fig. 90,. ~t!f.l:!lifYik -L;!lJ 1~ 

irt1ii W'l•~) In Fig .. 103 it will be seen that the release 
of all the . switches is started by the joint action of two 

relays, the vertical and rotary in the connector, all the 

relays in the selectors being cut off the line. When the 

toll operator removes her cord plug a momentary ground

ing of both vertical and rotary lines takes places, as has 
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Fig. ·103. Scheme of Trunk Release, Battle Creek. 

tact A-B, as described for the second selector. The called 

subscriber can also release himself from the connection 

by hanging up, if he has previously rotated his dial one 

number or more. In hanging up, he will energize both 

the back signal relay and the back release relay, thereby 

pulling up .the release magnet. The circuit path over which 

this takes place is as follows: From negative battery 

through the release· magnet, to the right to· the contact 

of the back release relay, up to the contact of the back 

signal relay and thence to ground. 
The back signal relay is used alone for the purpose of 

signaling a toll operator. Vlhen an automatic subscriber 

desires a toll connection, he calls the toll desk by pulling 

a certain number on his dial. The toll operator answers, 

takes the details of the call, and informs the subscriber 

that he will be called as soon as the line is ready. When 

she has put the call through and the called party in the 

distant city is on the line, the toll operator with her dial 

selects the local subscriber and rings him with a button. 

When the local subscriber answers, she directs -him to 

pull "one" on his dial. He is then ready to proceed with 

the conversation. This single pull is to let down the 

ground spring in his instrument,· so that when he super

vises or hangs up, he will have ground connection to 

work with. At any time during the toll conversation he 

may signal the toll operator by pressing his ringing but

ton. Fig. 103 shows a skeleton of the whole connection 

from the repeating coil in the toll cord at the left, through 

first selector, second selector and connector to the called 

station at the right. It will be noticed that from the re

peating coil to the subscriber there are three bridges across 

the circuit, the supervisory relay on the toll cord, the ver

tical and rotary relays in the connector, to the left of the 

condenser, and the back signal release relays to the right. 

When the subscriber wishes to signal the toll operator, 

he presses his ringing button. This grounds the vertical 

line and pulls up the back signal relay. This relay puts 

a dead ground on the rotary line to the left of condenser 

C., so that current will flow through the rotary relay of 

the connector and half of the supervisory relay in the toll 

cord. The former has no effect. The latter pulls up and 

operates a signal in front of the operator, who gets in 

on the line and attends to his wants. 
This diagram sho~..-s the simplicity of the improved trunk 

release, especially if compared with the first trunk release 

been previously described. This causes the vertical and 

rotary relays in the connector to touch .contact A-B. 
Negative battery then flows through the release magnet 

over the release trunk to the back release relay in the 

second selector and then to ground. Both pull up, the 

former linking itself to the detents which hold the wiper 

shaft. The back release relay (in the second selector) 

closes the gap in parallel with A-B, thereby allowing cur

rent to flow through the release magnet over the release 

trunk back to the back release relay on the first selector 

on ground, due to a busy conditoin, the release magnet will 

second selector to release, while the back release relay of 

the first release energizes the release magnet of that switch. 

When the vertical and rotary relays of the connector fall 

back, opening contact A-B, all the relays and magnets in 

the chain of circuits fall back and the release is complete. 

There are three circuits in this chain and they are linked 

together by the back release relays in the simplest and 

most natural manner. The talking circuit is as clean as 

possible, consisting merely of two wires carried through 

good wiping contacts and a single pair of condensers, V>'ith 

only two bridges and no series coils. The use of the 

third wire (release trunk) made all this possible, and the 

improvement .certainly justified the expense. 



29. Switchroom Layouts 
.It is natural that in any new system time is required for 

oengin~ering practice to settle on the best . ways of doing 
things. The automatic switchboard was so different from 
manual boards that the methods of arranging apparatus and 
<:abies which were standard practice with the latter would 
-not fit the former. For some time ·no very definite practice 
-obtained, each case being wired as· thought best at the 
"time. ·In general, all the first selectors ·were put in one 
-place, the secona selectors grouped by themselves, and the 
connectors in still another group. This made the wiring 
-somewhat complicated, and made it difficult to trace the 
<:ourse of a call.in case a subscriber got "hung up," that is, 
·made a call wholly or in part and could not release. 

Finally certain well defined ideas on the grouping of 
-switches began 
to appear, and 
-this led to the 
revision of the 
arrangement of 
-the cables as 
well. It was 
·seen that inas
much as the 
·first selectors 
represented the 

-s u b' s c r i bers' 
lines, the con-
nectors which 

·serve them with 
;ncorning calls 
·si:lould be ~sso
ciated · · with 

'them, to make 
-the cabling 
short. More-

-over, if the 
-second selectors 
-can be associa
·ted in some 
\\•ay with the 
groups of first 
selectors which 

·they serve, it 
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sand that is serving all the subscribers whose numbers be
gi'n with "1," as "1248," or "1746." The next vertical row 
to tho right is the second thousand, all the n·urnbus be
ginning with "2," as "2365," or "2906." The last row is 
the "naught" thousand, and its numbers being in "0." In 
automatic work, "0" has the meaning of "ten," and is the 
tenth in any series. 

In each vertical row constituting a particular "thousand" 
the ten frames are arranged in a certain definite order. At 
the bottom is the "O" hundred or frame; above it ·come in 
order the. first hundred, second hundred, etc., to the ninth 
hundred or frame. The "0" frame contains· the first sdec
tors of the lines whose numbers are from 1000 to 1099; the 
first hundred has the numbers from 1100 to 1199; the third 

from 1300 to 
1399, etc. For 
example, in the 
first row at the 
left. (the first 
thousand) the 
third hundred 
w i II be 1300, 

· while the frame 
adjacent to the 
right wi II be 
2300, since it is 
in the second 
is in the second 
thousand. · I n 
each case, · tbe 
full number of ~ 
frame will be 
its own hun
dred number 
with the proper 
thousand . digit 
prefixed. The 

·full number of 
the subscribers 
whose first se
lectors are in 
the third frame 
of the first 
thousand will 

'will rna t erially 
aid in simplify

Fig. 104. Conventional Floor Plan of Automatic Exchange. be from 1300 to 
1399 inclusive, 

ing wiring and tracing calls through the various switches. 
Finally a plan of layout was devised by Mr. A. E. Keith 

·which solved the matter neatly and economically. Applica
tion for a patent was made March 9, 1905, and was issued 
:September 25, 1906, as No. 831876. The general arrange
ment is shown in Fig. 104, and may be termed 
a floor pla11. The switches are represented by short 
·vertical lines and are in groups, each group being mounted 
-on a frame. There are ten frames in each vertical row and 
ten rows, making a total of 100 frames. Each frame is in
·tended to represent the switches for serving 100 subscribers 
anil will consist of 100 first selectors, 'ten second selectors; 
and .ten connectors. Thus the size of the exchange illus
trated is ten thousa11d lines. 

The left vertical row of frames constitute the 'first thou-

while the corn:sponding frame in tbe second row or thou
sand will be from 2300 to 2399 inclusive. We may say, 
then, that the horizontal ro"'s contain frames of correspond
ing hundreds, although they are in. different thousands. 

\Ve now have the proposition of connecting any sub
. scriber in any of these frames to any other subscriber in 
a·ny frame.· Regarding the problem from the 5lutomatic 
point of view, we shall select the desired line in three 
steps. ·Fitst, we will pick out the desired thousand, '\·hich is 

· the first digit of the number. This 'duty is performed by a 
first selector switch. Second, we will pick out a particu
lar frame ot hundred-group in tlaat thousa11d, which is the 
second digit of the number. This duty is performed by :t 
second switch. Third, we will pick out a certain number 
in the selected frame; which number i!! the last two digits 
in the whole call number. This last duty is ·perfo~med by 
the coriRecfor switch. 

!11 
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Reference to Fig. 104 will also show the manner of run

ning the cables which are to trunk the ·calls.' The. short 
vertical lines at the bottom of each frame represent the 
100 first selectors belonging to that hundred group. At the 
top of each short line is the bank of contracts for that 
switch. Cable 2 multiples together all these bank con
tacts in the first row of frames. Similarly a cable, 2, in 
each row, multiples together all the first selector bank con
tacts in all the frames of that row. 

One-tenth of the wires in cable 2 end in second selectors, 
A, in the 1000 frame, another tenth of the wires end in 
second selectors, A' A', in the 2000 frame, and so on to the 
0000 frame. In the cable 2 which serves the second hori
-zontal row (frames 1JOO, 2100, 3100, etc.) each tenth of the 
wires end in second selectors in some frame of that hori
zontal row. This is true of all the horizontal rows. 

In the same way the second selector bank contacts of 
each thousand are multipled together by cables 3. Taking 
the left vertical row of frames (the first thousand) as an 
example, one-tenth of the wires in cable 3 terminate in con
nectors C, in the 1000 frame . Another tenth end in connect
ors, C' C', in the· 1100 frame, and so on·to the 1900frame. In 
each frame the banks of the connectors, C, are multipled 
together and run in cable 4 to the first selectors, where 
they are attached to the subscriber tines leading out of the 
exchange to the substations. Cable 4 is called the "normal" 
-cable. 

If a subscriber in the 1000 frame desires connection with 
a subscriber in the 3200 frame, the former will first operate 
his own selector in the 1000 frame. This machine will pick 
out a non-busy trunk in cable 2, ;.vhich ends in a second 
selector, A, in the 3000. frame. He will now manipulate 
this second selector, causing it to pick out a non-busy 
trunk in cable 3, leading upward· and ending in a connec
tor C'', in the '3200 frame. This coimector will pick out 
the individual subscriber in that frame. 

·But if the subscriber in the 3200 frame calls for any one 
in the 1000 frame,. his path will be as follows: From his 

In order to show the relations of the fran~es, swit~li~~<; 
.. ' and cables more clearly Fig. 105 has been prepared: ·: 1t' 

shows a portion of four thousands, but it may be un3~-i~ 
stood. as extending both to the right and back so as···tb~ 
include the 100 frames of a ten thousand line exch~ri~1 
Examine closely the frame nearest, that is, the 1000 frarti~ 
A. Here the switches are each represented by a tb.lcl{~ 
heavy vertical line. The ·bank of contacts for ~acJi~~t 
represented by the arc of a circle just below the vcrti~~ 
line. There are four horizontal rows of first selectors;:;f~ 
each row having 25 machines. On the top shelf of fthi 
frame are the second selectors,Y, while the connector~/~ 
occupy the rest of the shelf. From the banks of the '£rs{~ 
selectors cable 5 carries all the connections to a ternJJit1 
strip, 6. In the next frame to the right; B, which 1~;:{~~ 
2000 frame, a similar cable carries all the first selector·.han'IC'\ 
wires to the terminal strip, 8, exactly ~;ke 6. This is~~ 
of all the first selector bank cables, 5, In all the frarneshSQ"~ 
that at the upper right hand corner of each frame is 3\{~ 
rninal strip with wires from all the first selector banks'-_>)'ti 
that frame. :,~ 

The first selector multiple cable, 7, runs from terrri!'ri'~~ 
strip 6, to terminal strip 8, rnultipling all the,. termitlaif 
together. This cable continues on to the right from stflP~. 
to strip, so that all the first selector banks in all -:t't~ . . r··-:·~t:"naught" hundreds are multipled together, regardless~f1 
what thousand they are in. "~~ 

In the 1000 frame, A, 11 is the first selector trunk cablef 
which taps one-tenth of the circuits in the first selectof':· 
multiple cable, 7, at the terminal strip, 6. It carries th~s~', 
ten circuits to the second selectors, Y. These ten circuiH~ 
all come from the first or bottom level of the first selectofj 
banks in frames A, B, C, etc., that is, from all the .. 0'~
frarnes in the various thousands. In the 2000 frame, B; 
another ten circuits are tapped out of the first selector 
multiple cable at the terminal strip, 8, and t;unning through 
the first selector trunk cable end in the second selectors :in 
that frame. These ten circuits come from the second leve.l 

Fig. 105. Frame and Cable Arrangement. 

own first selector in the 3200 frame through cable· 2 to 
the left· to a second selector in .the 1200 frame; thence 
through -cable 2 downward to a connector in the 1000 frame, 
from this connector to the first selector of the .called line, 
and from there out to the substation. 

in the first selector banks in frames A, B, C, etc. In a simi~. 
lar way the circuits corning from any level in the first 
selector banks terminate in second . selectors in the "0" 
frame of the thousand which that level represents. 

In the same way the first selector bank cables, first selec: 



tor multiple cables, and first selector trunk cables unite all 
the "100" frames in the next row back, that is, D, E, F, 
etc., which are the 1100, 2100, 3100, etc., frames respectively. 
The same scheme of cabling holds for all the rows. 

The second selector bank cables are handled in exactly 
the same way, though in the illustration (Fig. 105) the 
terminal strips are omitted. But the term "second selector 
bank cable" applies to the cable extending from the second 
selector banks to that terminal strip. The term "second 
selector multiple cable" means the cable which multiples 
together all the terminal sti:ips in a given thousand, while 
the "second selector trunk cables" extend from the termi
nal strips to the connectors, each cable tapping off ten of 
the 100 circuits. 

Fig. 106 shows how the bank contacts of all the first sel
ectors in any frame are multipled _together. Each curved 
row of contracts, A, may be taken .to represent a certain 
level in a certain first selector .. F9rty of these are shown, 
but the principle applies to the full 100. ·If we say that 
these are the first level contacts, then it will be seen that 
contact No. 1 of that level is wired· to contact No. 1 of 
each and every other first selector bank in this frame. This 
point-for-point connecting is consistently followed through 
all the levels. All these wires lead into one· cable, 5, which 
runs up to the terminal strip, 6, of Fig. 105. 

All the circuits corning thus from a given level (Fig. 
106) finally e.nd in second selectors in some thousand. In 
each level there are ten sets of contacts, hence there are 
ten second selectors at the other end. This is done to 
give a plurality of chances of getting the desired connec
tion. Suppose this to be the fifth level. If some person m 
this frame calls for a number in thoe fifth thousand, his ver
tical and rotary wipers will occupy the trunk ttl the first 
one of the ten second selectors in the fifth thousand. At 
the same time his private wiper wili ground the corres
ponding contact in the private bank; thereby making it 
"busy." 

If another person in this frame also calls for the fifth 
thousand, his private wiper will find the first trunk busy, 
and will be forced to take the secon-d circuit, ending in the 
second one of the ten second selectors; A similar action 
occurs if several trunks are busy, the wipers being rotated 
automatically until a non-busy circuit is found. 

As far as the calls from this frame to any given thou
sand are concerned, the first one of the ten second select-

Fig. 106. Multlpllng of First Selector Banka, 

ors will be busy more than any of the rest, since it is 
always the first to be chosen. The second machine will be 
used less than the first one, but more than the third, 
fourth, etc. Finally the last ones might rarely if ever be 
called on for service. 
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This brings us up to the exact manner of connecting the 

first selector multiple cable, 7, Fig. 105, which runs from 
frame to frame, multipling together all the banks of all · 
the frames in a row. · This cable necessarily connects like 
levels together, since each level corresponds to a certain 

Fig. 107. Method of Rotating Connections In Fll'&t Selector 
Multiple \..able. ,. 

thousand. If the wires from individual contacts in each 
level are multipled point for point through all the frames, 
it will result in a very· unequal distribution of the work on 
the second selectors. The first machine of the ten in any 
frame would be worked the hardest, the second a -little less, 
and so on to the last, which would receive the least of the 
traffic. 

To obviate this, the connections are rotated, as will be 
described. 

In Fig. 107, let 17 represent one level of contacts in a 
first selector in the"O" hundred in the first thousand. Since 
all the first selector bank contacts in a frame are multipled 
to'gether point for point, 17 may represent a certain level 
in all these hundred first selectors. Also let 18 represent 
the corresponding level of contacts in the first selectors of 
the "0" hundred of the second thousand. Then 19 ~·ill be 
the same in the third thousand, and so on through the ten 
frames represented. 

The ten circuits proceeding from this level and in ten 
second selectors, 20, 21, 22, etc. If we consider 17, 18, 19, 
etc., to be the first levels, then the second selectors will be 
located in the first thousand. In the bank 17, the first, or 
left hand contact will be found to run to second selector 
20, which is 'the first machine of the group of ten. The 
second contact runs to the second machine, 21, the third 
contact to 22, and so on. In this way any call from the 
first thousand corning from the frame which 17 represents 
will have second selector 20 as its first choice, 21 as its sec
ond choice, 22 as third, etc. 

But notice that bank 18 has its first contact wired to sec
ond selector 21; the• second of the group. Hence any call 
for the first thousand coming from the frame which 18 
represents will have secorld selector 21 as its first choice, 
which will not interfere with the first choice of 17. In the 
same way the frame which 19 represents has second selec
tor 22 as its first choice, the rest of the bank contacts be
ing wired to the succeeding second selectors, in order. 

It will be readily seen that this method of wiring secures 
a fairly even load on the second selectors. -It also reduces 
the time required for a first selector to find a non-busy 
second selector. This automatic hunting must be.done in 
the interval between pulls of the subscriber's dial. If the 
first selector is forced to hunt past eight or nine busy 
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points, there is danger that the ·subscriber may pull the 
next digit before the work of the first selector is done. If 
the next series of impulses begins to come in before the 
first selector has found a uon-busy trunk, the first few im
pulses ·will be lost, resulting in a wrong number being ob
tained. If he intended to call 2749, he might get 2549, due 
to· a change in the second digit. 

This method of rotating the order of connections is ap
plied in exactly the same way to the second selector multi
ple cables, in order to equalize the work of the connector 
switches. 

30. Keith Line Switch 

In all the installations described hitherto, there was one 
first selector for each subscriber's line. As an automatic 
switch is a relatively expensive affair, it. will be recognized 
that considerable capital is tied up in selectors alone. If 
these switches were in. use all, or nearly all of the time, 
we might say that the expense is justified. 

Experience has proven that for manual switchboards the 
average maximum number of simultaneous calls in any 
group of subscribers will not exceed ten per cent of the 
number of telephones. That is, in every hundred there will 
be not over ten connections up. Hence, if the same ratio 
holds for automatic work, even during the busy hour of 
t,he day only ten first selectors will be in use. But obser
vations have shown that the average number of connections 
~P. at. any: instant on .an .automatic switchboard rarely· ex~ 
ceeds five per cent. This is due largely to the instan
taneous release ·which the automatic affords. On the man
cal board part of the cords are tied up by connections which 
the operator has not had time to pu~l down. Also it has 
been noted so uniformly as to be the undoubted truth that 
~tople answtr the automatic telephone more quickly than 
they do the manual. Accepting five per cent as the aver
age maximum traffic, 95 per cent of the first selectors are 
i;:l!e even. during the busy hour. 

If a group of 100 subscribers could be so arranged as to 
use ten first selectors jointly, there would be a saving of 
90 per cent in the cost of first selectors, and they form the 
largest single item in the central office. This 90 per cent 
saving is partly offset by the cost of the device which is 
to render the ten first selectors accessible to the 100 sub
scribers. 

The need for such a machine was recognized early by the 
Automatic Electric Company, but it was not till 1904 that 
it was sufficiently perfected to put out into service. On 
Nov. 3, of that year, the Keith type line-switch was In· 
stalled at Wilmington, Del. The credit for the invention 
of this wonderful machine belongs to Mr. E. A. Mellinger, 
"'hose skill has been displayed at many points in the de
velopment of the automatic. 

The line-switch consisted essentially of 100 rows of 
springs. Each horizo~tal row contained ten sets of springs, 
arranged on the arc of a circle. Each set consisted of four 
springs and four contacts, arranged as in Fig. 108, S and C. 
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Fig. 108. Lfne•awlteh-Detalla of Plunger Mechanism. 

The springs of a given row were multipled together, and 
connected to the three magnets on a .certain line. In this 
way the horizontal rows. each corresponded to one of the 
subscribers' lines. In each horizontal row the first set of 

contacts, C C, are multipled together and lead to a first 
selector. The second set of contacts in all the rows lead 
to another first selector, and so em for the ten selectors. 

A long rod, A, fitted with a .rubber roller, P, is adapted 
to be forced in between the springs of any set, thereby 
forcing the springs outward till they touch their respective , 
contacts. This connects a subscriber's line to one of the 
first selectors. This roller and rod, A, are known as the 
"plunger." It is carried by an arm, 13, to the end of which 
it is pivoted. The fan-shaped tail of the plunger has a 
notch which fits over a projectin·g edg~ _of the plunger 
guide. The latter is a vertical bar, pivoted at the top and 
bottom ·and arranged to hold all the plungers in line and 
opposite the sets of contacts· connected to a certain first 
selector. 

When a subscriber calls up, his own plunger is moved 
away from the plunger . guide, and, entering the set of 
springs of its hori7ontal row, forces them apart,. connect
ing that line to the first selector which is idle. At the same 
time the plunger guide is automatically moved a little, so 
as to point all the remaining 99 plungers at the next set of 
springs. If a second line riow calls, it will get the next 
first selector, and the remaining 98 plungers will be rotated 
to the next' first selector. 

Each plunger is controlled by the lever, B, and the set 
of magnets, which are mounted on a small plate and con
stitute a r~movable unit. In Fig. 108 these magnets are 
shown at the left. One set of bank springs is shown, ·but 
placed edgewise, which is not their natural p~sition. The 
rest of the apparatus is shown as it would appear if viewed 
from above. Lever B is pivoted t<;> the plate at C, while 
the other end rests against a stop, D, on the trip magnet 
armature, E. Lever B has riveted \o it a spring, ~· whose 
free end is held by a link, G, the latter being attached to an 
adjustable screw .in the end . of E. The t~nsion of the 
spring, F, tends to drive the plunger, A, into the ban~, 
but motion is prevented by the stop, D. But when the tnp 
magnet in energized, in attracting its armature, E, it re
moves the stop, D, from lever B. The latter then, driven 
by the spring, forces the plunger, into the set of springs 
opposite which it has been standing. . 

The trip magnet armatnre, E, is pivoted to the free end 
of the release magnet armature, H. \Vhen the release 
magnet is energized and pulls up, stop D is moved beyond 
the end of lever B, so that when the release magnet falls 
back the pressure of the spring, F, withdraws th'e plunger 
from the set of springs in the line-switch bank 

The mechanical arrangement of spring F, whereby it is 
made to produce these two opposite motions, is quite inter
esting and worthy of notice. The natural tendency of the 
spring is away from the pivot C, to bend itself still more 
than shown in the figure. · The motion which it produces 
will always be that which is n~cessary to increase the dis
tance between its free end and the lever B. Link G trans
mits the force of the spring to the armature E, and by 
stop D this force is exerted on the left end .of lever B to 
which the spring, F, is itself attached. Thus -;<e ?ave a 
force acting with a tendency to produce rotation m ~ne 

direction at the free end of· F, and the same force tendmg 
to· cause rotation in the opposite direction at D. Since the 
l~ver arm from C to D i~ longer than from C to G, the 



moment of the former will be greater, and the !eYer B will 
be forced back against the plunger guide. This motion al
lows spring F to follow its tendency to curl away from 
lever B. 

When stop D is removed from contact with the left end 
. of B the conditions are changed. Armature E, against 

Fig. 109. Line-switch, as Installed at Wllmlngto_n, Del. 

which the spring F is pulling can not move any farther, 
being against a stop. Hence the only motion which will 
allow the spring to curl ·away from lever B· is for the left 
end to move back, driving the right end forward, carrying 
the ·plunger into the springs of the oank. 

The plunger guide ·(which by its position determines 
which first selector shall be used by the next line to call 
up, is under the control of a ·motor magnet. This motor 
magnet, known as the "master switch magnet," acts, 
through a ratchet, on a center wheel on which are cams 
operating a lever attached to the plunger guide. In prac
tice the 100 line units (of Fig.· 108) are divided into· four 
groups of 25 plates each. Each group of 25 has its own 
guide bar; controlled by the center wheel. As the center 
wheel revolves it moves all four plunger guides in exact 
synchronism, keeping all the idle plungers pointed at the 
same sets of bank springs. . 

A simplified diagram of the circuits of the master switch 
<>.nd one of .the· line units is sho~n in Fig .109. C,, S,, S,, 
and S,, are one set of springs and are adapted to touch 
the contacts C,, C:, C., and C,, respectively. The springs 
are multipled to all the other springs in the same hori
zontal row and represent a certain line. The contacts are 
multipled to corresponding contacts in all the rows, and 
represent a certain first selector. \Vhen the plunger oper
ates in this position, the four springs shown make contact 
with the four contacts shown. 

The vertical and rotary lines coming from the left are 
the subscriber's wires from the substation. They are nor
mally short-circuited by the main spring C and one back 
contact, A, of the bridge cut-off relay, both being connected 
through B with the trip magnet and negative (main) bat
tery. Thus, a ground on either line will cause the trip mag
net to operate. 

The master switch magnet has attached to its armature 
a pawl which acts on the center wheel. It moves the latter 
on release, not on pulling up. The master switch magnet 
is controlled by the master switch relay, whose winding is 
in two parts. Each winding is of 1,500 ohms resistance, 
and the two are connected in opposition, so that although 
normally there is current ·flowing, the armature is not at
tracted. 

Attached to the plunger guide is a wiper, W, which moves 
over the master switch bank. Each point of the latter is 
tapped onto the reelase trunk of one of the first selectors. 
The position of the wiper corresponds to that of all the 
idle plungers. 

The first selector circuit which works with the line
~witch is given in Fig. 110. The general arrangement of 
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relays and magnets is the same as has been described be
fore, and merits no special comment. The special features" 
introduced by the line-switch are as follows: The release 
trunk coming from the line-switch bank runs to a contact;' 
C, on the release magnet. This contact is operated· mo- ~ 
mentarily by the back kick of the armature when the release' 
magnet is de-energized. The off normal relay (5,500 ohms)c. 
is also attached ·to the release trunk, and to the first contact; 
of side-switch 4. The off normal relay controls the indi-·, 
vidual· off normal lamp. . 

The operation of the apparatus will now be described. 
The substation dial is arranged to give a preliminary im
pulse on the rotary wire during the pulling of the dial for 
the first digit. This allows current to flow from ground.· 
over the rotary wire to contacts A and B of the bridgeO: 
cut-off relay, Fig. 109, through the trip magnet, contact B)i 
and the master switch magnet to negative battery. Thi!?o 
energizes the trip magnet, but not the master switch magJb 
net, on account of the low resistance ( 60 ohms) of the·: 
latter. The action of the trip magnet lets the plunger fiy~ 
into the set of springs, S,, S,, etc., forcing them againSt~ 
their respective contacts. 

At S, and S. the vertical and rotary lines are connected 
straight through to the first selector. At S. the bridge cut
off relay is grounded &nd energized, disconnecting the trip 
magnet at B, taking the short circuit off the lines at A, arid 
connecting up the vertical normal at D. At S, the release· 
is connected to the release trunk leading to the first se·~ '. 
lector. This last act places the release magnet (60 ohms) 
as a shi.mt around the winding N of the master switch .re
lay, since the master switch wiper, W, is resting on this 
release trunk. This practically short-circuits the N wind
ing, whereupon the M winding becomes effective and pulls 
up the armature, closing contact F. The master switch 
magnet now pulls up until its pawl catches the next tooth 
on the center wheel. Just then contact E breaks, cutting 
off the current, and a spring forces the armature back, 
carrying with it the pawl and center wheel. By this means 
the plunger guide is made to move all the idle plungers 
one notch over, so that each is opposite the next first se
lector. The master switch wiper, H', partakes of this mo
tion and now rests on the next contact to the right, which 
is tapped onto the release line cf the first selector which 
will be used next. 

When the line switch tripped in on the first selector, the 
release magnet of the former became connected to the re
lease trunk of the latter and fed negative battery to it. In 
Fig. 110 it will be seen that this caused current to flow 
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Fig. 110. First Selector to Work with L1ne•swltch, Wilmington. 

through the off normal relay~ pulling it tip .. On account 
of ·its high resistance (5,500 ohms) it prevented the release 
magnet of the line-switch from energizing. The off nor
mal relay caused the individual off normal lamp to light. 
If for any reason the ·apparatus failed to work, this light . 
would continue to burn, calling the attention of the attend-
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ant. But if the call procee.ds as it should; the lamp will 
almost immediately go out and the rotary off normal lamp 
light instead. . 

It will be observed that the line-switch adds no impedi
ment to the talking or signaling circuit, the vertical and 
rotary lines thrcugh it being clear of all attachments. The 
third wire (release trunk) takes care of the auxiliary func
tions. 

J n releasing, the vertical ai\d rotary line wires are 
grounded at the substation in the standard matiner. This 
causes the connector to release itself and also to feed cur
rent back over the release trunk to release ti1e second 
selector, as has been previously described. In turn. the 
second selector feeds battery back over the r~lease trunk 
to thh back release relay of the first selector, Fig. llO, pull
ing it up. This en·ergizes the release magnet, which, when 
released, momentarily closes contact C, sending an impulse 
to the release magnet of the line-switch, Fig. 109, releasing 
the latter. The plunger being withdrawn from the bank 
springs rests against the plunger guide till the latter has 
rotated far enough to allow the notch on the fan-shaped 
tail, F1g. 108, to fit over the edge of the plunger guide. 

Fig. 111 shows the change made in a single 100 group 
by the use of the line-sV-·itch. The space inside the broken 
line would, on the old system, be filled with 100 first se
lectors. These are now replaced by the line-switch and 
ten first selectors. There is a great reduction in the space 
required in an exchange. 

31. The sub-office 
The cost of a telephone plant may be divided into three 

dasses: 
1. Cost of apparatus. 
2. Cost of land and buildings. 
3. Cost of wire plant. 
The last is the largest item. It may be from half to 

two-thirds of the total cost of the exchange. Losses in it 
are to be carefully watched. If by any device its. cost can 
be reduced, it should be provided. 

Suppose we have 100 subscribers living three miles frorr. 
a central office, from which they are supplied with tele
phone service. To give them satisfactory service will re
quire 100 circuits three miles long. During the greater 
portion of the day these lines are idle, and even at the 
busy hour perhaps only ten of them may be in use at any 
one time, the other 90 being unused. To prevent this waste 
of unused property party lines have been proposed. They 
are at best a poor remedy. If we put a sufficient number 
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Fig. 111. Cabling and Arrangement of Llne·swltch In a 100 Frame. 

of stations on each circuit to secure the desired wire plant 
economy, the service will be intolerably bad. On the other 
hand, if we limit the number of stations per circuit to the 
number which will give first-class service, the economy of 
wire is lost. There is only one thing to do, limit the 
number of circuits serving our 100 subscriber group to that 

required by the busy hour traffic and make e .. ch of the 
circuits anilable to all the subscribers. 

:~lith t~e manual system, the only way to accomplish 
this end IS to place a branch switchboard at the center 
of the 100 substations, with an operator to trunk the calls 
to t~e main o~ce. But. the fixed charges of rental, oper
ators wages, hght, heat, etc. ,~nake this more expensive 
than ·to extend the whole 100 circuits to the main office. 
Clearly, some. mechanical device for switching is the only 
way to work economy in this .direction if dealing with 
small groups . 

.. A close examination of Fig. 111 will show how a begin
mng was made in this direction by the invention of the 
line-switch. It will be seen that the line-switch hank cable 
and the second selector trunk cable each contain ten cir
cuits. It is therefore possible to remove the line-switch 
and the ten connectors from the main office and install 
them in t~e center of the 100 substations, connecting them 
to the mam office by 30 wires. This is actually what was 
done, for the first time at Dayton, Ohio, and it prond to 
be a very great success. 
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32. Party Lines 
Oric of the attempts of telephone engineers to econo

mize wire was the introduction of the party line. The sav
ing was partly offset by the more complicated and costly 
apparatus required for selective ringing, yet the party line 
proved a money-maker and spread rapidly all over the 

-country. The automatic system was built up on the idea 

Fig. 112. Outline of Scheme for Ringing Party Lines. 
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l·ycle ringing current respectively. The result of this ar
rangement is that if any telephone in the exchange ca11s 
"2424", the switches will act as follows: The first digit 
will step his first selector up two notches and select a non
busy trunk to the second thousand in which the desired 
line ends. The next digit, 4, will trunk the connection to 
one of the connectors in the 400 frame. The last two 
digits, 2 and 4, will lift and rotate the wipers of this con
nector till they rest on contact 24. On pressing the ring
ing button the relay will send out on the called line, L, 
the only current with which it is supplied, 33 cycle. This 
current will pass through all the bells on the line, but will 
ring only the one at A, which is tuned to that frequency. 

But if the number 2524 had been pulled on the dial, the 
call would have been directed into the 500 frame and would 
have ended on contact 24 of one of the ten connectors be
longing to that fra:ine. It thus gets to the same line, L. 
Since all these connectors are supplied with 50 cycle cur
rent, the act of ringing will send out that frequency, ring-· 
ing the bell at B. It is perfectly obvious that station C 
may be called by the number 2624 and station D by 2724. 
To place the numbers in a form more easily remembered, 
they have been tabulated as follows: 

of individual lines, that is, one subscriber per line. Natu- Station on Line. Call Number. 
rally the objection was urged against the new system that A 2424 it could not supply party line service. Though aiming at B 2524 another end, it was necessary to meet this demand, and C 2624 supply it until something better should be forthcoming. D 2724 

In the main, two problems confronted the engineers. It is the "hundreds" digit ·which fixes the s.tation called. 
The first was the selective ringing of the called station By this arrangement the calling subscriber need not know 
without special manipulations on the part of the user. The that he is calling a party line, for the call number will 
second was to ring back on the same line that originated have nothing about it to mark it as different from "straight" 
the call. The Thompson and Robes system, employing or "special" indh·idual lines. 
biased bells, two from each wire to ground, could not be For calls proceeding from any station on the party line, 
used, since both wires must be clear for operating the cne first selector i·s provided as indicated. In the same way 
switches. The harmonic system, which was developed by 99 other 4-party lines are wired up in the four frames. 
Mr. W. W. Dean, was the only one adapted to the purpose, Each of the frames will have the full number of second 
being free from grounds at all times. Hence it was selectors and connectors, but only 100 first selectors are 
adopted. required. The 100 party lines thus handled occupy as many 

The manner of allowing the calling subscriber to deter- call numbers as if all the 400 stations were on individual mine which frequency of ringing current shall be turned . · 
onto the called line is simple and interesting. Referring r-----;:::==========:::::-------1 
to Fig. 112, let the four rectangles represent four. of the .....-----_:•:!:".+:·~·;?--..._ __ ...... lll~ 
frames of an exchange, each frame holding apparatus for 
serving 100 subscribers' lines. We may suppose them to ,...---Tll-1~Jifr=~~il=~~~~Jjj_o= 
be in the second thousand. The' connectors alone are rep-
resented, three of each being shown. The line L repre
sents the line circuit, on which are four telephones. The 
four bells differ from each other in that they are tuned 
to ring on the frequencies set down opposite them. The 
first station, A, rings on 33 cycle current, B on 50, C on 
66, and D on 16. 

In the office the line L is multipled to th'e banks of all 
the connectors. Let us suppose that this line has 24 for 
its last two digits. It v?ill then be wired to bank con
tacts 24 in each of the ten connectors in the 400 frame 
as shown. The same line is also multipled .to contacts 24 
of each connector in the 500, .600, and 700 frames. 

The ringing relays of all the connector.s in the 400 frame 
are wired .~·ith 33 cycle current, while the relays of the 
500, 600, and 700 frames are supplied with 50, 66, and 16 

Fig. 113. First Seleetor for· Party Line. First· Installed at 
• Mlamlaburg, Ohio. 

lines. But it ~·ill be noted that there is a saving of 300 
first selectors and 300 line circuits in -the wire plant. 

THE :REVERTING CALL. 

Suppose that a person desires to call a station on his 
own line. He will pull the first digit calling for his own 
thousand, for example, 2. A ground is thus placed on his 
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own private wire which is multipled to contact 24 of each 
of the connectors in the four frames. Any call coming in 
through them will strike this ground, release the connector 
and give the busy tone. His next pull will trunk him to 
one of these connectors corresponding to the frequency 
of the desired station. When he pulls the last two digits, 
he will be connected to his own line, but this has been 
made busy by the act of calling, so that the call cannot be 
completed. 

The problem was to devise a plan whereby this ground 
could be momentarily taken off the private normal, to al
low the connector to get in if the call came back to its 
own line. The means are shown in Fig. 113. This is a 
bridging first selector such as was installed at Miamisburg, 
Ohio, June, 1905. It was a 1,000 system, and therefore 
had only first selectors and connectors. The vertical and 
rotary lines from the substation come in at the left. The 
vertical line normally goes through the vertical relay to 
negative battery, which it gets through contact 6 of the 
bridge cut-off relay. The rotary line is open at the off 
normal switch, but if the latter be closed connection is 
had to negative battery through contact 7 of the bridge 
cut-off relay and winding of the rotary relay. The rotary 
relay contact, 8, controls the private magnet as usual. The 
vertical relay controls the vertical magnet, but if the priv
.ate magnet be energized it will ground the release magnet 
through contact 10 of the private magnet. 

The bridge cut-off relay is used to cut battery off the line 
when receiving a call, and is wired from negative battery 
to the first contact of side-switch 3. 

The real innovation consists in the addition of a private 
normal switching relay, which handles the private normal 
wire in the manner which will be described. Its· armature, 
or main spring, 13, is wired directly to the private normal, 

. which it connects through bac.l( contact 14 to the private 
wiper. The front contact, 15, is connected through a 500 
ohm winding to the end of the bridge cut-off relay which 
goes to side-switch 3. The 250 ohm winding runs from 
negative battery to main spring 8 of the rotary relay, so 
that it is under the control of the latter, as is similarly the 
_private magnet. Every time the rotary relay energizes it 
pulls up simultaneously th~ private magnet and the private 
normal switching relay, since they are in parallel. 

The connector, Fig. 114, differs little from the bridging 
type which has been described before, but the changes are 
very important for the operation of party lines. The 
rotary relay carries an extra spring and contact, which are 
looped into the release magnet circuit. The release mag
net is made to release the connector switch on pulling up, 
not on falling back, as in other switches. On the wiper 

Fig. 114. The Miamisburg Type of Connector for Bridging Party 
Line. 

sid,e of the condensers are bridged the two back release 
relays, each 500 ohms, so that the called subscriber can 
release if necessary. 

The ringing current is furnished by a motor-generator 
set consisting of a motor direct connected to four a: c. 
ringin'g generators. These give the four frequencies for 

harmonic ringing. The fields of these generators are nor
mally unexcited. The ringing relay of the connector has 
a special relay, M, cut ion series with it. This relay M con
trols the field current for the generator giving the particu
lar frequency which this connector uses. Thus, when the 
ringing relay i3 energized, the relay M simultaneously ex
cites the field of the generator. 

The private magnet is peculiar in that the second upper 

Fig. 115. Condition While a Reverting Call Is Being Made. 

tooth is cut off, leaving only one. The effect of this change 
will appear in the discussion 'of operation which follows. 

If a station on a party line calls some one on another 
line, the operation of both first selector and connector is 
essentially the same as any bridging system. But if it be 
a reverting call, coming back to a station on its own line, 
the action is as follows: The description must make free 
use of· both Figs. 113 and 114, and in the rapid changes 
from one to the other the reader will be obliged to fol
low the diagrams with care. 

'VI'hen the first digit has been pulled, the off normal 
switch in the first selector, Fig. 113, is closed, giving a 
connection through that switch over the vertical and 
rotary lines, with the vertical and rotary relays bridged 
across, negative battery being tapped on at the center. 

On pulling the second digit the vertical relay in the con
nector, Fig. 114, operates the vertical magnet through side
switch 4, stepping the wiper shaft up. The following 
ground on the rotary line energizes the rotary relay, 
which pulls up the private magnet. On falling back, the 
prh·ate magnet lets the end of the side-switch lever, S, slip 
to the second 16wer notch, thereby moving all the side
switch members to their second positions. At 1 and 2 this 
does nothing. At 3 the private wiper is connected to con
tact C of the rotary relay. At 4 the control of the vertical 
relay is switched to the rotary magnet. 

The last digit pulled sends a series of impulses on the 
vertical line, operating the vertical relay, which in turn 
operates the rotary magnet through side-switch 4. This 
rotates the wipers to the called line, ·which in this case is 
the same as the calling. At the end of the series of im
pulses on the vertical and before the impulse on the 
rotary, the wipers of the connector, Fig .. 114, are resting 
on the normal wires of the first selector, Fig. 113. The 
vertical wiper is on the vertical normal, rotary wiper on 
the rotary normal, and private wiper on private normal. 

N 0'11', when the last impulse comes in on the rotary line, 
the rotary relays in both first selector and connector will 
be pulled up simultaneously. In the first selector, Fig. 
l13, the rotary relay will energize the private magnet and 
the private normal switching relay at once. The latter 
switches the private normal from ground at side-switch 3 
to negative battery through the bridge cut-off relay. In the 
connector, Fig. 114, the rotary relay closes contacts B and 
C. Contact C connects the release· magnet to the private 
wiper to test the private wiper, but since the private nor
mal switching relay of the first selector has removed 
ground from it, nothing will happen. Contact B win cause 
the private magnet in the connector, Fig. 114, to pull up. 
Since the second upper tooth has been cut away, the side
switch will immediately snap into its third position. 



At. 1 and 2 the line will be connected through. At 3 
the private wiper is grounded. This causes current to flow 
from ground through side-switch 3, private ·wipo:r, over the 
private normal to the first selector, Fig. 113, through the 
contacts 13 and 15 of the pri\'ate normal switching relay, 
through its 500 ohm ·winding, throngh the 1,300 ohm coil 

Flg. 116. Grand Rapids Party Line Switch. 

of the bridge cut-off relay, to negative battery. Thus the 
private normal switching relay is locked up, and the bridge 
cut-off relay pulled up, cutting off the vertical and rotary 
relays from the line. 

At 4, Fig. 114, the vertical relay control is switched to 
the ringing relay. Now, when the calling subscriber presses 

·his ringing key, he grounds the vertical wire. This pulls 
up the vertical relay in the connector, energizing the ring
ing generator, and the former connects ringing current to 
the vertical and rotary wipers. It flows over the vertical 
and rotary normals, Fig. 113, in the first selector, to the 
line where it rings the one of the four bells ·which is in 
tune '\\'ith it. Fig. 115 shows schematically the connections 
which are important during talking and ringing. The ro
tary line is broken in the first selector, while the Yertical 
is continued through. But this does not unbalance the line, 
since the rotary is in connection at the wipers of the con
nector. 

Since there are no relays connected to the line in the 
first selector it would seem impossible to release. But 
when the descending hook grounds both vertical and ro
tary lines, the two back release relays in the connector 
operate the release magnet, which kicks the wipers back 
to normal on the pull-up. Hence the con~ector will be re
set while the ground is yet on both wires. The removal 
of the ground from the pri\'ate normal lets the bridge cut
off relay in the first selector fall back, reconnecting both 
vertical and rotary relays in that switch. They i~medi
ately pull up, energize their release magnet, and complete 
the release of the connection. 

PARTY ·LINES AJ\D LINE-SWITCH. 

At Grand Rapids, Mich., the party line l\'as required to 
operate through local battery line-switches. Hence the re
mo\·al of the ground from the prh·ate normal during the 
reverting busy test had to be performed at the line switch 
instead of the first selector. This was done by bridging 
two 1,300 ohm relays across the line as shown in Fig. 116. 
Relay B is the private normal switching relay, but it merely 
removes the ground while the connector is making the test. 
The ground is then restored, which pulls up the bridge cut
off relay again so that the vertical normal will be con
nected to the vertical line. During the act of releasing 
both A and B pull up. Relay A restores the ground on the 
h~idge cut-off relay which B removes, thus preventing the 
trip magnet from being affected. 
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33. Sooth Bent am O.trrm Battery 
Up to this time (1904-5) the automatic system used dry cells 

in the substation instruments for talking purposes. There was 
a valid objection to this, since common battery working had 
demonstrated its superior qualities, and was demanded by 
progressive exchanges. Hence the automatic was rearranged to 

' § 
; 

Fig. 117. Circuit of Common Battery Wall Telephone, South Bend. 

meet the need. The first plant to operate on this system was 
at South Bend, Ind., which was installed in May, 1905. 

This installation was required to operate jointly with a man
ual board, both being in the same building. Calls originating 
from manual subscribers had to be completed manually by 
plugging into jacks connected to the lines of the automatic sub
scribers. The automatic subscribers also had to be able to com
plete their calls without an operator, using special connectors 
wired to the lines of the manual subscribers. The manual board 
was a Kellogg common battery 2-wire multiple. 

The revised substation circuit is shown in Fig. 117. In its 
norma! condition, hook down, the 500-ohm. bell and 2 M. F. 
condenser were alone across the line. The ground spring, Gr., 
is let down by the first turn of the dial, furnishing grotmd for 
the impulse springs, ringing button, and release springs. On the 
hook, finger F from the dial fonns the stop for the top spring A. 
When the hook is up, A and B close the talking circuit. During 
the dial mo\'ement finger F Cis lifted, opening the contacts A-B, 
thus separating the vertical and rotary lines while the impulses 
are going in. The talking set consists of an induction coiL with 
primary in series with the transmitter, the receiver being wired 
to the secondary winding. 

The first selector is shown in Fig. 118. The vertical and ro
tary lines from the substation nonnally pass through side
switches 1 and 2, contacts 6 and 7 of the bridge cut-off relay, 
vertical and rotary relays, to negative battery. The vertical 
relay controls the vertical magnet, or release magnet, as deter
mined by the private magnet. The rotary relay controls the 
private magnet. There is the usual relation between the ro
tary magnet and the private magnet in rotating to find a non
busy trunk, the former having an individual interrupter. The 
off normal switch is restricted to lighting the off normal lamp 
while the vertical impulses are coming in, going out as soon 
as rotation begins. 

All the steps of calling, except the last, are exactly like those 
of the trunk release first selector previously described, and 
need not be again described. When the non-busy trunk has 
been fpund, and the side-switch slips into the third position, 
member 3 becomes grounded to protect the tnmk line. The pri
vate normal wire, being tied 'to side-switch 3, shares its ground 
to protect from calls to this line from other stations. In addi
tion, the line jack on the manual board must be made busy, so 
that the overators will not put up a connection. 

On the Kellogg board the sleeve of the jack is at ground 
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potential when the line is. free,· but ha; some battery wh 
busy. Hence side-switch .. 5 is arranged to connect the priva~ 
normal grou.ndi~g relay through t~e. bridge cut-off relay to 
battery. Th1s g1ves the. sleeve of Jack the desired busy t 
condition. , es\ 

If· a call comes·. for this line from another automatic su: 
scriber, it comes through connectors and over the normal wire · 
When tne side-switch of the connector slips into the third pos~ 

. • 1 
t10n, 1t grounds the private normal. This pulls up the bridge' 
cut-off relay, cutting off the vertical and rotary relays of the 
first selector. The vertical wiper of the connector carries nega-: 
tive battery, which is fed through side-switch 2 and contact g 
of the bridge cut-off relay to the sleeve of the manual jack. 
This makes the latter busy. . 

When a connection is put up from a manual to an automatic 
subscriber, the operator plugs into the line jack of the latter 
with the standard Kellogg cord. The tip carries positive or 
ground battery through the 100 ohm supervisory relay. The 
sleeve . carries negative battery . through the 100 ohm control 
relay. This latter pulls up the private normal grounding >elay 
of the first selector, thereby grounding the private normal and 
operating the bridge cut-off relay. The former protects the 
connection, the latter switches the jack to the automatic sub
scriber's line, giving a ~lear circuit over which to ring. . 

The second selector, Fig. 119, is novel in that it has no side
switch. Its place is taken by the line switching relay, the cam 
switch, and certain functions of the private magnet. The bat
tery supply of the vertical and rotary magnets and· the private 
magnet is controlled by a back contact on the release magnet. 
The vertical. magnet is controlled by the vertical relay, and the 
private magnet by the rotary relay, as usual. But the front 
contact, 1, of the private magnet, connects the latter through 
the release relay to the private wiper for testing the lines in 
finding a non-busy trunk. 

The release trunk from the first selector bank goes through 
contacts A and B (open), the contact of the release relay being 
in parallel, to the release magnet and battery. Normally the 
cam switch on the wiper shaft holds the line switching relay 
connected to the release trunk. Therefore, when a first se-

Fig. 118. Common Battery Firat Selector, u Installed at South 
Bend. 

lector becomes connected to this second selector, and grounds 
the release trunk, the line switching relay is pulled up, connect
ing the vertical and rotary relays to the line. 

Now, as the ve:-tical impulses come in, the vertical magnet 
steps· the wipers up to the desired level. The single mtary im
pulse pulls up the rotary relay, and through it the private mag-

net. Instantly the rotary mag,;-et, getting ground through 2 
.and 3 of the private magnet, pulls up, rotating the wipers to the 
first trunk. The finger, F, of. the rotary magnet presses the 
arma~ure of the private magnet to the right; closing contact 1. 
If th1s first tr~nk is busy, the private wiper will find ground, 
50 that .the pnvate magnet will be held up, though the release 

· rday will not. The rotary relay may now fall back, for the 
5ucceeding operations are beyond its control. 

This first rotary motion caused the cam switch to move to 
the right, so that the line switching relay is changed from the 
release trunk to spring 2 of the private magnet. It is now held 
up through contact 2-3 while the non-busy trunk is being found. 

The rotary magnet having broken its own circuit by the con
tact at F, falls back and catches a new notch on the ratchet 
cylinder. Contact F closes, causing it to pull up, rotating the 
wipers to the next trunk, finger F holding contact 1 of the pri
vate magnet closed while the private wiper slips from one con
tact to the next. \Vhen a non-busy trunk is finaUy found, the 
lack of ground on the private wiper lets the private magnet 
fall back, which cuts off both rotary magnet and line switching 
relay. The latter cuts off the line relays and cuts the line 
through to the wipers. The private wiper has ground put on it 
by contact· 4 of the private magnet. 

The ordinary connector, Fig. 120, for calling automatic sub
scribers, differs materially from connectors previously described, 
for it is here that the changes are made to enable the feeding 
-of common battery for talking. The vertical and rotary relays, 
each of 400 ohms resistance, are in series with the two windings 
of the differential relay, DR. The two coils of the latter are 
connected so as to aid each other normally. The vertical line 
is tied permanently to negative battery. The rotary line, through 
the rotary and differential relays, goes to spring 6 of relay CR, 
where it normally gets negative battery. But relay CR may 
switch it to side-switch 3, where later it may get ground or 
positive battery. The differential relay, DR, controls the bat
tecy: feed to delay CV on its back contact, and the release mag
net and ringing relay on its front contact. 

Taken in detail, the operation is as follows: The impulses 
for the tens digit come in over the vertical line, pulling up 

· simultaneously the vertical and differential relays. The latter 
<loes nothing. The vertical relay grounds its spring, 7, and 
through the prh·ate magnet contact 9 and side-swit<;h 4 oper
ates the vertical magnet, stepping the wipers up to the desired 
level. Now comes one impulse on the rotary line, pulling up 
the rotary· and differential relays. The latter again does noth
ing. The rotary relay pulls up the private magnet, and, on re
leasing, lets the side-switch slip to its second position. At 1 

lll:Q: 
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. Fig. 119. Second Selector Without Slde•Swltch, South Bend. 

-<ond 2 nothing happens. At 3 the private wiper is connected to 
<ontact 10 of the private magnet. At 4 the spring 7 of the 
vertical relay is switched to the rotary magnet. 

On the last, or units pull of the dial, the impulses over the 
Vertical line now operate the ,-ertical relay and rotacy· magnet, 
mo,·ing the wipers around to the cafled line. The last impulse 
is on the rotary line, pulling up the rotary relay an<l the private 

mas:net. If the called line is busy, ·the private wiper will be 
restmg on_ ground. Hence, closing contact 10 on the private 
~a~et will release the ~onne~tor. The calling subscriber, on 
rmgmg, grounds _the vertical line, stepping the shaft up one or 
two notches. Th1s closes the off normal switch, putting on the 
busy tone. 

But if the call~d line is not busy, the motion of the private 
magnet lets the sJde-switch snap int'o the third position. ·At 1 



Fig. 120. common Battery Connector, South Bend. 

and 2 the lines are connected through to the called line. At 3 
ground is placed on the private wiper to protect from intru
sion. This also pulls up the bridge cut-off relay of the fi:st' 
selector of the called line (see Fig. 118), cutting off the or
cuits of that switch and putting the busy condition on the line 
jack on the manual board. At side-switch 4 (Fig. 120), vertical 
relay spring 7 .is switched to Lie ringing relay. . . . 

To ring, the calling subscriber presses the rmgmg button 
·(see Fig. 117), grounding the vertical line. This pulls up ~e 
vertical and differential relays (Fig. 120). The former supphes 
ground, and the latter battery, to the ringing relay, which sends 
ringing current out on the .called line. 

Up to this time we have _had. negative. ba~ery connec"te~, to 
both wires of the calling subscnber. Thts :nay be called se
lecting condition" or "selecting battery." It leaves the talking 
set dead. By some means one of the two wires must be 
switched to positive battery, so that a flow of current will re
sult through the calling subscriber's transmitter and coil for 
talking purposes. This is done by the answering of the called 
subscriber. Relay CR now feeds positive battery to the rotary 
line and CV negative battery to the· vertical line of the latter. 
Owing to the condenser in series with the bell, no current flows 
But when the subscriber answers, current flows through CR and 
back through CV. CR pulls up, switching the rotary line of the 
calling station from negative to positive battery, so that ilie 
latter can talk. 

Conversation is now carried on under the conditions found 
in most independent cord circuits, employing the condenser
retardation coil system. The circuit is clear of all other 
bridges. Each transmitter is fed through 500 ohms impedance 
on each side of the line. The differential relay does not pull 
up during conversation, since the two windings oppose each 
other. Contact A B is closed, but nothing happens since the 
release magnet has no battery, the front contact of DR being 
open. 

There are two conditions in releasing. In the first, assume 
that the called subscriber has hung up. Relay CR has fallen 
back, restoring negative battery to the rotary line through dif
ferential and rotary relays. \Vhen the calling subscriber hangs 
up, he momentarily grounds both line wires and then clears 
them. This pulls up the vertical, rotary and differential relays. 
The latter feeds negative battery to the release magnet. The 
vertical and rotary relays close contact A B and feed this cur
rent from the release magnet over the release trunk to the re
lease relay of the second selector (Fig. 119) and to ground. 
From here the release is carried on to the first selector over 
the release trunk as has been described before. 

In the second condition, consider the called subscriber to be 

still on the line. Relay CR is still pulled up. This leaves posi
tive battery on the rotary line, in which case short-circuiting the 
calling line will not pull up the differential relay. But as the 
hook goes down it grounds both lines. This places a short 
circuit' through earth on the rotary relay and the lower coil of 
the differential relay. Hence the upper coil becomes effective, 
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Fig. 121. Common Baltery Connector to call Manual Subscriber, 
· South Bend. 

the armature pulls up, cutting off negative battery from the 
called line. This lets CR. fall back, restoring negative battery 
to the lower coil of the differential relay and rotary line. The 
rotary relay now comes up, closing A B and the release pro
ceeds as usual. The called subscriber cannot release. 

The special connector for calling manual subscribers is shown 
in Fig. 121, and possesses a number of unusual features due to 
the 2-wire jack of the Kellogg board. There is no private 
wiper, the busy test being made by the rotary wiper, relay CR 
and the release magnet all in series. This occurs at the instant 
the rotary line is grounded at the end of the last digit. Side
switch 3 is in the middle position and the private magnet pulled 
up. If the calleq line is free, the rotary wiper rests on an 
open point. If it is busy, there will be ground on the tip of the 
jack (which is the rotary bank point) due to the supervisory 
relay of the operator's cord circuit, or relay CR of some other 
connector. This ground causes current to flow from negative 
battery through contact C of the ringing relay, release magnet, 
contact D of the•private magnet, side-switch 3, relay CR, rotary 
wiper, to manual' board and ground. Relay CR pulls up, putting 
a "dead" ground on the release magnet, which returns the con
nector to its normal position. As usual, the busy tone comes 
through the off normal switch· on ringing. 

When connection has been made to the called line, the ring-
. ing relay is held up continuously by positive battery from side

switch 3 and negative battery through the contact of the differ
ential relay DR and side-switch 5. It is the ringing relay which 
connects positive battery to the rotary side of the calling line 
for talking purposes, springs H and K performing the function. 
Negative batte~ causes current' to flow through relay CV, con
tact E of ringing relay, and vertical wiper to hold up the cut
off relay of the manual line. 

When the ringing button of the calling station is pressed, the 
vertical and differential relays pull up. The latter opens the 
circuit of the ringing relay which falls back, cutting off the 
switch circuit and projecting ringing current over the called 
line. While ringing, a tap to negative battery through resist
ance holds up the cut-off relay in manual board. 

It will be noted, by reference to Figs. 118 and 119, that when 
a selector has completed its work the lines are cleared of ap
paratus. Release must come over the release line and private 
wiper. In every exchange there are one or more .levels in the 
selector banks which are not in use. These are termed "dead 
levels." and if by mistake a subscriber gets in on one of these 
he will be unable to release. To obviate this trouble the release 
for dead levels shown in Fig. 122 was devised and installed. It 
consisted simply of two 500 ohm relays representing the ver
-tical and rotary relays. Their co-operation connects negative 
battery through 60 ohms resistance to the release trunk, which' 
releases the switches as usual. "' 
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34. Trunk Repeaters 
After a time the automatic telephone had demonstrated its 

ability to handle commercial exchange work in small and me
dium sized exchanges. B1,1t cities have a faculty of growing, 
and the telephone system must keep pace with the needs, which 
have had a habit of growing faster than the population. It is 
an unfortunate fact that as a central office grows in size, the 

Fig. 123. Experimental Trunk Repeater, Which Did Not Work. 

expense per year per telephone increases. The attempt to sub
divide an exchange territory into districts, with a relatively 
smaii office in each, reduces the expense a little, but the annual 
cost still runs up in a marked degree. 

The automatic system shows itself very flexible in being. 
adapted to the conditions of multi-office exchanges. It permits 
the cost of service per line to be kept within bounds. and ~hows 
a decided economy in the subdivision of offices. The most . 
notable example is the city of Los Angeles, Cal., in which there 
are one main office, manual, and seven sub-offices, all auto
matic, the latter serving between 15,000 and 20,000 out of the 
total of 35,000 subscribers. All the automatic offices are so 
linked by trunk lines that a subscriber can call to any of 
them with exactly the same ease and speed that he would 
n:ach another telephone in his own exchange. 

As the lines became Jor.ger, it began to be noticed that the 
relays did not act as well as before. It was more difficult to 
adjust them so that they would respond accurately to the series 
of rapid impulses. This was caused by the electrostatic capacity 
of the lines. While pulling the first digit, the subscriber oper
ated a first selector in his own office, the relays ·of which re
sponded easily. But while completing his connection he was 
operating the relays of a connector in the distant office several 
miles awav. The capacity, in that distance, has an appreciable 
effect on the behavior of the relays. It makes them sluggish, 
tending to hold up and not fall back promptly on each bre~k 
of the dial. 

The same problem had been met in telegraph work, and a 
~atisfactory solution found in the repeater, which is now in 
daily use on hundreds of lines. So the engineers of the Auto
matic Electric Company set themselves to work to produce a 
repeater for trunk lines which should give relief. 

It seems a simple thing to arrange a circuit like Fig. 123 to 
repeat the signals. The condetJsers, C, and C:. break the con
tinuity of the line for battery current, while allowing talking 
current free path. Ail the vertical impulses made by the dial 
at the left operate the relay, VR,, which grounds the vertical 
line at the right of the condenser, thus p<~ssing the signals on 
to the vertical relay, VR,, in th.e selector at the distant office. 
The rotary impulses are similarly passed on. 

It was in this form that the first trials were made. But it 
failed. The. relays, VR, and RR,, acted sluggishly, or not at 
all. Examination into the cause revealed the following state 

of affairs: When the impulse spring at the dial closes, it con
nect's the left hand terminal of condenser C, practically "dead" 
to ground. Wheri the vertical relay, VR,, pulls up as the result 
of the condition at _the calling station it closes its contact, C, 
and connects the right hand terminal of the same condenser to 
ground. For an instant· the condenser is thus short circuited, 
and hence is discharged. When the. vertical impulse spring at 
the dial breaks, this short circuit is removed. Current will 
therefore continue to flow through VR, until the condenser is 
fully charged. This holds the relay up until the next impulse 
comes in, so that it "freezes," or sticks. closed, or at least will 
not transmit signals clearly and reliably. 

This diffic,_;lty was-finally solved by reversing the vertical and 
rotary lines at the right of the condensers, C, and C., as in 
Fig. 124. This was done about January, 1906, and the circuit 
was applied to the Los Angeles exchange with marked success. 
It wiU be observed that the vertical relay still repeats signals to 
the vertical .line to the other office, but condenser C, is now 
connected to the rotary line to the right. It is no longer in a 
position to cause a continuation of current through V R,. When 
the subscriber releases, VR, and RR, pull up together, ground
ing both vertical and rotary lines at C and D, releasing the 
apparatus at the distant office. Contacts A and B close, feeding 
negative battery through the 60-ohm resistance to the release 
trunk, and thence to the apparatus in the home office, re
leasing it. 

This type of repeater works perfectly for local battery sys
tems, but for common battery there must be a modification. 
Fig. 125 shows the common battery trunk repeater as used at 
Portland, Ore., and also at Los Angeles, Cal., in the spring of 
1906. The vertical relay, VR,, is in series with one winding of 
the differential relay, DR, and has a permanent connection· to 
negative battery. The rotary relay, RR,, is connected in series 
with the other winding of the differential relay, from which 
the circuit goes through contact H of the talking relay, TR. 
Thus each side of the line to the caiiing subscriber has nega
tive battery for selecting purposes. The talking relay, TR, is 
normally bridged across the trunk line, but is controlled by 
contact F of the differential relay. The vertical relay, through 
its contact C, passes the impulses on to the vertical line extend
ing to the distant office. The differential relay follows all these 
impulses, disconnecting the talking relay from across the line. 
The impulse on the rotary line energizes the rotary relay, and, 
through its contact D, grounds the rotary trunk to the distant 

Fig. 124. Trunk Repeater as Installed at Los Angeles. 

office. Again the differential relay pulls up, and disconnects 
the talking relay from the trunk. 

\\'hen the caiied subscriber answers, the.talking relay in the 
connector in the distant office pulls up, and switches the rotary 
trunk from negative to positive battery, i. e., ground. This 
causes current to flow over the rotary trunk to the trunk re
peater, through contact F, talking relay, a:1d back over the ver-



tic:al trunk. The talking relay is thus ei1ergized and pulling up 
accomplishes three results. At K it cuts ground off the con
tact of the vertical and rotary relays. At L it disconnects the 
contact D of the rotary relay from the rotary trunk. At H 
and G it switches the rotary line to the· calling subscriber from 
negative battery to positive, thereby giving him battery supply 
for talking purposes. It will be observed that the vertical, ro
tary, differential, and talking relays have very much. the same 
relations to each other and the lines as the relays of the same 
names in the common battery connector which was described 
in the preceding chapter. 

When through talking, the called subscriber hangs up, re
leasing the talking relay. This changes the rotary line of the 
calling subscriber back to negative battery, so that when he 
hangs up and grounds both Jines, the vertical, rotary, and differ
ential relays will all pu11 up. Contacts C and D ground the 
trunk line, and thereby release the apparatus in the distant of
fice. Contact E of the differential relay feeds negative battery 
through the 60-ohm resistance, and the A-B contact, to the re
lease trunk, which releases the apparatus in this office. 

The calling subscriber can release even if the ca11ed subscriber 
has not hung up. In this case the talking relay is still ener
gized. If now both lines from the ieft be grounded the rotary 
relay and the bottom winding of the differential relay will be 
s'bort-circuited. This allows only the vertical and differential 
relays to pull up, the latter disconnecting the talking relays at 
F. The talking relay falling back gives negative battery to the 
rotary line (at H), making the rotary relay also pull up. This 
closes the contact A B, and since E is already closed, negative 
battery is fed over the release trunk to release the apparatus in 

Fig. 125. · Comml'ln Battery Trunk Repeater. 

this office. At the same time contacts C and D release the dis
tant office. 

A very interesting combination of selector and trunk repeater 
was put in at Columbus, Ohio, in the spring of 1907. Its cir
cuit is· given in Fig. 126. Since it was designed for a local 
battery system, the vertical and rotary relays are permanently 
connected to negative battery and the lines as shown. Two 
condcns::'rs, C. and C,, separate the lines to allow the separation 
of battery feed. The wires to the vertical and rotary wipers 
are transposed to avoid the trouble described above. Contact C 
of the vertical relay normally operates the vertical magnet, 
F M, but after the selector action is over,. it is made to ground 
the vertical trunk like a repeater. Contact D of the rotary 
:-clay also does double duty, handling the private magnet, PM. 
.and also the rotary trunk !inc. Detailed description of its 
.action does not seem necessar~. as each action has been thor
oughly explained before. 

One very important t1Se of the trunk repeater is in the "sub
·office'' plan of exchange division. In this plan a group of sub
scribers who would ordinarily be served by lines direct to the 
main office have their line-switches and connectors moved out 

• to a point in their neighborhood. From this sub-office only as 
·many trun.ks are carried to the main office as are necessary for 
the traffic. It bas been found to give better satisfaction to cut 
in a trunk repeater at the sub-office in each trunk going to the 
main office. Such a trunk repeater, adapted to common bat
tery, is shown in Fig. 127. It will be remembered that in the 
-common battery line-switch, its release magnet is connected 
·from negative battery to the release trunk when a subscriber 

has tripped in. Hence contact E of the differential relay needs 
only to ground the release .trunk to cause the restoration of the JJ 
line-switch. An off normal relay, ONR, is added, which con-
nects the talking relay across the trunk when the line-switch 
trips in, the current being fed through the release magnet of the 
lir.e-switch. Owing to its high resistance, 5,500 ohms, it will not 
affect the release magnet. 

By the introduction of the repeater the sharpness and relia-
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Fig. 126. 
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Circuit of Third Selector and Trunk Repeater Combined. 

bility of the signals was made all that could be desired. But an 
added point in favor of th!! repeater was brought out in onnec
tion with the common battery system. Without it, the calling 
subscriber had to draw his talking current from the connector 
in the distant office. This gave him relr~ively weak transmis
sion. \Vith the repeater, he draws· current from battery in his 
OY.'n office, as the called subscriber does from his own office, 
and voice transmis~ion is made very much more satisfactory. 

35. The Lorimer System 
Probably no other part of telephone history contains a 

parallel to the development of the Lorimer system, arising as 
it does from the skill of the three brothers, who worked 
·courageously and consistently for ten years before producing a 
working system. 

George W. Lorimer was born April 15, 1874, at St. George, 
Ontario, Canada. His brother, James _Hoyt Lorimer, was born 
in 1876, while the yoangest brot~r, Egbert S. Lorimer, was 
born in 1880. Their father was owner of a sash and blind 
factory, also malj:ing a clothes wringer, the patent on which 
be owned. George, even wbeo very young, !hawed a mechani
cal tendency, being interested in the steam engine and water 
wheel whick ran the factory. At the age of 12 he made a 
working steam engine. Both George and Hoyt received a 
goO>d common school education, also a high school course at 
Scotland, Onta'l'io. Hoyt was started into the study of law, 
while Geor~e, in the s11ring of 1888, left school and took the 
examination for teacher's certificate. Failing in but one sub
ject, OO<>kkeeping, his father iRsisted tkat he learn it perfectly, 
and he was sent to the l!!rant£ord Commercial College, from 

which he graduated in 1889. He at once secured a positio~ 
with a firm in Bay City, Mich. In the spring of 1891 ~15 

father d~ed and acceding to his mother's desire to have hnn 
' l'k' book nearer home George left the Bay City firm. Not I mg . -

' ·1 d ffi tn keeping he started to learn telegraphy in a ra1 roa . o ce 
the fall of 1891 in his home town, St. George. Wh1le lea~-

' d' d "F · h d T'ckets" 111 ing to be an operator he stu 1e retg t an t 
addition, so that from the spring to fall of 1892 he was em-

ployed as relievi11g agent. h 
During this time Hoyt had been pursu~ng law ~~ter a fas ·~ 

ion but he was much more interested tn electnc1ty than 1 

dr; books and nice peints in equity. Fililally, because he per
sisted so much in making electrical experiments in the law 
office, his employer told him that he was not cut out for 

the study of Blackstone. . ed 
There was in the city of Brantford a mus1c teacher nam 

Romaine Callender. He was an ingenio<~s 111an, and of an en
thusiastic temperament. He had located in Brantford yean 
ago. In connection with his musical work he had invent~d 
an organ player, the patent on which he sold for $209. Hts 
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attention was directed toward the telephone as a field for his 
acti-vities, and he began the invention of an automatic switch
board. 

As soon as Hoyt Lorimer was told of the futility of the 
study of law he went at once to Mr. Callender and offered 
his services in the experimental shop. To his delight he was 
accepted, and set to work in the shop on Dufferin avenue, 
making parts of the apparatus. Hoyt soon became infatuated 
with this work, and induced his brother George to leave his 
railroad work and enter Mr. Callender's employ. The lato:er 
was glad to get the additional assistance of one who had the 
practical experience of a telegraph operator. 

36. Callender's First System 
The general features of the system on which Mr. Callender 

was at this time working are shown by Fig. 128. It would be 
useless to go into the details, as they are complicated and for 
the most part uninteresting. At the middLe of the top of the 
figure are the subscribers' lines, which are of the single wire 
ground return type. All these Jines pass through the general 
circuit breaker, to the banks of switches or circuit selectors. 
Each line is also coonected through the "isolator" at the left 
to a single switch, called the "numerical receiver No. 1." The 
substation, Fig. 129, wa~ equipped with a battery, BA, and an 
impulse transmitting cyliDder, T. Each of the bars, a, was 
connected through the brush, j', to battery. The switch lever, 
S'¥.1, was connected to line 1, leading to the office. By mere 
inspection of Fig. 129 it will be seen that if the switch lever, 
Sw, be placed oo any of its contacts, from 0 to 9, and the 
crank H be turned one revolution, there will be a certain num
ber of impulses sent over the line to "Central." 

By placing the switch at 0 and sending thus one preliminary 
impulse, the isolator (Fig. 128) severs all lines except the 
one calling. A series of imp•lses now sent from the sub
station will actuate the numerical receiver No. 1, rotating it 
by a magnet and ratchet to the desired point. From here on 
Mr. Callender's scheme is vague arid unsatisfactory. He in
tended to have all numbers from 1 to 9 called by means of 
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Fig. 129-The Substation of the Callender 6yatem. 

nnmerical receiver No. 1 only, yet to have this sar»e switch 
pick out any one of the second series (numerical receiver No. 
2) or third series (numerical receiver No. 3) to get numbers as 
high as 999. As shown in tht· figure. this is impossible. \\'ith-

out rehearsing the details of the apparatus, the following sum
mary will show the main points: 

1. Ground return subscribers' lines. 
2. Local battery for selecting. 
3. Free use of relays and magnets. 
4. Only one subscriber could use the apparatus at a time, 
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Fig. 128-.-Gener.al Features~ of the. F.irat. Ca.lle.nde!' System. 

since all calls from the entire exchange had to use numerical 
receiver No. 1. All others would have to wait until he got 
through talking. 

5. The release was to be automatic at the end of a fixed 
time, determined by a clock, and not under. the control of the 
subscriber. However, he could release before, if he got 
through. 

6. The ringing was to be done automatically. 
7.' Complication was added to complication to secure simple 

results. He seems to have liad the idea of doing everything 
by time-limit, even where not needed. 

8. The talking circuit had to pass through one relay. 
9. He had the idea o!' primary and secondary switches, but 

the idea was not worked out into a consistent system. 
During the spring of 18.93 Mr. Callender deviseQ a new form 

of time limit, employing a vibrating mechanism which was 
intended to act as a circuit changer when it came to rest. It 
was of doubtful utility. 

3 7. Callender's Second System 
He also devised another ~ystem (in the spring of 1893) in 

which for the first time was embodied the percentage idea, 
that is, the idea of providing only enough apparatus to per
form the switching at the busy hour, and placing it at the dis
posal of any subscriber in the srstem. He also proposed to 
use metal balls to complete the actual connection, the selectors 
merely carrying and directing the balls along the desired chan
nels or runways. After performing this act, the selector was 
to revert to the use of any other subscriber. The main feat
ures were as follows: 

1. Two-wire system-no earth return. 
2. Local battery selecting. 
3. The percentage idea. 
4. Circuit selectors not to make the connections, but to 

swing around and deliver metal balls to runways, the balls 
rolling along to a pocket where they dropped onto plates and 
connected the lines. 

5. Constantly rotating percentage circuit selector, to be 
seized by any one of the subscribers and made to give a cir
cuit selector into the control of the subscriber. 

6. Circuit selectors to revcn to common usc af!t'r discharg
ing the balls. 

7. Primary and secondary circuit selectors. The former 
were to pass halls to any one of the lat!t'r. aml the latter to 
pick out the proper runway and deliver the balls to it. 



8. Limited size, due to the form of connecting board. This 
was similar in plan to the telegraph switchboard used' at way 
stations, except that the balls made the connection between 
the intersecting conductors instead of pins. 

The \Vorld's Columbian Exposition was set to occur at 
Chicago during the summer o~ 1893, an4 the men who were 
backing Mr. Callender desired to have a working exhibit there. 

Fig. 130-Callender's Signal Transmitter. 

This he promised to do, intending to use the above system. 
But the machine was an utter failure, and was abandoned be
fore completion. 

The money for the experiments had been furnished by two 
of his friends, Dr. E. Hart and Mr. Gould. During the sum
mer of 1893 their money began to be scarce, so all of the 
men were laid off except Hoyt Lorimer. George was to be 
re-employed as soon as conditions became better. 

Finding that the ball idea did not work out for connections. 
a new circuit selector was devised to make the contact directly. 
A magnet' on a revolving sha(t was made to lift any one of a 
series of contacts and make it touch an interconnecting ring. 
After this, the revolving magnet could gn on :or other calls. 
A new signal transmitter was also produced, which is of in
terest in relation to the later work of the Lorimers. The ob
ject was to get up a device which would automatically send 
in the required number of impulses for each digit in the call 
number, after being set by the user. Its principles are shown 
in Fig. 130. A is a drum on whose surface are metal bars, 
B, of varying length. C are brushes resting on the cylinder, 
each brush being connected to one contact of the switch D. 
The contacts of the other switches, E and F, are multipled 
to those of D, poinf for point, as indicated. G is another in
sulating cylin·der geared to A by a 3 to 1 gearing, G moving 
the more slowly. The contact segments H, I, and /, are con
nected through battery to line No. 2. The brushes K, L, and 
M, are wired separately to the switch arms D, E and F, re
spectively. 

The subscriber sets each of the switches D, E and F, to the 
proper digit values of the number he desires. He then pulls 

· a chain or lever which wind5 up a spring. \Vhen released this 
spring, regulated by a governor, d.rives the cylinders A and G, 
around in the direction arrowed. During the first revolution 
of A the brush K is in contact with H, so that the number 
of impulses sent will depend on the position of D. During 
the second revolution of A, cylinder G will have turned so 
that segment I touches brush L and the impulses sent in will 
be fixed by the position of E. In the same way the last series 
of impulses is fixed by F. 

After being laid off by Mr. Callender, George Lorimer was 
for a time at his horne at St. George, but Jan. 1, 1894, he 
started in electrical business for himself in Brant'ford, puttin~ 
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in intercommunicating telephone systems, electric bells and 
annunciators, and also selling supplies. At this time he in-

ve~ted an automatic switch return for the intercommunicatin~ 
sys'tem. 

Callender's Move to New York.-Since the funds o! the 
Brantford men had run low, Mr. Callender cast about for an 
additional source for means to carry on the work. Mr. J. 
Hood Wright, of New York, offered to advance money for 
the purpose on condition that he move his operations to New 
York. To this Mr. Callender agreed, and in the spring of 
1894 he made the change, taking Hoyt Lorimer with him. After 
arriving in New Y:ork he wrote for George Lorimer to come 
also. This he did, arriving in the city a few weeks later. 

Mr. Callender selected and rented fine rooms on the tenth 
floor of the Decker Building. Here a comfortable office and 
private laboratory were fitted up for him. A general work
shop was arranged for the Lorimer brothers. Here for a year 
or more the development was continued. At first they tried 
to construct a svstem based on the old plans in Brant:"ord.. 
But new difficultles were encountered, which led to the con
stmction of a still different plan. 

38. ~ ard CalDEr ~ 
It will be highly instructive at this place to get the view

point of Mr. Callender in his endeavors, and compare it with 
the line of attack followed by the developers of the Strowger 
system, whose history has been treated previously. It will be 
remembered that Almon B. Strowger started with the simple 
conception of a cylindrical switch with ten rows of inside con
tacts, each row having a hundred con,tacts': -:;n axial · sha!t 
carrying a spring or wiper and adapted to be raised to any 
row and rotated to any point in that row, the latter motion 
being made in two wjl.ys, first in jumps of ten notches each 
for the tens digit, followed by individual steps for the units. 

Since that day other switching devices have been tried, only 
to return to the cylindrical bank and the axiallv · mounted 
wiper. The bank has shrunk from 1,000 circuits· t~ 100, ·and 
occupies only a portion of a cylinder. E'Kcept ·in ·the ease of 
the connector, the verticaf ·motion has been made t'o select 
groups, the rotary being devoted to seeking a non-busy trunk. 

In his second New York system ·Mr. Callender made ·the 
real start which, later, under the .remarkable work of other 
hands, developed into the Lorimer ·system, 'tho·ugh. the latter 
is very little like 'the former. To show tlie germ· prindpl<; of 
Callender's system, Fig. 131 has been prepared. Suppose that 
we have a number of concentric metaiJic cond~cting rings,' 1, 
2, 3, etc., as many as are necessary to sen·e ·the· traffi~ of the 

Fig. 131-Scheme of .Callender'& Selector-Connector. 
exchange. 4, 5, 6, etc:}. are three of the 100 subscribers lines 
which enter the system. The single 'line and ring .must be 
understood to represent as many separate conductors as are 
included in one circuit. Jf, riow, by some means we can con-· 



nect two of these subscribers' lines to any one of the rings, 76 those two will be able to talk to each other. Further, it is 
necessary to provide only enough rings to serve the ·largest 
number of connections which may be needed at any one time. 
From the records. of those days it was taken to be ten per cent 
of the lines, which would give ten rings for a 100-line ex
change. This is known as the percentage idea, and is now 
known to be the only correct basis for arranging exchange ap
paratus. It is in sharp contrast to the early Strowger idea, 
which for many years followed the starting point of indi
vidual switching mechanism. 

39. Callender's New York System 
The means by which Mr. Callender proposed to connect 

the lines to the rings is briefly given in the following descrip
tion: In Fig. 131, 7 is an iron armature which normally lies 
down clear o( the ring 1, but when raised will connect line 4 
to ring 1 and stay there until pushed down again. Eight is a 
similar device for connecting line 4 to ring 2, while 9 is for 
ring 3. In ·a similar way each of the hundred lines is 
equipped with iron armatures for connecting any o~ them to 
any of the rings. 

Carried bv a central shaft, 10, which is maintained in con
stant rotati~n by a motor, is an arm, 11, carrying on its end 
an electromagnet, 12. During its revolution magnet 12 passes 
over all the iron arrn'atures which may connect with ring 1. 
Mounted on another arm, 13, is a magnet, 14, which governs 
all the armatures connecting to ring 2, while arm 15 carries 
magnet 16, which presides over ring 3. Each conducting ring, 
its revolving magnet, and accessory apparatus is termed a 
"division." The sub-station apparatus· was ·the same as de
~cribed in the last chapter. 
: .The pl<tn ·was to have the sub~station .(No.· 4, ·for instance) 
send in a preliminary impulse which should render its contact 
plate (20) electrically alive. As ~the sha"ft is constantly re
volving,' the wipers, 17, 18, 19, etc., of the various arms, will 
pass over· all the contact plates in succession ... After a sub
scriber, by the preliminary impulse, had rendered his plate 
(20) alive, the .first brush (17) thereafter to touch it would 
rnomeniari1y energize its magnet (12). causing the iron arma
ture (7) corresponding to both" line and ring to be pulled up, 
~hus connecting· the two. A series of impulses are now sent 
in b)- the signal transmitter .at the sub-station, which has. in
"directl)' ·the· effect of energizing the magnet (12) of the same 
division just as It pas·s.es "the called line, pulling up its arma
ture into contact wi.th the same ring ( 1), thereby establishing 
electrical connection between. the two subscribers. A single 
release relay was to be left connected to· the circuit, ·'''hich on 
an impulse from the calling ·subscriber energized a release 
niagnet mounted on the revoh·in.g arin of the di\·ision used, 
which during one revolution moved a lever dowri so as to 
press down all armatures in that particular circle. The work
ing out of the abm·e ideas called for considerably ingenuity. 

Each· subscriber's line was equipped with an individual 
switch,· ";hiCh ,\·as progressh·ely rotary, ·with six pOS)t!Ons. 
After· each· use it V.·as returned to normal by being rotated 
ahead to the end of .-180 degrees, which constituted its cycle. 
'rhe preli;niriary ii1.1Pulse, which was, like all the selecting im
pulses, fun.1i.shed by local battery at the sub-station, stepped 
the lri&,:idua!" switch off normal, which brought into play a 
circuit which energized' the seizing magnet of the first division 
to pass that line. ·This in turn moved the individual switch 

another step so that the impulses from the sub-station would 
reach the "numerical receiver," or "signal register," which 
consisted of a wiper arm swinging over a bank o! contacts. 
This was used to indicate the number of the called line. It 
was not a part of the talking circuit, but was used merely to 
cause the same division to pick up or seize the correct line. 

For each "division" there were two signal registers (a 
units and a tens receiver). Their arrangement is shown by 
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Fig. 132--callender'a Numerallzlng Scheme. 

Fig. 132. Let A represent that part of the selector-connector 
which has to do with "numeralizing," that is seizing the called 
line. Let the series of contact plates 0 to •. 10 to 14, 20 to 24, 
etc., be the individual contacts, one per line. The contacts 0 
to 4 are supposed to represent the full ten from 0 to 9, also 
10 to 14 may be taken for 10 to 19, so that there will be a full 
hundred lines around the circle. These individual contacts 
are multipled to the bank of the units numerical receiver, so 
that like units digits are wired to the same plate. Hence, 2, 
12, 22, etc.. are wired to point 2 of the units receiver bank. 

B is a segment of a feed ring lying opposite the ten con
tacts o to 9 C is a segment opposite the contacts 10 to 19, etc. 
Each segm~nt is wired to a bank contact of the tens numerical 
receiver, B going to the normal contact, C to the 1 point, D to 
the 2 point, etc. 

The constant1y revolving arm, F, of the selector-connector 
carries a pair of bridging brushes, G H. G wipes over the 
units contacts, and H over the tens segments, B, C, D, etc ... In 
circuit with the two receivers are battery and the seiZing 
magnet. The latter is mounted on the :ota:ing arm, and. is 
the one which lifts the armatures of the lme mto contact wtth 
the connecting ring of lts division. As long as both numerical 
receivers are at normal the circuit is broken and the arm and 
magnet rotate with no effect. Suppose the subscriber who 
gets the use of this division calls subscriber No. 2. He will 
accordingly send in three impulses, which by a circuit not 
shown steps the units numerical receiver around three 
notches to the point marked "2." This makes all the No. 2 
contacts (2, 12, 22, 32, etc.) "alive" with positive battery, but 
only segment B is connected to the seizing magnet. Hence 
when the brushes G and H wipe past the contact 2, the mag
net will be momentarily energized, thereby lifting the arma
ture of line No. 2 into contact with the ring of that division. 

If a call is made for a number hjgher than 9, two series of 
impulses are sent in from the signal transmitter at the sub
station. The units impulses come first, followed after a brief 
interval by the tens. As these two series come over the same 
wires, but must be made to affect different receivers, some 
means must be used to switch the second series to the tens 
receiver. Here Callender attempted to use a vibrating reed, 
calling it a "numerical separator." The end of the reed wiped 
past a fixed contact. As long as the units impulses were 
corning in the reed kept vibrating, not making contact long 
enough to have effect. In the interval between the units and 
the tens impulses the reed came to rest, and closed contact 
long e!!ough to operate a circuit which switched the line to 
tbe tens numerical receiver. 

Accordingly, i~ a call were made for No. 32, the units re
ceiver was first stepped around to point 2, then the tens re
ceiver was set to point 3. This secured t.he picking up of line 82. 

Each division included the following apparatus: three con
necting rings and three magnets on the selector-connector, 
two numerical receivers (units and tens), a percentage con
trolling switch, a signaling track and ball, and a release relay. 
The ptrcentage controlling switch had many of the functions 



ot a side-switch, shifting .circuits at various points during the 
progress of making a call. The signaling track consisted of 
two conducting rails on which rolled a copper balL The track 
was divided into fifteen sections. The ball was released after 
the number of the called line had been recorded on the 
numerical receivers. The ball was used to prevent a line fr6m 
being called by two people at once, and to store up the second 
call. It also closed the numeralizing circuit described above, 
rang both bells, gave the busy signal if the called line were 
busy, and helped in the release. 

When it came to actual trial the vibrating "numerical sepa
rator" failed to give satisfaction. Its place was· taken by a 

weighted lever mounted on the arm· of the units numerical 
_receiver. While making the progressive motion forward the. 
circuit was held closed onto the units receiver motor magnet 
by inertia. But when the arm stopped, the weight fell for
ward switching the line to the tens receiver. 

Events at New York.-The work which was bei~g done in 
the Decker building in New York attracted some attention, 

and the apparatus was viewed by numerous people who mi~ht 
be interested financially. On Jan. 12, 1895, the Elcctncal 
World published an account of the system, giving. views of the 
apparatus and a popular description of its operatiOn. Though 
it came nearer working than the machines made at Brantford 
(which were a total failure), the New York apparatus could 
not be termed a success. On one occasion it worked for about 

a dozen calls with success, and without the usual coaxing of 

the switches. This was considered phenomenal. 
In the summer of 1895, Egbert Lorimer, the youngest of 

the brothers, who was still in Brantford, Ontario, was taken 
with typhoid fever. Since the death of the father, George 
was the natural .head of the house and at once went home to 
take care of his brother. Soon the mother also came down 
with the dread disease. Faithfully he took care of both of them 
through that illness in which nursing is such an important fac
tor, and finally had the pleasure of seeing them on the road to 
health. But early in September he received word that Hoyt, 
who was in New York, was sick with typhoid fever. So 
George hurried to New York to look after him. He was ~ent 
to the hospital, where for two long months he battled agamst 

death. 
During the month of September Mr. Callender went to 

Europe. He had been contemplating the trip for some time. 

The salaries of the Lorimer brothers were small and little or 
no money was left them for expenses during Mr. Callender's 
absence. With the conditions of living as they are in New 
York, it is no wonder that before Mr. Callender's return they 

got into straightened circumstances. 
Early in November Hoyt had recovered sufficiently to be 

discharged from the hospital. During his sickness the doc
tors had used the ice-pack treatment, then much in vogue. 
Neither boy had an overcoat, which Hoyt in his weakened 

state sorely needed. One day George saw an advertisement of 
a place away down town where an overcoat' could be bought 
for $5.70. Counting up their store of money they found just 
$5.70 on hand. No money for car fare! So both boys walked 
a good number of miles to get the overcoat to protect the 

weaker from the chill November wind. 
About the middle of November Mr. Callender returned 

from Europe, and as soon as money could be had Hoyt was 

sent home to Brantford to recuper:.te. 

40. The Return to Brantford 
During the past year considerable feeling of dissatis~action 

had arisen on the part of the Brantford investors, whose 
money was still tied up in the invention. They wished him to 

come back to Brantford, form a stock company, and carry on 
his future operations there. This Mr. Callender did not wish 
to do, and sent George Lorimer, in the late fall of 1895, to 
treat with the Brantford men for different terms. But they 
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were firm demanding the return to Canada. So Mr. Lorimer 
returned ;0 New York at once. About the middle of Jan~ary, 
1896 Mr Callender returned to Brantford. George Lonmer 
was' left .in New york to clear up the rooms, sell what junk 

he could, ship the usable part of the goods, and come to Brant

ford later. 
Shortlv after this the Callender Telephone Exchange Com-

pany, w~s formed, according to the agreement. Mr. Callender 

was retained as consulting engineer, with George and Hoyt 

Lorimer as engineers. Mr. Callender spent much of his time 
developing a new scheme of his for rapid telephony, employing 
Egbert Lorimer to make some of the apparatus.. The other 
two brothers continued working on the automatic system under 
Mr. Callender'~ directions, though there was a growing 
estrangement between the latter and the company. On one 
occasion there was a small difference of opinion between him 

and George over the safety of a grinding machine in the 
factory, after which he was not often seen there. About' ]ttly 
or August, 1896, Mr. Callender severed his relations with th~ 
company. He was then engaged in working up a company to 
take hold of his rapid telegraph scheme. He soon went to 
England, where he organized the Callender Rapid Telephone 
Company. · 

After Mr. Callender left, Mr. Neill and others had conv~r
sations with the Lorimer brothers regarding the future work 
The latter, while constructing the apparatus under orders, 
had been doing considerable thinking for themselves. They 
had seen the failure of the work, and thought they knew how 

to overcome it. After hearing their ideas explained, the com
pany told the boys to go ahead and spend the money neces
sary to work out their ideas, as they believed them to be 
all right. 

Some time this year (1896) a franchise was secured for an 
automatic telephone exchange at Troy, Ohio, and the construc
tion of the switchboard was begun at' Brantford. In Octo
ber Hoyt was sent to Troy to superintend the building of the 
wire plant, in which he took great pride, making it a good, 
neat job. On account of Hoyt's poor health, George took 

most of the indoor machine work and the heavier tasl<s, to 
allow his brother the benefits of .outdoor exercise as much as 
possible. 

The new system which was to be installed at Troy was a 
direct successor to the second New York board described in 
the previous chapter. But in place of the bulky and cum
bersome selector-connector, a number of discs were used. 
These discs were of rubber, and were mounted vertically in 
pairs on a horizontal sha!'t. One of each pair contained con
tacts for all the lines in the exchange and was stationary. 
The lines were multipled to all the stationary discs. The 

other disc of each pair was mounted to revolve on the shaft 
and carried the connecting brushes. Its connection to the 
shaft was frictional, and could be stopped by a magnetically 
released bolt, shooting into a series of t'eeth on its .rim. Each 
line had an individual switch of different pattern from the 
New York style, but which changed the circuits from time 
to time in much the same way. 

\Vhilc the apparatus was nearing completion, George. Lori
mer noticed some inherent defects and the brothers had con
siderable correspondence over it. The system was completed, 
set up and tested out at Brantford in December, 1896, and 
Jam•ary, 1897, and in February was shipped to Troy, Ohio. 
George came also at the same time to erect it in place. Now 
it is one thing to set up apparatus in a shop and make it 

work, but to secure satisfactory results in commercial use 
with the public to do the manipulating is a very different mat

ter. Since it had developed weakness even in the factory, 
the system could not be expected to do b~tter in practical 
use. And it was even so, for there were plenty of difficulties 
to test the ability of the young inventors. For one thing, 
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the numerical separators did not act very well. To get 
around this, George tried various things, . among which was 
a rubber tube containing mercury. A circular row of con· 
tacts was arranged just below the surface, so that if the 
tube were tipped a little, one or more of the contacts would 
be out of the mercury and the circuit broken. \Vhen the 
tube came to rest the circuit would close and per!'orm the 
switching. But this did not solve the problem. The indi
vidual switches were also trouble breeders, and the disc cir
cuit selectors were not far behind. At times the brushes of 
nearly all the selectors would get in line with each other. 
On the next call coming in, all these selectors would stop on 
the same line, thus tying up the system until that subscriber 
got through. It soon became rare for a call to go through 
the exchange without trouble, and the system was finally 

abandoned late in 1897. 

and ground form a circuit for controlling the action of 
the signal transmitter (at the substation). By this means. 
the second or third set of impulses may be held up posi

tively till ready for them. 
4. The fact that each circuit selector had to contain 

around its edge terminals for all the lines in the e .... change 
limtied the size of the system. The Lorimer brothers 
proposed to have the switchboard built in sections of 100 · 

lines each, so arranged that calls would be trunked from 
one to the other. Further, it was their object to make 
the section the unit, adding sections as the exchange grew. 

Fig. 133 shows as nearly as possible the scheme worked . 
out to do away with individual switches. It is the ap
paratus which was set up in the spring and summer of 
1897 to demonstrate to Mr. Neill, the manager, that their 
ideas were feasible. The sub-station is an adaptation of
that used at Troy, with the addition of a trip magnet, . 

. T M, to control the movement of the impulse brush, 32. 
The premiminary impulse receiver consisted of a sta- · 

tionary commutator, _4, having as many segments as there 
were lines in the exchange. Line No. 1 of each subscrib-
er's line was to be· wired to its own segment. The stop·· 

41. ~of tte umu System 
Shortly after arnvmg in Troy, George Lorimer consulted 

with his brother Hoyt as to means for overcoming the weak
nesses of the system, and in March, 1897, partly devised 
the mechanism for doing it. They made sketches and talked it 
over with Mr. N. D. Neill, who was general manager of the 
company and their close friend. He was a practical man, 

· keenly alive to the commercial needs and the difficulties which 
had been encountered. Seeing that the germ idea was good, 
he raised more money for development and told the boys to 
go ahead. In May they began work on an apparatus to try 
out certain principles involved which would demonstrate the 
correctness or fallacy of their ideas. The boys were boarding 
in Troy, where they were installing the exchange, but for 
better facilities a location in Piqua, Ohio, a few miles north, 
was chosen in which to do the experimenting. They went 
back and forth as occasion demanded.· The. apparatus was 
completed in the last part of August, 1S97. It was very crude, 
not a complete exchange, but did the .,;,.ork 

Departure from Old System.-Since the Lorimer broth
ers had been working with the Troy, Ohio, exchange 
they had been impressed with the futility of trying to 
make an automatic switching system on the plan there 
used. The troubles encountered, with the proposed rem

edies, are as follows: . 
1. The individual switches gave endless trouble. Hence, 

have none of them. Let their circuit shifting duties be 
performed by apparatus which is a part of a division. 

2. The circuit selectors got in line with each other so 
that several might be seized by one line, thus reducing 
the chance for other people to talk, or, in certain cases, 
tieing up the whole plant. It was now proposed to have 
the circuit selectors normally at rest. The remedy also 
involved a constantly rotating device, called a division 
starter, whose duty should be to detect a calling line, and 
start out one circuit s~lector (part of a division) to 

find it. 

relay, S R, was wired between positive battery and a con
stantly rotating brush, !!. The stop relay, S R, by means 
of its contact, 1, could energize its own stop magnet, S M, 
and the division starter relay. The former operated a 
clutch and bolt, by means of which it could disconnect 
the brush, 2, from the power shaft and stop it on any 
desired segment. The cii\'ision starter relay energized the 
operating magnet of another apparatus called the "diYi3ion 
starter." This consisted of a cylindrical arrangeme::tt oi 
contacts. with a set of wipers on a shaft rotated inside. 
The operating magnet, 0 M, stepped the wipers forward. 

The rotary switch was a similar cylinder of contacts, 
but the brushes or· wipers were adapted to be moved by 
a power driven shaft, which a clutch magnet, C ,\f,, could 
connect or disconnect. 

The primary connector was similar to the rotary switch, 
except that very special means were taken to insure quick 
and accurate stopping of the wipers. The bolt, 27, was 
held normally in a notch of a wheel, 26, by spring pres
sure. The clutch magnet, C M, could pull the bolt, 27, 
out and .thus allow the wipers, 22, 23, etc, to begin to 
rotate. A dog, 28, then snapped to catch and hold the 
bolt out till released by the bolt release magnet, B R M. 
To the bank contacts, 24, 25, etc., were wired the subscrib
ers' lines. 

The action was as follows: To send in a call a lever 
or chain at the sub-station was pulled down. This wound 
up a clock spring, and also mQved brush, 32, onto the first 
pin, 31, of its bank. This grounded Line 1. At central 
brush 2 is continually revolving and in course of a frac
tion of a second strikes segment 3, to which Line 1 is con
necte~. At once the stop relay, S R, is energized, which 
energ1zes the stop magnet, S J,f, and the division starter 
relay. The former stops the brush, 2, on segment 3, the 

3. The numerical separator could not be made to give 
satisfaction. Hence, do away with it. Let the impulses 
come in over one wire and ground, while the other wire 

latter starts the brushes of the division starter. As the 
two bridged wipers, 6 and 7, of the division starter move 
over the contacts, 8 and 9, they close a circuit as follows: 
fro~ P?sith·e battery through C M1, to negative battery, 
w~1ch IS grounded. This pulls out the bolt, 27, of the 
pnma;y connector, locked by dog 28 and immediately 
the w1pers 22 and 23 start to find the calling line. 



The bolt has closed a contact, 29, from· negative battery 
which sends current through contact 17, brushes 11 and 
10, and contact 16 or the rotary switch (normal position) 
to stop relay, S R, thereby locking the brush, 2, in its 
position. Bank contact 25 of the primary connector is 
the one connected to Line 1, and is the one which will 
determine the identity of the calling line. It will be 
noticed that normally this point is open. But since a call 
has been initiated, point 25 and Line 1 have been "dead" 
grounded by the contact 29 through the brush 2. Thus 
wiper 23 is hunting a "dead" ground, where it will stop. 

Following the wire attached to wiper 23, we find that it 
runs to contact 20 of the rotary switch, through bridged 
brushes 14 and 15 (normal position) to contact 21, from 
where it goes through C M: and B R M in parallel to posi
tive battery. Hence, when wiper 23 strikes the ground 
on 25, both magnets will be engerized. The bolt release 
magnet B R M lets the bolt 27 shoot into a notch, stop
ping th'e wiper;, 22, 23, etc., on the calling line. Contact 
29 is opened so that the brush, 2, of the preliminary impulse 
receiver can start again on its rounds. 

The same current that energized the bolt releases mag
net also pulled up the clutch magnet, C M,, which started 
the rotary switch wipers on to their next stop. \Vhile the 

:bridged brushes 12 and 13 wipe over contacts 24, Line 2, 
\through the trip magnet, T M, to ground. This releases 

the clockwork so that the brush 32 is made to travel for-
li-ard, sending in a series of impulses over Line 1. 

As the apparatus was not designed to make complete 

talking connect~ons, no further work on it was done, except 
to make drawmgs of the apparatus and circuits, which 
were completed in August, 1897. On testing this rudely 
constructed apparatus the results were so satisfactory that 
plans were at once laid for building a larger model to 
handle complete connections. The shop was moved to 
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Fl:~. 133. Lorimer's First Plan for Doing Away with Individual 
Switch ea. 

the Orr Building, on the corner of Wayne and Sycamore 
Streets (Piqua, Ohio) where a working model was com
pleted. Its preliminary impulse receiver had four seg
ments, but only three lines were connected. 
• Interwoven :With the endeavors of life we may find many 
a romance, h1dden from general view. The world sees 
on~y the struggling inventor, gradually perfecting his ma
~hme. But the inventor is a man. To him, his invention 
IS. of:en more than a machine. Its success may bring 
';1th It the realization of other dreams, perhaps the estab
ltshment of a home. It is significant that on the 26th 
of October, 1897, George W. Lorimer was married. 

This exchange for four lines, three of which were con
nected, had the following parts; which it may be well to 
remember: Sub-station set, preliminary ·impulse receiver, 79 
division starter, rotary sv:itch, and primary connector, all 
of which were part of the first outfit, made for demonstra-
tion only. In addition to the above there were the follow-
ing: secondary connector, totalizer, a hundred's register, 
a ten's register, a unit's register, an interconnector, a sig
naling relay, a busy call relay, a release relay and a sec
ondary connector controller. 

The interconnector is worthy of special note:, for it 
corresponds to a selector in its functions. After the hun
dreds register, by a series of impulses from the sub-sta
tion, has been stepped around to the position corresponding 
to the desired hundred, the wipers ·of the interconnector 
commence rotating and stop automatically when they have 
reached a non-busy trunk. This is a very fundamental ac
tiOn, for without it a large exchange could not be oper
ated. 

On the successful test of this first exchange, consider
able machinery was bought and work commenced on a 
larger exchange to accommodate twelve lines. Two di
visions were completed and tested out March, 1898. It 
worked perfectly, and for a long time was kept in use from 
0ne part of the factory to another. As no patent had 
been applied for, the place was carefully guarded and no 
public demonstration given, though interested people were 
shown its operation. At once they started to make eight 
other divisions, which were completed in the fall of 1898 
or spring of 18Y\I. 

4 2. Remodeling the system 
-In the spring of 1899 the Lori

mer Brothers wished to put the system on the mar
ket. It was working finely, and they claimed with good 
reason that they had fulfilled their part of the contract 
in producing a working automatic exchange. But with his 
usual foresight, Mr. N. D. Neill viewed the apparatus as 
too cumbersome to be readily shipped. Accordingly he 
opposed placing it on the market at once, and urged the 
boys to begin reducing its size and designing it with a 
view to commercial conditions. At first both boys re
sisted the idea. Soon, however, Hoyt Lorimer saw the 
wisdom of Mr. Neill's suggestions and joined in urging 
his brother George to begin on a new system. 

The principal objection was to the connectors (primary 
connector and secondary connector, identical in build) 
which were about sixteen inches high and the same in 
diameter, made of plaster of Paris, with all the division 
wipers and clutches inside, where repairs were difficult. 
The plaster bank was difficult to make and handle, several 
of them being broken in process of assembly. 

Fig. 134 shows one view of the old system, at the ex-

Fl:~. 134. Front VIew of Old Lorimer Automatic Exchange. 
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treme left of which may be seen the secondary connector. 
The right half of the bank has been removed, exposing 
the ten horizontal discs, each mounted on the vertical sh~ft 
and carrying a set of brushes. At the center of the pic
ture- is the primary connector, exactly the same in appear
ance and construction. The completely circular bank of 
the primary connector contains ten rows of contacts, with 
100 sets of contacts in each row. Each set of contacts 
represents one subscriber's line and all corresponding sets 
in all the rows are tied together. Each of the ten discs 
belongs to a division and has the duty of picking up the 
calling line. 
· The location of the various parts of this exchange are 
given by the key in Fig. 135. A view -of the opposite side 
~f the exchange i~ given in Fig. 136, in which the totalizer 
!' nearest the observer. Toward the left may be seen the 
Preliminary impulse receiver, very similar in form to the 
Joblizer. The exact circuits and construction of this ex
l:hange will not here be described in detail, but only 
bough of the functions and relations of parts given to 
~t· _e clearer the action of the latest de\·elopment of the 

nmer system. 
L There is no individual apparatus; al\ is on the per-

centage basis. Each line is represented by ten sets of con
tacts of the primary connector and also on the secondary 
connector, and one contact on the commutator of the pre
liminary impulse receiver and also the totalizer. 

2. The brushes of the preliminary impulse receiver are 
the only continuously rotating parts. 

3. A division of apparatus (corresponding to a cord cir-
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Fig. 135. Location of Parts Shown In Fig. 134. 

cuit) comprises one of the ten brush carrying discs in the 
primary connector, a rotary switch, an interconnector (with 
the hundreds signal register on it), the units and tens 
signal registers, and a secondary connector controller. 

4. On receiving a call, the preliminary impulse receiver 
stops its brush on the calling line, the division starter starts 
a division of the primary connector (the brush carrying 
disc) to hunt the calling line. \Vhen the line is found, 
the preliminary impulse receiver goes on revolving. 

5. The rotary switch shifts the connections of the di
vision at various steps in the call and controls the signal 
transmitter at the sub-station. 

6. The hundreds register on the interconnector now 
receives the series of impulses selecting the group. The 
interconnector then automatically selects a non-busy trunk 
to that. group. Thus it is the means of "interconnecting" 
between the groups. 

7. The tens and units impulses now come in turn, set
ting their respective signal registers. 

8. The called line is now indicated on the totalizer, so 

that the idle division of the secondary connector (selected 
automatically by the secondary connector controller) will 
pick u-p the right line. 

During the spring of 1899 the work of reshaping the 
apparatus to a more practical commercial form was in 
progress. While so doing, they made other improvements 

Fl;~. 136. Rear VIew of Old Lorimer Automatic Exchange. 

as well. For instance, they devised a signal transmitter 
controller, so that the signal receiving apparatus at cen
tral was not set by impulses generated at the sub-station, 
but caused to stop at a certain contact as pointed out by 
the sub-station. The interesting details of this will be 
given later. 

Fig. 137 shows this apparatus, forming the next step in 

Fig. 137. The Remodeled Lorimer Automatic E·:cchange. 

the development, completed in December, 1899. It will 
be noted that the form has been materially changed. The 
three pieces of apparatus at the left are the decimal in
dicator (formerly called preliminary impulse receiver), the 
transmitter controller, and the division starter, all common 
to a section of 100 lines. At the right, in a vertical col
umn, are the primary connector, rotary switch, intercon
nector, secondary connector, etc., all individual to one 
division (or cord circuit). Instead of having one primary 
connector, with ten large discs inside, one for each division, 



there is one separate primary connector ;for each division. 
The former bank of contacts was a cylinder sixteen inches 
high and the same in diameter. In this it is only about 
eight inches high, and the same in diameter. The con
tacts have been reduced from 3,000 to about 300. The 
circuits of this exchange will not be discussed here, as 
they are sufficiently like the completed exchange not to 
warrant repetition. This form was so nearly a realization 
of Mr. Neill's ideas of a practical exchange that he and 
Hoyt Lorimer went to New York to seek legal aid in 
patenting the invention. Application for patent was made 
April 24, 1900, with Mr. H. C. Townsend as attorney. 

Since Mr. Romaine Callender had not been connected 
with the company for a number of years, many of' the 
stockholders objected to the continuance of his name. 
So on March 14, 1900, the name was changed to the Ameri
can Machine Telephone Co., with George \V. Lorimer as 
secretary-treasurer. 

Preparations were started to manufacture the system on 
a more extensive scale. Jigs, templets, dies, special tools, 
etc., were made in duplicate for the United States and 
Canadian companies, and considerable activity displayed. 
A system was installed at Peterboro, Canada, which is still 
in sucessful operation. The system was made common 
battery, talking a> well as signaling. An exhibit board 
was sent to Paris. France, with George Lorimer in attend
ance, and successfully demonstrated before a large group 
of engineers. All wires were run in the open, and the com
mittee. taking the keys of the apartments, made a most 
minute examination to assure themselves that all was fair. 

Test after test was applied with the utmost rigor, until 
practically all were satisfied. But one gentleman lingered 
after the rest, coming day after day to study it. At last 
he struck a new line of attack and indicated through an 
interpreter that he thought only certain lines in the boards 
were wired to operate, more than that few oeing incapable of 
operation. Now, although the exchange was designed and 
equipped for 200 lines, only a few had been tested out for 
crosses and opens. About a dozen had been tested clear, 
and connected to telephones at different locations in the 
apartments. Being unable to convince this obdurate man 
Mr. Lorimer in desperation gave the terminals of a tele~ 
phone into his hands and said, "Connect anywhere." So 
he ran down through the whole 200 lines, calling all the 
other telephones from each. Not a call failedl and the ver
dict given by the Frenchman was "Perfect!" 

Besides the board at Paris (Fig. 138) a public exchange 
of 400 lines is now working at Lyons, France, and 300 lines 
at Rome. A system is now (1909) being installed at 
Brantford, Canada. A 200 line switchboard, Fig. 139, is 
yet in the office of the American Machine Telephone Com
pany, at Piqua, Ohio, this view being given for the addi
tional light which it throws on the construction. 

November 6, 1901, Hoyt Lorimer died of typhoid fever 
at the home of Mr. Neill. Hoyt was a young man who 

threw his whole soul and power into the work, even to 
the neglect of his health. Nearly all of. the drawings of 
circuits and apparatus were his work. In the development 
of ideas the work of the two brothers was so interwoven 
that the origin could not be credited to one more than the 
other. It was a true case of joint invention. 
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Fig. 138. The Lorimer Exchan;,e Installed at Paris, France. 

43. ~ WT~ l.oiner System 

Gent'ral Considerations.-The completed system worked 
out by the Lorimer Brothers is so different from others in 
plan and execution, that careful attention must be paid to 
the description to secure a proper understanding of its 
operation. Several underlying principles should be recog
nized at the outset. They may be catalogued as follows: 

1. No apparatus at central indh·idual to any line. 
2. Power drive for all contacts. 
3. Positive control of calling device at substation by 

<:entral office apparatus. 
4. The multiple wiper principle, which will be explained. 
5. The finder switch principle. 

The unit is a~ assembly of apparatus designed to serve 
100 lines, and is illustrated by Fig. 139. It is divided into a 
number of groups called "divisions" (5 represented} each 
division corresponding to a cord circuit of a manual board. 

The parts which make up one division are arranged in 
a vertical column, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. They constitute ~o. 
train of apparatus reaching from the calling to the called 
line. Whc:n a call comes in the action is very similar to 
that of a manual board. Like the answering plug, the 
primary connector, 4, hunts up the calling line and ·con
nect~ it. Then the intermediate apparatus receives the 
number. Final connection to the called line is completell 
by the secondary connector 9, which acts like a calling plug. 
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It is evident that the number of "divisions" will be fixed 

solely by the amount of traffic. If the number of calls in
creases, more divisions can be added. 

The pdmary connector might be called a finder switch, 

since it finds the calling line. No two primary connectors 

in a 100-unit can act at the same instant, as they are con
trolled by the division starter, 12. 

The rotary switch, 5, controls the switching and rearrang

ing of circuits during the progress of the call, and is the 

general utility member. It gathers to itself the functions 

of all the side-switches in the Strowger system besides other 

duties peculiar to the Lorimer mode of working. It com

prises the greatest complexity of the system, the rest being 

very simple. If the place and work of the rotary switch are 

mast~red, the rest of the system will be eaisly understood. 

The signal transmitter controller, 6, has the main duty 

of regulating the movements of the substation apparatus. 

Without its action the number set up by the subscriber 

will not be sent into the office. The signal transmitter 

controller also has to do with some of the signaling and 
talking circuits. 

Mounted on the rotary switch is the thousands register, a 

device for selecting the desired thousand group. It does 

The decimal register controller, 11, works with- the decimal 

indicator in guiding the wipers or brushes off a primary 
connector to the terminals of the calling line. ._ 

The Cylinder S'Witch.-This is the basis of most of the 

apparatus. It consists of a bank of contacts completely 

circular in form with the contacts projecting inwardly. 
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Fig. 140.-Stopplng Circuit of the Decimal Indicator. 

Vertically through the central space runs a shaft carrying 

many brushes or wipers, which ride upon these contacts. 

Usually there are several brushes which bear on the same 

level or row of contacts. The brush carrying shaft is 

geared to a constantly rotating power shaft, but the con

...........,.,. 
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nection is through a clutch operated 
by a magnet. Normally the magnet 
is de-energized, the clutch released, 
and a stop applied to a toothed 
wheel which locks the brushes in a 
certain position. When the magnet 
is energized, the lock is removed 
and the clutch applied so that the 
brushes will be rotated by the power 
shaft. 

·-:":, 

The Register.-This consists of sev
eral wipers bearing on a bank of 
about ten contacts per level. These 
wipers have only a rotary motion. 
They are driven by a spring which 
is normally under tension. A mag
net-controlled escapement allows 
the spring to drive the wipers step 
by step, over the contacts of the 
register bank. 

The Primary Connector.- This 

Fig. 139.-Relatlon of Swltche• In 100 Line Unit. 

consists of a cylinder switch with 
a register mounted on top of the 
brush ·carrying member. (See Fig. 
144, which is stripped of all but the 

this by picking up either interconnector 7 or 8, according 

as the called number is in the first or second thousand. It 
is apparent that each division of apparatus will have to be 

equipped with as many interconnectors as there are thou

sands in the system. 
The interconnector (7 or 8) has the duty of selecting the 

desired hundred group and then automatically picking out a 

non-busy secondary connector in that group. The inter

connector has the function of a "selector switch" in other 

systems. 
The· secondary connector, 9, picks out the called line, 

completing the chain of connections extendmg from the 

calling line through the primary connector, rotary switch, 

signal transmitter controller, interconnector and secondary 

connector to the called line. 

At the left in Fig. 139 are three pieces of apparatus which 

are common to all divisions of this hundred group; 10 is 

the decimal indicator, which periodically tests all the lines 

of the 100 and, if one makes a call, assists in starting the 

connection; 12 is the division starter, and, true to its name, 

it starts an idle division to hunting for the calling line. 

essential details.) It has a clutch magnet, 19, and a relay, 

118. The decimal register, 61, has a magnet, 29, to regulate 

the escapement motion of the wipers over the contacts. 

Fig. 141.-ldentlfylng Calling Line. 

There are ten sets of brushes (represented by M-1, M-Z 

and M-3), ·bearing on subscriber's line terminals. Each 

set of brushes is wired to a set of contacts on the regis-



ter. Moreover, each set of cylinder brushes can move over 
a certain ten sets of bank contacts. For instance, a cer
tain set of three brushes will be able to move over the 
bank contacts of lines 0 to 9 inclusive, another set will move 

Fig. 142.-l.orlmer Sub·Statlon. 

over 10 to 19, another over 20 to 29, etc. Hence if we de
sire to connect with line 45 we must first move the register 
to connect us with that set of cylinder brushes presiding 
over 40 to 49, then move all the brushes six notches. Our 
selecting set of brushes will now be resting on 45. Other 
sets will be on 5, 15, 25, etc., but as the register has not 

. connected with them no harm is done. This relation is 
known as the "Multiple wiper" principle and is used 
throughout the Lorimer system. 

The Decimal Jndicator.-This consists of four stationary 
commutators as thoroughly built as those used on motors 
and dynamos. Each commutator has a revolving brush 
which is maintained in motion day and night by a motor or 
other suitable power. Comm'utator 101 (Fig. 143), con
tains 100 segments, to each of which is connected the No. 
1 wire of some subscriber in the 100 group. Brush 111 re
volves continually over these segments hunting a calling 
line. When a line initiates a call this brush will stop on 
the segment belonging_ to that line, and cause an idle pri
mary connector to hunt up the line desiring connection. 

Commutator 106 has the duty of placing a busy or guard
ing potential on the third wire, 3, of the calling line to 
safeguard it against being called by another. Commutators 
104 and 105 determine the identity of the calling line and 
will be described in detail. 

Subscriber's Telephone.-This conosists of a common bat
tery talking set of any desired pattern (typified by a 

.. 
Fig. 143.-<:all Detecting Apparatua. 

transmitter and receiver, Fig. 142), in addition ot the call
ing device or "Signal transmitter." A brush carrying arm, 
142, is arranged to travel over a circle of contact pins, every 
alternate one of which is dead. Normally it rests on contact 
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140, connecting the bell, 146, to the line. The end of a 
spiral clock spring is attached to the arm 142. The other 
end is attached to a lever by means of which the spring 
33 controls the pawl, 168, so that for every complete cycle 
train of gears ending in a rotary escapement 167. Magnet 
can be wound up. The rotation of arm 142 is regulated by a 
or motion of the armature to and fro the escapement will 
not allow the brush, 142, to advance from one contact to 
the next. 

The contact 144-179, is closed by the act of pulling down 
the lever which winds up the spring. The same act ad
vances brush, 142, to contact, 141, but further motion is 
prevented by escapement, 167. 

At the left in Fig. 142 are shown four rows of contacts. 
There are ten contacts in each row. Each row represent:. 
one of the digits of the called number. A brush is adapted 
to be used over each row, placing a ground on any desired 
contact. It i~ these which the subscriber adjusts in setting 
up the number of the line with which he wishes to talk. 

The hook spring has two main springs, 147 and 148, 
mechanically connected together. The lever of the hook 
switch is locked down during the call -except when brush, 
142, has· completed its work. 

Process of Making a Call.-The subscriber first sets up 
the number by sliding or rotating the brushes, 171, to tht. 

Fig. 144.-Prlmary Connector Circuit. 

proper digits corresponding to thousands, hundreds, tens 
and units, respectively. He then pulls the starting lever 
all the way down, and thus winds the spring and advances 
brush, 142, to contact, 141, and locks the hook-switch down. 

This places a ground on line 1, which causes the con
stantly rotating brushes of the decimal indicator at "Cen
tral" to stop on the segment of the calling line. The stop
ping circuit is given in Fig. 140, all non-essentials being 
omitted. 

When brush 111 strikes the grounded segment, relay, 211, 
energizes. This closes a circuit through the clutch magnet 
15, which stops the revolving parts. Relay 214, in parallel 
with the clutch magnet, also pulls up, putting positive bat
tery on the third wire of the calling subscriber's line, this 
being the busy or guarding potential. 

It will be noted that negative battery is connected to 
earth, contrary to the usual custom, although this reversal 
of polarity has nothing to do with the normal operation of 
the system. 

The clutch relay, 212, of the division starter (in series 
with 15 and 214) also pulls up, thereby causing the division 
starter to move and act on an idle division. This action 
comes about by brush 61 of the division starter (Fig. 143) 
sending an impulse from positive battery over wire 37 to 
clutch magnet 17 of the rotary switch (Fig. 145) moving the 
cylinder brushes of the latter from their normal N at top of 
drawing to the first I position.• 
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Identifying Calling Linc.-In Fig. 141 the scheme of iden

tification is given most simply. A cable, 119, of ten wire~ 
runs from commutator 105 to each primary connector. The 
wires are multipled to a certain row in each cylinder. The 

Brush 120 now carries pos1ttve battery potential so that 
for the rest of its journey it will send impulses over the wire 
187 to the decimal register magnate 29 on the primary con-· 
nector. This advances the register brushes to connection 
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brushes which represent the 
tens digit of the calling line. 
When contact 48 of the deci
mal register controller is 
reached brush 120 puts both 
windings of relay 210 in paral
lel, so that they neutralize 
each other and the armature 
falls back. Thus by two sepa-· 
rate operations carried on at 
the same time the working 
wires of the division are car-.· 
ried through and connected to 
the calling line. 

The last act. of the decimal 
register controller energizes 
clutch magnet 17 of the rotary 
switch (wire 49, 51 contact FI 
Figs. 143, 144 and 145), send
ing it on to its second top, 
position II. 

The rotary switch bank contacts are shown as I! the Inside cylindrical sur!ace were 
rolled out ftat, each circle representing a contact. The double pointed arrows Indicate 
brushes which bridge together two rows o! contacts. The rotary switch by this motion 
starts the primary connector cylinder brushes by clutch msgnet 19 and the decimal 
register controller by clutch magnet 18. 

Recei~'itlg Signals.-This mo
tion of the rotary switch shifts 
the connection and starts the 
signal transmitter controller 
to receiving the first two 
digits, thousands and hun. 
dreds. It is here that the pe
culiarity of the Lorimer method 

segments, 105, of the decimal indicator are divided into 
ten groups of ten each, and the wires of cable 119 multi
pled as shown. These are to indicate the units. Brush 115, 
bearing positive battery, has stopped on i1 segment corres
ponding to the units digit of 
the calling line. Cylinder brush 
P-1 of the primary connector is 
in line with the regular 
brushes. As they revolve, due 
to clutch magnet 19 being ener
gized, P-1 will in course of 
time strike the contact made 
live by brush· 115 of the dec
imal indicator. This causes 
relay 219 to pull up, cutting 
off clutch magnet 19 stopping 
the cylinder brushes on the 
units digit of the calling line. 

Commutator 104 is divided 
into ten large segments, each 
occupying the space of ten seg
ments of 105, with which they 
are in exact line. Brush 114, 
carrying battery, has stopped 
on that segment corresponding 
to the tens digit of the calling 
line, and therefore makes live 
a certain segment of the dec
imal register controller. Its 
brush, 120, has been started on 
its rotation; as it passes over 
the segment nothing happens 
until it strikes the segment 
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55 

,~ 

made live by brush 114. This energizes relay 210, which 
at once locks up with current through its own contact. 

of transmitting signals becomes evident. For the purpose 
of making the positive control of the sub-station apparatus 
more clear Fig. 149 has been prepared. At the sub-station, 
of the contact pins over which brush 142 moves, only a 

176 

Fig. 146.-&lgnal Tran•mltter Controller, 

portion are shown, and only one of the four digits indicat· 
ing brushes, G. At "Central" that part of the signal trans· 



mitter controller concerned is represented by three wipers, 
A, B and C and ·relay 215. The escapement magnet at the 
right may be any of those used to advance wipers corres
ponding to any digit of the called number. 

Wipers A, B C are attached to the same shaft, and move 
exactly together. A transmits a series of impulses over 
line L-2 to escapement magnet wiper 33, the latter advancing 
arm 142 step by step over the contact pins. Wiper B 
sends a similar series of impulses to the escapement magnet 
in the exchange, setting forward the wipers which it con· 
trois. Wiper B strikes each of its contacts just a little after 
A has touched its own corresponding contact. 

When the signal transmitter controller, at the proper 
time, has been started, wiper A, acting over line L-2 and 
magnet 33 steps arm 142 over the contacts at the sub
station. Simultaneously the escapement magnet at "Cen
tral" has been stepping its own mechanism along by im
pulses received from B. In course of time arm 142 strikes 
the pin grounded by brush G. At once relay 215 is ener
gized, cutting off battery from the escapement magnet at 
"Central." It and its mchanism are therefore stopped at 
the positoin indicated by the position of brush G of the sub
station. Relay 215 is locked up by its front contact and 
wiper C. However, when the latter reach.es the end of its 
continuous segment the locking circuit is broken and the. 
whole arrangement of circuits is changed. 

Referring again fo the main series of detail circuits, . 
(Fig. 146 in particular) the brushes of the signal trans
mitter controller make their revolution in accordance with 
the following code: 

First-From normal N to subnormal SN receiving thou
sands and hundreds digits. 

Second-From subnormal SN to subnormal, a complete 
revoltttion, to receive tens and units digits. 

Third.-From SN to N a !>hort step connecting up the 
talking circuit. 
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Automatic Tnmking.-The proper thousand and hundred 
having been selected, the next step is the picking out of 
an idle secondary connector in the called group. An idle 

· condition is indicated by a ground on wire 224, (Fig. 147), 
while if busy that wire will be alive with positive battery. 

Fig. 147.-lnterconnector and Secondary Connector. 

When relay 215 fell back from its last work it started the 
cylinder brushes of the in terconnector over the following 
circuit (Fig. 146): SN of B wiper, wire 96, outside brush of 
thousands register, wire 54, clutch magnet 21, (Fig. 147) 
wire 55 contact D of rotary switch, (Fig. 145) wire 56, relay 
218, to consecution controller and ground. The consecution 
controller is a constantly rotating wiper which is intended to 
prevent two interconnectors from seizing the same instant. 
It does this by giving ground to each in succession so that 
one will always be a little in the lead of the other. 

As the cylinder brushes of the interconnector rotate to 
find a non-busy secondary connector, a testing circuit in 
the former tries each trunk passed. This testing circuit is 
as follows: Positive battery upper coil of relay 215, (Fig. 
146) wire 231, contact D-II of rotary switch wire 222 to 
inner brush of register on interconnector (Fig. 147), thence 
to bottom cylinder brush. When this brush strikes the first 
idle trunk, the ground· at E of the secondary connector 
energizes relay 215 of the signal transmitter controller 
(Fig. 146) breaking its back contact and releasing the clutch 

magnet 21 of the 

r---------------------=L~~--------------------~rb 
in t e r connector 
·(Fig. 147), there
by stopping the 
cylinder brushes. 
The front contact 
of 215 starts the 
r o t a r y switch 
from position 11 
to 111. This mo
tion of the rotary 
switch starts the 
signal transmitter 
controller to re
ceiving tens and 
units digits, set
ting t h e tens 
register and cyl
inder brushes of 
the. secondary 
connector 0 v e r 
circuits which are 
easily traced. 
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Fig. 149.-Control of Signal Transmrtter. secondary con-

This action is secured by having a notched disc geared to 
the cylinder brush shaft, so • that. the disc will make one 
revolution while the cylinder brushes make two. In the 
edge of the disc are cut notches so that the dog on the 
dutch lever will stop the brushes at the positions indicated. 

nectar are now 
resting on the terminals of the called line. 

Busy Test of Called Line.-The condition which indicates 
that the called line is busy is positive battery on the pri
vate contact or third wire (325, Fig. 147) while a ground 
or open indicates that the line is disengaged. 
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While the rotary switch is moving from posttlon !Il to 

position IV, it makes a momentary contact (at D) which 
closes the testing circuit to determine whether the called 
line is busy or free. This circuit is as follows: ground, 
lower coil relay !?15, wire 232, rotary switch D-II!Yl, wire 
222 through the interconnector wipers, wire 224, to the pri
vate wipe:- of the secondary connector. 

At the same instant that the above test circuit is closed, 
the rotary switch also closes a circuit to energize the clutch 
magnet, 20, of the signal transmitter controller. This cir
cuit involves the back contact of relay 215. 

Now, if the called line is busy, the test circuit mentioned 
above will cause the relay 215 to pull up, preventing the 
£ignal transmitter controller from moving. This keeps the 
called line clear of connections. But if the called line is 
free, the relay 215 will not be energized and the signal 
transmitter controller will be moved fro~ position SN a 
short step to position N. 

In this position the signal . transmitter controller puts 
positive battery on the private wiper of the second
ary connector, to protect the called line. It also makes 
the necessary connections from the re.peating coil and 
battery to the line brushes resting on the called line to 
feed battery current for talking. 

Ringing and Talking.-Thc calling subscriber now lifts 
his receiver from the hook, thereby de-energizing relay 216, 
which has been held up over line 1 and the ground at the 
substation. As relay 216 falls back it gives posith.: battery 
to the clutch magnet 17 of the rotary switch (Fig. 145) 
moving the latter to position V. 

The rotary switch is now in the talking position and the 
two telephones are connected over a circuit which is shown, 
simplified, in Fig. 14~. 

The common battery talking set of the calling station is 
fed with current through relays 216 and 217. The former 

Fig. 148.-slmpllfied Ringing arid Talking Circuit. 

is differential, with windings opposing so that it offers little 
opposition to talking current. The. winding of relay 217 
which is used is shunted with non-inductive resistance for 
the same purpose. Relay 216 is solely for telease purposes. 
Relay 217 is the ringing' relay. The calling subscriber, with 
his receiver at his ear, presses the ringing button. This in
serts a high resistance in the line, so that relay 217 falls 
back. This projects ringing current on the called line. It 
will be observed that it must flow through the called half 
of the repeating coil. This induces a flutter in the calling 
sul:-scriber's receiver, which is his indication of a successful 
connection. If the line had been busy, the circuit of Fig. 
148 would not have been established, and on attempting 
to ring no flutter would result, which would iudicate a 
busy line. When the called subscriber answers, conversation 
is carried on by the well-known Hayes system of common 
battery transmission. Relay 220 in the called loop is 
differentially wound with opposing coils and offers little 
impedance. It is to prevent the possibility of ringing on a 
subscriber who is just initiating a call. · 

Though Figs. H6 and HS show but two windings in tht: 
repeating coil, in practice four are used, this being neces-

sary to secure a quiet line. In fact, it has been proposed 
to use the condenser-retardation system as Jnstalled by 
newer all Independent telephone companies in manually 
operated boards. . .. 

Release.-When the calling subscriber hangs up it restore:·: 
the ground on line 1, energizing one coil of relay 
216. On pulling up it energizes the clutch magnet 17 of 
the rotary switch, moving it to position VI. By a neatly 
arranged series of inter-actions between the rotary switch 
and the sipnal transmitter controller, all switches are now· 
automatically rotated forward to their normal positions. 
The registers are each reset, being forced back to zero by a 
lug which is engaged by the escapement sector as the reg
ister moves around bodily with the c.ylinder brushes. 

44. Lorimer Summary 
Summary.-In conclusion, the following facts may be 

noted regarding the Lorimer system: 
1. It is designed along lines of rigid control, there being 

no freely moving dial nor fast and slow acting relays. 
2. The sub-station apparatus is practically "fool-proof," 

the user being unable to tamper with the apparatus until 
the selection has been completed. 

3. All parts of the apparatus are exceedingly well made. 
There is nothing flimsy about any of the Lorimer apparatus 
which I have examined. The mechanical parts are of ample 
size and finely fitted. The cylinder brushes and register 
wipers work under sufficitnt pressure to make contact cer
tain, while the power drive is a means of assuring cer
tainty of action. 

4. The electrical complication used to secure the positive 
control and .power drive seems bewildering at first, but a:. 
the details are studied, the circuits and combinations seem 
more simple. 

5. The negative busy signal seems awkward at first, but 
should not prove a serious objection. In fact, it might be 
considered an advantage to have the user "hear" the ring
ing current on its way to the bell, according to a plan which 
is in successful use in some places. 

6. The idea of reducing central office investment to a 
traffic basis ·is a good one. It enables a reduction in first 
cost, if the connecting apparatus be simple enough,' and 
gives greater time efficiency. In a system employing a sep
arate switch for e.ach line, at the busiest hour of the day 
90 per cent or more are idle, while for the 24 hours the 
average will ·be about 98 per cent idle. In the Lorimer 

. system the only parts of the central office equipment which 
are individual to each line are the cylinder switch contacts 
in primary and secondary connectors and the segments of 
the decimal indicator. 

7. While the user is setting up the number on his signal 
transmitter, or calling device, and pulling the lever which 
sends the preliminary impulse, the central office apparatus 
has done nothing for his call. While the switches are 
taking care of his call the user must wait, if even for a 
short time. This is an inevitable result of the absolutely 
controlled feature mentioned under (1). A free dial allows 
the switches to be working while the dial is rotating back, 
so that when the user gets through with his manipulations 
the connection has been -:::ompleted. There is no wait. 
However, the actual difference in seconds is not great. 

8. As illustrated, no automatic selection of an idle trunk 
to a thousand group is shown. This would require as many 
interconnectors in each divisidn as there are thousands in 
the system. In a 10,000 system, with full 10 per cent 
switching, this would mean 10,000 interconnectors, alone. It 
has been proposed to use another interconnector to avoid 
this trouble. 

The Lorimer system is being used in exchanges serving 
the public at Peterboro and Brantford. Canada, where it is 
giving excellent satisfaction. 


